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"The optimist proclaims' that-we 'live in- X 

.the best of all possible worlds; and the
 
pessimst fears-this "istrue." 

INTRODU1ION' 

Energy is the new "in-thing" at present; it is' fashionable to' talk about °, 

the problems of energy development, especially since the discovery of the
 

"energy crisis." If we bring into the picture the 'fact'" iat 'obViously very 

serious environmental damages have stemmed from the energy industry, and that
 

energy has become a symbol of our entire system of industrial development
 

and economic growth, we link together the three key-words of the 70's:
 

energy - environment - development.
 

The purpose of this paper is not to explore in any depth those linkages,
 

but, focusing on the enviromental consequences of energy systems, to provide 

a framework for analysis and decision-making inan area where rational evalua

tion and planning isoften obscured behind amounts of unrelated and partial
 

pieces of information, and shaky conceptual basis.
 

In a first part, we will put the energy systems concept in perspective, 

and relate it to development and collective choices. Then, in a second part, 

we will assess the various environmental impacts of energy systems. Finally, 

in a third part, we will discuss the possibilities and means of controlling 

and reducing those impacts by structural and non-structural methods, with 

special attention to the relationship between 'the costs dfthe possible'measures 

to be taken, and their objective resuits 

learly, 'for all environmental problems liiiked" to6industrialization, the 

issues and goals are extremely different between developing and'developd 

" 
nations; the standards to be applied, erelevant echni es and lidis
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the. priorities, costs and benefits: almost nothing can be held universally 

true., Nperitheless ,it is not.becau e informtion and results concerning the 
relationships betwe en:nergy and"ethenvironment are to be interpreted and 

translated into policies in a different way, nor that itmeans the information 

and results are not needed; on the contrary, ifthey have to be re-discussed,
 

re-analyzed, re-framed into policies relevant to developing nations 
- and they 

indeed do -then the; information and results have to be all the more accurate 

and carefully,studied.. 

,The,goaL ortins paper is to help make a steD in that direction. 

NOTA: We call te enerav system, the -v-qtm ihitrh rn,ccfa " all the com

ponents necessary to bring a basic energy resource ,fromits natural state to 

a place and i.,a form inwhich it isused: extraction, processine. sometimes 

conversion into.another fom,(electricity), transportation between operations, 

deliveryor transmission to the final users. and aqe. 



ERGYFIRST:IPART: . M'IH* ' ,4*A PERSPECTIVE 'VIEWI_ 

Energy is the ability to,& work.,.,Itis ,the potential for useful work, 

man's use otin storage batteries, in muscles, in coal.,or flowing water. 


energy was for long limited to that provided .byhis muscles. Later he learned
 

to use fire for cooking and protection against the cold.Later still he cap

tured the energy of the wind-with sailboats 'andwindmills. Today, we are
 

exploiting a broad array of energy resources based mainlyon fossil fuels, and
 

tomorrow on nuclear fission and,maybe later on solar and .nuclear fusion energy
 

virtually unlimited energy sources. 

But where does this energy come from? The earth'.sl energy balance is com

posed for more than 99%: o:fsolar radiation reachingits surface - part of it 

being.iniediately reflected,(about 35%), part of,it heating the atmosphere 

(about 43%), used for evaporation, atmospherlcand-sea movements (about 20%), 

the remaining 1% being used by plants to convert CO2 and H20 into carbohydrates 

by 'thie 'pfiok6ss of -photosynthesis1 , simultaneously releasing-oxygen,in the 

reversed. Over geologic periods'atm:6cphere., When 'plants decay', the process is' 

of t:ime, s ince half'a, bill.ionyears ago, -a.fraction ofthiese, :organisms .have 

changes .andbeen 'tiied befre6compete oxyddtion; they underwent chemical 

coal, oil,h lignite. -'The:stored,energy. is were tansformed into natural gas, 

rioleasedYby oytiOnemitting CO2 'and H20 and, heat. 

Theie'.adioactive materials have 'been formed ,when t1e whole solar system-,. 

still was a big diffuse star, subject to intense nuclear-activity. In nuclear,,, 

is the 'energy' stored iat'1hat time which is released.plants, it 

Thn6'-hift iflom agrarian to.an1industrial: 'economy resillted in 'vast increase 

& 
in'6ner€gydonsuMption, botftor ,powbring the industry.'and'fOr. mechanizing and . 

an energy-:fertiliz"zngragriclture: to increase prouctivitry.i in:addition, -. , '
 

.. nd,
intensive'transprtation'system ties together any .highly specializedd 

5 7 
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therefore interdpendent economy (see rble 1) L.Cnote:1 BT[- 0O. 26 caories) 

TABLE 1 

The Shift to Energy.Intensive Passenger Transport', 

Percent of total 
passenger-mlles Average Btu's per Load

passenger-mile factor 

Urban 
walkng ...........NA NA 80 (human energy)...
Bicycle ............ NA NA 180 (human energy)... 
Bus................. 89 .2.7 2,10 (diesel fuel and
 

gasoline)............
1.26 
Automobile ......... 80.2 04,11 8,100 (goaline) ........3.28 

ntercity "- | 1 . 
Bus............. 4.5 2.8 2.1 1,600 (diesel fuel and 

Poo]Une) ............ 3.45
 
Railroad .......5 2.8 .9 2,000 (diesel fuel) ...... MtAutomobile'. 86.8 00.1 86.6 8,400 (gasoline) ........1.49
 
Airplane .......2.0 4.3 10.1 8,400 (gasoline and
 

jet fuel) ............ ..80,
 

PBased on 80-passenger average.capacity for buses and 5-passenger
opacity for Auloiobiles. 
•Ineludes taxicabs.
 
Sources: Transporlation Association of America. 1072. Transportation
Facts & Trends Ninth A'diton. Washington, D.C.: T.A.A., p. 16; U.S.Departmeicnt of 1e'sportation. July 1972. 1975National Transportatlin

Report. WaLlhi 0loi, 189; persoll conmmnuntintlon withD.C.: D.O.T., Ip.ticiard Strumbotne. U.S. Department of Transportation; Rice,
Richard A. 1971. 'llstor'al l'erspective iti Transport System Devel
olnent," In Adranced Urban 71ianportatlonS.'tens. l'lttsburgh, P.:
Transportation tescarchs Institute, Curiegio-%1tilorn University p 89;and IIrst Erie, and Robert HIercndeei. January 1073. "Total Elnergy
Demand forAutomobiles." A paper prcsonted before the Society ofAutomotive Engineers, Inc., New York, N.Y., International Auto
motive Engincoring Conference, Detroit, ,Mlicb. 1) 3. 

Total world ienergy consumption has increased 5 times in -the last 50 years, and 

the,rate of increase has been increasing: +2.2%1 per, year between 1925 and195 

3+4.9% between 1950 and.1960, +5.5% since then.',: Theyery characteristics of
 
'modern-living" and the technological age, namely,!:urbanized area.development,,
-.


-high productivity; - industrial, production, high specialization,, are.ex, remely 

energy- intensive processes. Actually; .half£. the, coal jburned, by ,man-has. been 
bumed :'n the' last thirty one years, -and half the petrolconsumed has been 

burnedL-in the last ,thirteen iyears. 

The relative: share ,of Europe,.and North.America.-tends tq.,decline, but 
there'-are Still-huge:,disparities in 'the -per capita:energy consumptionperiyear: 

three:'times;more '.inzNorth Americai. than in Europe iand the USSR,.,ten .timesimore 

than ini Latin America, thirty times,, more.than in:Africa. and. As',a (excluding 

Japan) ;.'North America, with 8%i;of theglobdla:bpopuldtion-'consumes ,,37% .of,the... 
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world' s energy, 'whereas the pooreSt half of the world population consumes 

only 10%:of the total energy produced. 

•niere is a aetinite positive correlation between energy consumption and 

GNP per caita, and between the rate Of increase UL LILUC LWU W.-.aU.. 

Nevertheless, the industiat structure plays a significant role and c6uhtries' 

like Canada, Norway,. Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Poland and Venezuela shoq"" 

a higher use of energy per unit of GNP than the USA. Clearly it' wouldi 

hazardous to draw a simple causal relationship betieen GNP and energy use 

but there isa definite linkage.
 

Between 1950 and 1960. there has been a drastic shift inenergy sour-s: 

coal declining from 56 to 34%. oil and natural Eas increasine from 38 to 60%. 

hydroelectricity staying at 6%, but nuclear energy's share is exp cted7 to bo& 

from about zero to 21% of the world's enerv uroduction in 25 years from now. 

Let us now focus on a few issues related to enerv: 

1. EnerRv and food-uroduction': there is a Darticularii clear intrde6enden 

between agricultural productivity and energy use: fertilizers, farm machinfer 

and irrigation are highly energy-intensive products, as well as the food 

transportation and processing industry. For many countries. though, and indeec 

for all countries in the longer run, the .US type of Ithis .'very energ-intensive 

agriculture doesn't make any sense, when 10 calories of .energy aIre needed to 

Produce 1 calorie of food output. The critical variable in food production 

is precisely this energy subsidy to food output ratio, 'provided the protein 

diet is adequate. 

2. -nergy aria internationai reLations. nere is no neea to eLaoorate tme 

fact that the world ,balahce of power isdrastically affected by the dependence 

ot many countires--on imported oil, generally from the Middle East. The whole' 

monetary system is threatened by the importance of the-transfers this depeiden 

generates and the interdependcency between olitical and. military'" ahiiances 

95-. 
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industrial and i;technolgicalpower and.fossil fuel sumply is 'every day more 

more.
clear.... The oil lembargo of November 1973, which helped bring,oil to a 


realistic price. nas Deen tne rlirs sign ou Ln deep meaning of, the basic 

interdependency-between the world' s nations, which has shown the power of any 

nation upon-the whole system, and therefore the responsibility ot all nations 

in the world's affairs. 

The economic, and, social systems are increasine1v dependent on energy, and 

Buckminster Fuller has estimated that it we tooK away: tne wno±e inaustria 

network of enerey consuming machinery in the world- hal t ot numanirv woua ale 

of starvation within 6 months. 

3. Energy and collective responsibility. Energy is certainly tne rieiac xor
 

which.the exhaustion of resources has been the most discussed, which contributed 

and limits of the earth's
to the consciousness of the fundamental finiteness 

resources. This brought a major technological challenge in the form of the 

'need'of alternative energy 'system developments. Itbrought-too, wide discus

sions and criticism of highly energy-intensive societal models, first of all 

because of the dubious feasibility of their world-wide application (24,000 

,powerplants of 5000 mega-watts each would be necessary to supply eiectricit) 

to the world, if everyone had to have the same electricity constmption rate 

as the USA). Finally, itbrought the notion of the environmental impact ot
 

the scale far beyond the individual, both in terms of space (world-wide
 

pollution) and time- exhaustion o± resources or necessity ot storage or nuclear
 

wastes for thousands of years).
 

All ,these elements are important in that while they stress the very snarp 

and inadmissible world inequalities inenergy consumption (50% of the world 

consumes lU or the energy), they stress not less strongly mne inTeruepenuenut 

between nations: the responsibility for energy development for further in

creaqe in material welfare and a more eauitable reDartition - its far-reacnina 

5 1.,



good and bad potential, consequences' - is really collective. 

We will focus now on the environment, energy systems linkages, which we 

consider as one of 'the basic- elements -to assess in order to defiii' an ,ener y 

policy which would be" ratinal both'at Ibcal leVel in"temns 6f the, deVelopmeht '

objectives of a country, and at global level in terms of long term feasiity 

and viabiity; "as ithet n:; 1Coon Envirfimeital'Qality put it: 

"the conflicts between the consumption wefall want and the 
environmental ill effects we all wish to avoid is sharper 
for energy than perhaps any'other aspect of natural re

5sources.. use,.,

Precisely, energy is a natural resource (fossil fuels), an industry of maior 

imprtance (energy systems). and a major waste product (heat.). 

'5 l1
 



SECOND PART: THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACr. OF. ENERGY SSTEMS 

We..wi~llmake a.review. of the adverse or .potentiallyadverse effects due. 

to the, yarious energyv systems, and not about the various benefits of Dower 

.production. ..; 

These adverse effects concern human health, the natural environment 

(plants, forests, crops,: fish, .the atmosphere...) and man-,made structures 

thus impacting ujmon the social. 'economical and ecological systems-, from very 

local to global scale, through air, water and earth. Some of-these effects 

are m6netary, others non-monetary but measurable, others non-measurale;, some 

are direct, others indirect effects, reversible or irreVersible, si6rt term or" 

long term. In other words, energy systems, being a very substantial element 

of man's industrial activity has complex, widespread and significant impacts
 

at the level of society as a whole.
 

1. Hydroelectric power generation systems.
 

The most obvious impact there is the presence of an artificial lake
 

which can have various effects on the local climate and more generally the 

whole natural-physical systems and the hydrology of the area. In fact, their 

interactions are.so complex and so little understood that ecologists cannot 

predict those effects.with any certainty, and several unpredictable situations 

can develop. Very-often a dam has a role of flood regulation, but this can 

adversely affect the soil quality by preventing the salt deposits due to 

evaporation of irrigation water, to be annually washed out. This happened for 

example in the Kaipur area of Pakistan6 . Sometimes too, a reservoir has an 

impact on the amount and flow of downstream waters which can have its nutrients 

composition.changed, which can affect the fishlife. This has happenedwith 

the Aswan dam in Egypt where soilsalination and sardine disapparition in the 

Mediterranean have become major problems. The presence of an artificiallak&e' 

12'• 
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has a social impact by displacing poplations""'disrupting'cimmuication channels 

and taking land of agricultural value. We have 't"take into 'accountbte 'too 

increased health hazard due to the bres'ence of a large bhIv'o"f watefr. as 

has been the case for. the 'Kriba dai in zambia'. 

Finally. if we consider' the ntl enercr v_ tn nf hv ..n l tric poduction, 

we have the following table (Table 2).
 

Energy from Hydro-Potential Environmental Damage 

Exploration 
Air Water Land Other 

and 
Extraction 
Upgrading 
Transportation Transmission lines 
Utilization Micro-climate Changes In water quantity Flooding Food Chain 

Evaporation (level, discharge, velocity, 
groundwater and losses) 

SubmwrGed Land 
Loss 'ofA:iimal Habitat 

Repercu alons 
Disease Vectors 

and quality (sediments, 
nutrients, turbidity, 
salinity and temperature) 

Landslides 
Earthquakes 
Drawdown Zone 

Submerged Vegetation 
Benthos 
Aufwuchs 
Zooplankton
Phytoplankton 

2. Fossil fuel energy systems (coal, natural gas, petroleum)
 

By very far they represent the largest share of energy production (more 

than 93% for the whole world in 1968). Coal's share is decreasing and will con

tinue to do so, from about 34% in1968 to about 12% in 2000, but this still 

means, jin absolute terms a 50% increase. Oil, which reserves are far less 

important ,than coal or natural gas will increase its share from 43% in 1968 to
 

48% inj2000, .which means a production at that time 4 times'the actual one,
 

and which will begin to decrease in relative terms at the turn of the century.
 

Natural gas, an abundant and clean source will slowly increase its share, with
 

8 a production multiplied by 5 in2000
 

2.1 Exploration, extraction and utirading steps
 

Coal extraction is a notoriously dangerous ocetnatinn_ wh rP nceirin*t 

still regularly occur, and with a.long term negative impact on health. It is 

also awell known source of water pollution. In the US for example, 13,000 miles 

5-.D
 



of streams 1a. acrs'p, -ullakes and reservoirs have. been affected by 

acid mine drainage and siltation from coal extraction.,- surtace mining aegraaes 

land to a point of, precluding any posterior use. Mining wastes are another 

and represent in the US almost 40% of th6 total solid waste generationprcblem, 

Oilipollution occurs, -,during accidents at the exploration and extraction 

phases or during normal and accidental operations durina the transportation 

phase. 2.2 million metric-tons of oil go annually in the seas, 90% of which is 

during normal operations. (See Table 3)11 

TABLE 3 

Estimate of Petroleum Oils Entering Oceans, 1969 
Metric tons/Year 

Normal Operations 
Tankers 500,000 
Other Ships 500,000 
Offshore Oil Productiun 100,000 
Accidental Spills 
Ships 100,000 
Other 100,000 
Refinery and Petrochemical 
Plant Oarations 300,000 
Industrial and Auto Wastes 
in Rivers 600,000 
in Saw:0e Outfalli 100,000 
Partial iota' _ 2,200,000 
NRatoral Sonpai- 100,000 
Naturally Occurring Hydrocarbons 
In the Sea large 
Airborne Peroleum Hydrocarbons large 

Airborne Trpenes large 

This figure isprojected to be 4.5 million annually in 25 years, and even 

more ifoff shore drilling goes on increasing so sharply (+175% in4 years), 

thus multiply.ng the risks of major accidents. The mai ,consequences ofthiat 

are the poisoning of marine life, and of the food 'Chain prdss, changes in 

the radioactive properties or sea-wa-er uess evavuation). and degradation 

of the coastal areas.
 

Oil refineries produce oil spills, air pollution by burning some'iesidal ' 

gases, water and earth pollution due t6 the chemical talyts se' i... e
 

.

enter the environment wi3 i'largely'unnown 'con,'

refining process and which 

sequences 

5-14 
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Fos'Sil "firel cdmbustibWfis,-tlie1 mosthimportant source ,of: air, pollutio/ 

gendrati0o rinlthe Worldf.,Te' fuel 1'senergy can, be; used directly , (heatir g, 

transp'bitt ion) . oilndirectly' through the production, of. electricity. by.. power 
plants. '-The shareof electric renergy ,is increasingi rapidly,-especiall- ,in 

the devel'e'd, countries- and' the world wide percentage ofxenergy.iused'/in the 

form of electricity is expected to go from 22.4% now to'-39% in 2000. 

In the US, fossil fuel combustion accounts for 98% of the SO2 gfkneratioi 

13
80% o& +-a flV UAnAv. th'", revrhnn, and 40% of particulates. The 

emission,,characteristic for. afossil fuel plant are: (Table 4). 

'ABLE 4 

Pollutant Emission in 
pound per KWH 

'Particulates 
 .0306 

2 .0294 

,Nitrogen.oxydes .0073 

CO .00014 

Hydr6darbon .000078 

ruFRt:n1vrin i.Ussil 'fue conibustion also contributes to enVifivonmental polutants 

which can be highlv toxic. ' In the US. in 1968, 180,uu torts of 'lead-have been 

emitted in the air by automobiles,- o~i comDusrion aiso ieleases sig'ificant 

amounts of vanadium1 6 and mercury. 

Let..us' examine the economic effects of air pollution, which as we'Lhave 

seen, is,due roughly for 2/3 to energy systems binming fossil fuels. These air' 

pollutants are genereal]-y f61d in Iow concentrations, and their effegi.have' 

long been' unknown. because they develop over long'periods of time. 'Now, several

ir "lluti '' epidemiological studies have clearly shown the iact of' p n' 

human heanth, nature and materials. In the US, it is now' rcognized hat O%." 

t lof'the broncitis'cv<,i' 2'5%o*ff othe. respiratoryp dlseases 'd '25%' .. l:ng cancer," 

as well as 10% of'al"h6Alr cancers'and cardiovascular diseases are'due to"
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air pollution. It'is'considered, too, that about 4.5%. 	of al.l,.health costs . 

can be attr.buted to air. pollut-ion 'Anamount., of',economitj.oss. of0the sS 

order of magnitude-canrbe. attributed: to.,the effectsi on mlaterials: ,-!paint,, .zinc, 

cemont!, tmetals, 'building stones i-rubber; .glass,0,,paper, are ,There,damaged. is 

also a damage of ,vegetation-:and:;crops.'..,; Even though muchmore ineeds to.,be 

known ;',we 'know lthe economic .cost'of .airpollution is, very high. ,-An, estimate 

has been done forithe US '(Table-5)18 

'ABLE, 5 

HEALTH ', PR)PERTY; - MATERIAL 
___VEGETATION
 

Stati6nnary Transportation Stationnary'" Transportation

Year sources 
 , sources
 

1968 8.2 2.8 8.4 
 0.5 
1985 	 16.7 3.9". 19.0 1.2 

(in- billions $) 

Table 5: economic effects of energy,related air emissions.i
 

Another aspect of air pollution is'he go,v p .- Many scientists
 
jfi 

suspect 002 and energy production contributed to the tenperature increase of 

the earth .upto 1940 ( tends to absorb the infrared waves reflected by the 
.I 	 ' 

surface of the earth, and thus .'traps'.' more solar energy).and that this trend 

was oyertaken by the cooling effect of the increased particulate matter 

emitted into the atmosphere, which directly reflects more and'more incoming 

solar radiation. But thequestion cannot be resolved yet with much confidence. 

Nevertheless, it is clear that the CO. of the whole atmosphere, from 1860 to 
now hasincreased from.290ppm to 320ppm on the average, 	and could reach
 

6,pp,in.5,.years. Another global effect is the acidification by SO of the 

water contained in the atmosphere, thus giving place to the so called "acid 

rains"- which.can havevery detrimental effects on some soils and bodies of 

water..,. This,. is articularlv the.case of Scandinavia which receives rain of 

a PH sometiwes .around 4. due,to the SO. nroductinn in Fnalntnd and the Rhur 

Valley. 
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Another major'effect of energy production is the heat generation: the
 

laws of thermodynamics tell us the process of transformation of heat into
 

--useful energy -- mechanical .-or electrical .isnecessarily a very inefficient 

one,an.d;fossilfuel. plants reject 45 to 50% of the heat in water, and 15% i: 
the air, using effectively only 35 to ,40%6f the "Ainitial lat. power plan 

on the average releases 10,494 BTU/KWH in"the4 nvironment.19 The effects of
 

thermal discharge are far from beingfullyiinderstood, and can have benefici; 

effects too. But in general, thermal discharges in streams and lakes alter
 

dras'ticIl the natural balance of the aquatic life and can damage lakes, ba, 

estuaries and rivers, especially in hot climates. Temperature elevation doe. 

increase the activity and toxicity of some waterborne pollutants such as 

nitrates and phosphates, by speeding up the chemical reaction processes, in

creases the BOD levels by favorizing biological activity.
 

'Finaily, let us mention the aesthetically damaging and land intensive
 

aspects of overhead electric transmission lines. In the US for example, the
 

total lind occupied by the 300,000 miles of lines is almost as vast theas 

state of Massachusetts. There are also the oil and gas pipelines, covering 

more than 1 million'miles in the US only, with risks of breakage, explosion, 

and seepage. 

Table 6.shown a summary of the effects for all fossil fuels, per step, 

and Table 7 shows, for electric power plants using coal,, gas and oil, the 

mpact'per environmental medium (land, air, water). 21  A qualitative estimate 
of.the severity .of-each ,impact is provided on a 0-5 scale, to facilitate the 

reading. 

Appendix A2 2 shows these impacts or elementbroken down per step of the 

energy system and per medium of transmission. 
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JTABLE 6 
Energy from Coal-Potential Environmental Damage 

Air 	 Water 

Exploration Fuel combustion products 	 Acid mine drainage 
and Waite pile fire '"' 	 Leaching of waste piles 

Erosion and silting ofExtraction 
watercourses 

Upgrading k- Particulates from fine Plant effluents 
coal drying Leaching ofwaste piles 

Waste bank fires 

Transportation 
Utilization 	 Power Plant Thermal discharges 

Carbon dioxide 
Sulphur oxides 
Nitrogen oxides 
Particulates 

Coke oven 
Particulates 
Hydrogen SuIphide 
Carbon Monoxide 
Hydrocarbons 

Energy from Oil-Potential Environmental Damage 

Air 	 Water 
Exploration Fuel combustion products Drilling accidents 
and Brine disposal 
Extraction 
Upgrading 	 Sulphur oxides Thermal discharge 

Nitrogen oxides Sulphuric acid 
Carbon monoxides Spent caustic 
Hydrocarbons 

Transportation Power sources 	 Oil Spills 

Utilization Emissions from internal 	 Thermal d; ,harge 
combustion engines Used oil dt'posal 

Sulphur oxides 
Nitrogen'oxides 
Particulates 

Energy from Gas-Potential Environmental Damage' 

Air .i Water 

Exploration 
and 
Extraction 

Transporlstion Nitrogen oxides at 
comptessor stations 

Utllizatlon Thermal discharge 
'Nitsagen oxides 

Land -Solid Waste 
Strip mining elfects Underground mining waste 
Land subsidence-

Coal cleaning waste 
Sulphur 

Aesthetic pollution of Fly ash and slog 
andscape Failure of slag iseaps 

Land 	 Solid Waste 

Spent phosphoric acid 
catalyst 

Spent clay 

Pipeline accidents
 
Effect on permafrost
 

Land; 	 Solid Waste 

jf 

Pipeline problems 
" 	 ';-" 



i 

Environmental Impacts of. 1,000.Megawatt Electric Energy Systems Operating at a 0.15 Load Factor With Low 
,,. :;

Levels of Environmental Controls or'With'Generally Prevailing Controls' __" - "' - . . r',. 

tial
Air emlslons Water disc ar es Solidwaste Land use 

By5 . - ,Potential for large-scale 

x- . x - X a' x-

Coal 
Deep-mined 383 ...... 5 7.33 .....3.05 5 2 ... 3 29.4 3 4.00 8.77 Sudden subsidence In urban 

oreas, mine accidents 

Surface-mined 383 ...... 5 40.5 ......3.05 5 3,N7 . 34.3 5 2.01 3.09 Lnndslides 

Ons.ore 158.4 3 6.09. 3.05 3 XA 1 20.7 2 .35 3.61 Massive spill on land from 
blowout or pipeline rupture 

Oil 
OffshoiO 158.4 ...... 3 6.07 ......3.05 4 NU ...... 1 17.8 1 .35 3.Gi Massive spill on water front 

blowout or pipeline rupture 

Imports 70.6 2 2.82 .......05 4 NA ...... 1 17.4 1 .00 .69 Massive oil spill from tanker 
accident 

Naturalgas 24.1 ...... 1 .81 ..... 22 ............. 0 20.8 2 .20 1.00 Pipellneexplosion 

Nuclear .......40 1 21. 2.68 . 3 2,0 
1 213 2.8 52932, [ 

.4 

.1 
4 

_ 
10.1 

-
2 .15 .27 Core meltdown, radiological 

haltlh accidents 

NA,-Not available. 

:rilty rating key: 5-sorious, 4-signtifcant, 3-moderate, 2-tmall, I - lnelgible, 0- none.
 
I Se the Apc.%die for details.
 

3. Nuclear power plants
 

Nuclear power isnow on its way to replace fossil fuels little by little
 

and its share of total energy supply will go froitt about nothing in1970 to
 

about 21% in 2000, or about 52% of the total electricity production, which 

means the,presence of some 3,200 large nuclear power 
plants around the world.

23 

still is, an intense debate over the safety and environmentalThere has been,ami 

pact of nuclear power plants, with three . important issues not yet defirii

tively settled down: 

OI an aLA.UVWLL W.LU1 catastrophic consequences, or- le posSIDlJlty 

sabotage,and stealing of fissible material.
 

- the question of storage of highl dangerous materia i.,substantial
.
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quantities for 6,to 10 centuries.
 

- the nroblem of maintaining very high competence and strict observation 

-,loperating,of -standards of safety when thousa f n 'dsI : 1lerbplant 

The most probable::kind-of very grave accident would be a sudden loss of
 

primary coolant water through the plugging of a,cooling duct or pipe of a
 

primary coolant system-and'resultant melt down of the fuel rods which would be
 

followed then by a transfer of a substantial fraction of radioactive material
 

into 'the-environment causing the loss of several hundred'lives and permanent
 

contamination of an'area of about 30 square miles.. According to the unairman
 

of the Atomic Energy Comission, such an'event has 106 chances to occur per
 

reactor per.year,24 wfich means 'aprobability similar to the one of an equal
 

number of person being killed by a meteorite (see Table 8). 
25
 

TABLE 8 But it is suspected the limit concentration 

I for plutonium not being dangerous might have been
 

26
underestimated by a huge factor, thus increas

ing the damage caused by an accident. Further

S..more, the study substantiating the results about
 
zI aciens i7
 

Al the probability of accidents, a 2 year study
 

which cost about $3 million, has been critically

CL
 
00 _2. discussed by some scientists, including official 

28A 

agencies. Concerning sabotage and irrational
 

"-"- --,--" conduct, the question is.: how many controls are 

'.., . enough? David Rose contends that. "illegal use', ' 

is the mnost worrisome an east resuived hazard."29 

The nuclear waste disposal problem is another , -powe 0,,,-\ 

critical question. The wastes fall into two
 

:ategories: the fission pr6ducts, which are 
N (rata,00) langerous for about 7 centuries, and the 

Chart adapted from A4EC report compares 
rise probabiity of accidents In nuclear 
plants With natural and other man.made 
rlisaster. 



actinides (mainly Plut6nium):whi st be oreda oi O;o0 .centurisThis 
second category. can be eliminated either by! k:eping it in the reactor itself, 

or byusing it aq a fliAl in ,1hA npyt- c~rgflrntk n*ii- uri xn-*i "_ uu.. 

need it.2 But thefi.sion products, anyway,;mustbe transported (with :risks; of 

accidents) and stored for centuries. As a 1000 N4 plant geneiates about 30 
tons f, such waste annually, one sees the problem is co-iderable, u and 

during,.each operation, small quantities of; radioactive.material are released 

into e environment, with quite unknown long term consequences. 

Finally, nuclear power plants, operating at lower temeratures than 

fossil fuel plants, discharge into the environment, as waste heat, 70% of 

their total produced heat, or about 10,977 BTU per KH, 31 which poses with 

even more,acuit.ythe problem of heating rivers and lakes. 

But, provided-that nuclear power plants do hot generate almost any air" 

)rwater pollutant, that the probability of accident isvery small, the prob. 

ability of sabotage uncomputable, as well as the probability of radioactive 

materials storage leaks, ithas been computed that they are by very far less 

32gerous for dapthe health than coal-burning power plants. 

'able 9 shows asumnary, of health effects of a nuclear power plant of 

1000-Mw, in--terms of-injuries and fatalities 'for each step of the energy 

system. 3 3 

TABLE 9 

Summary of health effects of civilian nuclear power, per 1000 Mw(c) plant-year 

Fatalities 

ctivity ' . Accidents Radiation. . nJures
,( related Total (days off): 

related geanc) and 

Uranium mining and milling .0.173 0.001 0.174 330.A, 
Fuel procefsing and reprocessing 0.048 0.040 0.088 .6., 
Deslign, and manufacture of reac- 0.040 .040 24.4 

tors, Instnments. and so on 
Reactor operation and maintenance 0.037 007" • 0.144 158 
Waste disposal. 0.0003 0.0003 
*Transport of nuclear fuel 0.036 , 0.010 .. 0.046 

TOtWlS 0.334 158 0.49 ;518 
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f,;Table 10 gives do effects, 
TABLE lQ... 

Energy from Nuclear Fuels-Potential Environmental 
DamageU, .JK, ,, .... 

Exploration 
and 
Extraction 

Air Water 
Waste banks leaching 
Uranium mine water .mining 

Land 
Strip mining effecis 

Solid Waste 
Underground 

wastei 

Radiation 

Exposure to miners 
: 

Upgrading Particulate emission Waste banks leaching Ore dressing waste txposure to pianr 
7: .- ,.: workers 

Transportation Transmission lines Possible accidents 

Utilizaion Radiation fallout Thermal discharge Waste disposal from '. Exposure during 
fuel processing plants generation and 

disposal of wastes 
Possible accidents 

And. Table 11 shows the details of the impact, per step and per 

transmitting medium. 

TABLE 11 

Annual Environmental Impacts of aLight Water Reactor Nuclear Electricity System Assoclated-With'a 1,000.Megawatt 
Powerplant With a Load Factor of 0.75 and With Generally Prevailing Controls 

Impact Extraction I Processing 3 Transport Conversion Transmission Total 

Land Acres '8.5 

Tone 320,400 

Water ;1,9 

Btu's . il1 

Air Tons 3iul 

Curlesa 369.9 " 

Solldorstoredwaste Tons 11.02X1'0 

Curies 1,123 

Deaths 11.00 

Occupatioo bealth Injuries 113.45 

Workdays lot 15208 

NA-Not available. 

Inludes mining and nijllln1 operations and is based on a 0.7,S power.
plant load factor. Does not Include elfects of electric power corrarlnsed. 

s Processing Includes UFo Iroductlon, enrichment, falir'ation. re.. 
pocessing, anid waste manageient. Includes Impacts of coal-fired ele.

crity production for the enri rment process. 

e Developed front U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Directorate of 


Licensing, Fuels and Materials. November 1972. Enrrontrneral Suney of 
IAeA uclear Fuel Cycle. Washington, ).C.: A.E.C., Tables A-I arid 11 I. 
Ten percent nolld. Is assumed.Welton 

4Ibid., Tables C-I, D-i. E-I, F-I, pp. C-3, C.4, D-3, )-4, E-2, F-I,
F-15, U-3. 0-0, U-10, 0-17, U-18. 

SExecutive Office of the President, Office of Science and Technlouhy. 
Enerm oliry Start 198. Consideralions Affecting &araniPeire Plait
SUe election. %'a.bhnhgton,D.C.: Uoveranment l~rinting 0rlinc, p.1I, .Nole 
that acreage Is hused priniarily ol uclear reactor excrllsionlirre.Lrather 
titan oil facility size. 

* See Table A-2, note S. 
I See Table A-2, note i1 . 
I Derived from data fit Teillomee Valley Authorlly. May I97I. ICral 

Enrlronnereat Statemnt for Watts Bar Auelear J'lant, Unite I and f. 
Knoxville, Term.: T.V.A.; U.S. Atomic Energy Coriiidslor. 17.71. 
Final S#dey Analysis Ieport, Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plat, Indiana 
uitd Viclgari Eletric Coripeny. Washingpton D.C.: A.E.C., Volume 4. 
Section 11.1.8; U.S. Atoale Energy Commission. November 2.. 1970. 
Ftoet Saf'et Analys8 Report, Ylon ,uclear I'lanlt, Cornnonwtaltt Edison. 
Wsldnton, 1)C.: A. EC., Volume VI, Appeidix 1A, U S Atomic 
Enery ommission. November 16, 1970. Enrranmentna Neprl'fur Quad
CIie Uni~s and I. Waslington, ).C.: A.E.C., AEC )ockets 6.0-251 
and 50-'4; Bettcile.Columbus Laboratories. November 1971.Enrlron. 

49.12 0 1800 617,188 18,300 

'42.9 0 " 811 0 21,255 

4Curie'2,348 0 1332 0 2 .82 

43XI01 0 '4.0?Xi0" 0 5.29xi0"1 

46,192 to nil 0 0 6,192 

3.49X10 ' 0 t o 1.40X010 0 .4.,89X10' 

&as . 0 ri0 0 2.62X10 

I.4XI1 0 1431,5001 0 1.4Xo10 

"6.01S ".002 61.013 NA 153 

11.569 "9.045 1.31 NA 6.31 

1134.3 2.7 "925.6 NA 270.4 

,rental Impect Ausesent: Supglerrntal Information to the Quad Cifes 
I'rironmerdel Report, and supplements prepared for Commonwealth
 
-d1,10n Company. Col:b. Ohio: natttle: U.8. Atomic Energy
omngioni. 1MS$.Quad Clies .afity Analysis RIeport. Washington


It.I.. A.:.C.. Voline 11,Section 9, Radioactive Waste System; and
 
te.thnony of James .5. Smith, General Electric Co., before the Illinois

Poltltiona Control oard St.ay 24 1971,PCB 71-20.
 

I Sea Table A-10, note A.*
 
r 1iiscd on 47.000 riles of trucking. EnrIronmrental SUrre, oflt Xudear
 

Fut Cycle, op. cit., Table I-I p. 11-3; and U.S. Environmental Pro-

Agency, ()lce of Air Programs. Feb 1972. Ctinpilation of
 

Air l letant Emission Fr I.'rhingon., ruary97. nt Print
iltr Offlre. Table 3-2. 

I Enrien, Surrty of t Aulear Fuel Cyce, op. it p. F3-, 
l,, rd on dla in (nk tidge Xalional Laboratory. July 1971. ng of
Fue Itprlrceeing i'larnfi llrste.tlannra iernl Facilities(OIINL-4131).

Oak Rti ge, Tor.ln,: OR.N.L.
 

U Considered as lpatt of waste anagement See note 4.
 
"t Fee note r.
 

Tire gross radioactivity of all burfkce burial of radioactive wastes for
 
nuclear powerplants In 1970 was 108lS curios, calculated assuming no
 
escape of radioactive materials to tire water or air environment. Ibid.
 
.uclear powerplaitsgenerated 21A billion kllowatt.hcursin 1970. Federal
 
Power Commimlon. 1972.Annual Report-971. Washlnton, D.C.
 
Government Prinltng Office, p. tl.
 

It U.S. Atomic Energy Conission. December 1972. The SofeIN of
 
.'ucear Patel. Reactors (Ligti It'ater.olx)ed)and Related Factillle. Draft. 
Washington, 1).C.: A.E.C., pp. 6-25, 8-26. Workdays lost per stfile are
 
br:std on the nonfatal accident rates and total workdays lost for tbe
 
s)tem.
 

1iSee note 15. 22 



TIIIRD'PART :7' XODNTRO)L. OFTENERGY SYSTEMS 'ENVIRONMENTL IMPACTS 

To reduce the. environmental 3niact, o energy' systems ,', -_tnere are t'rnree" 

types 	"Of possible 'drectios complemientary. in'space and time: 

- to usen6rg,st6 'thecprdj6ted consuptioni1~ss 'r rather', 'redtic 


revels 'rae 'of inicrease-'
 

- o reduce the environmental- impact per BTJ produced'y input mod 

-ation, technological improvements or various residual'control devices;,:
 

in short - amelioration of the existing systems.
 

- to introduce totally new technologies for producing energy.
 

We will successively discuss these 'three types of.:.strategies.
 

I,.Energy.conservation
 

In a very short terma crisis neriod for example, it.is possible to
 

decrease the energy consumption"by some form 6f rationing,. of energy distribu

tion. This cannot be considered Aas a generai strategy ror tne -ong tenu, URu 

we will discuss here the wawR in which nricinc. taxation and reyuLatory 

measures can bring an overall more, efficient use of 'energy through technological 

improvements, changing patterns of th* 'firms' and;"onsumers' behaVior, and
 

evolution of the life style in the .lon grun.
 

A simple idea which is often argued for is'to price energy at its real, 

social cost' that is, includin'g all external'costs borne by' society, du'' o 

environmental impact. To the actual cost we: would add: the dollar €ost",of 

pollution related illnesses in terms of medical and lOsS of work costs,, loss' 

of commercial fishing resources dueo thermal pollution,"'dss"of redreat ion] 

land and water, cost of relocating housing and industry cue to air'polluzion.-

But an "across the board" price increase would b6 'very inefficient thougO 

because the .social cost of energy depends On its fonnS its ti of'demand and 

other factors, and one could imagine a taxatfdi 'bf pet ileum pro'ducts only, 
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lo-ru, tey~rothe.:mos ,scarce,,res~oues,;andmost, environ- .,, - 
enin,becausei the long: run,.,they .,ar teost 

mentally dangerous. or tax peak-hours use of energy., This new pricing policy 

.should be: siged- carefully, n iand tp, Obe,,,uitable .becauseas.. bee 

shown,,in Table 2 ataxOn energy,,is very regressive rThe ,interest.ot sucn 

p iicy is thatr',coupled .with appropriate regulations, incenrives. naziona±. 

: -'
 research programs,' it will bring tne tecnnoiogca.L cnang ,;VVUULVJL _% 

sumersf' 'behavio which willand life ,attern increase, the-efficiency of use 
beh 6 . .. ch ,.,..I . ,...... . ...,Csrsum . , w l, n,. . ,.. 

of energy. 

TABLE 12.
 

2 , -. . On petroleum 
products 

MJ On all fuels 

8
 

0 X 
to6
2b

0 I 
0. 8,000. 14,000. 20,000 

8,000 14,000 20,000 +over 

After-tax income (1972 dollars) 

Increases in cost of living due to 
energy taxes by income class, 

Let us. iscuss more in detail some of those changes.
 

ncreased thermal erformanceo
Energy. 
7,/i-.nn 9hv 

Space heatini£ .can need_20. to,30%less- energy with adequate insulation or 

Afbecoptd Furthermore,trtaxicm(2dlasbuild'pgs,,new,,siandards for,air conditioning and ventilation. 


munici al,,waste could be burned, in .power,plant boilers: along with coal, fur

t er,,.,reducing fossil.,fuels uirements for space hestnu-

I,.,Thermalieff ectiveness o£ndustrial Drocesses,
 

,it;,~be co-tdt a..very: substantial traction'ot the amount used 

industP canb,,saed,,by applying the already devloped conservationSin S.the; 

~ for,xquremnt, 

24
.1 f,-r 
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techniques of industrial processes. Furthermore, "heat"transfer and combustion 

Tecnniques, waste neat management aevices, yacuum insuiation principies nave' 
been applied to improve equipmejnt desl and ew mthodfr the ttic 

of wast -- h y ihthod" i 
use waste eat in Dlants can yield further enerev savigs,,,.cActually, "the 

major industrial sectors' have al: achieved a general' cine,in: energy; used., 

per unit of output over the last decade- in the US 

1.3 	 Effective use of energy in transportation.' 
As we have seen in Table l,' enormous d1ferences 1"iSt.inthe energi 

effectiveness of different trainsportation m6des, -from 22 1-Ssengers-mile ir ", 

gallon in a plane, to 200 in a train. Recently, the general shift to the." 

indivicual automobile has decreasea the etticency or use ot transportation 

and it is urgent to develop mass transit systems, which would probably'in: 

turn favor more dense construction patterns of cifies 'and suburbs, 'which .,have 
39been 	proved more enerey efficient than low density housing.: (See Table 13") 9 

TABLE 13 

Community Cost Analysis
 
':AnhuaiEnergy Consumption
 

400 

300 	 -

I2200.1 -
6 

1100 

Lowdr" 	 ~ Combizon NOgfd~ty 

This. long term type of evolution is an element of what' cant be Calledithe" 

adabtation of man's life pattern to the needs of energy conservation. Mass 

transit needs a -lot more research and capital investment over the nextyears., 
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1.4 rEfficient electric,opower: zeneration..
 

Ove0i the, past,25 years., efficiency in electricity generation has increased 

by'more:- than; 30%, bto reach,38 to 40% in modern power plants, and, for the next 

Sdecade or .two3,the prospects for significant improvements in overall efficiency 
of steam electric-, po plants are not good, because thematerials capable of 

handling higher temperature and pressure have. not yet, been developed. The 

most promising approaches lie in changes like advancea power cycies Lcoal 

gasification .with a gas :turbine, steam, turbine power plant), magneto hydro

dynamis (direct ,,conversion of heat into electricity) and ,breeder nuclear 

reactor. 

Tables 14a,.b, and c40 show that total system efficiency for coal, oil 

and nuclear.elpctricity, generating plants is between 15 to 35% of the 

theoretical energy.,potential, and it,has been argued electricity was an in

efficient way of,;using energy, 41  In fact, direct fuel use would be done by 

small units which are very difficult to control in terms of pollution and 

energy efficiency.. Furthermore, energy distribution being more efficient in
 

the case of electricity, on total it is not;4clear that electric power 

generation and distribution is a wasteful form of energy use.42 

TABLE 14c 

Component Efficiencies of a Light Water Reactor Nuclear Electricity Sitsm 
(In percont] 

'Extraction processing Transport Conversion Transmission Syston I 

Resource recovered ............................... 
neryinput..................................Domponentnet5elleney........................ 

05. 0 
.494. 

3022 
3&257.0 

4100.0 
0100.0 

31.0 
031.0 

691.2 
001.2 ............. 

16.7 
18. 

LBee Table A-I, note 1. 4 lsacri on 47,000 miles of Irucking. Ibid., Table 11-1, p. 11-3. Ati niles 
Extraction includes mining and millg.Mining recovery Isassumed to per gallo.:, the consumi)tion is 9,400 gallons, or -21barrels, capablo of pro. 

bo 100 percon. Milling recovers 95 pervent, of the resource. U.S. Senate, ducilgles%than 110 1housalnd kllowatt-hours. 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. 1J72. CnonerrGlon of Energy. 3A 31percent powerplant eifciency is assumed. Federal Power Con-
Serial No. 02-18. Washington, D.C1.: Uovernment Prinling 011ce, p. niml.sion. 1971. 'he 1170Naaltoil Power Suray. Part 1. Washington, I).C.: 

I Processing Includes conversion, cnrichment, fabrication, and repro. Government Printing Office, It. 1-1-25. 
esing. Resource toss In conversion Is based on Kerr-Metcleo data as con- I See Table, A-i, note A. 
veyed to the Council Iby Seymour Smiley, U.S. Atomic Energy Corn- I -nergy input, Is front V.S. Annome Energy Commission, )irectorate 
misson. Enrlhment ftabricaUon, and repro esming losses and entegy" of Licensing, Fuels and 1.terlials. I972. EnironmntalSurle of le X.1 
Inputsare determine,1 from ConerrtaionofEnergy, op. cit., p. H-. Energy clear Fuel Cycle. Washington, D.C.: A.E.C., pp. A-3. B-3. 
inputs are from IbId., pp. C-3, D-3, E-2, F-2. 

5s~ 26, 
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Comp~net. Effl'cencies bf011FiredElectlcitSystems 
•In parceot] 

Extraction' 	 I Transport conver. _______ System ' 
Process. C oliver sy te_- Trans -Ing, . slon mission 

" On. ": 2 00.'> - On Off- Import On-
shore shore shore shore shOre 

Re~ttcs rcoveedshore...shore' 

Resource recovered'30 $40 '07.8 '09.0 199.9 099.9 138 191.2 10.2 
ELergy Input .. ............. .15 19.2 1310.0 21. 
Component net efficieny." . 2. 0 39.8 37.8 8.1 

aTo determine the impacts of refineries attributable to residual oil pro-
duclos forelectricitygeneratio..amodellisdeveloped ofarefinerycompleconsIs:ing of topping aiidcra -king stages and prodnrhig at the same per-
cenmage as the national average for ollproduct. 


Ste Table A-I, note I,
Percent ofenergy vallof all energy entering each component which
rer.a%•r.s alterthat compo;ent.r Aproxhnte peretsgtues of known oil deposits which are considered 
recoyt r ble.Nt'ionatl Petroleum Ccuncil. 1972..-In Appraisal byInitial
the 0#:Supj b.7T.skGroup. - .Wasl-gton,D.C.: p, 41.Not- also tit then Is a resource loss of about 0.019 percent associated 

aid [r)rle based on brinewith ha'ompleie separalion ofo1: ard with spils,prod ltioaof*.7 burrelt brine p.,r barrel of crude oil. Naiial Petroleum'out'eil.1972. Enelrongentsl Consertation: The Oil and Gas Industries.
Volune Two. Washingloti, D.C.. N.'.C., 1. 117. Also based on O.003per.cent ol content itthe hrin,,. the Federal regulation aoplyhilg to olshore
eIrliih*,. U.S.Departinei-t of the Interior. lureau of Land Mngenient.
1572. Finalitt ironmental Statement-Proposed 1.97 Outer ContinentalSPelf Oil and Gas General Lease Sale, Offshore Eastern Louisiana.Wash.
hogtr,:. D.C.: D.O.I.. pp. 132-34.Tr.is refinery produces the following milt:residual fuel oil at 0.0600
b •re!per barrel Input and other products, 0.9705 barrel per barrel input.U.S. I epartment of the itterior, Bureau of Mines. December 1071..tltral l'.dustry Surteys: Crude Petroleum, l'etroleuin Products, and 
-. 'al.2lGas'itatldi:1970 (Final Sum mary). Plttsburgh: 1).0.1., i.O.M.Tabe 1-.All inputs :i environnental Imipacts arethen weighted
by ti.e Britishilterznal unit values of tile end Iroducts. I! terms ofBritih thermal unit value;, residual fuel oil ret)reseias 6.65 percent of 
prod:u:tlon. Ibid. lrlbllh iher;lml unit values are taken from AmericanPetrc,.urn Insttute.i W-I. Petroleum Facts and Figtres-1971 Edition.
Wastington, D.C.: A.'.I., p.Tsli. luterms of voltlne, therefore 0 01.5ibarrels o. crude Input i ; utirihatcd to productloit of 0.00 ibarrelsof re-
siduil fuel oil, a9O..1plerk, lirltish tierlmal unitsit re:overy. In ternis of 
value,. however, tills Isa .17.6percent recovery,.

6 Fc prerefinery trai ipirt doniestil, assuit, till till Is transported byp !P';:.e. t.0-; pereeent of the oilApproninmately trislorted is lost IlsjpIlp".Enrironenlul Conteation: Tie Oil and Gas Idustrles Volume0
•w:. ,p.cit p 2 .For potreflsery Irauisport (doniestle iad imported),
itis 4.wumpd tiltall domestic oil Is shipped by barge, allImports by 

TABLE 14a
 

Component Effidendes of Coal.Fired Electricity Systems 
TInpercentr
 

mission
Processing Transport Coniersli Trans. mDeepDeep__ _ _ Surflcel 	 mpiss 

Resoure rceoveredis ........................... 387 080 

..
Enerirylnput..................1.. ........ 

component nteffiiency ................. .. 6.2 79.2 


I8ystem elllsnes, is the output energy of the last component divided
by the total energy input to the system, including external energy.I Percent of energy value of coal energy entering each componentwhich remains after that component.

I Lowrie, Raymond L. 1968. Recovery Percentage of Bituminous CoolDeposits in the United States. Port I. Underground Mines. Washington,D.C., U.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Mines, p. 1.
I Averiltt, Paul. 1970. Strippinj Coal Resources of the United States-Januory 1 1970. U.8. Department of the Interior, Geological Survey

Bulletin 1h22. Wash ngton, D.C.: Government Printlini pp. 7-8.Office.
ATotalIMgrawcol productlonandiercentageotrawcoalwet cleaned,dry (pneumatically) cleaned, nod unprocessed are shown In Figure A-.I,
U.S. )opartment of the Interior, Bureau of Mines. 1971. Minerals Year-
book-l6w . Washington, D.C.: bovermuient Printing Offce, pp. 309,347, 318. Total raw coal production includes processing plant wastes.Procesing removes approximately 12 percent of the Britsha thermal unitvalue of the coal 	 basedon Leonard Joseph W. and David It. Mitchell,eds. 1968. Cool 	 'rporation. Noew York: American Institute of MilningMetallurgical anid Petrolcun Engineers ,p. 5-32.

' Approximately I percent of the coal is blown away during transportunless It Iswrled. Ilison, Jerome K., and Richard J.Frankel. April
1972."lteaiduas Management in the Coal.Energy Industry." lanu-script to he publLhed by Resources forthe Future, Inc. 11ashlngton,D.C.: 11FF., p. IV-45. 

A large new powerplnnt is assumed to have a heat rate of 9,000 ltrltish 

1.8 112.1 0 0.. 
98.1 97.8 311 91.2 9..8 

tanker. Barges lose Oprximately 0.028 percentof tir 
leaks, and spills; tonKerelose 0.1 percent. Porriceill, Joseph D..Keith.Virgil F.. and Richard L. Starch. "Tankers and the Ecology." Trans
actions,. Vol. 79, 1971, pp. 170, 172, 175. It should be noted that oilasa 
sourceof energy for transport is considered anenergy input rathera resource loss. than 

I See Table A-1, note 7.I See Table A-1, note S. 

Expressed as percent ofenergy content ofthe oil(or electricity) enter
ing each stage. Based on 5.80 million British thermal units per 42-galion
barrel ofcrudeoil, million British thernll units per barrel of residual6.287 

fuel oil. Petroleum Factsand Figurea-197 dilton,op. cit., p. 580.PI Data supplied by InterTechnology Corporation, Warrenton, Va.Pumpitng energy Is 0.5 percent of energy output.
ItMineral I idustry Surreys: Crude Petroleum, Pilroltum Products, and.Voturul-Oas.Litds: tOT0 (Final Summary), op. cit., Table 19. 
:lFor prereflitery transport-0.23 percent (donclic only), ibid.; andenergy input relluired for lipelilne transport Isapproxirately 450 Itritisi

thermial units Ifirst. Eric. 1972. Energy Con~umrtionfurper tonnmile.Trsnsporlation in the U.S. Oak Ridge, Tent.: Oak Ridge National 
l..llontory, 1 .5.An average length oniovemnent of 200 miles is assunmed.For postrefinery transport-l.S percent (doniestic); fuel oil consumptiontoll-lnliles, for a one-way til.Rice, lichard A. "System Energy and
Future Tl'raislportatlo." Technology Rerlieutr. p. 32. FuelJanuary 1972,oil consuntiitioll for trahisport--1.86 percent (Import) by a 50,000.lon
tasker Is taken at Igallo per 950ton-inlles. This is uil average of twoentintes: onie (r20) from ltid., obtalned b)ydouliig tie fuel consumplti
rite of a Ili,00.toti t'inker, tie otler (7711)friii Compilationof Air Put.bitint Emission Fcart~r, op. cit., p,3-1l, by i1lllp the ilghest fuel con
stlinptioti rate hI the r gl.egivei and assinlhg .50,(0-itoli tttaker. One.way trips of 1,00(i miles firdoinestleoiland 2,000Inlles forimported oil
"!e n.aumed; fuel colnitntItilIs theiidoutbled to liroult for the return 
trip.COISversicai tire barrelstoil
factors6.5o ih-r forcrude (averagebetween 
f Ce 6.01barrels per to for fileandrsigdome.4tic); reiduald oil.letweelun 
Facts and Fignre--1071 1iton, op. cit., p. 5SS. 

13Component ti1teflileoncy=(% resource recovered)-(% energy
itipul). 

off. import
 
oshore
 

13.3 34.6 

12.9 .9 

oil in di.harges; 

Surf.e. 

'92.1 909 ... '91.2 18.0 25.3 
. a..8 0

92.0 9.1 38 01.2 17.8 24.9 

thermal units per ilowatt-hour, equivalent to a SApercent convection
 
efliclency. The best plants have achieved around 8,530 to 6,900 
 whereasthe national avere Is around 10AM. Federal Power Commhsson. 1072.fl 9tuNotional Power urrey. part 1.Washington, D.C.: Goverument

Printing Office. pp. 1-5-4, 1-5-7.
IPower sold divded by power producod, 10W..Federal Power Commils.slon. 1072. Annual IReport-1971. Washington, D.C.: Jovernament 'rint. 
Ing Office,
pp. 11,13.Expressed as percent of energy content of the coal (or electricity)
entering each stage. ased on 11,63U lritsh thermal ults ier pound ofcoal. tha 19.1 average ls Coalfr coal burned at pow1rlants. NationalAssocatioi.11072. Plant Factors,1971 iton. Wasinaglon,Steaonfiocirl 
D.C.: N.C.A., p. 107. 

IIData supplied by literTerhnology Corporation, Warrenton, Va.
i Assitnels all coal Is shipped by rail for at. average of 300 miles. Actual
1105 averago distance is ?217btlei. National Coal Association. 1970.
lititnuns Coal Focts-1970. Washington, D.C.: N.C.A.. 01.pI. Two.hundred ton.mlles of cargo niovenletit reauires approximately I gallonof fuel with an energy content of 136,000 Il,lish thermal units per gallon.RIlcc, Richard A. "Systen Energy as a Factor fi Considerin; Future

TransportatIon." A paper presented at the Aiercon Society of Mechan.fel Engineers Winter Annuail feeting, November W-I)ecetnber 3, 1970."Component net eflicilcy-(% resource recovered)-(% energy
Input). 
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On total, the rate of growth of energy demand can easily be reduced,
 

provided that, on the whole, there will still.iibepa.growth,.unlessi..the,-very 

basis Ofour technological society, changes. Table 15 shows:,the short-term 

-4 3  possibleJactions 'for energy" conservation, and Appendix ,I snows te details 

44
of the efficiency of various enerv systems Droducing electric energy. 

TABLE 15 

Some Selected Policy Options In Energy-Environment 
Conservation 

Policy Options Impact Pulic" mplementation 

Environmental Economic Social- Political Acceptability Possibility 

More emphasis on mass transit High Medium High Medium Medium 

-Improve and expand service 
-Reduce fares or no fares 

to 
High 

-Inprove arterial mass transit 
-Better feeder services, i.e., dial-a-bus 
-Exclusive bus lanes 
-Provide fringe parking 
-Controlled entry to downtown cores 
-Make parking expensive in downtown cores 
-Pedestrian', only oriented clusters 
-Develop botter and more convenient forms of mess transit 
Impro;.n'evmcity passenger and freight services Medium Medium, Low. Medium Medium 
-Improve and expand service and network to to to, 

-Provide fringe parking High Hinh' High High 
-Ban subsidy an short flights by long flights 
-Encourage containerization and piggy.backing 
-Develop new and better passenger and freight handling systems 
Improve transportation efficiency High High Medium Medium Medium 
-improve automobile efficiency, I.e.. better engines and drive trains, low 

loss tires, Improved engine tuning 
-Improve urban design 
-Selective registration taxes on size, power, ancillary equipmentattachments 
-Develop energy efficiency standards for transportation 
-Encourage research to develop non.petroleum engines, advanced 

propulsion systems, advanced traffic control systems, etc. 
Improve Insulation of buildings to reduce heat loss In winter High Medium Medium Medium Medium 
end heat gain insummer 
-Make improved and Increased insulation mandatory under CMHC regulations 
-Make arrangements for better caulking and double glazing windows 
-Reduce excessive window areas 
-Provide lax incentives for adding insulation 
Increase energy prices to reduce demand and achieve better High v Medium Low Medium 
efficiency 
-initiate inverse rate structure 
-Ensure 'normal' investment return 
-Borrow money for capital Investment at the market rate 
-Include environmental and social costs in the price of energy 
-Impose taxes and regulations 
Shift hesrvy load to off-peek hours Medium Low Medium Low Low 
-Restructure rates 
-Ban or restrict heavy use of energy during peak hours 
Provide centralized and efficient heating and air conditioning High Low Medium High Medium 
system to serve a number of buildings 
Limit energy which can be consumed by each household and 
commercial building annually 

Medium 
•_______.

".ow. 
____________. 

Low Low Low 
__ 

Establish minimum efficiencies for air-conditioners, furnaces Medium Medium Medium High High 
and other appliances 

Estebtlish more rational lighting standards for homes and offices Medium Medium 'Medium High High 
Increase recycling and reuse of materials and products High Medium Medium Very High High 
Provide economic Incentive to upgrade inefficient processes Medium Medium Low Medium Medium 
end equipment 
Impose fuel and/or energy tax to generate revenue for research Very High Medium High Low (tax Medium 
to develop environmentally clean sources of energy, and to Inrriease) 
Improve efficiencies in generation and utilization of energy . Very High (R&D) 

Develop public information and education program to promote High Low High "iy High High 
efficlent utilization of energy 
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2. Direct reduction of the environmental impact.' 

2.1 	 Extraction," prcessing and"transportation: stages;' 

About coal mining, there are obvious improvements to be made for. miners!,, 

in,tne case. or, srip ,,in-g,safety and appropriate working conditions. 

regulations can spedify"the 'state in which' thestripped lani, must be, left, 

which can be quite'costly in capital and water, resurces .; For oil.extraction, 

' 
further studies need to be done to assess'the exact leaks of oil dangers of, 

transportation' of oil, ,'some-internationalunderwater drilling. Concerning 


agreements should provide better possibilities of controlling oil tankers' 

when they wash their tanks i-A legislation on theoperations in the'high sea 


because no one
maximum authorized size of tankers could be thought of too, 

tons of crude oil sanknearknows what would happen if a tanker with 500,00 

a coastal area. Ways of improving pipe-line transmission and electric dis

(including new technologies like cryogenictribution lines design' and siting 
45 

are under study. 4 5 
transmission lines, or underground lines) 

2.2 	 Utilization stage'
 

At this stage, where the most important environmental impact occurs,,
 

treat
there are basically two ways to proceed: clear up the input fuel or 

and 	remove the wastes at the output. 

2.2.1 	 Treatment of input fuel
 

a very wide range of sulfur content and a very simp.L
Petroleum, has wa~y 

But fuel oil with less' to reduce SO. emissions is to use low sulfur oil. 


than 0.3%sulfur costs 35% more, than 	with 2%sulfur"and 20% more than with
 

the same, and low sulfur coal is in
1%•sulfur :For coal,, the prob is 

increasingly short supply, with i-creasing costs. ,Anl.important.new perspective 

ga..fica o 	 .which' . . full.":desulfurizationca would 'provide'a'could.beh 

the process and, provided:ithat technology of electricity generating systems 

turbine), would allow too,'higher thermal 

£in 

is adapted (combined cycle gas 
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efficiency. But it is still too early to assess the ,real competitivity of 

such systems.4
46 The other pollutants cannot economically be handled so far 

-by inputVretma nti 

2.2.2 	Treatment eofemissions. (Mainly for electricity generating plants) 

forceParticulate emissions can be controlled by cyclones (devices which 

the gas streamin. a circular,,motion, trapping particulates,by gravity force), 

filtrationmethods,i electrostatic.precipitators which can remove up to 99% 

of the :totaltamount :obut which ,are quite energy consuming (5%of the capacity 

of the power plant), and scrubbers, the,most thoroughly studied system, which 

can control SO2 as well .(injection of lime into the boiler, which absorbs 

S02, and the reacted material is, removed in a wet scrubber or removed by re

acting to: form calcium sulfates in a scrubbing tower). Several variants of 

the scrubber!process have been studied,47 but on the whole, as the National 

Academy:of Engineering said, "commercially proven technology for control of 

,48

sulfur oxides from combustion processes does not exist." No system isreally
 

superior to the others, for particulate removal (see Table 16)49 nor for
 

gaseous pollutants,control.,
 

. i TABLE 16 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 
OF PARTICULATE CONTROL DEVICES 

uevjce mavantaqes 	 Dsidvantages 

Cyclon's )-Low. Iniffal Cost - Power Requirements May Increase 
,-Stimplcty of Construction and Over Ti me 

Operatlon "-Relatively Low Maxtmum Efficiency,, 

v-AppiTcablhfty Over Bgroad Range b-inabhty to Remove Small Paricles 
of Temperatures 

Ftes ".I-f9h EffT~cjency atAAll Loads. lHtgh Maintenance Cost 
(boas) -Re quire IHihly Controlled Operat-

Ing Conditions . 
,,.-lrge Szace Rea'uremen! 

7 " 
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'TABLE ,16!(continued).-,.
 

Device Advantages'. Disadvantages.,
 

Electrostatic 4-- 0wOperatng Cost ansdPower-t-Requre HTghlf, Controlled .Operating 
Prectprtators I,:RequIrements Conditions 

-HTgh 	 EffTclency "inilaland "ntehance Costs-o'Hgh Ma 
--Can.Operate at.High.Temp.; ,-Large Space RequTrement 

Scrubbers j.. *-May be Used as.Cooling Devlces.-HTgh Initul Cost 
b-By-product Recovery PossTble '-Hgh Operating Cost andPower 
p-Removal of Both:Gaseous Pollu-. Requorements 

tonts and Partrculates Possible -Subject to Operating Problems 
:-H"Th EffTcTency ',-Large Volumeof Sludge is Produced 
b-Appltcabitty for Wide Range 

of Operartng Parameter 

,Theaverage,increase .inelectricity costs to consumers is expected to be
 

about 3 to 6%, due to SO2 and particulate removal. For nitrogen oxides control,
 

very little :i known and scrubbing methods do remove them along with sulfur
 

oxides.
 

For dissipating waste heat, the best known process is simply to withdraw 

water from a lake,, stream or river, pass itthrough the condenser and return 

itheated to the source. One can, too, dissipate the heat in the air using 

wet cooling towers which evaporate water into the atmosphere, or dry cooling 

towers which reject warn air. Both systems are expensive, are huge un

aesthetic s,tructures and inboth cases the meterological effects of cooling 

the air,are unknown. Another solution is to develop beneficial uses for this 

waste heat. 

2.2.3 	Land use consiaerations. (for power plants) 

An important parameter in the minimization of enviromeital"'limpact is 

the one of location. At maicro levei, it is the question of 'the distance of' 

the plant to the load center and t soful inpit9, and'the tr'de""ffs, in, 

costs and environmental impact which are implied. At micro level, iz'lts the" 

choice of a site within the chosen area, according to meteorological, 

r 31 
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50 
topographical, geological and ,existing'land: :use elements. 

2.2,4 Possible results ,and ;costs (for power plants), , 

Vao i0 zc6gt, evaluations ,:have been made which of. course would have to 

s,be adapted .to other. countires, give at ieast an oraer ot magnizuae oi -mnuc 

which are implied. ''Table 17- shows that tor coal and,.oil..piantsi cost in

creases would be 0 to 5%, 70.to 80% for a pollution 'remoal, and,ai 

5% cost increase for nuclear and iatural,gas plants', (because natural gas is 

alrea'djaiclear,,fuel and nuclear, ,plants major problems cannot be addressed 

with end-of-the-pipe devices.
 

TABLE 17
 

Cost of Controls and Changes In Environmental Impacts of 1,000.Megawatt Electric Energy Systems, Operating at a 09.5 
Load Factor With aHigh, Level of Environmental Controls1 

Land Solid waste aAIr Water, ___ ______ Total 

system cost 
- - .... 

Cost Tonnage increase IyTonnage Ct Tonnage Cost Acreage 
Change increase change Increase change 4 Increase change 

Deep-mined -81.3 23 -96.2 4 +1 0 +159 3 

Col 
Surface-mined 

_________ 

-81.a 23 -p2.4 4 -37 4 +29 31 

Onshore -73.0 31 -39.8 5 0 0 0 34 

Oil I Offshoro -73.0 31 -3q. 8 8 0 0 0 3 

Imports -39.4 28 -77. 2 .5 0 0 0 34 

0 0 a 0 0 0 SNatural gas 0 

0 4 0 0 0 5Nuclear 1-29.3 1 

ISee the Appendix for details. IThe total percentage cost Ilcrease may differ from the suin of the medIa 
I Costs of cooling tower construction and operation are considered with percentage cost increases because of rutuding. 

I Inthe case of ol-flred systems, price increasos for desulluriCed oil arewater controls. 
aSolid waste costs or- Included Inair and wAter pollution controls. the primary cost effect.
 
SLand impacts are reduced by reclamation but are Increased for solid I Radioactive emissions fromn thenuclear system are reduced by controls
 

waste disposal, at the powerplant. 

The details of the calculus and pollution control devices are given in
 

Appendix C,52  which breaks down the figures. Table 1855 gives the costs 

per ste forthe energy system: generation (table 18a), transmission (18b 

distribution (18c), right of way (18d),. and for anti-pollution device or 

elementf (18e). 
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Increased Generating Costs Due to Environmental Control Expendi.
 
tures 
 TABLE, 18aw' 

- Cost perkw
 
Steam electric generation Fossils - ; Nuclcarb
 

..-....dollars .......
 

1. Tall stack 4.00 2.00 
2. SO2 removal, minus credit 8.00 
3. Advanced electrostatic precipitator 2.00 
4. Wet cooling tower, induced draft 4.00 5.00 
5. Wet cooling tower, natural draft 5.50 1.25 
6. Dry cooling tower,minus credit 18.00, 1.00

0.50 .... I7. Noise suppression 
8. Monitoring devices 0.50 ).50
9. Improved architectural drsign and landscaping 3.00; 1.00 

10. Intake and discharge structures, improved deslgi 3.00 4.00 
11. General improved design standards 2,0 8.00 

(. ". --amllls/kwh,.'i...) 
12. Higher-cost fuelc '0.510 

10.864 
11.125 

13. Operating cost of monitoring devices 0.012 0.020 
14. Increased research 0.050 0.050 

NOTE: These costs apply to both new and old plants.
 
a 1.300 mw unit size.
 

Suintiary ,IrIncreased Electric Power Transmissito Costs, Rcllectiig 
Enviruitnetal Control Explendiuics 

.nduf decade
 

TABLE .8b 1970-1980 1980-1990 1990-2000
 
E.Investment cost,new,no allowance for 

environmental costs ($/kw) 68.00 53.30 45.50 

2.Investment cost, weighted new and old, no 
allowance for environmental costs (Ukw) 74.00 65.20 57.80 

3.Environmental cost to modify old equipment 
(Skw) 10.00 10.00 10.00 

4. Environmental cost component of new 
equipment ($1kw) 7.80 8.00 8.53 

S.Sum of lines 2, 3, and 4 91.80 83.20 76.33 

6. Incremental cost (line 5minus $80) ($/kw) 11.80 3.20 -3.67 

7. Annual incremental capital charge (ine 6 at 
15,A) ($/kw) 1.77 0.48 -0.55 

8. Total Incremental cost (mills/kwh) 0.331 0.090 -0.103 

NOTES: These calculations apply to a system having a 1970 peak of 10,000 mw and a 
net utility plant (original cost minus depreciation reserve) of $325/kw of maximum demand, 
ind consisting of the following costs: generation, $140; transmission, $80; distribution, $85; 
miscellaneous, $20. 

These judgments and calculations of the author are based in part on the following as
sumptions and considerations, each of which relates to the corresponding line in the table. 

(I) New investment cost shown in line I declines by approximately 33 percent every 20 
*years due to technological improvement (including higher voltages). 

(2) Demand doubles in the first decade, increases 75 percent in the second decade, and 
increases 60 percent in the third decade. 

(3) Modification of old plant, shown in line 3, is based on the following estimated costs: 
$1.33/kw/yar In first decade 
$0.SS/kw/year in second decade 
$0.46/kw/year in third decade 

(4) Environmental cost of new equipment, shown in line 4, assumes the following Incre
ments to new equipment costs: 

20 percent in first decade 
35 percent in second decade 
50 percent in thhid decade 

(6) Calculated u the difference from new investment cost in 1970. 
(8) Based on 5,350 hours pe, year. Note that the figures in this line reflect the com

bined effect of changes in power costs arising from environmental factors, on the one hand, 
offset to a limited extent by assumed technological improvements-hence reduced real 
costs-in transmission, on the other. 
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Summary of Increased -Electrli Power Distribution Costs,' Reflectill, 
-EnVironmental Control Expenditures TABLE 18c-

End of decade 

1970-19801. 1980-1990 1990-2000
 

I. Investment cost, now, no allowance for
 
environmental costs ($/kw) 79.05 73.52 68.37
 

2. Investment cost, weighted new and old, no
 
alowance for environmental costs ($/kw) 82.03 78.50' 74.50
 

3. Environmental cost to modify old equipment 
($/kw) 10.00 10.00 10.00 

4. Environmental cost component of new 
equipment ($/kw) :113.84 14.20. 14.10 

5. Sum of lines 2, 3, and 4 105.87 102.70+ 98.60 

6. Incremental cost (line 5 minus $85) ($/kw) 20.87_,, - 17.70 13.60 

7. Annudl Incremental capital charge 
(line 6at 15%) ($/kw) 3.13 2.65 2.04 

8. Total Incremental cost (mills/kwh) 0.585 0.495 0.381 
NOTES: System characteristics are described in note to table 4a. 
These judgments and calculations of the author are based in part on the following a%. 

sumptions and considerations, each of which relates to the corresponding line in the table. 
(1) New Investment cost shown in line I declines by 7 percent every 10 years due to 

technological improvements (including higher distribution voltages). 
(2) Demand doubles in the first decado, increases 75 percent in the second decade, and 

inLe:Ises 60 porcent in the third decade. 
(3) Modification of old plant, shown in line 3, is based on the following estimated costs:
 

$1.33/kw/year in first decade
 
$0.551kw/year In second decade
 
$0.46/kw/year in third decad,3
 

(4) Environmental cost of new equipment, shown in line 4, assumes following incre
ments to new equipment costs: 

35 percent in first decade 
45 percent in second decade 
55 percent in third decade 

(6) Calculated as the difference from new investment cost in 1970. 
(8) Based on 5,350 hours per year. Note that the figures in this line reflect the com

bined effect of changes In power costs arising from environmental factors, on the one hand, 
offset to a limited extent by assumed technological improvements-hence reduced real 
costs-in distribution, on the other. 

Summary of Increased Costs of Rlghts.of.Way and Public Information 

due to Environmental Control ExpendituresTABLE 18d 
End of decade 

1970-1980 1980-1990 1990-2000
 

Incremental costs (mills/kwh) for:L.Rights-of-way , 0.017 0.017 0.017 
2.Public information 0.020 0.020 0.020 

. Total 0.037 0.037 0.037 

NOTES: The distinguishing characteristics of rights-of-way and public information com

pancnts of electricity costs should be noted: a rights-of-way cost can be amortized over a 

period of years, while a public information charge cannot be amortized and has to be 
charged off In the year It is made. 

Data on system characteristics, capital charge, and load factor appear in Table 4a. 
These judgments and calculations of the author are based in part on the following as-

Sumptions and considerations, each of which relates to the corresponding line in the table. 
(I) Tie calculation for the first decadal interval is based on a total system rights-of-way 

cost of $9 million per year, which reduces to an average of $0.60/kw/year or 0.017 m~lls/kwh. 
The estimates for the succeeding two decades were computed so as to equalize costs with 
tile first decade. 

(2) Based on a system public information cost during the first decade of $1.5 million 
per year, which reduces to $0.10/kw/year or 0.020 mills/kwh. Succeeding decades esti-. 
mated as In line 1. 



TABLE1 1Summary of Total Increaes intheCostofE Powe,Raneciig
 

Environmental Control Expenditures
 

.End ofdecade 
1970-1980. 1980-1990 ''1990-2000 

I.Generation:
Fossil fueled 0.791 1.249 1.547
Nuclear fueled 0.218 0.419 0.461 

2.Transmission 0.33V1 0090 0.103 
3.P!stributlon 0.585 0.495 0.381 
4. MIscelaneous (rghts-af-way and jublIo

information) 0.037 0.037 0.037 
- Subtotal 'I962 2"290 2.323 

5. Factor of lorance (25 vercentl 0.491 0.573 0.581 
Total of above 2.453 2.863 2.904 
Total (rounded] 2.50 2.90 3.00 

3. NeW'6nrgy systens --

There are many techniques under development-for exploiting new energy
 

resources,i"impoving tthe efficiency of use of those already ,developed,and 

for redtcing the environmental impact. Those which seem to offer the greatest 

promises for the short term include tapping geothermal energy and oil shale,-,
 

gasifMing coal and-developing several advanced nuclear power.systems. Long 

term promisIng technologies are nuclear fusion and,solar energy, which hold, 

6
promise of significantly freeing us from reliance on earth's limitedfossil,.,
 

and nuclear fiel:resources and' whose environmental. impact may be substantiall) 

less th6i'iiterinativie technologies.. 

Geotheral' steam or superheated water- is produced whenf the earth s.heat. 

energy 1stransferred ' to surface waters;.. When :the,pressure and. ,temperatue.. 

are ade4uatethe'seam may be-' sed,'in turbines; forzconversionof electricit.,e 

Exploitable sites hde 'been'developednJapan,; Jtaly, Iceland,:,New, Zealand-,' 

and other places, but generally this energy resource .isnot,economic. -few,e 

surveyrs of 6tmie al:'resourcesiaVe :been -made iso that lit, is ,-impossible to 

asse s T real poential of this 'new:-source .. -istprobable ;that,.the,',':But. it .,: 

environiie ntal significaht, .:.since noxious,, gases are, discharged;-iiat"would.,be 

witi the waer, wh 'too is-very.loaded int.salts: ::,the'-temperature :.not;9being 
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very high. Ithe system would not:,be very. efficient, and a large amount, of, i 

" i
waste heat.would be discharged. ti'n e"loitl energy of,the
 

terrestrial magmapi a longer term possibility which teasibility is still
 

unpredictable.
 

Oil shale containing more than 25 gallons of petroleum per ton of shali
 

do 'exist inmany parts ot the world in,huge amounts, "and the technological 

-.
framework.;considered,applicable to commercial oil shale applications using
 
.surface mining techniques, accuratelydevel"pd The
The problem isthat very
 

large surfaces of land would be., disrupted,. ,and.large am6unts, of solid re

sidual generated, with significant discharges of hydrogen sulfide.54 .Large
 
'
 amounts .of water, would be' needed for.rshale oil,-upgrad'ng, 

In! the,nuclear :a'rea, .!.Ithere are too ..Ipotential developments, and in 

particdilar.th6 Liquid Metal -Sst 7-Breeder. Reactor. (LMFBR:.which is given toq 

priorit in research', andmay..become ;available -for comercial application in 

the lat "li980' s *,The' specific., feature of these ,reactors is., that they produce 

more n clear- fuel, than they consume,-and!.are able to use 60%, of the total energy 

of Uranim _as ,'opposed- to- 2%for the: actual, reactors ,-,thus drastically dimin

ish3ingthe -fu1:needs; They 'will produce;oless.wasteheat , :less radioactivity 

in the air, no (or almost no) Uranium mining andlenrichmnt, _but they will, 

"
oblig"the' hipment handingand-management of fission products,of much 

greaterradioactivty; produced ,in:ever increasing,,quantities,. remaining highl) 

dangerous practically :forever- (llutonium), ethepq.tential.problems',Despit 

the UABR holds. 'proms'Le'as a' relatively clean, source fof.,energy,.,witha fel 

supply' tfat would'last 'for.'centures . 
!:'Alonger' term possibility.°is%' the, controlled;thermo .fnucefusion: ,under 

extremev'coiidftioni':the nuclei 'of! deuterium,,canf istto, make a,,heavier, element,
 

.'quantitiesof£energywhich canthen be::,conVerted: Ix .an, ,

rele singenormous 

almost,inf inte source'o energys e teriu.canbe,extracted. at' I cos
 

from the sea. But the temperature needed for fusion is more t 00mil jr 

http:sulfide.54
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degrees, and the fusion has to be contained somehow in a magnetic field"which[.;- : 

would be used to convert the energy into electricity directly, too. The 
technological and.eonomic problems' arereat, a de..nstration fusion power. 

system migh "be builtbeforteed of ±he .century, The*t ranslation "ar' 

economical ste'miw6ulddr'eiire'nany more billions ' doll'and yeas'of' , 

effort' 

It h is"been'iuite Iona'ince it isknown how6: power an.engine by-solar 

But ,it'remais to show'that thes6lar*heat collec&ting:t 

devices are economic, anCa tne geograpnicai iocation's aLways- a, cruciald factor. 

energor heat swater, 

Solar 'cellconverting s6lar energy directly into electricity"need"to'be.

ameliorated to have better etriciency and be built-at'relatively lbw,cost..
 

' 
Owing to the highly unfavorable,economics "of the,solar cell , produced electricil 

it is quite-unlikely that solar energy wil become.ahything else than a supporl 

' energy f6r individual or very local purposes for' many years'. 
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OWNCLUSION 

The i,,attanLeMt or.a,.sensDLie traaeorr.Derween ener°v *rmwtn ana tne 

enVIrUJw11tIL L L J.UU.I~y:l~I:ULU ~L JUJp I itg_ui~y±
 

and decdison:maKJ1ngqno~ance.,.._y,iacKot,a co~eage, or tne e;ects or 

,various .discharges in land, air and water, by the relative unavailability of
 

economic.,methodologies to detemine the 
value ;societv nuts on incremental 

. improementsil or worsening of en 'ronmental parameters, due to different. levels 
of. pollution,-or.,to, detennine how regulations to curb pollution would affect 

Drices., emplovment-,or',locationiof,:different industries. We might take decision 

which may.,create irreversible enrivonmental damages or sacrifice acceptable 

development. due .,to-unreaspnablei orf,,unnecessaryr environmental regulations. ..

,But ,the, problem. i no, only one. for technicians, ,scientists,- economist: 

or administrators. It ,isultiiately ,a;.question,Of ,finding out what,,the,. 

people want and if what they want is feasible within technological, economic 

and administrative limits. And the ultimate answer can only be found 'in the 

political arena.
 

Finally, we can recall the UN Stockholm Conference on the human environ
menIt (1972) which declared that "it is essential to consider multiDle choices 

in the Olannine and .management of any enerev economW, and adonted the
 

1"each nation should set up a national energy
following recommendation: 


board to coordinate energy developments and utilization policies, staffedwith
 

;highly'qualified personnel, including some in the discipline relating.to the 

adverse environmental effects of energy" that,would already be, if implemented, 

a serious, reason for hoping once again. the genius of mani will make him find 

his way 'to much hipher deorpeeq ,f ff 1uelhmn' d . n mlntu. 
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APPENIX A:
 

Annual t'nvronmemnai impacts of ,Uncontrolled Coal-Fired Electrcliv Svstems Associated With i tflnnn.mar awt, pnwarnlst
With aLoad Factor of 0.75 

ImpctExtraction " To.ptal•
Impact PtoceEsInu TrasportI Conversion Trans-. __ 

Deep surface Deep Surface 

XMd Acres '9,120 4t,010 .2218Z11 1696 S17,198 21,378 34.208 

Tons '2.81 '38.83) It3.853 0 "1818 0 7,7448
*0 


, '- Btu!$ 0 

Water .. 

0 0. 0 .1n$.05XI01 0 .08XI0" 3.05X10n5 
Air Tons 1NA isNA Il4,714 "526,270 1S 32,217 0 883,201 883,201 

iUd ,waste Tons If 97 141 12762,000 "46t,092 0 "0,800 0 0r0.3 3,28,89 

Deaths "1.07 200.308 0.23 -12.30 I0.012 NA 4.00 2.61 
Occupational Injuries 1685 "13.9 "2.1 6 U23.4 "1.38 NA 112.3 41.2health 

Workdays lost 9412888 I409 1t09.5 "2.340 *1152.9 NA 15.280 3.091 

NA-Not available. 
I Impacts of coal transport re based on coa't transport excluitvely byril for an average distncea of 300 inre, See 'table A-I. note 11. Anldcol tralnport for a 1,0ge0. powerpla13lC t Is 0.0 percent of tile total 19;nationaltoirnlinoge. Trun .riatiltAssoplatio ofn America. July 19;1a 

"a4onporl otn ea,'oi ndruod, ionth Edition. Whiingto, I)JCT.A.A., p, E
SAll..la. S. aI 

, 
SAll lad Impacts re e ressed s a time average of tie amount of landIn use over 30 years. Meln use Is therefore taken As its full amount;average varlibl,) use is 13 times the Annual incremental damage.AAnnual incremental land initpct is 608 acres, Including 607 acresaffected by subsidence And I-. than I Acre for storair, of rolid wastes.Thessubsldance rate s 0.1 acre Ior 5W tons produced.a ichardJ..Franke], April 1972. iolson, Jerome K."Residuals 3lsnagement li the 

Coil.-Energy Industry." Manuscript to be published by Resources for 
the Future, Inc. Wyashigt,,in, D.C.: R.I,.F..p. II-2a. The hind disturbedny Stollel:o of undergrounl mining wastes is based on a land use rate of , ,c ,as:. per acre of waste bank SMiNay Lewis N. 1971.CoalRe,I. ', A.. , trironnennitllis:ard. U.S. Dlepartment ofthe Inteior,Bureau M,N',,, '. WolillgLon, D.C.: Guvernment Printing Ofllice, pp .b. TIlts IijLu'v."rrespm dl3ato waste banks averiging 35 feet hidgh.a.-Iunilga den ity of 1.5 tolls p,, cubic yard for tile refuse. See vote 17for a dis.CUilon .tonnage produced.

4Animl incremnental land impact Is 034 Derived train 30S acresacres. 
per milean to:ns mined. U.S. bureau of Mines data for u111l.U.S. SenateCommittee oi Interior and Insular Aflahis. l)ecember 1971. The /ovstsRelaed to Surface Mining. 3erial No. 92-10. Washington, D.C.: Govern-IeZI tnng Office p, 2. 

IFLiedland use Is90acres and annual increnmentalland use is5.4 acres.For fixed land use, it Isassumed that one prucessing plant Is required for every dillon tons of raw coal processed. Boiad on data in U.S. Dcpart-
ment of the Interilor. Bureau of lines. 1971. .tlinerals Yearbook-9fl6,.Wahlington, D.C.: Government Prlnting Office, p. 347. Each procemingplant is assumed to occupr 40 acres. See notes 3 and 18for a dicussiou ofthe acregs affected by so Id wastes.eTotal ralrzoad trackIlt MD9%%as;385,00miles. U.S. Iturcau of the fren-
Bus. 1971.Staltisical Abatrnlo ofthe United Stales: 1971.Washilngton, 1,.C.:tiovernment Printing Office, p. 515. A right'of.wuy of 50 feet 1sassu,,ed.Total land utilized is then iulti lited by .0010. See note 1.rTypfeel plit size for 3.,uO0.MWe plants with fly sh controls Li1.050 
acres, fnciuding M.0 for s.il storage and 40 for coal storage. ExecutiveOffie of tho President, Office of Science and Teclnology, Energy PolicyStall. 1968. Cionsidratione Affecdtis Steam J'ower Plant Site lection.
Washington,. D.C.: Government Printing Office, pp. 11. 14. Land re-qturements for an uncontrolled 1,00,-MWe powerplant are sImlhr excepttha:coal and ash storage acreages are reduced by factors of 3 and 15, re-pectively. Seenote 19 for the level of ash control. 

I Based on .,tlnatcd land rig't-of-way of 4 million acres. U.S. Depart. 
metnt o: tht lterior and U.S. Department of Agricultue. 1970. Frnron. 
menta Critein for Electric Transmission Systems. lt'altington, 1.1'.:O Government Printing Office. p. Ill. This " cerease Is multiplied hy .00J130fite share of total 1970 U.S. electricity produclio, rcpresented by a 1I.N0..NVo plant. Federal l'ower Comnlssion. 1972. Azinual teport-01.Washigton, D.C.: tovernuet 'rinting

Conil.tri.on of ogregited figures 
Ollice p II. 

icre Is deccp'ive because the)oid for deep iithig and siltation for burft:, minihg. 

1 

lnsaggrcgated figures, in tons, tre: 

Sulfuric acid ..........................l)issoh edIron ........................ 
DP

I 2 IzG 1 32 
Surfae 

42 
Slit................................... 0 35,612 

These figuies are based on an incretent of 20,00011tos of sulfuric acidand 5.O(Xitols of (lasolved Iron from l.year's U.S. coal production withrunff coutinulng for 15 years. lDelso and Frmnke!, op. el., p. It-S.This drainage was thell allocated to deep mines (105.4percellt) an1. Slttifcomines (4.6 perment). according to data on active mlines lit Aipalacllaniegional Coin,,, llioi. 190'1...Acid Mine Drainage ili .. ppslchia. W'aSh.Ington, I1.C.: A. ItC., p. 36. The draihsage was furtlIc, allocated to tieI,00-MWe powerplant by its share of the annual U.S. productinu, nanlely
0.7.1percent of nlual decp-nined productioti or I.'5l percent of surfaceminled production. U.S. totals fronm.11isatrol5 Y(orbook-.X', op. cit.,p. 309. Siltation was estlinated at 3.0 tols per acre per year for 13years.U.S. )epartment of the Interior, Geological Survey. 11.70.riflrtaces.Strip Mining o r ate Hydrologic Enrilronnrit of Parts of B(atir L'ceexaaiin, lentucky. 195-6. Professional Paper 427-C., Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, p. C2. Caleulation based on 30Cacres permilloii tons of surface-nilled coal. See note 4.to The discharge of blarkwater solids from cnrient plants Is used as tilebasis for the "uncontrolled" plant becau.s' settling polds are commonpractice; discharges would be about 250 tites greater iere therc nocontrol measurcs. Calculated from ai csthilate of IOI6Stiatio0Wille dis.
charges of 100.00 tons. Deinso and Frankel, op. cit., p. i1-9. The fractionof coal ironed in 1lls8 that is us.ed lt l tUe.MWe i latnt Is basel on FigtreA-I and .l1ln .alst Yearbook-19,9, op. cit., p. 309. iltalion front procebsingwaste banks Is taken to be 42 tons per acre per year fur 15 years. based
oil data it Influences of Strip .Mising an the ilydroligic Entiromrnt ofParts of Beare Creek ftsiti, Kentucky, 195-Co. op. cit.. p. C2. There issome acid drainage, but it Is believed to be in'.i smaller. Ste lte 6 for acreage data. 

It Although reliable data are not avallable, the foliowilg Prelinsillryestimates were derived from Aynsley, Eric, alt .Meryl t. Jackson.
blay IU71. "Industrial vasto Studies: Stean Generating I'lautS." 
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APPENDIX A 

V.nipuhlIshed draft prepared for the U.S. Environmental Protection 
.c.;er~g,! WatiriQua~ty* fliom, Reseaels Trsngie-Park,. .. ?, 7. 
Noto that suspended solids fro ash are assumed to be'costrol ed to 
over il percent, ansddissolved solids from ash possds are not Included,
Wter discharges, In tons, are: 

Suspended solids: Ash ......... .............................. 14
 
Suspended solids: Other...................................... 411 

Non'legradible organics......... ................. 5 

BOf)....................................................... 2 

ActhI ..................................... 
 ............................................ 


till, avtage for IOGO,front Pritlotta, Front: T. "Control of rhulfur Oxide 
,Jollutlon Jront Power 'lantts." Paper pr.pared for lie A ieican i'ulhllc 

j.howor-isclation Engleeriug aisI Oitrations Wurkshnp,. Marh II, 
19,21.Hefrarch Trclingl Park. N.C.: U.S. Environmen tnl Ihotlictio 
Ageticy, Control Systems Division. Air ersslsionts from the powerplailt,
In tons, are: 

Particulates ............................................. .2 . 200 
Sulfur oxides ............................................. 124, 5W 
Carhon monoxide ........ . ............ 1, -o 

381 
AILk.z;j ....................................................... 0 

Chl,.tne...................................................... 22 

Phoptate ................. 
Boe .......... 

....................... 
............................ 

25 
205 

h.--
Total....................................................... 813 

11Based upon a powerplant efficiency of 38 percent, 62 percent of the 
Itritish thermial units Input Is rejected heat. Of thls. ortc..lxth is rejected
with the stack gaes. Dvlsos and Frainkel. op. cit., p. 11-13. 

: buriltg underground or surfie. coal s.vanis have undetermined air 
inmlsons. Air pollution data frot fuels ieiled to power milling equip.
nt:',t are not available (new nuiitig equipmet often runs oil electrcity
rather thain fossil fuels),

it Air emissiots cotsist of coal dust front dry processing aid front 
t:.nmal dryingof come wet proce. ed coal. Emissions from curreit platts 
:e used as tle basis for nit "uscorutrolled' plant because cycloe dust 

eok!ctori tle common prartle, and pay for thems"lves lit coal recltlised.
lsont and Fratnkel, op. cit., p. W\-l0. Calculated frorti estimate of llG0l 

E=3IsIons of I mtllio etos, almost entirely from thersal dryvig, ibid., 
p. lf-'J. times fraetlou of coal us-d it that year by a I,0u0-.%IWe power. 
p:a!t.

A signitficant quat tlity of air pollution occurs front the uncolitrolled 
burdsig of coal waste batiks. The.se are estimated below but are not it-
dlu-id lit the total IseCauS, It lsas~umnrcd that new pruressisg plartts would 
.c.t have this problem. Natlotwlde emissios it 11168are estimated lit 
t',. . SDepartment of lealth, Fdutlust. titd Welfare. Natiotial Air 
Pi~ution Control Atinitistratlot. 197li. Xatiotirldr Inrtittory of Air 
P.1.144t Erfnuleont 19,8. Was ilngroli D.C.: Government Prtitng
:L. Th.:se cinifskionts are mutlip liedby the fractiot of 1110 coal produe-

:ln: repr,,r.,atI' by a I.ittl-MWe phlt. ".fitiratlsSacboo41-iP;9,li . cit., 
p. 3J. Air pollutlots front bsurning waste banks related to a 1,00s-MWe 

-c trlcal plant, itt toits, are: 

CatbaOr rio ,aoxidt.................... ....... 6,510 

Particulates ............................................... 2,181)

Sulfur oxid ............................................. 3,270

f dtoarboa s ........................................... 10 

Nitrogtn oides.......................................... I, lii 
..

Total.................................... .. .......... 14,170 


:I ir eml[slestis (570 torls) bared otn railroad cosuillitiou of diese 
fu,! at tir rate of I gllot per ',+fitoutnills assumlnig 131i.utso lirllsh 
thieillal utis ticr rallos. Itice. P. A. "-Svetcti Etnergy as a Factor li 
Colmidering Future Transportatioi." A lpi r preseited at the Atliericali 
So.clety of [cchardeal Eltgieers wiier aniual ineethig, Novenber 2,i. 
De~enher 3. 1970. Also assurnitg u 3o0-nille average huovemneit ofcoal lby 
r.:l asd all coal for the 11,000-MWe piowerplarit senutby" rail. Utcolrolhled 
tisiftions are based ott data frost U. S.Ftviroilttehntil Protection Agency,

O:lice of Air Programs. 172. CIlaijsittt/li of Air Po,4hrlant Eartiioll 
Factors. Washington, D.C.: Goveruncnm t Pihihig Office, p. 3-7. Specific
emissions, In tons, Include: 

Carbon mionoide ........................................... I1S 

Particulates.............................................. 4.8

Sulfur oxides ......................................... 2 

Hyrocarbons ....................................... 96 

Nitrogen od .: ................................... 14 


Aehyde ............................................... 8 

.............................................. 13 


-
Tutal ..................................................... 7o 

it addition, 25,700 tols of coal Is blowt away diuring transport. See 
Table A-I, note 6. 

:1 E l on faior are frot Collilattio of Air Mutant nilill 
r'nftrri,up. cit., p. f-3. Tile)-epl y liu at*geiral" plvlrled.-i.ed IUrttll'e
of over l1l i ililuu iritisli thiteral uiitk [ir hour without control elillt,-
:tent. Asih conlietl Is estimated ill Iervet. Srnmiti. W. Si.,aind C.I%. 

"e; , 4e.hitl. .f1''rspherte 1,i/tlisusri.sfrits 1ralfCOnii11m8-ttuii-.i l11isten-
:ry Guide. Cincihrtnatl: L.S, Ie partuiient of IHalth, Educatloi, aud Wet-
far-., .Publlt: I c;Cli Service, p. 12.Sulfill ,utthiut is lake s as 2.38 ieellt, 

Nitrogen oxides .......................................... 
Aldehydes .............................................. 

2",860 
6 

Total .................................................. 352, 217 

An inulguilficant amount (eqilvalent to approxlnately .2 curies) of 
radioactivity Is emitted annually fron a 1.000t-We coal-fired plant. Tills 
figure was derived from Mattli, James E, Harvard. Ernst I).. and
Donald T. Oakley. 191is. "Comparisont of Radloactivity front Fossil 
Fuel rid Nuclear Powerplants." Washington, I).C.: U.S. Departmnent
of Health. Educatlio, and Welfare. 

1rAbout 90 perentt ofthe overlirden front surface niliking is redeposited 
o1 the site. Thl portion is excluded from the total. Natloitwide estlnotes 
for solid wastes hom 1'M6coal production are 12,8 rllllon tons for deep
mining and 210 nilllion tols of overhurdi wastes fthonsurface ntittig.
U.S. Department ofthe iterlor. W70)."Etnvlronmental Etlectsof Lder. 
ground Mising and uittctal Processing." UnplUiltl.tedr .t. Wuhiltng
ttl, l.C.: D.O.I., pp. 124, U'S. 'rodtctilon figures for iVli are from 
.tlinerlal Yearbook-19g9. op. cit., Ip. 3,et, 371. 

It Of the extracted coal, 5.m,1trei t is processed. antd 23 percent of 
that. or 45'9.2'-57toiLs Is wnste. Ibid., p. 317. Of this. 451 tol.%ik tlackwater 
solids atill 4,714 is airborne, lea%,ilg 451,(W2 toils as mild wa,e. See notes 
10 and 11. 

Dlit note 16It was estintated that 10percent of the coal burnted, 251.00) 
tons, is a l. totts of which is emitted to the air as fly ash. The203.20ot 
renrainder Is solid waste. 

N Thi, following 1970 deals ahtiI hilury rates %%ere provided to tile 
Council by Mary McNair, U.S. Deptrtment of the Interior, Hlstreau of 
Milles. (llice of Techsical Supitirt, based upoutMoyer. F,.'rust T., ell. 
1971.InJury Expcruireand liMrktime lit le .tlineralI duslrc,. IX9.1970. 
Washlingtotn, D.C.: U.S. I)epartent of the Ilterior. Ituretit of Mines. 
For deep nines., thera were 0.5 fatalities osisi 2.W7 ninlttl lijiriles I).r
irilUon toits iilled tnd 5. workdays lost per injury. For ;urface nstliesi, 

there were 0.12 fatalities, 5.40 ioifatal injurles, arid 313G perwrkilays lost 
injury.

it'Tihe dahi rnle for proep.ssig oierations i 0.0117 per titillllai ins 
arid tile Illturiry rale is 1.5-i per milliont tort. Felt injuiry tcivetages 3.11 
workdays lost. Ibid., p. ?o. Coal [productlon statistis, fromt .Mllitaoll 
Yonbrirl)-&'s, ait. cit.. It. 301t. 

*2Na t loial railroad dial i ati Intitry statlt i; srio fron I*.S. ltirceau of 
li 1971. Stlistical. ie "t, d Sit,.5: l9i7.'a hhttyou.tlti CelsIts. ,Sttact oftr
I).C.: Clo'erl nneiilnitt f P5 ili,', Ilse. It ii ris'ulirrl Ilit tIre ovleragre
tjury leads to i loss of iso,workday. It bltktuil Ihe utI Ihat nloat rsll
rtialedalis oceurtit grail, sro,'inng4i.Ass aldillial iil:Jijr tOarionlit of 
tatihs It 'vsp;lsscrs.Vel-.usial cminiutih.stlon wllh Il,' Nu tlotial Safety
Council. Also seaTable A-1, stor 11. 

2, is vtead.t1Ai1l. M. "iTth Aiial St at Statloi Cost Silr '." 
Electricol Wtorld. Novemnber I 71, p. 46. based ou 0.113 mrien per lWe. 
Iljurv data ore front Nitloinal Saf.-ty ( iniill. 11. .4ccideft Fst't -IX7 
Editi;n. ('hiago: N.S.., 1). 3,5.Oii..half Ih. toniiiliell datsili r,

itinient liijtries tire tsstied to lie fatal iijurl-i. I n'irtmiit tillh I. 
IIlilhis are corsilderld to reprienit 6,U)!i i liodkiys lost, arid othler 
disalbillles tre estin iated as 100 (lays lobt. 

Ii Pti'etriocortiosi workdays list are atlrilbutil Fotely to comlllcateil 
plil uiitoidato sl cases as deterinited by roniicerrograhilc ftitilngi I 
f164 field exaInurtians. Tite, ciases are nisuniesi to cost 6.01) workdlys 
each. lawel upo the average liutttbrr of 3'ears itls miiter had worked,
preuit dalts are converted his estihiatiI itciilic, ries. Lalillint, 

.Si'le. It. N.. Ettterlhie. I . F., Itecltel, A., iit I1. A. iKettilirck. 
li'. PntiuscoilostaIn Appalc/ian Itlitasio Ceinl .Ililers. millos 
IW. "Prevalelle of Itesilrnhtory Syriiil t lii Two AItip.sl;lel11tti Cots
rnltieus,." Cihichiittii: I'.S. Iciariitretil if 'itllhIichtiolltn, alil 
\I'elfare, Public Ilcalth ServIse. litue.ti of tScetupali ul ,-lfety, auld 
Healt.h It lrioi b At aoiftee oia Latsr nuliue Ciliniltttilrfare Sttmlcin 
La.bir and isblic I'efdre, Uitei S e/ts Senate. Xiilt tolldCotngresi,
Flealand Second Sasloia,oi 8. 73,S. 2S.916IIX.lL.I2. 17-. W't.thllgtlo. 
D.C.: Uoverllliertt Prinlti: 01ice 1pI., "-'45. lileideic rates are 3.47 
siple cases ter 1,o00 nil-t'ye.srs; l.uS coiil atc.1dcis.s per I.1580 miail. 
years; aud 2.14 suspest eases Icr 1,00i) tallyears. Producti vity per
woirkdaiy data ae frosts .tlutineal 3'(arlotki-ttki:9. op. ct.. Is. 33!. lese
dlat tire based ot coal bhlpinetiiS. rellntig cllianit hislse , utid sies 
niodil'ed accordl ig to Tale A-I. Tuii-huudrel sets kilays per uiiitUiyear 
tire ustires. trdi 3ll4tir.yt'ars ark ntedirI to stil'.ly coa fr sl,it IllVe
powertlit. T'll*: irslulter if wrorklays lost u,; a reisilt of coliillelil'teI
ilneuitiOcOilosis Is e tlimiutr ilit 8,t110. 
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APPENDIX A A.YtW~.~ 

Annual Envlronmental.Impacts. of Uncontrolled, Oil+Fired .ElectricltV SystemsAssoclated With -a 1.000Meeawatt, Power. 
plant With a Load Factor of 0.75: 

Impact 
Extraction 

Practise. Transport 
Conver. Trans. 

Total 
.... 

Onshore' Offshore Ig Onshore Offshore Import Mn msin Onshore Offshore" Import 

Land Acres 11,572 , 164 376 4 ,.65, '168 '10 6250 117,188 20 742 17,846 17,448 

Water, 
Tons 1111.0102 194,631 1415 I 11527 111,711 11813 0 5,00 6,073 2,524 

Air 
Btu's 0 

-
0 

- -
0 

--

0 0 0 tl.05Xl0U1 0 &05XI0l 3.05Xf10U 3.05X10t 
_ _ 

Tons 0 0 1187,524 I.507 8.111,326 1069,321 0 158,352 158,352 70,647 

Tons 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Oceu'pstionel Deaths 110.21 110,21 
---

10.08 0. 0.05 ,10.05 *110.010 NA 0.35 0.35 0.06 ____ 

health Injuries, 1121 821 15.6 ",4.5 114.5 .4.5 1.15 NA 323 3 5 5.7 
Workdays "12,135 ':2,135 ,78.5 1562 "1562 15652 Is 127.2 NA 3,609 3,60D 69 

lost 

NA-Not available. I One other %vaterimpact that does occur but Is not Included on the 
summary table Is pollution of waters by salts and suspended sollds byI One thousnl seventy.two onshore wells are required to supply a the reitage of tile brine to mari e virocnincnts. Brine discharge to

1,000-MWe plant, based on avertsge well production for tile United lilies. water bIles based on the above, 4.5nillionl barrels.
U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines. December 1,71.

.insral Indltstry Suritys: Crude Ptrthuu, Petroleum Products. and
NaturealfUi.Liquids:9,70(FinalSurninary). 'littsburgh: 1).O.1., lt.O.M.,
Table 3. Land arca required for drlll!ig rig a1ldattendant equil:mieit 
and supplies Is estimated at I acre per well. tterTechnology Corpora.
io,,%%arrenuai V'a.lion areti ' I 6 

,,e hundT0ed sixty-four offshore wellsare required tn supply a 
1W%.V bastli average well production of (lulf Coast offshore plant, onI 

wel', U.S. Deprtmcnt of the Interior, Bureau of Land Managenent.
19% Final EiironicnitolSatrmtent--Proposed 1979 Outer Continental 
St( Oil and Gai, Girrrlj Leas Sale, Offshore L'astrli Louiana. Wash. 
Ington,D.C.: D.O.I.,pp. 13,132. Sea surface arearequited for equipineit
colniered u land Impact, Isestimated as In note 1. 

1 Lnnd required for production facilities, adininistrutionn nialitenance, 
storage, and itirrouiiding "green belt," for a refinery of 51.75nillion
barrels |cr y,' capacity, Isestimated at approxiately 400acres. Arthur 
D. Lithe. Ir,- . ,.*ambridge, Mass. 

4Land hap, for pipeline transport Is based o 190!lfigures for total 
U.S. crude oil trunkline leage t,3,0) times tie fraction of the total 
number of welI In the U.S. needed for a ,t-MWe plrat. America 
P'etroleum Institute. 1971.Petroleum Facts and Figure-1971 Editioa. 
i1'ashlngton, D.C.: A.P.!., p. 215; slid notes 1 and 2. A 62.5-foot right.of-
way is assumed, averaged from data i I'elrokeunl Extension Service and 
PlpelioCotractorsAswoelatlon. 1966.A.tPrimer of Pipe Line Conatrue-
Plea.
Austin: Texas Education Agency.

' Terminal storage facilities of approxlmately 30 days' supply use 
necessary due to Irregularities IIherelit in tanker shipments. 'or a 
terminal handling 2,11.0 barrels per year, estinated 000million at '., 
ares Is required. Arthur D. Little. Inc., Cmbridge, M1nsn.

4Because of buffer zones, the land reqilrtd for a 1,000-MWe lalt Is 
liven s 150to 350 acres in Executive Officeof the President, OiSce of 
Balance and Techinology, Eerny Policy Stall. l00. Considerations Affect.Plan:t ,Slecion.WasIng.Stessi Power Si'te dlngtoll, 1).C.:Govcrnlleltt 

rillltii g Offive, p. II. 
I See Table A-2 not,'S. 
*tjtrluiiy of olle;ilted to wat.,is from onshore oil production Is the

oIl releoa.ed by the incolplelc soparoto of brine id oil/at the wellhead 
1lased on production of 2.7 barrels of Irinle Iwr barrel of crude oil and 
16 percent of the brlne disposrd of i water bodies. National 1'etroleuln
'ouirrt.II72. Eriroelicuti Clonaerrotin:The Oil and Gas Indutres.Vol-
.meTwo. Washlington, I).C.: N.1.C., p. 147.Also based oI 0.005pmro'n'
silcolteitIn thebrine, whlicll Islthe Federalregulatio lappli gto o(lshr, 
Irlililyg. Final Entiranmentaf Statement -Proposed ?C'1971 6 Lease Sr:,.
)p.cit. Conversion to tons front Petraeulm Factsand Figures-1971 f
'n,Op. cl., p. 588. Outer Continental Shell data, calculated frot %%.,' 
water and areldelit Slatment-Propo..Idata in Final Etironneata! 
0'SL.eate¢Sale,op. cit., pp. 133,131, are used to estimate accidental ; . 

10Calculated front"achievable" effluent emission factors for tlOlIng
and cracking plants dividd by "achievable" redueiln factors. U.S.
Enivirolnmental Protection Agency. 1072. "The lndu..tsiai Waste Sludle 
1Proram: Summary Report litthe Pctroleumi, liiery Industry,"
Si. l. Triangle Vark, N.C., fi, 6. ltefltiry waterIl.Research pp.
enmissins, intons, are: 

iI0n. 
Aitnimla (as N) ........................................... 52
 
ho s................................................... 300
 

Chromates .................................... 3
 
CO) ......................................................1 I,08S

Oil ......................................................... 167
 
Phenols .................................................... 87
 
Sulfides..................................................... 52
 
Suspended solids ........................................... 45
 
i)ssolved solids............................................ 2,342

IsWater pollution results frontoil discharges. Fee Table A-4. note 6. 
Conversion to tollsfron Petroleum Fads and Fitsures-1971 Edition, op.
cit., p. 6S. For prerefinery transport, oil loss Is from barges for domestic oil (135 tons) and front tankers for Imported oll (1,711 tons). 

1 See Table A-2, note 11. 
13 See Table A-2, note 12. 
ItSee Table A-4, note 5.for hypothetical refinery. (liven the output

Indicatedin FigureA-2,wecalulatelnput (assunedtobeentlrelycrude
oil) and total production. We calculate heat Input from resllual fuel oil 
and from natural and petroleum gas frolm .11neral Industry Surreys:
Crude Petroleum, Petroleum 'roducts. and Autural.Gas.Liquida: 1970 
(Final Summary), op. cit., Table 19.We calculate the refining capaclty
storage capacity, and storage throughput from U.S. Envirntentot
Protection Agency. 1972.The ]-'onomlrsof Clean .11r.Waslilnbon, ]).C.:
E.IP.A., p. 4-108: 

Input (crude oil)......... 1b6 million barrels per year.Output: 
Total ...................
161.3 inllion barrels pet year.
Residual fuel oil........0.39 million barrels per year.

Refinery capacity........189.7millIon barrels per year. Fuel oil burned ..........
1.68 million bnrrels per year. 
Unst burned ............ 0.9billion cubic feet per year.
Storage capacity.........8.20 mllion iarrels,
Storage throughiput ...... 71.8 million barrels per year.

The fraction attributable to residual fuel oil 1rodluctl6,65 perceut.
Additionaiossumptlous are that the fluid catalyt~c cracking process Is 

usd (representative of uew refllerles); that one.third of tilecrude
undergoes vactuil distillation; that storage is 93 percent as finished
products, 7 percent Itsrule; that hydrocarbon evalioralli for crude and
residual proiuels i statl ittl'llysillar; alnd that no floiting rool storage 
Isused. Tihe Economics of Clean Air, op. cit., pp. 4-105, 4-110. 
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F: .n these data, and from emission fsctors In U.S. Environmental 16Air enissions, .'sumlng 1.5 percentsulfurin the fuel, are calculated
P:,so--!;lot from Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission Fodors, op. ell.,Agency..I972. Compilaton of .4ir Pollutont Emision Factors. p. 1-7.
%%-!vo.n D CI Government Printing O1ice, pp. 1-7, 9-3, 9.4, we Powerplant airemissions, It tons, are:

ais;emisflor. Refnery air emissions, In tons, are: - Prtiulates ....... ......................... 1,578 

Source Particu. SO. 1/C' Co 806 ................................. ....... 48,438

late& C ..........................................
 

Process heat, HC........................................................
195
 
R e:,ual oil ............47 Us 8 0 NO............................................ 2, 703
 
Ga ... . . ... 51 0 81 0 Aldehydes ............................................ 197


Catalytic cracking........ 313 V172 1,145 
 71,290 It Based on an Injurwy rate for oil extraction developed from data inMlow.Iown............ 0 0 1,894 0 
 Watts, Gwendlolyn 51. 1972. Disabling W1ork.InjursExperence of the O0tVil'uumn dutillation .... 0 0. (All Actirilleo) and the National Gas Industry ( xrludt in tt loSt.orage. ................. 0 0 7Ds1,i4 .0ti
t ................ 

419 

Airties) in the United States, 1970. Washington, .C.: .S. Depart-Total................... 
 3,290 1107of th Interior, Bureau of ines and on num r of manhos 
source NO. Aide. Ammonia Total worked litoil extraction, which was developed from U.S. Bureau ofthe 

Census. 1971. Statilatical Abstract of the Untied States: 1971.Washington,hydee (as JV' D.C.: Government 'rlntig Office,pp. 219, 496.Rresdualooi: Rates of fatal Injuries2(1 death per 100 nonfatal Injuries) and workdays lost due to noufatalResidual oil............ 161 2 0 771 Injuries (101days lost per liiiury) are from 
 US. Dsepartment of Labor,Gs ......... 619 a 0 Bureau of Labor Statistics. InJury Rates by Industry- Wash1971. 969.ata!yt0c crackig........0281 1,1 ilglon, ).C.: D.O.L., p. 18.

Blowdown ................0 0 0 1 8wf
 
Vacuum ds:tilallon ...... 0 0 0 22, Creau of the 
$to3;e ................... 0 0 0 7.'224 CiisUS. 1970.Statistical Abstract ofthe Unuted States: 1970.Washington,


Total.................. 1,10i lop 281 87,52 C Government Pr'ii:ng Office, pp. 22, 6; and on injury rate
8754statistics In Injury Rates by Indusry -9,19, op. cit., p. 10.

ISee Table A-4. note 12.for a.smnpt~ons and fuel consumption. For iBasei on 1969occupational health data it Fish. George. 1070. Dis
p:-rfin"ry tranpo.t (domestic). pumps are assumed to be diesel engInes obling lork.Inlury I'zprrienct of the Oil industry (All Actitles) and the 
w;:h em's..on fa:tors similar to thos, for heavy.duty trucks and buses. Nafua ndustry (Excluding Distribution Arilies) in the United
C. ipllol.n Fact,,r, op. cit., State.,, 1t.39.o/Air Pollutant Emisuion p. 3-7. For post- Wtliigton, I).C.: U.S. Ielrorineiit of the Interior, Iluraus 
:.ry trs'ip.1:r. ... of MI.es, p. 8;on the total work hours of marine transport In ti oilbarges (domestic, aii have dli-sI motors, whereas 

:1:.k.frs .l':.o, are steamships. Emisif.on factois illtoils per gallon industry, derived from National Pletruleuim Council. 190 . People in the
!u'I con:.unsed are derived from "u::,-erway" columns In Tahles 3-6 United vatts Oil and Gas Industries. Wltultngtol, D.C.: N.I.C., to. 5:

srA 3-7, ild., p. 3-11.Air emissions for c,1transport, in toils, are: and on the share of oil oil needed to fuel a 1,OOti-MWe poweriajnt for 
1 ear, derived from data lit Figure A-2 and in U.S. I)epartment of the

Donrstlc Import Interior rMce of Oil and Gas. 1970. 1968 Petroleum Sapply and Demand 
- in the Free World. Washhigton, D.C.: On first estimate, Imports).O.I.


Pre. P'et- Total lost- and domestic production are not separated.
rel nery renery relnery 10See Table A-2, note 23, using 0.(Va nmeii per MWe. 

Paxtlculato' ...... 7 327 334 34
sO ............... 14 246 260 885
 
CO............... 116 197 313 .17
 
H C ............... 19 148 lb 17
 
NO .............. 191 231 422 380
 
Adehydes 2 II 13 4
 

Total........... 349 1,158 1,607 1,328
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Coal.Fired Electricity System for a 1,000.Megawatt Powerplant Operating Annually at a'0.75 Load Factor 

es LrceuL •57 0 ... . . .. . ... .. . .,%
/ 'eervoir •5%08 

" :; ,Exratln J,62.1% ',Wet 

e... Wc ,pleaning 

-0,t-Re s erv oir 
3.79 x 101 tons* l d--"ard1d x 101 tons 

.. 0.19 

5..54 

Cleaning
0.12 x 104 tons 

3.8% '. "+ 

S 1.54 x Hr tons 

El: 
0.9%
I 

5.99 x 10' KWH 6.57 x 10' KWH 2.54 x 10W tons 2.57 x I0 tons 

El,,.nerlly input 

R-Assource lost R,: 1.0% 
;-Nonresource material discarded 
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1 4 4& •APPENDIX B 

Residual Fuel~iI.Fifred Electricity Systemi fora 1,O0.Megwiatt Powerplant Operating Anpualyat a0.75 Load Factor,, 

El: 0.5% El: 0.23% 

: 0 
9.99% Pre-Refineryf.pE
EI~~~1e, -I Zit,"'.' Transport iOnsore :.
.... EtractionOfResoure l o"stE 


.
 10bl34.73 k l(rbbl. . 

R: 0.01%i R: 0.006% 10.41 x 1 bbh% 

0.23%
El:0.55 El: 

, t tM: 7.6%
 

OCS Resource 40%,, ocs 011L 1000% pre.R..finery 99.990/o Eh:1.58% 

oirT I'rixtriacton' Triiinzp°or-t-"Riir' 

99ff9 Oilrd 

99.97% JPost.Refinery I 
|Transport I , J, i9.389 x WWIbb./ 

R: 0.01% R: 0.006% 

' R: 0.03% 

5.99 x0KH misio WH 38 1' bl. 
6.57x 1OKWHImported 

99.89% Oil 
Transport 

9.396 x 10'.bbl. 

El-,,Energy input
 
R ,1
R-Resource lost R .1/

M,,Nonresource material discarded 
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0.75 Load Factor 

'Eli 2.76 x101 KWH El: 2.95 x 10' KWH 

Eli 0.234 x1KW H ,El: 2.53 x1 KWH El: 2.1 x 10( KWH El: 2.971 X&0' KWH 

herery s m Mill Converson iU- Enrichment 
T - iserv e 1.427 tons 1.356 tons U-235 

NuI,r.Po 'Electdcity S)temi or 1,000.Meiawatt pow ipantpra ng Annually. at a, 

or r 1.650 tonsi"-U-235i t 1Z'27~s' ''U-235 

syte iore. cope than,,,r...R: 5.0% R: 30.1%R:0.2%N otece t- nclarenrg ,' ""E .0
Extrattion l WH I
 
.R: 5.-,0%,h04 


Note: Because tite nuclear energy
 
system Is more. complex then I
 

other energy systems, the readerI
 Reprocessng FabrcatonIs advised to consult the notes to 
0.300 tons 11.254 tons

Table A-10 for interpretation of R: 37.80%<---


this chart. U-235 U-235
 

R: 1.00, 

Erid'Uwe 01.2 Transmission 31% Powerplant 

. 10rV U-235
5.9i"1. w.H 6,57 xowp .143 tons 

El,,,nergy Inp~l- ResourceIut Conversion 
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Annual EnvironmentaImpacts ,of Coultrolled Coah*Fired Electricity Systems-'Assoclated, With aJ.000-Megawatt Powerplant. 
Wilha Load Factor'of 0.75 

:"Costsn thousands of dollars or mills per kllowatt-hout] 

- "': ::.: Tra'ns. .TotalEtractlon 
Impact - ____Processing Transport Conversion mission.. -

Deep 8urc ' .urt,', Deep 

'8 2,213 59 " 17,188 '29.637 21,4519,12 3934 

Pce~nt change 0 -91.n -47.2 0 0 .. +0.88 -7.4,Acres' 
o 

costsAnnual total 4 ,0 0. 0 0 .0 810. I . 0 

0 2S1 .002 0 920 -9. -24N 0 .071 .282 
Mbills per kilowatt- hour -100 -0. 9.P'ercent change 

0 +5 0 280 8, 0,0 ,2,60 1227 ATons 

01 0 -00 0 -1. -1.4-00 0Percent change 

costs 
,1 0 465.99 &460 .990 0 2Annual total 

0 .A • 0 .071 .00 
Mills per kilowatt.hour .07 0 .0 

I - _-•Water 
1 0 ,80 , 00 0 0 0Btu's 

- 0 -13 -1000 0 t 0Percent change 

Costs 
0 01 N 0 I0.000 0 4O.(t,6 10.000 

Investment 
2,15.5 211,. 2.153.50 0Annual total .83 -. 830 .00 0 .28 0

Mills lNr klilowatt.hour 0 

71,501 
Tons 0 t13J 2S,27 91. ,175 71I001NA 

-7. -81.3 -81.3NA. 0 -. 7 0 
Air 

NA 0 NA 0 41),000 0 40, 0OW 40000 

Percent change 

CoInvestment 

r l i cos 11, o Itil 1i t
NA 0 14Annual total 

0 rA W0 1.0 0 'r0 1r0 
Mills per kilowatt-her 

. . ... 4,21..31
Tons 11101,316 Is2,76.,3.-S .. i 462,3n. 0 .0.0 

Solid 
waste I Percent change +1.3 +0. 0i 

NA -Not uvallahle, 
at 1180 tier kilowatt.ACosts of eoal-IAred powerplants are estimated 

based oanunpublished, updted data fat Federal P'ower Conmmli.l!i. 
IUMSand WO. I drtletri INwtr Erai:uelluas and Its SUplteonent N o. 1. 

Washington, 1).C.: (ioverr:,nlnt 11rltIg Offi1ce. The 14.8 percelit un-
f,,okI'n,nuallzstlon rite was dovelowed v. lag Ifydroeltdric Power Resrve 

I, p. 3; and Iozrd of (;o';rnors of tle Federal 
Supplena to 
System. "Bond andStock Yielus." FteritReurre Bulletin. April 1073. 
Vol W" No 4, p. A 31. Fuel Is estinatel at .10.3.5 per millionlBrill" 
thermal units bsed on d,,ta in Federal Power Commission, Bureau of 
Power. February 1973. .IontIly D.C.: F.P.C., p. 2. Operation ndDeteart of Cost and Quality of Fuels f,,r 

8eaa.Eledric Plant. Washington, 


ntntctnane costs are estimated at 0.31 mifLs l,'r kilowatt-hour. ba,.d 
on data itt "17th Steam Station Cost Survey." Eletrical I1orld. Novelt-
bcr 1, 1071, p.4 6. CoalstoragoIs set ut 3 months, with the cost of culdal 

+!.S +1,057 0 19 +'9 

taken as 10 percent. Electricity costs based on ililhnal controls, IIInwilis 
per kilowatt-hour, are: 

powerplat .................................................. 4.49 
Coal ................................. .................... o.11
 

Coal storage. ................. ................ m
 
Operation andti ,nhlitettnUeO ............................... At
 

7.6(Total ...................................................... 
in mills per klluwatt-haurIncremental electricity costs with controls. S 

are: Dep Surfac 
Z13 2.41 

Totalcosts wlthcontrols .............. 1V 10.01Totalcostso1ontrols ......................... 


Perent inerease with controls .............. 7.8 31.8
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APPENDIX C 

I ;is than' acre Is required for disposal of solid wastes from water 
pollution control. 

I Co. plete reclchmation is aisumed after I year of mining. The Council 
estimites the cost at $2,000 per acre. L.S. CounclU on .nvlrouniental 
4taUty. 1,072.Enrfronnental Quality-191.WasLhitngtton, D.C.: Govern-
ment Printing Office, p. 273. Also see not." 2. 

I File! land use Is the same as fur the uncontrolled plant (80 acres) 
because lsnd required for additional pollution control equipment is 
.sium'd to be negligible. For variable land we. it is assumed that tile 
3.4 acres of waste banks from solid wastes (see Table A-2, note 18) re-
mains 1 Iear before reclsmation, at a rrclamalon cost of f2,000 per acre. 

I Annuil Incremental land wsiefor disposal of solid wste generated by 
air poution coitrol Is Li acres and averages 15years' duration. Base 
art ?0i -v) ton. of dry ash averaging 33 cubic feet per ton and 742,000 
tons of limestone sludge averaging 2. cubic feet per ton. Table A-2, note 
14, with 9-1percent control; and Federal Interagency Committee for 
Evaluation of 5tate Implementation Platts, Sulfur Oxide Control Tech-
nology Panel. November 15, 1972. "Preliminary iraft of Final Rejarton 
Projected Utilitstion of Stack Gas Clening Systems by Steint Electric 
plants." Washington, D.C. p. 58. Thirty-flve-foot high waste banks are 
assumed. Costs are Includedl In air polluton cottrol costs. Coolitg towers 
are estimated to occupy 10 acres. Thifs cost is Included uitder water 
Impact, control. 

i Acid drutn ;e Is assumed to be treated completely by adding lime 
and allowitg It to settle in tanks or ponds. Cost, includtitg capitol, oper-
ating, au.:,l oalntenance, is estim,ted at Ko.I.Mper too of coal deep inhied. 

il;n Iti'hard .I. Frankel. April 1-172." stiduals)elson. J'ioute K.. 
. lMlatae:::tIt :1the Coal.k;itery Industry." Manu-cript to be published 
by lt .6,utces for the Future, Inc. Washngton, 1).C.: R.F.F., It. IV-2- a. 
Siltation from surface mining is assuned to end with reclamation I )ear 

alter mining. Cost for both acid 
atd siltation control on surface-milled 
land U litcluded in the land relatnation cost. 

IaB'skwater emlssions call be completely prevented by sedimentation 
plus water recirculation, at a cost of anliroxilnately 0.040 per Input ton. 
B+id., r'p. 11-3.1 1V-37a. Waste hantks are asunled reclinled after I eper 
at $2,1m) per are, s for surface-mnlied iand, leading to cessatliot of stltu-
ion after I )ear. 
I Ayn.,ley, Eric, ald Nleryl It. Jackiott. May 1971."Itdustrial Waite 

Studes: Stea:: Gteneratilng Plants." Unpubhlished draft prepared fur the 
lesoare':U.S. Environmental Protectloit Agency, Water Quality OlflcO. 

Trian:c I'Ark, N.C., p. 09, intdicates that till elluents except nondograd-
able orgs -i:scall be virtually ellmin.tted. Cost data are balig doveloped 
by the UL.S.Etvronnental l'cteilott Agency'. 

. .snvural draft coollig towers iave ebcen estilnalel to lst fromnS to 
.'; per kilowatt. Federol Power Coinlisslou, 'Probloms lit iDisposal of 
Waste Heat from Steantt-Electric i'lattis.' A stall study supporting tle 

kilowatti'JT National Power Survey, p. 15. Our study uses $10 per 

f,47-

however, b3sed upon unputuisnoe supplemental uea iur riyarcar,; 
Power Eralo ion and Its Supplement No. 1,op. cit. 

Operating costs tre estimated at 0.05 mills per kilowatt.hour, with an 
additional 130 British thermal units per kilowatt.hour thermal loss cost 
resulting from the rettnirod energy input. National Eronnnule Research 
Associates. Inc. 1972. "isilbleImpact of Cois of elected Pollutin Control 
Eguipment oil the Electric Utility Irdustry and Certain Power Intenswir 
Consumer Induisries. New York: N.E.R.A., p. 111-3. Total costs assume 
the annua!ihed capital cost rate at 1.8 percent. See note 1. The average 
cost of coal is ctimnated Lt $0.35 per million British thermal units, based 
on Monthly Report of Cost and Quality of Fuels for Steam-l'lertric Plant, 
op. cit., p. 2. 

10A system employing a wet scrubber and air recirculation, in addition 
to a cyclone. is used to control air emissions front thermal drying. Costs 
of the system are $0.037 per Input tos of coal, ai enlsslolts are reduced 
to 0.1 toitl of dust per 500 toils Input coal. Delson and Frankel, op. elt., 
pp. 11-3, [V-t0o. Twenty percent of the necanicaiy cleatted coal is 
thermally dried. U.S. IDepartment of the Interior. Burcau of Mites. 1971. 
1l1ierals Yearbook-ta9 Washington, D.C.: Government 'riting 
Ollice, p. 351. 

t1 Assumes wet limestone scrabber ytem for both SO. and particulate 
control. Removal efficiencies are tafken at 8, percent for SO. and 'N per
cent for psrticulates. Priclotta, Frsvk T. "Control of Sulfur Oxide Pollution 
front Power Plants." A paper prepared for the American Public Power 
Assoclatlin Engltteerihg and Operations Workshop, March 14, 1972. 

tesearch 'Tria gle Park, N.C.: U.S. Envlrotmental Protection Agency, 
Control Sy.tems Division, Table 8. Capital cost is estinanted at $10per 
kilowatt Ii:luding settling poud, alti annualized cost for a new 1,000-
MWe unit burtlg 2.6 percent sulfur coal at 38 percent effielncy and 
a 0.75 load fictor is estimated at 1.8 mills per kilowatt-hour. Developei 
front iiurc!, rd. John K., et a. 1972."Some Oenerl Economic Coil. 
sideratiots of Flue (la Scrubbing for Utilities." Itesenrch Triangle 
Park, N.C.: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, pp. 21, 2:. Costs of 
solid waste disposal are included. 

I1Coast of lisposal of the extra solid waste generated by air or water 
pollutiont conitrols is ittcluded in the air and water cost estimates. 

I3 Additional solld wastes result from control of acid drainage. The 
additlit of little should precipitate 1.61tolls of calcium sulfate per tonof 
sulfuric acll and 1.46 toils of Irot hydroxide per toll of iroln, based on tile 
atoitlc w..'lhtiof tile reagetts. See Table A-2, lintel . Thus the additlonal 
Solill wt,, geiterated is 4,2)5 tomi for deep lining and 32. fl surface 

tittilig. Note thiat gob adti offilto overburden are still considerod solid 
wasts, ev'il thongi the reclatotion process disposes of thnat s.ls 
fa,:tollIv. 

16Adilitisnal solid wastes result flott alr-ad water pollutiocontrols. 
See iiOte.; 7and 10.
 

it See itte 5 for additional solid wastes.
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APPENDIX C 

Annual Envlronmental Impacts of Controlild 011Fired Electricity Systems Associated With a 1,000-Megawatt Powerplant. . . . . . .  . .
With 21oad Faelt'rnfO.5:i 	 .... ' '' ' '""" ..... ...
 

W [Costs in thousands of dollars or mills per ki!owatt-ham')
 

Extraction prTTotal .Transport 

mpact 	 Ing 
Onshore Offshore Onshore 

Land 
Percent change 

" --

,72 ,Acres 
----

0 

164 

0 

78I 

nit 

1,58 
-

0 

Tons Il1 102 '3,063 435 

Percent change ' 0 0 -41 0 

Costs 
Investment 
Annual operation 

and maintenance 
Mills per kilowatt

hour 

Water-----------------
Btu's 

: Percent change 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

1,.i00 

110 

2. 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

.0 
0'.0 

Costs. 
Investment 0 0 0 0 
Annu.l total 0 0 0 .0, 
MILL per kilowatt- 0 0 0 0 

hour 

Tons 	 <0''" 0 53,210 1,507 

Percent change "0 0 -00.3 0 

Air Costs 
Investment ' '0 0 .111,415 0 
Annual operation 

and mnenl"-nce 0 0' 229 0 
Mills per kilowatt

hour 0 0 .067 0 

Tons 	 0 0 11213 <0 

Solid'-- . -.-

waste Percent c ange 0 0 + 0 

NA -Not 	 avaliible, 

I Costs of ol!-fired owerplants are estimated at $150 .r kllowatt 
bused on nnpubllshed, updated dst.ta for.Federal ver o t.o.on. 

andon190 Iipdro circ Power ralanonand Its .'uppltint Va.o. 
Washigton. D.C.: Government l'rintinp Oflice. See Table A-3, Iltp I 
fer 14.8 percent atualiztliou rite. Fuel Is estImat,-d at .$0.45 per miillon 
Htlrlth thermal Units l,.,d wt data fit Federal flower Contnislou. 
lut,eatu of flower. 1'et,u,,'y D).C.: F.IP.C., t. 3. Operationt'•1',3. .1lonthly Report of Cosit and Quulhty ofF :,isfe~r.Stiam-lEftclrlc 111,:t.Washinlgton, 


an, mainltenance costs wr' estimated at 0.21 mills per k lowattliour, 


The incremental electricity costs with controls, li mills per kilowatt-
hour, are: 

Onshore Offshore Imtports
Water discharges............. .0 . 
Watrdscharges .............. .38 .3 .33 
IleatAir emiselotsdischargs........................ . .382.-38 2.-38, 2.17 
Fu ll . .02 .17torae................. 02 


Fueltorag_..............._.___2__2 


Total costs of controls ....... 2.9 .z4 1.7 
Total costs with controls...: 10.46 10.46 10.21 

controls.................. 86.4 3A4 3 


f Virtually no land Is teeded 'oradded solid wastes disposal. 
3See Table A-3, note 5 for the acreage needed for cooling towers. 
I See Table A,%.nte 10. 

The load-on-top system Is thot 0 percent effective In relucing ol 
discharges front latkers. 1'orriecll, Joseph D., Keith, Virgil F., and 
Richard L. Siorcl. "Tankers nd the Ecology." Transarlons. Vul. 
7111971. p. 2, 4, 7. The LOT system pays for Itself. 

See TahleA-S, noted. 
o Costs of control were e€tlnted by InterTechnolegy Corporation, 

Warrenton, Va. 

-slon.., mission 
Offshore Import - Onshore Offshore Import 

168 10 s260 17,168 20,762 17,856 17,458 

- , 
0 0 +1 0 0 0 0 

52? 8520 G5 0 3,60 4 3,747 575 

0 -60.6 -03.2 .0 - 8 -3.3 -77,2 

0. 	 0 NA 0 1,100 1.10o 0 

0 0 NA . 0 	 110 1t0 I 0 

0 	 0 NA 0 0.028 0.026 0 

0 	 0 0 0 0 -. 0 

0 -100 0 -100, .- 100 -100 

0 0 10,000 0 10.000 , 10,000 10,000 
0 0 2,408 0 2,498 2,49 2,408 
0 	 0 8.377 0 .377 .377 .377 

1.507 1,320 1039.362 0 43,070 43,079 39,688 

0 0 -41.7 0 -7.8 -72.S -43.8 

0 	 0 0 0 1,415 1,415 0 

0 	 0 14,212 0 15.471 15,471 14,242 

0 	 0 2,16S 0 2,355 2,355 2,168 

0 0 0 213 	 213 0 

. .	 

0 	 0 + + 00 	 0 

based on darl In "l7th Steam Station Cost Survey." Electrlcal World.November 1, Il~. p. 411.Fuel stora;.e is set at I monthi 'thl tihe co.t of
 

capital taken as 10 percent. Electricity costs based nit minimal controls,
 
linmills per kilowatt-hour, are;
 

Powerplant ........... . . . . I . . .. .38
 
4.01 

Fuel storage ................................................. 
Fuel ......................................................... 
 01 
Operation and mantena ice .................................. 21 

-

7.67Total ..................................... 


f See Table A-3, note 9. Costs 'are computed using 40.6S per milio 
British thermal units for residual fuel. 

vCarbon monnxide boilers eliminate CO end is percent of the 1l1 
from the cotallltc cracking ohtge. V.S. Environmental i'rntectk. 
Agency. 19;2. 7he Ecoioutics of Clitsa Air. Washilgton. D.C.: E.P.A 

1-100, 107. Sulfur rerovery plants and tall gas cleAldnlg Call reduc 
)O from the cracklng stage by VJ,5 percent. it,id., p. 4-106. Electrotitit 

precipitators can redn- Iamrticulates from the catalylti I racoking st;ig 
Tyi7 percent. Ibid.. 1). = Floating roofs on stora!ge ta;I:. can reJue 
emiso s by 89 1.,rcett. Ibid. p.p4-105. BlowdlOwn elii-zolts can b 
reduced b *S.3percent with voltrols. U.S. .nviroomt.11*:l I'rotecti., 

gency, Ulre of Air Program.. Februtary 172. Cusijilation of .4i 
otl..... Em on Facors. tViington, IC.: Government Prittli:ollta 

Ofice, p.9-3. Emislons from vacuum jets can I-e cilniinattd by cotte': 
Ibid.. p. u-4. rie pirct se of 0.6 prettt sulfur fiel oil Is assuted, tl:u 
redtchig SO. from fuel ol combttion by 60 percent. 

1t Ihlsed oil the t,-- ul 0.6 Iiretut slitfur residivil fuel costing 0.4 
pr rillion Iritish thermal unlits. Based on dota In .1Ionthly Report9 
Cout and Quo!tvoFlats for .eai.Eleclric Plant. op. clf., p. 3. 

I CostS basd o l.tt.in T/e -to.w/lr of CleAlr.op. oit., p. 4-lit 
It Electrostatic prilp!ators call redure p.trtlctnlite le isiots fror 

catdlytic crackittg by 7 Iercent. The Eron,,alea of Clean Air, op. ci, 
p. 4-107. See Table A 5, not II. 
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.APPENDIX C
 

Annual Environmental Impacts of aControlled LightWater Reactor. Nuclear Electrility System Assoclated'With a"1.000. ' 
Megawatt Powerplant With aLoad Factor of 0.75 . 

:. .i I a3teIn tlOUS&HoIS of dolars or mills per kilowatt-how 

Impact. Extrzctlon , Processg Transport' Conversion Iransmisson 'Total 

cres 9'2 f Iilt .& 17,188 1314 

Percent change 0 00 

,Ts', 'o . -,o : 0 ..: o 20,4....
Per.. ne 280 3320. s 

- 0-93. .... ,o 2,682 

Percent change 0 0 0 - 0 -0 

_______ _._ 0 -100Aon 0 0Percent change .... 30 4, . " 

30 • - •"nultotal . ... 0 ... .0 0 2 0 . 20 

Mliiiper kilowatt-hour 0o 0 0 .+390.3 

Tons r nil : 6,192l ill 0 0 6,192 
Percentchange 0 I ._ 0 0 0O0 

+Curres + ; :69.9 49X 1O0 ,x Z4OX lO' , $.8OX 10'8,+ ' 0Q 0 

Percent changen100 -O 0 - OTon 
.. 0' 


CostsInvestment 0 0 H 10" 

Annual total 0 0 0 614 . 0 ; + 614 
Mlii perkllowntt.-our 0 0 0 10.3 0 .093 

/T. 2.62X1.0' :s 0 .0. '"" 0. ++ .......
.£ons 2" /+.2' ' ' , 62x1o 
Solid or stored , ...... .. .... _____ _______ _______ _______wast .. Percent change 0' '0 0 * . 0 0".. 0

Costs 

Caries 1,125 1.4XIO1 0 I11,X0O 0 . l4XiP.

Percent change 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I ote that the Atomic Energy Connsslon Is devcloplng cost I Bee Table A-I, note 5. fecaso nuclear units have over 60 porcen 

and ,tle,,lvn-i. data on.reducing systeinw,,e .aoacte emission. greterthemaldishareha,, 1o+ll~fred pow.er,,ant,1 ce Is,a.de 
U'sing datta tra+ns Federal Power Coninltaion. 196'.).IIl/drodertrlc frcoig tws, with the costs inlcludled In water control.
Power Era luation Supphmnrent No. I. Washington, D.C.: Government 5 See Table A-3, grate8. .
Printing Office, pp. 10-12, inflated by 15 percent to cover cost rises since i See Table A-I, note 0, tar an antalyss of coaling tower costs. 'heTl9',3 the construction cost of nuclear powerplants Is estimated at 8200 per Council estimates the Calnltdl cost at 814 per kilows~att, based on over 60
kilowatt. Updated from ibid. Thc annualizatlon rare Is based onaTable percent greater thermal dischzarge of nuclear units but some economiesA-3. note l, with 0.55 mills per kllow att-hour added for Insurance. Itld., . of scale. Detailed annual cooling tower costs are: p. 3. Modications, based on IIudoelecsrie Potoer Eraluation end Its Ana oto netet..........,7.0

&:pp.mentN\o. I, op. €it., are made to change the load factor to 01.7.Anacotoivtmet.............. 0200
In this wuy. operation and maintenance csts are determined to be Operation ant maintenauc ....................... $8500
 
I..6.t,00)0 per year, or 0.4. mIlls per kilowatt-hour, and fuel costs are Additional fuel.................................. I9000
l.7 rjlls per kilowat-hou. Cooling toers are based on a14.8 percent Total.,nn.al cost increase..................... .55 500
aornullanon rate. On this basis, thea nurlear si-ste] with l[imited co0tbt.

trait produces pouwer at a cast of 9.24 milL's pci kilowatt-hour prior to Cost iltcrtase (milis per klowatt-hour) .......... .. ~'
 
lrrntles.on. The controlled systems prduce power at 9.72 mills per 'RIeducinlgpow.errhant radiation emissions by 9 percent Is gatedt
kaota an P-hou',increase o0. percent. to cost $4 million. 
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Introduction 

As a result of the growing concern about the quality of the en-' 

vironment--a concern rooted in the first conservation movement of the 

late nineteenth century and expressing itself.,in the,19690's in Power

fl -organizations like.the Sierra Club and,throuah the.Dolitical nrocess--

Congress passed The National Environmental Policy Act of,.1969, (IEPA), a 

comprehensive national policy for ":restoring,,.protectiiig and -enhancing 

the quality of the environment." 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the major tool for imple

mentation of this policy, The Environmental Impact Statement review process,
 

a ,process incorporating an environmental perspective in the decision
 

making of federal agencies; and to discuss the efficiency, interest and
 

difficulties linked with that tool by an evaluation of its first four 

years of application.
 

5,-.56
 



OVerview of NEPA.* ' Definition 'of;ithe, Environmental Impact , Statement.' 

(See Appendix A) 

Rasieallv. NHPA seeks better environment thrauah better federal 

decision making by calling for the articulation of the reasons behind 

decisions, for the elaboration of the risks which proposed action? 

entails, for discussion and consideration of alternatives as a test oI 

soundness of the decision taken, for a wider review of the public interest,
 

and for increased public participation. The two major aspectsof NEA 

.are the creation of the Council on Environmental Quality and the Environ

mental Imnact Statement review process.
 

In its Title II EPA created the Council on Environmental Qualit r
 

(CEQ) in the Executive Office of the Press dent in order to "reviewi aiid 

appraise the various programs and activities of the federal government"
 

in the liFht of,the policy set forth in this Act," to "develop and recom

mend to the President national policies to foster and promote the improve

ment of environmental quality to meet the conservation, social, economic,
 

health and*other requirements and goals of the nation," and to provide for
 

an annual progress report
 

However, -the originality of NEPA7 is its Title I, section 102, which 

is itsfaction f6rcing procedure. This -sectionrequires.all federal,agencieE
 

Of the United States to "inbure.that presently,unquantified environmental
 

mutLu.Lua tAiu vaeLs may be given appropriate consideration in decision 

making along with economic and technical considerations."
 

'p means n:aehievinig;thisis 4specified insection 02 (C) which 

requires to "include-in every recomendation.or 

51.- 57",
 

http:recomendation.or


report-on proposals for legislation and other major federal actions sig

nifiit1v-zfectang the, qqality 'offthe;-human environment;! an environmental 

impact statement (EIS) prepared by the agency responsible:for' the redmmen-

The EIS will be commenea upon Dy -Jafnyaation ror -egiuia±uin u.K action. 


federal agency which has jurisdiction,by law or special expertise,with
 

and made available to"the respect to any environmental impact involved," 

"accompany 'the proposal throughPresident. the CEQ and the public, and ill 

the existing agency review process."
 

Recognizing the far-reaching consequences of the Environmental Impact 

Statement procedure, Section 103 requires all agencies of the federal govern

ment to review their administrative regulations, current policies and pro

that they will permit full compliance with thecedures in order to ensure 

purpose and nature of this new decision making process. 

It is on this Environmental Impact Statement review process, the mechanism 

incorporating an environmental perspective into the decision making process 

of federal agencies, that we will now focus. 

The CEQ Guidelines for the Preparation of Environmental Impact Statements
2. 

(See Appendix B)
 

On August 1, 1973, the CEQ issued a revised set Of guidelines for 
the
 

preparation of BIB in order to translate.section,102 of NEPA's broad 

language into mbre concrete terms. incorporating much of NEPA's legal 

evolution in the courts and reflecting the experience gained and lessons 

learned during the'. tbree previous.years. 

2.1, ''haracterization 'ofthe Revised Guidelines, 

that enyiror1=e-P onnitidraion"1The'proposed new guidelines emphasize 

should be taken into account from the beginning of the decision making process,
 



enabling those responsible to iiicrease-thedegree of" jpublidc partiapatlon,
 

emphasis of the guidelnes.,
itself the ot;er -jr 

They encourage the us6 of programor 'generic impact-statements to:, 

individual actions (policy impact statement),andcover a number of related 

secondary environmental rthey explicitly reqUire" agencies to discuss the 

impact of their actions, particularly on energy consumption population
 

concenzraTion, anu growt1i (sewers and highway construction, for example),
 

2..2 The Environmental kipact Statement Review ProcesE
 

..(Summary of the guidelines, Appendix B)
 

i. Type of actions covered
 

,.'Major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the
 

Action here
human environment," are covered by Section 102(c) of NEPA. 


Along with the requirement
means legislative and administrative action. 


that the agencies continually review their policies, procedures and regu

lations.,to ensure full compliance with the purposes of NEPA, it is also
 

.required for them to develop specific criteria and methods for identifying
 

those actions likely to require EIS, in consultation with CEQ. 

In, order to insure public information, those procedures must be regu

larly published and up-dated in the Federal Register. Along this line,
 

agency procedures are required to include an early notice system 
for in

forming the public of the decision to prepare a draft environmental 
state

ment of :proposed administrative action, and for soliciting comments 
that
 

may be fhelpful ,in preparing the statement.
 

If the agency,decides not to prepare an EIS, this information 
is.to
 

with a notice settir- ^ 4i n.nv, ,	bepublished in the Federal Register 

reasons,for.such a decision. 

.~.5'
 



.;.Po rindraftnvronment ,0st.1eents5 p.blic hearings
 

Prior to the first siinificant-.oint of decision in.the agency review 

processi a'point-which must,,be defined inthe agency's procedures for 

complance:, ith NEPA, a.draft EIS should be prepared and circulated for 

comment'from the CEQ, federal, state and local agencies. and the vublic. 

This mustfpermit:,the: agency decision makers and outside reviewers to give
 

meaningful consideration to the environmental issues involved. To the fullest
 

extent possible, whenever appropriate, public hearings should be held. The
 

agency's procedure should indicate explicitly the luinas of e:6isibns which
 

utilize public hearings.
 

All comments received are carefully evaluated and 6consid rdd -inithe
 

decision process. A final EIS with substantive comments attached is then
 

issued and circulated.
 

.ii. Content of an EIS
 

.he information must be easily understandable to the non-specialist.
 

The agency should indicate how the information has been obtained. Emphasis
 

is put on the importance of a multi-disciplinary approach which would insure
 

preparation of the
the integrated use of natural and social'sciences fo 1thr 


EIS as well as for the whole planning process.'
 

The EIS itself covers the following points:
 

L. A description o the proposea action, a 'statement of.its
 

purpose and a description of the einv rn....h"
 

'
 
2. The relationship of the proposed action to land Zuse'plans
 

policies and controls for the affected area,
 

m

3. 	The probable impact of the prOposed-actLonOn-ee-envirdflfLet, 

both direct and indirect (highwaybd"sewer46 festments-

inducing local and population growth.)' 
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4. Alternatives to the proposed action in an' proposal which
 

inles:i u o Wnreoled conflicts concerning!-alternatiye.uses. 
of'ailable resources. iSfficient ;analysis\,of soh-altern

atiVes,and their'environmental~benefits, costs, and risks 

should accompany the proposed action through the,)agency review 

processI'in order not to prematurely foreclose options which 

might enhance environmental qualitysor have less detrimental 

effects. 

5: Anyprobable adverse environmental effect which cannot bq
 

avoided.
 

6. A discussion of the extent to which the proposed action in

volve's trade-offs between short-term environmental gains at
 

the expense of long-term losses, or vice-versa, and the extent
 

to which the proposed action forecloses future options.
 

7. Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources
 

that would be involved in the proposed action, should it be
 

implemented.
 

8. An indication of what other interests and considerations of
 

federal policy are thought to offset the environmental,.adverse
 

effect of the proposed action.
 

iv. 	Review of draft EIS by federal, state, and local agencies and the
 

public
 

Comments may be made on the draft EIS within 45 days. Such comments
 

should emphasize the assessment of the enviro0nmental impact, the-accepta

bility of that impact, aidiayrecommend modifications to the -proposed course
 

of action.
 

'Comientin' entities aire,'the ifederal agencies, with. Jurisdictionioby 

law or special expertise, with respect to any environmental impact involved. 

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has a duty to make comments 

regarding the compatibility of the action with the Clean Air Act and EPA. 
- 61
 



State ahd,local'agencies..,can ,comment,,:too, , as ;can the,public. Draft EIS 

shOvlrdbe made available .to indivlduals gandO.organizations on request; and 

its existence should be'publicized,in,:local,newspapers, for example.
 

V . Preparation and7circulation -ofifinal EIS. 

All,substantive comments,received on the draft should be attached to 

thd'final' statement and' should ,make a.meaingful reference in the final 

EIS of any responsible opposing view not adequately discussed in the draft 

statemeht; and',should indicate the agency's response to the issue raised. 

vi,. Transmittal of statements to the CEQ 

C6pies .of he*final EIS are made available to the CEQ and relevant 

commendtzig entities. Noladministrative action can be taken sooner than 

thirtydays "after this moment. The CEQ publishes weekly in the Federal 

Register the'-EIS'-received during the week ,that are .available for public
 

'-
conients" We cant'notice here that CEQ does not approve or disapprove
 

federal actions'on the basis of EIS submitted to it, nor does it review all 

EIS. It is the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),through its administrat 

that-is required to'review and comment in writing on all those actions subjec 

to 'NEPA'impact statements, and to determine whether the action proposed in 

the statement is environmentally satisfactory. If it is found unsatisfactor3 

EPA'diaws the attention of -theCEQ to the problem so that the final decision 

will be made on a higher administrative level.
 

3. The Enforcement of NEPA; the Role of the Courts 

since1A, 'like many,other reform legislation, is cast in terms of a 

general mandate and broad delegation of authority, it has been the responsi-

Viiity'6f the courts to-ensure that the legislation reality. This.. becomes a 



is caue to-the speciflcity 'of1 th&:U.S. Judicial system which-.gives .the €ourts 

Gh responsibility for interpreting statutes and other pieces of legislation.
 

ThibLs alithe more important tha the interpretations, made by a court of 

appeals automatically acquires almost the power, oft law because Aits 

ihtercpretation has to be-tfollowed by, all lower_ courts,- (This system.,is 

specific to " England and ex-British colonies.) It; shows why. it is 7imPortanj 

to review the major interpretations of the courts, all the more (that,,five
 

years after its'enactment, IMA caused 500 law suit -covering almost All 

possibl controversies. .,
 

Sihnce the mid'1960's, there has been a very noticeable expansion oft
 

the requirements 'for standing (to stand is to bring a law suit which is 

receivable by'a court). 'The EPA cases have still expanded the requirements
 

creating new legal interests and grounds to sue, like the public's right to
 

know, to participate and have the future generations protected. In other 

words, the courts have ruled that practically any citizen is allowed standing 

in NEPA cases. This is very important because it allowed environmentalists
 

groups to sue and, as the courts interpreted NEPA rather strictly as we will
 

see, it greatly increased the impact of EPA on the actual decision making
 

process of the federal agencies.
 

3.2 The Requirement of Strict Compliance
 

NEPA contends that "to the fullest extent possible, the policies, 

'regulations. ." The phrase "to the fullest extent possible" has, become the 

6ouchstone of NAA interpretation; it has been givej,,A forceful intepretation 

in the_6ase bf "CalVert Cliff's Coordinating ,Committe.p vs , The. Atomic Energy 

Commisso1h,'" which led to 'givinjspeciai vigor ,to .the ,action-forcing 

provisions of NEPA. This case set the tone for many other court cases. In 
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5ther words i hel cburts .hayo decided h section 102of: IA was sub ject 

t~b a~strcttanardof'-,compliance ~and;, consp,4quentlyf mry agencies-*have been 

ordered by the courts-to rdpthi.EI8 'resi ting. in the,.acklog. of., 10 
nuclear .power:.plants. In-102(B), NEPA uses the, words c of theconsideration 

environment)" which have -beeninterp;,eted in-,C&"ert Cliff's in terms of a 

ba1b cing or trading-off: of, environmental-jfactors .against economic and 

te--iica1-ones., Hence, the details- of the.manner .in ,which an agency con

to close judicialduc ed,..its' fin "decision making ,process, wi!l be subject 

scrutiny under NEPA. The courts can review whether the,.decision gave 

sufficient weight to environmental values. However, :subsequent cases showed 

thtVtit doesn'.t mean a, cost-benefit:analySii.is required; this leaves some 
room-for ;subjective interpretation, ,aejshow in another major court decision, 

OfNational Helium vs. ;Morton"-which said. thtan EIS is acceptable if: 

C'L.-it 'discusses all of. the five procedural requirements of NEPA, 

2.' it'constitutes .an !objective; goodfaith" compliance with the 

"demands of NEPA, 

3.it,contains :a reasonable-discussion of the subject matter
 

'involved*in -the five .required areas.. 

Th.e cortinsisted one shouldclook for-"adequacy and completeness .of an EIS,
 

not perfection."
 

3.3 	 Content of an Adequate MES_ 

A,:IThe starting point 'is- theE statutory phrase "detailed,,statement." 

a statement's'fi'st,"interpretation has:lbeenk.for the courts,!,tordeclarethat 

adequacy, in the -end;, is measured by its functional, usefulness, in, decision 

iaingan -EIS, should--enablev.a decisionjflaker'to: .onsider environmental 

factorsh'in good faith. A mecondtype of.?interpretation says. that the EIS 

http:cost-benefit:analySii.is


is reasonably.detailed if:
 

1. 	it is underutandable 
and non-conclusory,
 

2. 	it refers to the full range of knowledge,
 

itdiscusses certain impacts which are 'typical-Iof-somef
3 

types of action.
 

This has led the courts to require that the final EIS sh6uld include the
 

comments and points of view even of those the agency disagrees Violently
 

with, provided they are based on scientific grounds. Courts have also
 

required the detailed statements on "alternatives to the proposed actin,
 

The 	statement snouLo incxuuu
oneof them being-to take no action at all. 


a discussion of the environmental consequences of those alternatives.
 

In thi line of the'strict compliance with NEPA, courts have rejected 
EIS
 

Furthermore, the comments
 which had not been circulated for comments. 


must be meaningfully emploved in the preparation of the final EIS, and'
be
 

discussed.
 

In fact, the courts do review whether the agency acted within the
 

scope of its aithority, whether the decision reached was arbitrary, capricious,
 

and whether the agency failed to consider all relevant factors in reachiing
 

its decision.
 

,3. Conclusion
 

The courts have been vigorous in reviewing compliance by the 
federal
 

bureaucracy with NEPA, and, even more, they have been the 
major architects
 

of;,NEPA',s requirements,
 

There are. of course. many other important interpretations made Dy
 

what we haveseen
 
the courtU which we have not time to discuss here, 

butt 


isi enough to assert that, for better or-for worse, NEPA and its'action

forcing procedure, the EIS requirements have actually been, 
mainly through
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couts: forced into the heart-of the federal
-cthe
tne aecisive action of 
a~encis-' aeci.on making proces. As it has. been said, AEPA, as it 

stepchild or..tne jUaCLICIry.ooerates today, is ti!uly the 

A. NEPA: in'Practice
 

Infive years,, more than 6,000 EIS have been done';,"85% of them
 

by the.Department of Transportation, the Corps of Engineers, 
the Departments 

Energy Commissicn, rahngjing
of MAriculture,of the Interior, and the Atomic 

rrom the impact statement of the sale of oil and.gas 
leases on the outer
 

- hP -
I1oeation or
 
;ontinental shelf,-to the one of a priority syste-


Washington O.U. 
low sulfur petroleum products and To zne imp~uu u u.L 

mass transit system.
 

Let us look at the context and the concrete results 
of this massive
 

application of the EIS procedure
 

4.1 	Evolution of the Scope of NEPA
 

have developed

The, 59 concerned federal agencies, including the CIA, 

Fh tr own mrocedures of decision making process to comply 
with NWFA, on zne
 

The agencies nave
 
uodel ofthe guidelines of the CEQ discussed earlier. 


conducted numerous training sessions, workshops 
and seminars to rami-iarize
 

their staffs with the new procedures. Furthermore, since 1970,
 

L


!lstates have adopted EIS requirements for state 
agencies-simi.ar to
 

-hose set forth by NEPA. Some cities having legislative power, such .as 

to regulate cty agencies.
few York, have adopted acts similar to NEPA 


added to the" "NIB,

3ixstates even require an economic impact statement 

the RIS for private actions or investments, California . , .... niiirt 

Deing the, state with the strongest provisions in 
that 	sense. 'Tfis'general
 

some material'problems

trend of broadening the scope of INEPA has created 


c4-Im1t+.r fumd and staff allocated-to implement Tne requiu'nuuuu, uu i.
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can say tt even':though).integration of a state EIS.Jnto:a state s 

decision ,,waking wilI:take-'some' time, the,,process -bas al d begun.1 

' NEA.z.: -Evolution "of,the 'practice'.of 

Ati te 'very beginning- most, agencies., thought 'the EIS-requirement. was 

not applicable to most of their programs, and that, anyway,-%it could be,:pre

pared by their'administrative staffs. as a f inishing. touchvwhen. the project 

went.forward for final, agencyapproval. The Trans-Alaska., pipeline, case 

gavetreality. and inpor.tance .to NEPA, and focused ithe .attention on .the EIS 

process
 

transition..eri0 .From mid-1970 -to mid-197-3, -there,has been .a n4m.ked 

by the,"deVelopmentt of,.lsuccessive CEQ guidelines which helped each time -.. 

reducin the :uncertainty - over NEPA-requirements by integrating the rapidly 

courtexpaiding-base,'of, agency,.experience and codifying the ,majpr decisions 

'that were :being ,handed down. ;In July 1971, in the "Calvert, Cliff" case, one 

bf t ie J'jNEPAdecisions, court declared that the procedures: of ther the 

At&nib6' Energy .Commission were unacceptable. This decision significantly, 

bid"adened the range; of.issues'%vhich the agencies were required to consider, 

~'fe' to.incre~aingdevelopment of technical expertise, necessitated the 

devel6pment "bi.new tehnical-and cost.benefit analysis conceptsp and., led to th( 

ad6ption of new approaches:..to public hearings. 

By19713, the initidl .uncertainty -and disruption had been ,mo~re R .less 

vercome. The'promulgati'on of ,the revised. CEQ, guidelines,., on August. i1973 

'showled the. process ,forther integration tof, NWA into.agences' .,operations. 

', is t.pion',the development of policy,,AupactLstatemen.tB as well as' This" accent

"the .ifntegration,'-Istep'by step since the early :stages ,of the panning ..process 

the public, ard the. decision,making6f t. EIS-requirement, ,'the involvement-,of 

L-~
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process,!specifying tle \role of' the draft EIS, he!imporanceof'°thne 

careful u on- of the alternatives ,tothe proposed, action and the 

now
need to take the seconaary impacts into account.- The trend is the 

and! the ,P4V!ate.nion 0f' the 'IB ,towards~'tate agenciesiS•Pr~cess* 


sector 'operations.
 

31, The' oncretet Results of -NEPA 

Rather than -'sudden 'spectacularm.;faterxa±'a.Leration of..thefederal
 

programs f'one has 'the subjective impression .that NEPA..,has begun to .cause,
 

some fundamental changes in the agencies' decision making process, 
so that
 

Sachinery 'fr proper.agenCy reviewof actions is in place,- even if it has 

If 
iot-yet been extensively used to achieve better substantive 

results. 


PA's ultimate,goal*-is a better,environment through better 
federal decision
 

This
then, some steps in the' right-,direction haye already. been done.,

iiakiig" 
For
 

isno"t to'6 say, of'course, that.no.direct results. have!already.
0curred. 


.years, there-have,been many,modifications in
 over the past three'
example, -

including redesign' of intake structures, and4. major
nuc ear:plant design, 


of the therma1-flume' and the radiological

c'1fng systems,'modifications 

systems,. rerouting of.-transmissiu1 lines, installationandethe chemical waste 

6fi fish' screens,- redesign' of"causeways. and; new.studies 'of-alternative cooling 

systems. Many reservoirs and-, stream channelization projPects have,,been 

Russel
eliayed, 'mdified, or 'even abandonedi .But,, .as CEQ-'s former OChairpan, 

cqntroyer-
Train put''it, IIEPA' s implementation i is iceberglike : the showy, 


-

attentibn 'l-scomplemented :by t he massive bulk

'sial:tip 'hat'involves -'isbli ' 

from, view, but fundamentallybeneath the: surface-'hiddenfof ch thge ....i... 

the federal government resp° nds ,to,environmental ,problems.
altering the wa 

n the 
'Adhere lies the hope "'ofenvironmental improvement ithe futu~re aT4 in 

long run. 



5, Learning1 from NEPA; Critique and'Perspectiv 

5..I'The Quality Iof the.EIS;.,.the Methodological Problem,,, 

.Mmittedly.' the first' EIS.,wereq-of. p-oor quality,,,There was,,little, 

understanding,, of h1ow.to, do environmental forecasting. .This, in turn, 

Most of the first EIS werereduced,the benefits of the. EIS process. 


ilengthy 'laundry -lists:..checking the .potential Ampact on all kinds of
 

'.plantfand-'animal species with little attention to the secondary.effects
 

of the project under consideration (inducing industrial growth, for ex

ample),'and,'little effort to synthesize the scattered impact findings. 

The quality, of the ,EIShas improved significantly since then, partly 

because the:CEQ guidelines emphasize the, notions of secondary impact and 

partlyEIS as: a.continuing effort all,along the decision making process; 


because the courts have sometimes ordered the agencies to do so and they ha
 

had to quickly..increase: the manpower effort devoted•to.the prepa.ation 

of,'theEIS;: ,and partly because our scientific and methodological know

ledgel has 'increased:.To.be,more specific about this point, environmental 

separate processes: environmental impactassessment.cbnsi'sts' ,of two' 
analysis which involves identifying and forecasting .environmental change,
 

. ; - ' . ;-I' ; - !:" i ! "..:_.7' 

and describing the implications of such change,:and impact evaluation which 

at a preference" ivd1egmaklng'trade-offs,.among ,impacts,,and arriving 

:ordering of'alternative actions., 

,,1pact, analysis jconsists: .mainly .f.:±denifying the scope of.ho 

problem both "in :spatial, and temporal -terms,., identifying the basic elements 

:cicerned land :then taking~explicitlyintIoq.accqt the.interrelationship 

betwengthose t Oelementsp "feedback-loops".andoboem,.of 

the fact that many causal linkages occur only over extremely long periods
 

of time.
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Impact evaluation raises,the question of the relative roles of the
 

w siaionmakers .and the "experts" because, at this stage, no -ju-dgement 

even those of Cthe ....exerts_-.can zbe value free.' One' haB: to decide what 

th~e relevt variables' "ae,' decide! th "worth" 'of each- impact _and- its 

impftanc" 'in orde''o s6mehow aggregate those impacts andparrive .at. . 

final evaluation, If one ats to 'these "di6isions"' to be :madei. the facts 

of lack ofdata and knowledge and, the need *to assume linear. relationships 

b 6wenen factors, it will be seen that we are .,far from "scientific judgement. 

Thee ia plenty of room for improvement.
 

The Environmental Protection Agency'is developing:methodologies
 

fo6ranalyzing the environmental aspects of different'types of projects,
 

iiong i4th the Institute for Ecology. Major efforts are made in the
 

developing-of a reference document containing the latest information on the
 

enviroental effects of every type bf energy'system 

These Lefforts and others like them will resultiin increased ability 

to prepare useful'and accurate, environmentalt; forecasts. -Nevertheless, the 

'lac of accuracy of the methodologi'esiand the lack of data-are still a 

very rel'threat:to the credibility. of many EIS. This is..likely to;,last 

for the next 'few years. 

50'2 The Cost of N AW 

rst'of'all,"here 'is"the expense~of.manpower~ .The. Atomic Energy 

Commission, for example, invests two to -five man years for eachEISq,-.,And the 

co.it ofi, thi ,lbo'r is,,v*0!high,' befi* ,highly• skill.ed. Secondly, there 

are aiclEnd.B-or costs trelatedothedelaying of .federal programs . , .Some 

studies"'are 'actualY beig' done7on the"consequences ofi'theEISM.procedure on 

the cost of'energy. Even 'thb'.h the .priceincreases:is a very~,small.;percent

http:skill.ed


age of the total price, it still cannot be overlooked. More important,
 

perhaps, increased delays inciease the complexity" drisk 6f in ccurac
 

of the whole planning process: planners have toprepare plans for a m6re
 

distant time horizon if they add the EIS time to the: planning and cons truction
 

time. In the actual period where many parameters change so quickly-and so
 

suddenly, this might prove to be a grave handicap by decreasing'the rapidity
 

of response of a society to a problem. A third type of cost is organizational
 

expense: such a change in the planning and decision making process of long
 

established agencies has been auite disruntive in many cases decreasing the
 

efficiency of work. Even though agencies have now adapted to the new system,
 

there might be some traces of disruntion and sterilizing internal conflict
 

for long.
 

The response to this critique, based on the cost of NEPA, is that the
 

reform of federal decision making which NEPA brings about will eventually
 

save more time, money and bother than the NEPA procedure wastes. In ,short,
 

it might well be that NEPA is "cost effective" because it brings careful
 

analysis of the effects of government action and reduces the risk of ill

,.advised pro.lects .which can waste much more money than any EIS.
 

5.3 International Development
 

,IqPEPA,and its action forcing procedure, the EIS, was the first law of
 

,.its kind .tobe passed in the world. Now Australia and Canada have similar 

legislations. NEPA has also attracted a lot of attention in several European 

countries. 

The ,question is whether other countrles, unu uupuvz y developing 

countries, could profit by EIS type of procedure. Whatever the answer it 

is clear that the U.S. Judicial System is so particular that any,proceure 

designed to improve the decision making process to better take the environ
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ment into account, would be very differentlv elaborated-and eniorcea.
 

Furthermore, any reflection about the usefulness of an EIS-type 
process
 

must be based on an appraisal of the costs and benefits which would 
occur.
 

As the same resources are not scarce in all countries, an EIS 
process right
 

In many countries the scarce resource
 not be cost effective in all cases. 


_s skilled mapower and capital, whereas in the U.S., it is the assimi

lXative capacity of the environment.
 

Other consequences which might be of some importance are the 
inter

national trade modifications. The United States has argued that it would
 

not be fair for them to be less competitive in international markets
 

because of the rigor of their environmental standards (Stockholm, 1972),
 

and some countries have feared that they tie their "aid" to projects 
which
 

have been through an BIS-type of process.* 

"Conclusion
 

EPA and its action rorcing
In our opinion, the major interest of 


is that it improves the decision making procebs':
procedure, the BIB, 

i. by a systematic accounting of consequencies 
of a project aid assess

ment of the general public needs and preferences;
 

by enabling to appraise what are the trade-offs among 'thevarious
ii. 


conflicting objectives in the detailed review 
and evaluation of the various
 

alternatives of the project;
 

fduiills and 
iii. and,) generally, by insuring that the final project 

w,,a,

embodies as much as possible the set of priorities 

and oDjec3u-v 


given society sees as best suited to increase 
iza general weirare.
 

a 

Cf. the paper ,Environmental Management, Economic Development 
and
 

........
i... ....... \/
Social.iWelaer". .. Appendix B.'
 0 



IMPA is an example of a powerful procedural tool which has improved 

the decision making process by reducing the gap between the actua)-decisions 

onaction or projects and the objectives of a society, which is usually the 

major inconsistency in that process. Whether1onn- n Pm 

size the environment or something else is another matter. The imnortant 

point is that, no matter what the emphasis is on, no matter where a society 

chooses to place its "optimal pollution point, "" an EIS like process is a 

useful means to reach it more consistently and rationally. 

*Ibid.
 



Footnotes
 

i. The first, second, third, fourth and fifth Annial report 6f the
 
Cdoiicil onEnvironmental Quality, U. S..Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D.C. have already been published.
 

2. This chapter is inspired by Hugh J. Yarrington, "The National
 
Environmental Policy Act," in Environment Reporter, monograph No. 17, vol. 
no. 36, January 4, 1974, published by the Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. 
and Frederick R. Anderson, NEPA in the Courts, published by Resources for 
the Future, Inc., distributed by the Johns Hopkins University Press,
 
Baltimore and London.
 

3. See NEPA, Appendix A. 

4. Inspired by the Fifth Annual Report of the CEQ, U. S. r-overnment 
Printing Office, chapter 4.
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APPENDiX B 

rhe National Environmental 
olicy Act of I969, 

Public Law 91-190 
January 1,1970 
'(42 u.S.C. 4321-4347) 

An Act to establish a national policy for the environment, to provide for 

the establishment of a Council on Environmental Quality, and for other 

purposes. 
;Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 

States of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the 
"National Environmental Policy Act of 1969." 

Purpose
 
To declare a national policy which

Szc. 2. The purposes of this Act are: 
will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his 

will prevent or eliminate damageenvironment; to promote efforts which 
welfare 

to the environment and biosphere and stimulate the health and 

of man; to enrich the understanding of the ecological systems and natural 
to the Nation; and to establish a Council on Environresources important

mental Quality. 

Title I 

'Declaration of National Environmental Policy 

Szo. 101. (a), The Congress, recognizing the profound impact of man's 
of all components of the natural environment.

activity on, the interrelations 
particularly the profound influences of population growth, high-density urhan

ization, industrial expansion, resource exploitation, and new and expandim( 
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the critical importance or ana rccumlizing furthertechnological acivances 
restoring and maintaining environmental quality to the overall welfare and 

continuing policy of the Federal 
development of man, declares that it is the 

and local governments, and other 
Government, in cooperation with State 

private organizations, to use all practicable means and 
concerned public and 
measures, including fi:ancial and technical assistance, in a manner 4.,culated 

to foster and promote the. general welfare, to create and maintain conditions 

under which man and naturc can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill 
genera

the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future 

tions of Americans. 
is the con

(b) In order to carry out the policy set forth in this Act, it 

tinuing responsibility of the 7ederal Government to use all practicable means, 

consistent with other essential considerations of national policy, to improve 
to theFederal plans, functions, programs, and resources 

end that the Nation inay
and coordinate 

as trustee of the(1) Fulfill the responsibilities of each generation 

environment for succeeding generations; 
Assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and estheti(2) 

cally and culturally pleasuring suroundings; 
widest range of beneficial uses of the environment(3) Attain the 

to health or safety, or other undesirable andwithoutdegradation, risk 

unintended consequences;
 

(4) 	 Preserve important historic, cultural, and natural aspects of 
an environmentour national heritage, and maintain, wherever possible, 


which supports diversity, and ,A0variety of individual choice;
 n."du" L VAC,5-) AJL. •*VU~ a iJk41"AA 

will permit high standards of living and a wide sharing of life's 

amenities; and 
(6) Enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the 

maximum attainable recycling of depletable resources. 
that each person should enjoy a healthful.(c) The Congress recognizes 

a responsibility to contribute to theenvironment and that each person has 

preservation and enhancement of the environment. 
SEC. 102. The Congress authorizes and directs that, to the fullest extent 

possble: (1) the policies, regulations, and public laws of the United States 

shall be interpreted and administered in accordance with the policies set forth 

in this Act, and (2) all agencies of the Federal Government shall

(A) 	 Utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach which will insure 
and the environthe integrated use of the natural and social sciences 

mental design arts in planning and in decisionmaking which may have 

an impact on man's environment; 
methods and procedures, in consultation(B) Identify and develop 

with 	the Council on Environmental Quality established by title II of 

which will insure that presently unquantified environmentalthis Act, 

amenities and values may be given appropriate consideration in decision

making along with economic and technical considerations;.
 

(C) Include in every recommendation or report on proposals for 

legislation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting the 

quality of the human environment, a detailed statement by the respon

sible official on
(i) The environmental impact of the proposed action, 

(il) Any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided 

should 	the proposal be implemented,
 

(ill) Alternatives ,to the proposed action,
 

(lv) 	 The relationship between local short-term uses of man's 
of long-termenvironment and the maintcnance and enhancement 

productivity, and 

(v) Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources 
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ivnn-which',would be; involyed in the proposed actionshould it; be 
iOLminlementcd. :.. - -' Prior to making any detailed statement, the responsible Federal official 

'shall consult with and obtain the comments of any Federal agency which 
has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with-respect to any environ. 

mental -impact involved. Copies of such 'tatcment and the comments and 

views of the appropriate Federal, State, and local agencies, which are 

authorized to develop and enforce environmental standards, shall be made 

available to the President, the Council on Environmental Quality and to 

the public as provided by section 552 of title 5, United. Sates Code, 
and shall accompany the proposal through the existing agency review 
processes; 

(D) Study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to recom

mended courses of action in any proposal which involves unresolved 
conflicts concerning alternative uses of available resources; 

(E) Recognize the worldwide and long-range character of environ

mental problems and, where consistent with the foreign policy of the, 

United States, lend appropriate support to initiatives, resolutions, and 

programs designed to maximize international cooperation in anticipating 

and preventing a decline in the quality of mankind's world environment; 
(F) Make available to States, counties, municipalities, institutions, and 

individuals, advice and information useful in restoring, maintaining, and 

enhancing the quality of the environment; 
(G) Initiate and utilize ecological information in the planning and 

development of resource-oriented projects; and 
(11) Assist the Council on Environmental Ouality established hy tile 

11 ot this Act. 
Sac. 103. All agencies of the Federal Government shall review their present 

statutory authority, administrative regulations, and current policies and proce

dures for the purpose of determining whether there are any deficiencies or 

inconsistencies therein which prohibit full compliance with the purposes and 

this Act and shall propose to the President not later thanprovisions of 
July 1, 1971, such measurers-as may be necessary to bring thier authority and 

policies into conformity with the intent, purposes, and procedures set forth in 

this Act. 
ISzo. 104. Nothing in section 102 or 103 shall in any way affect the specific 

to comply with citeria orstatutory obligations of any Federal agency (1) 

standards of environmental quality, (2) to coordinate or consult with any other
 

Federal or State agency, or (3) to act, or refrain from acting contingent upon
 

the recommendations or certification of any other Federal or State agency.
 
supplementaryISzc. 105. The policies and goals set forth in this Act are 

to those set forth in existing authorizations of Federal agencies. 

Title i 

WCneil nn Environmental Quality 

'Sze. 201. The President shall transmit to the Congress annually beginning 
to asJuly 1, 1970, an Environmental Quality Report (hereinafter referred 

the status and condition of the majorthe "report") which shall set forth (1) 

natural, manmade, or altered environmental classes of the Nation, including,
 

but not limited to, the air, the aquatic, including marine, estuarine, and fresh
 

water, and the terrestrial environment, including, but not limited to, the
 

forest, dryland, wetland, range, urban, suburban and rural environment; (2)
 

current and foreseeable trends in the quality, management and utilization of
 

such environments and the effects of those trends on the social, economic, and
 
the adequacy of available natural reother requirements of the Nation; (3) 

for fulfilling human and economic requirements of the Nation in thesources 

HO 
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flight-ofexpectd, population pressures; (4) a review of the programs and 
activities (including regulatory activities) of the Fideral.Government, the 
Stte6 and local .governments.and nor'novernmental entities or individuals with 
particular reference to their effect on the environment and on the conservation, 
developmcnt and utilization of natural resources; and (5) a. program for 
-remedying the deficiencies of existing programs and activities, together with 
recommendations for legislation. 

Szc. 202. There is created in the Executive Office of the Presidenta Coun
cilon Environmental Quality (hereinafter referred to as the "Council"). The 
Council shall be composed of three members who shall be appointed by the 
President to serve at his pleasure, by and with the advice and consent of the 
Senate. The President shall designate one of the members of the Council to 
serve as Chairman. Each member shall be a person who, as a result of his 
training, experience, and attainments, is exceptionally well qualified to analyze 
and interpret environmental trends and information of all kinds; to appraise 
programs and activities of the Federal Government in the light of the policy 
set forth in title I of this Act; to be conscious of and responsive to the scientific, 
economic, social, etthetic, and cultural needs and interests of the Nation; and 
to formulate and recommend national policies to promote the improvement 
of the quality of the environment. 

SzEC. 203. The Council may employ such officers and employee, as may be 
necessary to carry out its functions under this Act. In addition, the Council 
may employ and fix the compensation of such experts and consultants as may 
be necessary for the carrying out of its functions under this Act, in accordance 
with section 3109 of title 5, United States t !e (but without regard to the 
last sentence thereof). 

Sza. 204. It shall be the duty and function of the Council
(1) To assist and advise the President in the preparation of the En

* vironmental Quality Report required by section 201; 
(2) To gather timely and authoritative information concerning the 

conditions and trends in the quality of the environment both current and 
prospective, to analyze and interpret such information for the purpose of 
determining whether such conditions and trends are interfering, or are 
likely to interfere, with the achievement of the policy set forth in title I 
of'this Act, and to compile and submit to the President studies relating to 
such conditions and trends; 

(3) To review and appraise the various programs and activities of 
the Federal Government in the light of the policy set forth in title I of this 
Act for the purpose of determining the extent to which such programs and 
activities are contributing to the achievement of such policy, and to make 
recommendations to the President with respect thereto; 

(4) To develop and recommend to the President national policies to 
foster and promote the improvement of environmental qualitty, to meet 
the conservation, social, economic, health, and other requirements and 
goals of the Nation;

(5) To conduct investigations, studies, surveys, research, and analyses 
relating to ecological systems and environmental quality; 

(6) To document and define changes in the natural environment, 
including the plant and animal systems, and to accumulate necessary 
data and other information for a contining analysis of these changes 
or trends and an interpretation of their underlying causes; 

(7) To report at least once each year to the President on the state 
and condition of the environment; and - I ' , 

(8) To make and furnish such studies, reports thereon, and recom. 
mendations With respect to matters of policy and, legislaiion as the 
President may request. - II . -

Szo. 205. In exercising its powers, .functions, and dutiesiinder, this Act, 
he Council shall
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(I) Consult with the Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environmental 
Qtuality establishcd by Executive Oder No. 11472, dated May 29, 1969, 
and with such representatives of science, industry, agriculture, labor, con. 
servation organizations, State and local rovernments and other groups, 
as it deems advisable; and . (2) Utilize, to the fullest extent possible, the services, facilities and 
information (including statistical information) of public and private 
agencies and organizations, and individuals, in order that duplication
of effort and expense may be avoided, thus assurizng that the Council's 
activities will nut unnecessarily overlap or conflict with similar activities 
authorized by law and perforuued by rstablishcd agencies. 

SEc. 205. Members of the Council shall serve full time and the Chairman 
of the Council shall he compen3ated at the rate provided for Level II of the: 
Executive Schedule Pay Rates (3 U.S.C. 5313). The other members of the 
Council shall be compensated at the rate provided for Level IV of the Execu. 
tive Schedule Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5315). 

SEC. 207. There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out tue pr5w
sions of this Act not to exceed $300,000 for fiscal year 1970, $700,000 for 
fiscal year 1971, and $1 million for each fiscal year thereafter. 

Approved January 1, 1970. 
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APPENDIX' D: 

Preparatio? of EnvirOnmental 1mpact
Statements'Gu idelines 

On May 2, 1973, the Council on En-
vironmental Quality published in the 

-- ....Frpa.,.- . ,. ,,. ,;U,-, a 
proposed revision of its guidelines for the 
preparation of environmtltal impact 
statements. Pursuar.c to the National 
Environmental PolI.y Act (P.L. 91-190,

t42 U.S.C. 4321 e seq.) and E.xecutive 
Order 11514 (M rR 4247) all Federul 
departiciw, agencies, and establish-
meats are required to prepare such state-
menta in connection with their proposals 
for iw|slation and other major Federal 
actions significantly affectinp the quality 
of the human environment. The author-
Ity for the Council's guidelines Is set 
forth below in f 1500.1. The specific po]-
Iote to be Implemented by the guidelines 
Is set forth below in § 1500.2. 

The Council received numerous corn-
ments on Its proposed guidelines from 
environmental groups, Federal, State, 
and ccal agencies, industry, and private
4ndlvdals. Two general themes were 
presented in the mrjority of the co n-
meats. First, the Council should increae 
the opportunity for public involvement 
In the Impact statement process. Second. 

-theCouncil !jhould provIde more d&t.W'led 
guidance on tile respcsibilitics of Frek 
oral agencies c(cJ5?.. 
- ecislons interrretinE., t.e Ar.I*Tf1£h Jp J ,* 
posed. guidelines 1 -'" ._. r;6, , " 

light o4 t. specific oom'enfs Ie&Atit 

"8 Fed., r2 3G 1 52.Agg IR-9 

to these general themes. as well as other 
comments received, and are now being 
izbuW in mz form. 

The guidelines will appear in the Code 
of Federal Regulations in Title 40, Chap
ter V. at Part 1500. They are being codi
fied, in part, because they affect State 
and lhnal governmental agencies, envi
ronmental groups, industry, and private 
individuals, in addition to Federal agen.. 
cdes, to which they are specifically di
rected, and the resultant need to make 
them widely and readily available. 
Sec. 
.
 

1500.2 
1500.3 
1500.4 

1500.5 
1500.6 
0.7 


1500.8 

1500.9 


Purpos and authority. 
Policy.
Agency and 0MB procedures. 
Federal agencies included: effect of 
t s act on existing agency man
dates. 

Types of actions covered by the act. 
Identifying major actions s!gnifl

contly affecting the environment. 
Preparing draft envlronmentt'

statements; public hearings. -, 
Content of environmental %tate. 

ments. 
Review of .stfl.- envirghmariti, 

statement.e'l' Feder,%L Tedyk. 
_ tA,.a-, local nuvcie and b, 

t. u. iic... .,
 

i'sr..... of-- - ,4. 

I 
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,,'d the public in commenting!160,12 ALeghlative actons. ..	 , '! 
-	 (C on s. prepared under these: . gu deln ,1500.13 '.;.'Applicationprocedure. of'to:section0(' x lnug projects statements 


of the.
(b) Pursuant to section 204(3)and programs. 
Act the Council on Environmental Qual

I500.14 Supplementary gudOUes. evlua,' 
.s. ton of procedures.. 	 ity (hereafter "the Council") Is assigned 

. Sdp rendL clstianpret. guheilnes.the duty and function of reviewing and* sumry to 
Apdi statements, o m appraising the programs and activities 

"Appendix Areas environmental tin-	 of the Federal Government. in the light
 

of the Act's policy, for the purpose of de
pact and Federal agencies and Federal State 

agencies with jurisdiction by law or specil termining the extent to whIch such pro

grams and activities are contributing to
expertise to comment thercon. 

Appendix III Omces within Federal agen-	 the achievement of such policy, and to 
make recommendations to the President 

clos, and Federal-State agencies for informa-	
with respect thereto. Section 102(2) (B)

'tion regarding the agencies' NEPA activitles 

and for receiving other agencies' impact withe Act diret a ection to


all Federal agencies tostatements for which comments are of hts 	 and proidentify and develop methods
* requested. 

cedures, in consultation with the Coun-
Appendix IV State and local agency review 

cl, to insure that unquantifled environ
of impact statements. 

mental values be given appropriate con-Azunrry: National Environmental Act elderation In decisionmaking along with 
Executive Order 11514. et seq.) and 

and technical considerations,
(P.L. 91-190, 42 U.S.O. 4321 

economic 
section 102(2) (C) of the Act direct.s that

§ 1500.1 Purpose and nuil'ority. 
copieof all environmental impact state-

This directive provides guidelines(a) 	 ments be filed with the Council: and sec
to Federal departments, agencies, and 

tion 102(2) (H) directs all Federal agen
establishments for preparing detailed 

cies to as.sst the Council in the perform
environmental statements on pronosals provisions

and ottir mnior Federal ance of its functions. These 
for legislation have been supplemented in sections .10h0 
actions significantly silecting the quality 	

and (iD of .;',cPiitive orrlpr 11904 h,, AiI
of the human environ!) Wt. nq rpniIrudhy 

the Council issue guidethatthe National En- rectionssection 102(2) (C) of 
(P.L. 91-190, 42 	 lines to Federal agencies for prepara

vironmental Policy Act 
"the tion of environmental impact statements

seq.) (hereafterU.S.C. 4321 et. 	 and such other. Jpstructions to agencies
the preparation ofAct"). Underlying 	 inforna

statements is the and requests for reports and 
such environmental 	 tion as may be required to carry out the 
mandate of both the Act and Executive 

of March 5, Council's responsibilities under the Act. 
(35 FR 4247)Order 11514 

1970, that all Federal agencies, to the § 1500.2 Policy.
 
fullest extent possible, direct their poli

(a) As early as possible and in all cases 
cies, plans and programs to protect and 	 recprior to agency decision concerning
enhance environmental quality. Agen-	

or favorable reports onommendationscies are required to view their actions in 
proposals for (1) legislation significantly

_;mann.r calculated to encourage pro-	 enaffecting the quality of the human 
ductive and enjoyable harmony between 	 and 1500.12)

and his environment, to promote vironment (see 1§ 1500.5(i) 
man 	 (hereafter "legislative actions") and (2)
efforts preventing or eliminating damage 

all other major Federal actions signifl
to the environment and biosphere 

the health and welfare 
and 

of cantly affecting the quality of the human 
stimulating 	 "administrative 

to enrich the understanding environment (hereafter
man, and 	 actions"), Federal agencies will, in con
of the ecological systems and natural re-	

sultation with other appropriate Federal, 
sources important to the Nation. The 

of the Act State and local agencies and the public
objective of section 102(2) (C) 	

in detail the potential environassessand of these guidelines is to assist agen-
mental impact.

cies In implementing these policies. This 
.(b) Initial assessments of the environ

re'quires agencies to build into their de-	
of proposed actionthe impactsbeginning at mentalcisionmaking process, 	 should be undertaken concurrently with 

an appropriate* earliest possible point, 	 and economic studiesthe envi- fiitial technialconsideration ofand careful 	 and, where required, a draft environ
ronmental aspects of proposed action in 	

mental impamt statement prepared and 
order that adverse environmental effects 
may be avoided or minimized and envi-	 circulated for comment in time to accom

pany the proposail through the existing
ronmental quality previously lost may be 

agency review processes for such action. 
restored. This directive also provides

and local In this process, Federal agencies shall: 
guldance to Federal, State, 
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(I ) Provide for circulation of draft eca" 
vironmental statements to other Federal, 
State, and local agencirs and for tlhir 
availability to the public in accordaunce 
with the provisions of these guideline.s; 
(2) consider the comments of the agen-
tes and the public: and (3) Issue final 
environmental impact statements re-
sponsive to the comments received. The 
purpose of this assertment and consulta-
tion process is to provide agencies and 
other decisioninakers as well as membcr:, 
of the public with an understanding of 
the potential environmental effects of 
proposed actions, to avoid or minimize 
adverse effects wherever possible, and to 
restore or enhance environmental quil-
ity to the fullest extent practicable. In 
particular, agencies should use the en-
vironmental impact statement process to 
explore alternative actions that will 
avoid or minimize adverse Impacts and 
to evaluate both the long- and short-
range implications of proposed actlons 
to man, his physical and social surround: 
Ings, and to nature. Agencies should con-
sider the results of their environmental 
assessments along with their assessments 
of the let economic, technical and other 

use allbenefits of proposed actions and 
, t nr,'Practicable mpnn rnn0,dt -- ,4h,+'-

essential considerations of national 
policy, to restore environmental quality 
as well as to avoid or mininize undesir-
able consequences for the environment. 

procedues.11500,3 Agency and OIMB 

(a) Pursuant to section 2(f) of Execu-
'tive Order 11514, the heads of Federal 
agencies have been directed to proceed 
with measures required by section 102 
(2) (C) of the Act. Previous guidelines 
of the Council directed each agency to 
establish its own formal procedures for 
(1) Identifying those agency actions re-
quiring environmental statements, the 
appropriate time prior to decision for 
the consultations required by sectlon 102 
(2) (C) and the agency review process 
for which environmantal statements are 
to be available, (2) obtaining Informa-
tion required in their preparation, (3) 
designating the officials who are to be 
responsible for the statements, (4) con-

of thesulting with and taking account 
comments of appropriate Federal, State 
and local agencies and the public, in-
cluding obtaining the comment of the 
Administrator of the Environmental 
Protection Agency when required under 
section 309 of the Clean' Air Act, as 
amended, and (5) meeting the require-
ments of section 2(b) of Executive Order 

11514 for providing timely public Infor
ination on Federal plans and programs 
wItLh environmental impact. Each agency, 
including both departmental and sub
departmental components having such 
procedures, shall review its procedures 
and shall revise them, in consultation 
with the Council, as may be necessary 
in order to respond to requirements im
posed by the-c revised guidelines as well 
as by such previous directives. After such 
consultation, proposed revisions of such 
agency procedures shall be published in 
the FEDEPAL REGISTER no later than Octo
ber 30. 1973. A minimum 45-day period 
for public comment shall be provided, 
followed by publication of final proce
dures no later than forty-five (45) days 
after the conclusion of the comment 

sevenperiod. Each agency shall submit 
(7) copies of all such procedures to the 
Council. Any future revision of such 
orency procedures shall similarly be pro
posed and adopted only after prior con
sultation with the Council and, in the 
case of substantial revision, opportunity 
!or public comment. All revisions shall 
be published in the F'ROERAL REGISTER, 

(b) Each Federal agency should con
sult, with the assistance of the Council 
and the Office of Maneempt. ann 
Budget if desired, with other appropriate 
Federal agencies In the development and 
revision of the above procedures so as to 
achieve consistency in dealing with simi
lar activities rTA to assure effective coor
dination among agencies in their review 
of proposed activities. Where applicable, 
State and local review of such agency 
procedures should be conducted pursuant 
to procedures established by Office of 
Management and Budget Circular No. 
A-85. 

(c) Existing mechanisms for obtain

ing the views of Federal, State, and local 
agencies on proposed Federal actions 
should be utilized to the maximum ex
tent practicable in dealing with environ
mental matters. The Office of Manage
ment and Budget will issue instructions, 

as necessary, to take full advantage of 
such existing mechanisms. 

§ 1500.4 Federal agencies included; ef
fact of th; Act on exlsting agency 
mandate$. 

(a) Section 102(2) (C) of the Act ap
plies to all agencies of the Federal Gov
ernnent. Section 102 of the Act pro
vides that "to the fullest extent possible: 
(1) The policies, regulations, and public. 
laws of the United States shall be inter
preted and administered in accordance 
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wittli he ,olicies set forth in this Act,'! 
and iectton' 105 of the Act provides that 
"the policies and goals set forth in this 
Act atre supplementary to those set forth 
in existing authorizations of Federal 
agencies." This means that each agency 
shall interpret the provisions of the Act 
as a supplement to its existing author-
ity and as a mandate to view traditional 
policies and missions in the 1iht of the 
Act's national environmental objectives, 
In accordance with this purpose, agen-
cies should continue to review their poli-
cies, procedures, and regulations and to 
revise them as necessary to ensure full 
compliance with the purposes and pro-
visions of the Act. The phrase "to the 
fullest extent possible" in section 102 is 
meant to make clear that each agency 
of the Federal Government shall comply 
with that section unless existing law, 
applicable to the agency's operations ex-
pressly prohibits or makes compliancq 
impossible. 

§1500.5 Types of actions covered bythe 
,Act. 

(a) , "Actions" Include but are not lim-
ited to: 

(1) Recommendations or favorable re-
,.pIt.. , t...z,, J6Aw.4i4*At'..iA& 

requests for appropriations. The re-
quirement for following the section 102 
(2) (C) procedure as elaborated in these 
guldelines applies to both (i) agency rec-
ommendations on their own proposals 
for legislation (see 1 1500.12); and (li) 
agency reports on legislation initiated 
elsewhere. In the latter case only the 
agency which has primary responsibility 
for the subject matter involved will pre-
pare an cilvironmental statement, 

(2) New and continuing projects and 
program activities: directly undertaken 
by Federal agencies; or supported in 
whole or in part thrdugh Federal con-
tracts, prants. subsidies, loans, or other 
forms of funding assistance (except 
where such assistance is solely In the 
form of general revenue sharing funds, 
d04tributed under the State and Local 
Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972, 31 U.S.C. 
1221 et. seq. with no Federal agency con-
trol over the subsequent use of such 
funds) : or involving a Federal lease, per-
mit, license certificate or other entitle-
ment for use. 

(3) The making, modification, or es-
tablishment of regulations, rules, pro-
cedures, and Policy. 

1500.6 	 Identifying major actions sig. 
nificandy affecting the environment. 

(a) The statutory clause "major Fed-

quality of the human environment" is to 
be construed by agencies with a view to 
the overall, cumulative impact of the 
action proposed, related Federal actions 
and projects in the area, and further ac
tions contemplated. Such actions may be 
localized In their impact, but if there is 
potential that the environment may be 
simlificantly affected, the statement is 
to be prepared. l'ro;o:,ed major actions, 
the enviormnental impact of which is 
likely to be highly controversial.. should 
be covered in all cases. In considering 
what constitutes major action signili
cantly affecting the environment, agen
cles should bear in mind that the effect 
of many Federal decisions about a proj
ect or complex of projects can be In
di idually limited but cumulatively con
siderable. This can occur when one or 
more agencies over a period of 'years puts 
into a project individually minor but col
lectively major rc.zourccs. when one de
cision involving a limited amount of 
money is a precedent for action in much 
larger cases or represents a decision in 
principle about a future major course of 

action, or when several Government 
agencies individually make decisions 
about Partial aspects of a major action. 

u . UIL SUC~H CubUS, an environmental 

statement should ce prepared if it i.s rea
sonable to anticipate a cumulatively 
significant impact on the environment 
from Federal action. The Council. on the 
basis of a written assessment of the im
pacts involved, Is available to assist 
agencies in determining whether specific 
actions require impact statements. 

(b) Section 101(b) of the Act Indi
cates the broad range of aspects of the 
environment to be surveyed in any assess
ment of significant effect. The Act also 
indicates that adverse significant effects 
include those that degrade the quality 
of the environment, curtail the range 
of benefic' il uses of the environment. 
and serve short-term, to the disadvan
tage of long-term, environmental goals. 
Significant effects can also include nc
tions which may have both beneficial 
and detrimental effects, even if on bal
ance the agency believes that the effect 
will be beneficial. Significant effects also 
include secondary effects, as described 
more fully, for example, in § 1500.8(a) 
(ii) (B). The significance of a proposed 
action may also vary with the setting, 
with the result that an action that would 
have little impact in an urban area may 
be -significant in a rural setting or vice 
versa. While a precise definition of en
virormental "significance," valid in all 
contexts, is not possible, effects to be 

@l acticuns significantly affecting -the# considered in assessing significance in
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elude, but are not limited to. those out-
*lined in Appendix II of these. ruldellnes. 

(c) Each of the provisions of the Act. 
except section 102(2) (C). Ppp]llcs to nil 
Federal agency actions. P'tiou 102121 
(C) requires the preparot ion of a detailed 
environmental Impact statement In the 
case of "major Federal actions signifi-
cantly affecting the quality of the human 
environment." The Identification of 
major actions significantly affe 'ting the 
environment if; the responsibillty of each 
Federal agency, to be carried out niainst 
the background of its own particular op-
eratlons. The action must be a (1) 
"major" action. (2) which Is a "Federal 
action," (3) which has a 'slgnificant" ef-
feet, and (4) which involves the "quality 
of the human environment." The words 
"major" and "significantly" are intended 
to imply thresholds of importance and 
Impact that mint be met before a state-
ment is required. The action causing the 
impact must also be one where there 
Is sufficient Federal control and respon-
sibility to ton.stitute "Federal action" in 
contrast to cases where such Federal 
control and responsibility are not present 
as, for example, when Federal funds are 
distributed in the form of ceneral reve-
nue sharing to be ucd by State and local 
governments i.ee a 1500.511 ). Finally, 
the action must. he mip thit. ,vQIInifitently y 

affects the quality of the human envi-
ronment either by directly affecting 
human beings or by Indirectly affecting
human beings through adverse effects 
on the environment. Each agency should 
review the typical classes of actions that 
it undertakes and, In consultation with 
the Council, should develop specific cri-
teria and methods for identifying thoso 
actions likely to require environmental 
statements and those actions likely not 
to require environmental statements. 
Normally this Mqll involve: 

(I) Making an initial assessment of 
the environmental impacts typically as-
sociated with principal types of agency 

action. eStatements 
() Identifying on the basis of. this 

assessicnt, types of actions which nor-
mally do. and types of actions which nor-
maly do not, require statements. 

(ill) With respect to remaining actions 
that may require statements depending 
on the.circumstances, and those actions 
determined under the preceding para-
graph (C) (4) (ii) of this section as likely 
to require statements, identifying: (a) 
what basic information needs to be 
gathered; (b) how and when such in-
formation is to be assembled and ana-
lyzed; and (c) on what bases environ-

mental assessments and decisions to pre
rrf impact statements will be made. 
Agencies may either include this sub
stantive guidance in the procedures is
stiod :ursuant to 1 1500.3(a) of these 
guidelines, or Issue such guidance as 
supplemental instructions to aid relevant 
agency personnel In implementing the 
impact statement process. Pursuant to 
§ 1500.14 of these guidelines, agencies 
shall rv.'ort to the Council by June 30, 
1974, on the progress made in developing 
such substantive guidance.

(d) (I) Agencies should give careful 
attention to identifying and defining the 
purpose and scope of the action which 
would most appropriately serve as the 
subject of the statement. In many cases, 
broad program statements will be re
quired in order to assess the environ
mental effects of a number of individual 
actions on a given geographical area (e.g., 
coal leases), or enviionmental impacts 
that are generic or common to a series 
of agency actions (e.',, maintenance or 
waste handling practiccs), or the over
all impact of a large-scale program or 
chain of contemplated projects (e.g., 
major lengths of highway as opposed to 
small segrncnts). Subs' cpzezit statements 
on major individual .tion:s will be nee
essary where such actions have signifl

t 1,VA e th lIUl, Hue
quately evaluated in the program 
statement. 

(2) Agencies engaging in major tech
nology research and development pro
grams should develop procedures for 
periodic evaluation to determine when a 
programi statement is required for such 
programs. Factors to be considered in 
making this determination include the 
magnitude of Federal invbstment in the 
program, the likelihood of widespread
application of the technology, the degree 
of environmental impact which would 
occur if the technology were widely ap
plied, and the extent to which continued 
Investment in the new technology is 
likely to restrict future alternatives. 

must be written late enough 
in the development process to contain 
meaningful information, but early 
enough so that this information can 
practically serve as an input in the dccl
sion-making process. Wliere it is antici
pated that a statement may ultimately 
be required but that Its preparation is 
still premature, the agency shoud pre
pare an evaluation briefly setting forth 
the reasons for its determination that a 
statement is not yet necessary. This eval
uation should be periodically updated,
particularly when significant new infor
nuation becomes available concerning the 
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potential environmental Impact of the 
program. In any case, a st-terment mulst 
:be prepared before resc:rch activit:es 
have reached a stage of Investment or 
commitment to implcmentattion likely to 
'determlne subsequent development or 
restrict later alternatives. Statements on 
technology research and dpvelopment 
programs should include an nal:,sis not 
only of alteniative forms of the same 
technology that nlght reduce any ad-
verse environmental impacts but also of 
,alternative technologie3 that would 
serve the same function as the technology 
under consideration. Efforts should be 
made to involve other Federal agencies 
and interested groups with relevant ex-
pertisein the preparation of such state-
ments because the Impacts and alterna-
tives to be considered tire likely to be 
less well defined than In other types of 
statements. 

(e) In accordance with the policy of 
the Act and Executive Order 11514 agen-
cies have a responsibility to develop pro-
cedures to insure the fullest practicable 
provision of timely public information 
and understanding of Fcd6,-,l plans and 
programs with environment:al impact in 
order to obtain the views o: interested 
narftic 'T" - ^ .. , 

agency procedures should include an ap-
propriate early notice sy.,tvin or inform-
ing the public of the decision to prepare 
a draft environmental statement on pro-
posed administrative actions (and for 
soliciting comments that may be helpful 
in preparing thestatement) as soon as is 
practicable after the decision to prepare 
the statement is made. In this connec-
tion, agencies should: (1) maintainalist 
of administrative actions for which en-
vironmental statements are being pre-
pared; (2) revise the list at regular inter-
valsspecified in the agency's procedures 
developed pursuant to § 1500.3(a) of 
these guidelines (but not less than quar-
terly) and transmit each such revision to 
the Council; and (3) make the list avail-
able for ljublIc inspection on request. The 
Council will periodically publish such lists 
in the FEDERAL REGISTER. If an agency 
decides that an environmental statement 
Is not necessary for a proposed action 
(i:which the agency has identified pur-
suant to § 1500.6(c) (4) (I) as normally 
requiring preparation of a statement, (ii) 
which is similar to actions for which the 
agency has prepared a significant num-
ber of statements, (iii) which the agency
has previously announced would be the 
subject of a statement, or (iv) for which 
the agency has made a negative deter-
mination in response to a request from 

the Council pursuant to p 1500.11(f), the 
agency shall prepare a publicly available 
record briefly setting forth the agency's 
dedision and the reasons for that deter
minatlon. Lists of such negative detert 
minations, and any evaluations made 
pursuant to §-1500.6 which conclude that 
preparation of a statement is not yet 
timelyshall be prepared and made avail
able in the same manne,' as provided in 
this subsection for lists of statements 
under preparation. 

1500.7 mPreparngfdraf environmental 
tuterents; public hearizigs. 

(a) Each environmental impact state
ment shall be prepared and circulated 
in draft form for comment in accordance 
with the provisions of these guidelines. 
The draft statement must fulfill and 
satisfy to the fullest extent possible at 
the time the draft is prepared the re
quirements established for final state
meats by section 102(2) (C). (Where an 
agency has an established practice of 
declining to favor an alternative until 
public comments on a proposed. action 
have been received, the draft- environ
mental statement may indicate that two 
or more alternatives are under cor.Idera
* . Ci-r.--r--n- "'1- i c:-rc
fully evaluated and consideied in the 
decislan process. A final statement with 
substantive commerts attached shil 
then be issued and circulated in accord
ance with applicable provisions of 
H§ 1500.10, 1500.11. or 1500.12. It is im
portant that draft environmental state
ments be prepared and circulated for 
comment -and furnished to the Council 
as early as possible in the agency review 
process in order to perolt agency decl
slonmakers and ouside revlewers to give 
meaningful consideration to the envi
ronmental issues involved. In particular, 
agencies should keep in mind that such 
statements are to serve as the means 
of assessing the environmental impact of 
proposed agency actions, rather than as 
a justification for decisions already made. 
This means that draft statements on 
administrative actions should ,be pre
pared and circulated for comment prior 
to the first significant point of decision 
in the agency review process. For major 
categories of agency action, this point 
should be identified in the procedures is
sued pursuant to 1 1500.3(a). For major 
categories of projects i:volving an appll
cant and identified pursuant to J 1500.6 
(c) (c) (i) as normally requiring the 
preparation of a statement, agencies 
should include in their procedures provi
sions limiting %ctionswhich an applicant 
is perrmtted to take prior to completion 
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and review of the final statement with all such hearings shall include considera
respect to lhlsapplication. Mion of the environmental aspects of the 

(b) Where more than one noen-cy (1) propesed action. Agency procedures shall 
directly sponsori al aeti,, or icl!rectly also specifically include provision' for 
Invblved In an etion throuei fulng, publi, htmrings on major actions with 
licenses, or pcrimt , or (21 is ,nvrM!,l 1i1 
agroup of actions directly relaled to each 

other because of their functional inter-
dependence and geographical proximity,
consideration should'be given to prepar-
,ing one statement for all the Federal 
actions involved (eee *§1500.6(dW" 's. 
Agencies in siich c. es should consider 
the possibilit:. of joitt prepar:.t:n of a 
statement by till arencies concerned, or 
designation of a single "lead aqenlcy" 
to assume sul)erviror;y respom.ib.hty for 
preparation of the statement. Where a 
lead agency prepares the statement, the 
other agencies involved should provide
assistance with respect to their areas of 
Jurisdiction and expertise. In either case, 
the statement should contain an en-
vironmental asse:.sment of the full range 
of Federal actions involved, should reflect 
the views of all participating agencies,
and should be prepared before major or 
irreversible actions have been taken by 
any of the participating agencies. Fac-
tors relevant in determining an appro-
priate lend agency Include thn time 

-sequence in which the agencies become 
Involved, the mn-nltude of thf ir re.,pec-

peruse with respect to thepioject's en-
vironmental effects. As ece sary, the 
'Council will assist in resolving questions 
of responsibility for statement prepara
tion in the case of multi-agency actions, 
Federal Regional Councils, avencles and 
the public are encouraged to bring to the 
attention of the Council and other rele-
vant agencies appropriate situations 
where a geographic or regionally focusedstatement would be desirable b 
sttment wuulde eirableenta use of 
the cumulative environmental effects 
likely to result from multi-agency actions 
In the area. 

(c) Where an agency relies on an ap- 
plicant to submit initial environmental 
information, the agency should assist the 
applicant by outlining the type5 of infor-
mation required. In all cases, the agency
should make its omvn evaluation of the 
environmental issues and take respon-
sibility for the scope and content of draft 
and final environmental statements. 

(d) Agency procedures developed pur-
suant to § 1500.3(a) of these guidelines
should indicate as explicitly as possible
those types of agency decisions or actions 
which utilize hearings as part of the nor-
ial agency review process, either as a 

result of statutory requirement or agency
pratice. To the fullest extent possible, 

ervironmernntal impact., whenever appro
priate, and for providing the public with 
relevant information, including Informa
tion on alternative courses of action. In 
deciding whether a public hearing Is ap
propriate, an agency should consider; 
(1) Thc magnitude of the proposal in 
terms of economic co.;t.;, the geontrarphic 
area involved, and the uLuc.ueness or size 
of commitment of the re-ources Involved; 
(2) the deq~ree of interest in the pro
posal. a.; evidenced by requests from the 
public and from Federal. State and local 
authorities that a hearing be held; (3)
the complexity of the Issue and the like
lihood that information will be presented 
at the hearing which will be of assist
ance to the agency i fulfilling its re
sponsibilities under the Act: and (4) the, 
extent to which public involvement al
ready has been achieved through other 
means, such as earlier public hearings,
meetings with citizen representatives,
and/or written comments on the pro
posed action. Agencies should make any
draft environmental statements to be Is
sued available to the public at least 
fifteen (15) days prior to tle time of such 

§ 1500.8 Content of environmental 
statements. 

(a) The following points are to be 

covered: 
(1 A description of the proposed ac

ton. a statement of its purposes, and a 
description of the environment affected, 

uding information, summary tech
nical data, and maps and diagrams where
relevant, adequate to permit an assessment of potential environmental impact 
by commenting agencies and the public.
Highly technical and specialized anal
yses and data should be avoided In the 
body of the draft impact statement. Such 
materials should be attached as ap
pendlces or footnoted with adequate
bibliographic references. The statement 
should also succinctly describe the envi
ronment of the area affected as it exists 
prior to a proposed action, including
other Federal activities in the area af
fected by the proposed action which are 
related to the proposed action. The in
terrelationships and cumulative environ
mental impacts of the proposed action 
and other related Federal projects shall 
be presented in th,% statement. The 
amount of detail provided in such de
scriptions should be corunensurate with 
the extent and expected impact of the 
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'actlon, and with the amount of nfco;r. , 1II) ,Secondary. or, indirect.,as well as 
tion required at the .artlcuar lev,:l cf primary ctrdirect, consequences for the 
declsionmaking tpianning, fcisii:ity, 
design, etc.). In ovder to ensure accurate 
descriptions and cnvironmental asscz.o-
ments, site visits should be made where 
feasible. Agencies should also take care to 
identify, as appropriate, population and 
growth charactt:-istics of the ai.cctcd 
area and any popula !onand groxLti as-
sumptions used to jurtify the project or 
program or to dctcrmine secondary popu- 
lation and growth impacts resultinz from 
the proposed action and its alternatives 
(see paragraph (a) (1) (3) (ii) , of this 
section). In discussing these population 
aspects, agencies should give considera-
tion to using the rates of growth in the 
region of the project contained in the 
projection compiled for the Water RIe-
sources Council by the Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis of the Department of 
Commerce and the Economic Research 
Service of the Department of Agricul-
ture (the "OBERS" projection). In any 
event It is essential that the sources of 
data used to Identify, quantify or cvalu- 
ate any and all environmental conse-
quences be expre siy noted. 

(2) The relationship of the proposed 
action to land use plans, ponicmes, anti 
controls for the affected area. This re-
quires a discussion of how the proposed 
action may conform or conflict with the 
objectives and specific terms of approved 
or proposed Federal, State, and local 
land use plans, policies, and controls, if 
any,for the area affected including those 
developed in response to the Clean Air 
Act or the Federal Water Pollution Con-
trol Act Amendments of 1972. Where a 
conflict or inconsistency exists, the state-
ment should describe the ex.ent to which 
the agency has reconciled its proposed 
action with the plan, policy or control, 
and the reasons why the agency has de-
cided to proceed notwithstanding the ab-
sence of full reconciliation, 

(3) The probable impact of the pro-
posed action on the environment, 

(I) This requires.agencies to assess the 
positive and negative effects of the pro-
posed action as it affects both the na.-
tional and international environment. 
The attention given to different environ-
mental factors will vary according to the 
nature, scale, and location of proposed 
actions. Among factors to consider should 
.be the pdtentlal effect of the action on 
such aspects of the environment as those 
listed in Appendix II of these guidelines,
Primary attention should be given in the 
statement to discussing those factors 
most evldehtly impacted by the proposed 
action. 

environment should be included in the 
analysis. Many major Federal actions, in 
particular those that involve the con
struction or licensing of infrastructure 
investments (e.g., highways, airports, 
sewer systems, water resource projects,
etc.). stimulate or induce secondary ef
fect3 in the form of associati.d invest
nents and changed patterns of social 
and economic activities. Such secondary
effects, through their impacts on existing
community £aciltties and activities, 
through inducing new facilities vind ac
tivitles, or through changes in natural 
conditions, may often be even more sub
stantial than the primary effects of the 
original action itself. For example, the 
effects of the proposed action on popula
tion and growth may be among the more 
significant secondary effects. Such po;)u
lation and growth impacts should be es
tiniated if expected to be significant 
(using data identified as indicated in 
I 1500.8(a) (1)) and an assessment made 
of the effect of any possible change in 
population patterns or growth ul:.on the 
resource base, including land use, water, 
and public services, of the area in 
,,au.. 

(4) Alternatives to the proposed ac
tion, including, where relevant, those not 
within the existing authority of the re
sponsible agency. (Section 102(2) (D) of 
the Act requires the responsible agency
to "study, develop, and describe appro
priate alternatives to recommended 
courses of action in any proposal which 
involves unresolved conflicts concerning
alternative uses of available resources"). 
A rigorous exploration and objective
evaluation of the environmental impacts 
'of all reasonable alternative actions, par
ticularly those that might enhaace en
vlronmental quality or avoid some or all 
of the adverse environmental effects, is 
essential. Sufficient analysis of such al
ternatives and their environmental bene
fits, costs and risks should accompany 
the proposed action through the agency 
review process in order not to foreclose 
prematurely options which might en
hance environmental quality or have less 
detrimental effects. Examples of such al
ternatives include: the alternative Of 
taking no action or of postponing action 
pending further study; alternatives re
quiring actions of a significantly differ
ent nature which would provide similar 
benefits with different environmental irn
pacts (e.g., nonstructural alternatives to 
flood control programa, or mass transit 
alternatives to highway construction) ; 
alternatives related to different designs 
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or details of the proposed action which 
would present different environmental 
linpacts, (e.g., coolin." 'onds vs..c:..!nl 
towers for a power piant or alteinative: 
that'will slgnlficant:%, conserve e,'.ay); 

to provide f:c con-alternative meamures 
pensatlon of fish and wildlife los:,,:s, in. 
eluding the acquislti'. of land. waters, 
and Interests therein. In each case, the 
analysis should be sufficiently detailed to 
reveal the agency's comparative evahia-
tion of the environmental benefits., co',U 
and risks of the proposed -llon and cach 

ing impact statement already contains 
such an analysis, Its treatment of :tltr-
natives may be Incnrporated prov'.dCd
.that such treatment is current and rele-
vant to the precise purpose of the pro-
posed action, 

(.) Any Probable adverse environen-
tal effects which cannot be avoided (such 

air Pollution, undesirables water or 
land use patterns, dwrmage to life sys-
tens, urban congestion, threats to health 

or other consequences adverse to the en-
vironmental goals set out In section 101 
(b) of the Act). This should be a brief 
section summarizing in one place those 
effects discussed in paragraph (a) (3) of 
this section that are adverse and un, 
avoidable under the proposed action. In-
eluded for'purposes of contrast should 

...t-' sonable nltcrn:tivcs to the proposed
reasonable alternative. Where on ac

... ... 
h nw nthar nV di,"- lefnwt.h nr ,In tnI. # 4w 

be a clear statement f 
of the above points, for example, need

able adverse effects discussed In para-
not always occupy a (distinct section of

graph (a) (2) of this section will be mitt-
the statement If It is otherwise adegated. 

local quately covered in discussing the impact
(6) The relationship between 

uses of man's environment of the proposed action and Its alterna
short-term tives-which items should normally beand the maintenance and enhancement the focus of the statement. Draft stateofaon-temintenanceitd enhincton at appropriateThis section ments should indicateof long-term productivity. 

a brief discussion of the 
should-contain 
extent to which the proposed action in- points In the text any underlying stud

les, reports, and other Information ob
volves tradeoffs between short-term en-
viropmenntal gains at the expense.o long-
term losses, or vice versa, and a discus-
slon of the extent to which the proposed 
action forecloses future options. In this 
context short-term and long-term do not 
refer to any fixed time periods, but 
should be viewed in terms of the environ-
mentally significant coiisequences of the 
proposed action, 

(7) Any Irreversible and irretrievable 
commitments of resources that would be 

to 'an action. "Re
sources" also mfeans the natural and culmaterials devoted 

tural resources committed to loss or de
struction by the action. 

(8) An indication of what other in
terests rnl consideratlons of Federal 

.policy are tlought to otfset the adverse 
of the proposedenvironmental efects 

action Identified pursuant to paragraphs 
(a) (3) and (5) of this section. The state
ment should also indicate the extent to 
which thc::o .tated countervailln bene
fits could be re.lized by follovi, rea

tIon (as idenLified In paragraph (a) (4) 
of this section) that would avoid some or 
all of the adverse environmental effects. 
In this connection, agencies that prepare 
cost-benefit analyses of proposed actions 
should attach such analyses, or sum
manies thereof, to the environmental ir
pact statement, and should clearly indi
cate the extent to which environmental 
costs have not been reflected in such 
analysea. 

(b) In developing the above points 
agencies should make every effort to con
vey the required Information succinctly 
In a form easily understood, both by 
members of the public and by public de
clsionmakers. riving attention to the 
substance of the information conveyed 
rather than to the particular f,.cri, or 

tamned and considered by the arency in 
preparing the statement Including any 
cost-benefit analyses -prepared by the 
agency, and reports of consulting agen
cies under the Fish and Wildlife Co
ordination Act, 16 U.S.C. 661 et seq., and 
the National Historic Preservation Act 
of 1965, 16 U.S.C. 470 et seq., where such 
consultation has taken place. In the case 
of documents not likely to be easily a
cesble (such as internal studies or re-

Involved in the proposed action should itports), the agency should Indicate how 

This requires the such information may be obtained. If
be Implemented. 
agency to identify from its survey of un- such information Isattached to the 
avoidable impacts in paragraph (a) (5) statement, care should be taken to en

sure that the statement remains an esof this section the extent to which the 
action Irreversibly curtails the range of sentially self-contained instrument, cap
potential uses of the environment. Agen- able of being understood by the reader 
ies hould avoid construing the term without the need for undue cross 

"resources" to mean only the labtjr and reference. 
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: (c) Each environmental statement 
ahould be-prepared in accordance with 

-tho precept in section 102(2) tA) of the 
'Act that all ot'encies of the Feiteial Giv-
ermnent "utilize a systematic, intkrdis-
ciplinary approach which will insure the 
integrated use of the natural and social 
sciences and the environmental design 
arts in planning and decisionmaking 
which may have an impact on man's. 
environment." Agencies should attempt 
to have relevant di~ciplines reprezentcd 
on their own staffs; where this is not fea-
siblo they should make appropriate use 
of relevant Federal. State, and local 
agencies or to.e professional services of 
universities and outside consultants. The 
interdisciplinary approach should not be 
limited to the preparation of the en-
vironmental impact statement, but 
should also be used iii the early plan-
ning stages of the proposed action. Early 
application of si'ch an approach should 
help assure a systematic evaluation of 
reasonable alternative courses of action 
and their potential social, economic, and 
'environmental consequences. 

(d) Appendix I prescribes the form of 
ihe summary sheet which should accom-
pany each draft and final environmental 
statement. 

1 1500.9 Hediew nr arrft envirnnrmnnol 
statements by Federal, Federal-State, 

-State, anl local agencies and by the 
public. 

general. A Federal agency considering 
an action requiring an environmental 
statement should consult with, and (on 
the basis of a draft environmental state-
ment for which the agency ta:es re-
sponsibility) obtain the comment on the 

of ofenvironmental Impact the action 
Federal and Federal-State agencies with 
Jurisdiction by law or special expertise 
with respect to any environmental Im-
pact Involved. These Federal and Fed-

and their relevanteral-SLate agencies 
areas of expertise include those Identi-
fled in Appendices II and 1I to these 
guidelines. It is recommended that the 
listed departments and agencies estab-
lish contact points, which may be re-
gional offices, for providing comments on 
the environmental statements. The re-

to ob-quirement in section 102(2) (C) 
'tain comment from Federal agencies 
having jurisdiction or special expertise 
Is In addition to any specific statutory 
obligation of any Federal agency to co-
ordinate or consult with any other Fed-
eral or State agency. Agencies should, 
for example, be alert to consultation re-
quirements of the Fish and Wildlife Co-

ordination Act, 16 U.S.C. 661 'etseq., and 
tho National Historic Preservation Act 
of 190G. 16 U.S.C. 470 et seq. To the ex
tent i-issible, statements or findings 
concern.ng environmental impact re
quired by other statutes. such as section 
4(f) of the Department of Transporta
tion Act of 1906. 49 U.S.C. 1653(f), or 
section 106 of the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966. should be corn
bind with compliance with the environ
mental Impact statement requiremnnts 
of secdon 102(2) (C) of the Act to yield 
a single document which meets all 
applicable recuirements. The Advisory 
Council on Historic Preservation, the 
Department of Transportation, and the 
Department of the Interior, in consulta
tion with the Council, will issue any nec
essary supplementing instructions for 
furnishing information or indings not 
forthcoming under the environmental 
impact statement process. 

of the
Clea r309 

§ 1857i-7), provides that the Adminis
trator of the Environmental Protection 
Agency shall comment in writing on the 
environmental impact of any matter re
lating to his duties and responsibilities, 
and shall refer to the Council any mat
ter that the Administrator determines is 
unsatisfactory from the standpoint of 
public health or welfare or cnvi'onmaen
tal quality. Accordingly, wherever an 

(1) In agency action related to air or water(a) Federal agency review. 
quality, noise abatement and control. 
pesticide regulation, solid waste disposal, 
generally applicable environmental ra
diation criteria and standards, or other 
provision of the authority of the Admin
istrator is rnvolved. Federal agencies are 
required to submit such proposed ac
tions and their environmental impact 
statements, if such have been prepared, 
to the Administrator for review and 
comment in writing. In all cases where 
EPA determines that proposed agency 
action Is environmentally unsatisfac
tory, or where EPA determines that an 
environmental statement is so inade
quate that such a determination cannot 
be made, EPA shall publish its determi
nation and notify the Council as soon as 
practicable. The Administrator's cor
ments shall constitute his comments for 
the purposes of both section 309 of the 
Clean Air Act and section 102(2) (C) of 
the National Environmental Policy Act. 

(c) State and local review. Office of 
Management and Budget Circular No. 
A-95 (Revised) through Its system of 
State and areawide clearinghouses pro
vides a means for securnig the views of 
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State and local environmental r-encie.%, 
which can assist in the prtvpi-rain and 
review of environmental l::.' ate-
ments. Current instructions for obtain-
tIg the views of such agencies are con-
taned in the Joint OMB-CEm memoran-
dum attached to these guidelines as A13-
pendix IV. A current listing of clearing-
houses is issued periodic.lly by the Of-
flee of Managecent and Budget. 

(d) Public review: The piocedures 
established by tlqse guidelinvs are de-
signed to encourage public participntion 
in the impact statement proce:ss at the 
ca'liest poslble time. Arency procedures 
should make provision for facilitating 
the comment of public and private orga-
nizations and individuals by announcing 
the availability of draft environmental 
statements and by making conies avail-
able to organizations and individuals that 
request an opportunity ts comment. 
Agencies should devise mncthods for pub- special expcrtise with respect to the en
licizIng the er:istence of drafL statements, virolunental impacts involved are en
for example, by publication of notices in 
local newspapers or by maintaining a list 
of groups, including relevant conserva-
tion commissions, known to be interested 
in the agency's activities and directly 
notifying such groups of the existence of 
a draft statement. -n cn?.r'hg tn..i , 
copy, as soon as it has been prepared. A 
copy of the drfft sFatemcnt should in all 
cases be sent to any applicant whose 
project is the subject of the statement. 
Materials to be made available to the 
public shall be provided without charge 
to the extent practicable, or at a fee 
which is not more than the actual cost of 
reproducing copies required to be sent to 
other Federal agencies, including the 
Council. 

(e) Responsibilities of connmenting 
entitles. (1) Apencies and members of the 
public submitting comments on proposed 
actions on the basis 'A draft environmen-
tal statements should endeavor to make 
their comments as specific, substantive, 
and factual as possible without undue 
attention to matters of form in the Im-
pact statement. Although the comments 
need not conform to any particular for-
mat, It would assist agencies reviewing 
comments if the comments were orga-
nized in a manner consistent with the 
structure of the draft statement. Empha-
is.should be placed on the assessment of 

the environmental impacts of the pro-
posed action, and the acceptability of 
those impacts on the quality of the envi-
ronment, particularly. as contrasted with 
the impacts of reasonable alternatives to 
the action. Commenting entities may 
recommend modifications to the pro-
Dosed action and/or new alternatives 

that will enhance environmental quality 
and avoid or minimize adverse environ
mental Impacts. 

(2) Commenting agencies shbuld indi
cate whether any of their projects not 
identified in the draft statement are 
sufficiently advanced in planning and re
lated environmentally to the proposed 

action so that a discusF!on af the environ
mental interielat~on.,hips shauld be in
eluded in the final statement (see 
f 1500,8(a) (1 ). The Council is available 
to assist agencies In making such 
determinations. 

(3) Agencies and members of the pub
lie should indicate in their comments the 
nature of any monitoring of the environ
mental effects of the propo3ed project 
that appears particularly appropriate. 
Such monitoring may be necessary dur-
Ing the construction, startup, or opera
tion phases of the project. Agencies with 

couraged to assist the sponsoring agency 
in the establishment and operation of 
appropriate environmental monitoring. 

(f) Agencies seeking comment shall 
establish time l~mits of nrt less than 
forty-five (45) dnf r:,,y. ;,f Lu, %iLcWi 
it may be presumed, unless the agency or 
party consulted requests a specilled ex
tension of time, that the agency or party 
consulted !ias no commcnt to make. 
Agencies seeking comment should en
deavor to comply with requests for exten
sion of time of up to fifteen (15) days. 
In determining an appropriate period for 
comment, agencies should consider the 
magnitude and complexity of the state
ment and the extent of citizen Interest 
In the proposed action. 

§ 1500.10 Preparation amd circulation
 
of final environmental stalements.
 

(a) Agencies should make every ef
fort to discover and discuss all major 
points of view on the environmental ef
fects of the proposed action and its alter
natives in the draft statement itself. 
However, where opposing professional 
views and responsible opinion have been 
overlooked in the draft statement and 
are brought to the agency's attention 
through the commenting process, the 
agency should review the environmental 
effects of the action in light of those 
views and should make a meaningful ref
erenco in the final statement to the exist
ence of any reponsible opposing view 
not adequately discussed in the draft 
statement, indicating the agency's re
sponse to the Issues raised. All substan
tive comments received on the draft (or 
surmaries thereof where response has 
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3een exceptionally voluminous) should 
)ej attached to t.e final starement, 
whether or not each such comment is 
,hought to merit individual discussion by 
;he agency in the text of the statemet, 

(b) Copies of final statements, with 
:omments attached, shall be sent to all 
Federal, State, and local agencies and 
rlvate organizations t'iat made substan-

Jivo comments on the draft statement 
md to individuals who requested a copy 
)f the final statement, as well as any 
ipplicant whose project is the subject of 
hc statement. Copies of final statements 

shall in all cases be sent to the Environ-
mental Protection Agency to assist it in 
carrying out its responsibilities under 
section 309 of the Clean Air Act. Where 
the number of comments on a draft 
statement is such that distribution of the 
final statement to all commenting enti-
ties appears impracticable, the agency 
shall consult with the council concern-
Ing alternative arrangements for distrl-
bution of the statement. 
§1500.11 Transmiltni of statements to 

tie Council; uminlum periods for 
review; rcqucsts by the Council. 

(a) As soon as they have been pre-
pared, ten Qu1 copies or aras; environ-
mental statements, five (5) copies of all 
comments made thereon (to be for-
warded to the Council by the entity mak-
ing comment at the time comment s for-
warded to the responsible agency), ard 
ten (10) copies of the final text of envi-
ronmental statements (toa.ether with the 
substance of all comments received by the 
responsible agency from Federal. State, 
and local agencies and from private or-
ganizations and individuals) shall be 
supplied to the Council. This will serve 
make statmnsaalenvironmental requirement to 
ae toe i entl stateametil-

able to the President. At the same time 

to meet the statutory 

that copies of draft and final statement 
are sent to the Council, copies should 
also be sent to relevant commenting en-. 
titles as set forth in §§ 1500.9 and 
1500.10(b) of these guidelines, 

(b) To the maximum extent pract-
cable no administrative action subject 
to section 102(2) (C) Is to be taken sooner 
thdrn ninety (90) days after a draft 
enviroomental statement has been cir-
ciliated for comment, furnished to the 
Council and, except where advance pub-
lic disclosure will result in significantly 

merit (together with comments) - has 
been made available to the Council, 
commenting agencies, and the public. In 
all cases, agencies should allot a suffi
cient review period for the final state
ment so as to comply with the statutory 
requirement that the "statement and the 
comments and viewsof appropriate Fed
eral, State, and local agencies * ac
company the proposal through the exist
ing agency rcvievw processes." If the final 
text of an environmental statelnent is 
filed within ninety (90) days after a 
draft statement has been circulates for 
comment, furnished to the Council and 
made public pursuant to this section of 
these guidelines, the minimum thirty 
(30) day period and the ninety (J0) day 
period may run concurrently to the ex
tent that they overlap. An agency may 
at any time supplement or amend a draft 
or final environmental statemerl par
tlcularly when substantial chan is are 
made in the proposed action, or signifi
cant new information becomes available 
concerning its environmental aspects. In 
such cases the agency should consult 
ith the Council with respect to the pos

sible need for or desirability of recir
culation of the statement for the ap
propriate period. 

(c) The Co:zncIl will publish weekly 
in the FEDERAL REGISTER lists of environ
mental statements received during the 
preceding week that are available for 
public comment. The date of publication
of such lists shall be the date from which 
the minimum periods for review and ad
vance availability of statements shall be 
calculated. 

(d) The Council's publication, of no
tice of the availability of statements is 
in addition to the agency's responsibility. 
as described in § 1500.9(d) of these 
guidelines, to insure the fullest practi
cable provision of timely public informa
tlon concerning the existence and avail
ability of environmental statements. The 
agency responsible for the environ
mental statement is also responsible for 
making the statement, the comments re
ceived, and any underlying documents 
available to the public pursuant to the 
provisions of the Freedom of Informa
tion Act (5 U.S.C.. 552), without regard 
to the exclusion of intra- or Interagency 
memoranda when such memoranda 
transmit comments of Federal agencies 
on the environmental impact of the pro

intreased costs of procurement to th& posed action pursuant to j 1500.9 of these 
Government, made available to the pub- guidelines. Agency procedures prepared 
le pursuant to these guidelines; neither pursuant to §1500.3(a) of these guide
should such administrative action be lines shall inplement these public in
taken sooner than thirty (30) days after formation requirements and shal ln
the final text of an environmental state- clude arrangements for availability of 
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'avironmental .statements and corn-
nients at the head and appropriate re-
gional offices of the responqible mency.
and at appropriate State and nr-.c.wide 
clearinghouscs tinles; the Govwr.or rf 
the State involve.i desinates to the 
Council some other point for, receipt of 
this Information. Notice of such dest'na-
tion of an alternate point for recelpt of 
this inforiynmron will be included in the 
Office of Managementand Bud-ct fat'-
tIg of clenrinchouses referred to in 
£ 1500.9(c). 

(e) Where emergency circumstances 
make It necessary to take an action wvith 
significant environmental impact with-
out observing the provisions of these 
guidelines concerning minimum periods 
for agency review and advance availa-
blity of environmental statementz, the 
Federal agency proposing to take the 
action should consult with the Council 
about alternative arrangements. Sinli-
larly where there are overriding consid-
eratlons of expense to the Government or 
Impaired program effectiveness, the re-
sponsible agency should consult with the 
Council concerning appropriate modi-
fications of the minimum periods. 

(f) In order to as:Ist the Council in 
.fulfilling its responsibilities Oider the 
'Act and under ExecL ,ve Order 11514, all 

(as required by
agencies shall 
=U, diH, ui te Act and section 3(i) 'of 

Executive Order 11514 be resronive to 
requests by the Council for reports and 
other Information iealig with issues 
arising in connection with the imple-
mentation of the Act. In particular, 
agencies shall be responsive to a request 
by the Council for the preparation andi 
circulation of an envionmental state-
Smeat, unless the agency determines that 
such a 'statement Is not required, in 
which case the agency shall prepare an 
evilronmental assessment and a publcly 
available record briefly setting forth the 
reasons for its determination. In no case, 
however, shall the Council's silence or 
failure to comment or request prepara-
tion, modiflcaticn, or recirculation of an 
environmental statement or to take other 
action with respect to an environmental 
statement be construed as bearing n any 
way on the question (f the legal require-
ment for or the adequacy of such state-
ment under the Act. 

J 1500.12 Legilaitve actions. 
(a) The Council and the Office of 

Management and Budget will codperate 
In Piving guidance as needed to assist 
aglncles in identifying legislative items 
believed to have environmental signifl-
munce, Agencies should prepare impact 

statements prior to submission of teIr 
legislative proposals to the Office of Man
agement and Budget. In this regard, 
aqencics sbould identify types of repeti
tive Icgirl,.t!on requirlng environmental 
impact statementa (such as certain types 
of bills affecting transportation policy or 
annual construction authorizations). 

(b) With respect to recommendatio ns 
or reports. on proposals for legislation 
to which sr.ction 102(2) (C) -pplics, the 
final te::t of the environmcntal statement 
and comments thereon should be avail
able to the Congress and to the public 
for consideration in connection with the 
proposed legisla.tion or report. In cases 
vhere the scheduling of congressional 
hearings on racommendatious or reports 
on proposols for legislation which the 
Federal agency has forwarded to the 
Congress does not allow adequate time for 
the completion of a final text of an en
vironmental statement (topether with 
comments)e a draft environmental state
ment may be furnished to the Congress 
and made available to the public pending 
transmittal of the comments as received 
and the final text. 
§ 1500.13 Application of Pection 102 

(2)(C) prtmedure to existing proj. 
ects and prograni. 

Agencies have an nh1-st ,, .anoehtnnt . 

ongoing projects and programs in order 
to avoid or minimize adverse environ
mental effects. The section 102(2) (C) 
procedure shall be applied to further 
major Federal actions having a signifi
cant effect on 'he environment even 
though they arise 'rom projects or pro
grams initiated prior 'o enactment of the 
Act on January 1, 197 1.While the status 
of the work and deg ee of completion 
may be considered in determining
whether to proceed with the project,it 
is essential that the environmental im

pacts of proceeding are reassessed pur
suant to the Act's policies and proce
dures and, if the project or program is 
continued, that further Incremental 
major actions be shaped so as to enhance 
and restore environmental quality as well 
as to avoid or minimize adverse environ
mental consequences. It Is also Impor
tant in further action that account be 
taken of environmental consequences not 
fully evaluated at the outset of the proJ
ect or program. 

§ 1500.14 Supplementary guidelines; 
.evaluatlot of procedures. 

(a) The Council after examining en
vIronmental statements and agency pro

.cedures with respect to such statements 
will issue such supplements to these 
guidelines as are necessary. 
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(b) Agencies will rontinuc to asse." Atomic Energy Commission (radioactive sub
their experience in the l:npletucntation stances) 
of the section 10212) (C) provisions of Department of Health, Education, and Wel
the Act and in confor. ng 1'ith thee En onrental ProtectionAgency 

anrpot twdnt EnvL-neaolPoetinAecguidelines and report thereon to the Department of the Interior-
Council by June 30, 1974. Such reports Bureau of Mines (fossil and gaseous fuel 
should Include an identification of the combustion) 
problem areas and sucgestldns for rei- Bureau of Sport Fisherles and Wildlife 
sion or clarification of these guldelines (effect on wildlife) 
to f1chi.vc effective coor.nation of v!c'.s flureau of Ou.door rlecreation (effects on 

(and altenia- recreation)on eniroiuneitil as .et.; 
r.c- Lureau of Latid .manager.ent (publictjves, v.hecre ,ppropri te) of proposed lands) 

tions without Imposing unproductive ad-
ninistrative procedures. Such repoits 
shall also indicate what progress the 
agency lIs made in flevelopin.ij substan-
tive criteria and guidance for mi.king en-
vironniental assessments as required by 
J 1500.6(c) of this directive and by sec-
tlon 102 (2) (B) of the Act. 

date. l1he revisions of theeEftectfve 
guidelines shall apply to all draft and 
final impact statements filed, with the 
Council after January 28, 1074. 

RUSSELL E. 7 0
Chairman. 

APENDILX I--SuUMzxiT To AccomPANr DRAft 
FINAL STATEMENTSANED 

(Check one) ( ) Draft. ( ) Final En-
vironmental Statement. 

a&me or responsiole reuers agency (witn 
name of operating division where approprl-
ate). Name, address, aihd te~ephone number 
of individual at the agency who can be con
tacted for additional Intcrmatlon about the 
proposed actlqn or the st. tement. 

1. Name of action (Cherk one) ( ) Ad-
ministratlve Action. ( ) Legislative Action. 

2. Brief description of action and Its pur-
pose. !sdleate what States (and counties)
particularly affected. and what other pro-
posed Federal actions in the area, If any. are 
discussed In the statement. 

8. Summary of environmental Impacts and 
qdverse environmental effects. 

4. Summary of major alternatives consid-
ered. 

5. (For draft statements) List all Federal,
State, and local a&.noles and other parties
from which comments have been requested.
(For final statements) List all Federal, State, 
and local agencies and other parties from. 
which written comments have been received. 

6. Date draft statemcnt (and final environ
mental statement, If one has. been Issued) 
made available to the Council and the public. 

Aprnawi ri-A&M or ENMoNMETAL IM-
IAcT AND FEDERAL AGENCIES AND FEDERAL 
STATE Aazrca IWrrM JU2ISDIcTIoN 'ty LAW 
01 SvPCLL EstPaRTS TO COMMENT 
THzzn 2. 

M 

Air Quality 
•*Department of Agriculture--tr. 

orest service (effects on vegetation).. 


nureau or Inian Affairs (Indian lands) 
Nt.onal Aeronautlcs and Spiace Administra

rlon (remote sns!ng, aircraft emissions) 
Dop.rtment of Transpotaxlon

Assi'itant Secretary for 13ystems Develop
mnnt and Technology (auto emissions) 

Coast Guard (ve.wel emisslons) 
Federal Aviation Administration (aircraft 
exasms)
 

Weather Modiflcation 
Dqpartment of Agriculture-


Forest Service

Department ,fCrmmerce-

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin
istration 

Departrient of Defense
Depar."'rn of the Air ForceDepartment of the Interior 

Blueau of Reclamation 

WATER RZSOURcZU COUNCM
 
WATER
 

Water Quality
 
Department of Agriculture-


Sol)Conservation Service
 
Forest Service
 

Atomic Energy Commission (radioactive sub
stances)

Department of the Interior-
Bureau of Reclamation 
Bureau of Land Management (public 

lands)

Bureau of Indian Affairs (Indian lands) 
Bureau of Sporfa Fisheries and Wfldlife 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
 
Geological Survey

Office of Saline Water
 

Environmental Protection Agency

Department of Health, Education, and Wel

fare 

2River Basin Commissions (Delaware, 
Great Lakes, Missouri, New England, Ohio, 
Pacific Northwest, Souris-Red-Rainy, Sus
quehanna. Upper Mississippi) and simUar 
Federal-Stat agencies should be consulted 
on actions affectIng the environment of their 
specific geographic jurisdictions. 

sIn all cases where a proposed action will 
have significant International environmental 
effects, the Department of State should be 
.cocsulted, and should be sent a copy of anyn ~lIpctsaeetwihcy 
draf and atie Inpact statement which oem such acti". 
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Ref: Jack B. Carmichael. Environmental Considerations ih the Planning and
 
tnalt vd the Organioof evelopment, Projects; ! monograph;,published by 

zation of American States, Washington. 1974. 
Case Study: Ecological Survey:of the1,Menta River in the Country of 

Farmington. 

I. Introduction: The major motivation for this survey is that a proposal is
 

pending to locate the first pulp 'and' Daver mill- in Farmington 'in',the vicinity
 

TiiiAir alis 46n the- Meita Riiier
 

Pulp' 'nd aper i'ills produce substantial; volumes, of - chemical-laden effluents 

whi6fi can poison the ;water for. biota or human users and deqrade its quality for 

other,-industrlorral users. A French newspaper recently called the
 

paper mills !!the veritable cancers of the Swedish environment.'
 

the government of Farmington that the overall economic benefits 6f such an'i in

dustrial plant might be reduced if there is a negative''pollutional'impact"'on:
 

the environment in the Menta River Basin. Thus it was deemed desirable to assess
 

the presen't ecological balance of the river environment and the impact which 

f''s " 'I - 0
pollutants could'exert on it.
 

The 'fol6owing terms' of, reference were established, for the survey: 

:i ,-r A chemica1,-,physical, and. biological analysis of Menta River water 

and water life will be carried out from Temer Falls to the mounth of the Menta
 

157 km. away., A similar analysis will be carried out at Lake Constan in the
 

vicinity of where it receives the Menta discharge,
 

ii. There will be a survey of all vegetation on the river'shores'." 

iii-. To the extent possible, a census will.be"ca'r'rie.d out' of -those wildlife 

which are dependent on the river for water.
 

iv. The present pattern of human consumption of Meinta' ier water will be
 

dAtArmined. alnn with estimates of present and future requirements fors"
 

..uses. 

.ther projected water needs presently'contemplated ,:in,,;'the-developiment
 

of, the watershed will be considered
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II. MethodologY... 

A ,The.Aerial Survey. 

A? limi ted aeril'sirvey' was carried out~i o,yer the entire €ourse 

of the- Mentia Rivet.. from'.Temer-, Palls-:to Lake1 Constan.:. 

e ,B*...Gounld, Surveys. 

v,.- Ground surveys wereconcentrated on selected parts of the river. 

Sixteen study areas (stations) were surveyed along the courm. , , 

Twdo stations were-ups creamZFrom', ne propoueo si~e uu ri pui.. .uap= 

plant (the Vicinityif T n'rerFsAlls) " Thirteen stations tere downstream from. 

the falls, and one was--locateda in 'Lake 'Conistan. I Since hydrobiological ltech-i 

niques and measurements require several hours work, an average df twO:'Sta'' 

tions vere studied per day by a two man scientific team. Six stations were 

The rest were in the rural hinterchosen nearmajor bridges or ferries. 


lands with difficult access by land rover.
 

'Vegetatioi.profIles were taken at each station in both parallel 

and perpendicular directions to the bank. Plant species were identified., 

Land usepractices wereLn6ted--andthe-density ofi livestock and, humans was 

estimated. Birds and' other animals were- observed but-, there was,no trapping 

oZsmaBL riveroanM m5mMa8u. 

The following water aualltv measurements were carried out at 

the field ,stations:, 

,.1., thermometer or thermister",Temnerature (measured by a bulb type 

probe), 

. ,.D+isolvyed,oxygen content (measured by probe as pevcent sarura

3. Specific conductivity (measured with a portable conductivity
 

,or practica -purposes, this is eauivalent to total dissolved solids
 

.~..,See+Appendix p.A-8
' 


4. p, or hydrogen ion concentration, (measured by a colorimeer). 

5S. "Total alkalinity was measured by titratibn. 
backEj.ound, see Appendix B, Explanations o' Common Water Quality 
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The following biological samplings were carrieadout:t 

1. Invertebrate bottom fauna, usually collected from stones 

situated in rapids. 

'2. Fish were caught using a 20 mmu jesh gill net 'and re'epre' 

served in 4. formalin. 

Hydrological analyses included streaifif6wand'veldcity data
 

Existing data records were utilized.
 

III. The Menta River Environment 

A. The Basin.
 

The Menta River drains an area L L.jvvv Km. wvu,, includes 

plateau areas and rolling hills. The river flows ithro"ugh the' nortern 

ipart of Constar P^m.aftar Tatra ('Iefjan AhA111I thrP M1PA 4nuth' nf' 

Constan City 

The Menta has'a drainage area of 9000 km2 'below the p'rop'sed pufp 

and paper mill site in the vicinity of Temer Falls. Three im(orta t tributaries 

enter the Menta between the falls and the mouth. The average flow of the 

Menta is 3 billion m-/year. 

B. Nature of the River Channel.
 

Where the river leaves the foothills of ifsis6utce the +channel4
 

has a gradient of approximately 1. (10 m per.km.) This decreases to abo t
 

0.67 in the vicinity of Tamer Falls. Below the falls, 'thgeiirdient decreases 

to about 0.07. 70 ,km. from the mouth. By the time the iver has reached. the 

swamp prior to enterin, the lake the gradient hasdecreased to006Z T
 

flow 'gradientof the channel changes frequently In shrt reaches throughout,
 

the course of the river.
 

Gentrally the flow is fast and 1igtuLy turouenc.wirn a niin 

capacity for reaeratinS organic wastes. Even ;tiween major 'rapidi'the : ;f'r 

has.a high velocity. Standing -waves are"comion and the aeration is'grdati'" 
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-,The river bec.. iloueIh nn.v in,the 110wer-alluvial section near the.. .e.....s 


mouthi
 

At Temer Falls, when the river is at mean annual flow of 1500
 

Cfs, th average velocityts 3feet/sec. When the discharge of the river
 

declines to 200 crs rne avarage veLocty is only L 0OOLISeCU LLOWs o
 

200 cfs,or;lessoccur. on 12 days in an average year.
 

C. Geology.
 

At Temer Falls the river begins a southwesterly course for many
 

miles over granite outcroppings. Below the rirsr major LriouVury, cne 

Menta flos trough banks of.siltstone, pebbles, and sand.
 

The Mnta flnws in a mature valley with many ranids. There are 

unmistakablesigns of rejuvenation due to earth movements in the escarp

ment which runs along the valley. In most parts of the surveyed areas
 

the river flows swiftly over rocky beds which are being cut deeper.
 

D. Soils. 

Just below Tamer,Falls the Menta flows through an area of well
 

drained red loamy soil. Further downstream there is a section of black
 

to grey clays which is gradually replaced by brown clay loams. Both show
 

signs ,o,impeded drainage. Near the mouth of the river there are sandy
 

soils.
 

,. Rainfa 

The aiverage .annual rainfall amounts to about 1000 mm at the 

rivermouth and 15O0 mm atTamer Falls. The rainfall is seasonal. "toads 

and lands,are dried out and dusty during the four months of the dry weathe' 

F. Population.
 

,,TteMentaRiver belowTemer Falls flows through a countryside 

inhabited; by- 100-200, persons/km
2 

on oocn etaes or rne river. tinus .z,uuu-

64,OOpeopIe populate the. lands within 1000 m from the river.
 

G. Most of the course of the river,is flanked with traditional 

*,supsiscencel Zriculture,.mostlymaize. There Is a 20 km. stretch of mostlyS,'98 
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rangeland. The tributaries in the mountains flow through forests. 

IV. ~"~~slts ofthe Field Stud*es 

A. The Aerial Survey.
 

wne menca "iver nas a very iow ntow at tne eno ontne arv season.
 

The Temer Falls appeared like small trickles in an empty st ream bed. The
 

river was observed to be between 30-40 m wide during most of its 160 km to 

the lake. There are 75 major curves as the 'iver winas its course@ -ren 

rapids were evident and many islands.
 

More than a dozen large fish weirs wer built across the river, 

some 100 km. above the mouth. This is evidence for large scale fishine and
 

fish migration up the river. 

The Menta flows through a man-altered environment. No riverine 

fresit exists at all. Human settlements, fields, and pasture lands often 

extend right to the river bank itself. 

Most of the population In the river area is located on higher 

elevated areas several hundred meters away from the river. This pattern is 

presumable due to floods and mosquitos. 

At the mouth of the river many fishing nets, boats, and traps 

were observed. The yellowish color of the Menta is recognizable aiFd-'[istfincE 

for at least 500 meters into the lake. 

B, The Ground Survey at the Stations.
 

To Illustrate the kinds of data gathered, results from selected
 

stations a-e rep o-rea. 

Station 3 

The location is 500 m below the Temer Falls bridge, 157 km above 

the river mouth. Altitude at this point is 1,450 m. 

The area around Temer Falls is densely populated. Building and 

road construction is going on and there is a minsng of sand from the river 

bank near the bridce. There is vary little unders-orwth and eenerallv thinned 

This Is due to heavy grazing pressure and the daily move-Dut vegetation. 




.metsof cattle.
 

,Cultivatlon is frequently carried out up-to the edge of the 

river bank. In most cases a strip'no'wider than 10-50 meters is left un

cultivated. Some natural vegetation is found along these strips, but is
 

heavily grazed by livestock. Soil along the river at this point-js silt
 

and sand with few alluvial deposits. There is a rather high rate of soil
 

erosion.
 

Eighteen different species of bottom fauna were identified.
 

Micronecta (21 samples), chironomidial (15 samples), and ecdyonuridae (10
 

samples) were the most abundent. The wide variety of species indicates
 

an undisturbed natural environment ana an aosence ot pol.lutancs,
 

wnatr nAlvnA!n were carried out from the bank. Data are shown 

inTable 1 followins the discussions of the stations. The waters were 

completely oxygenated, had a nearly neutral p. of 7.3, and showed a very 

low concentration of dissolved salts. -Noevidence of pollutants was ob

served.
 

One hour of fishing with a 20 mm mesh net of 33 m length and 1.5 m
 

depth yielded a total of 5 fish of 3 different species ranging in size from
 

7.9 t:o 12.9 cm. 

.....O theoik river theri"iire many Ii4bbuld-eet WtIhe 

and pools of water which were separated from the river. Persons from th 

nearby villa3e were draining water fTom the pools in order to catch fish 

Another group of women worked to separate a side bay from the main river 

by constructing a mud dam. Other women used pots and bowls to drain the 

water from this artificially created pool, ;1 At th0 Otv_ Hi, Anon neople 

jumped into the empty pool to hunt for fish. What aJoy when five 20 cm. 

catfish and 4 10 cm. tilapias were caughtl 

Station 8
 

The location of the station is at Kaplan 5ridse, 60 km. down

,strea from the proposed pulp and paper mill., h.!e neighborhood of the
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bridgeis overgrazed, burnt, and poor in tree cover. Just below the bride 

zneI-e is a succession or sugar cane tields which border the bank. 

AnILq ycu~s zz-om now a.Large sugar raccory Will be comoleted, 

ThI-q factory will require large amounts of river water for its operation. 

The fishing net was set for one hour. Four catfish ranging from 

10.2 to 16.1 em. and A HItAlMIAR rano4no frnm R- 1, 19-0 m. . 

To the human eye the Menta is unchan ed. from Its appearance at
 

Station 3-no larger,no dirtier, no,cleaner. Water analyses (see Table 1) 

showed,the waters were. 95. saturated in oxygen, contained few dissolved
 

salts, and had a.nearly neutral pH of 7.4. The yellowish color of the 

Menta is apparently due strictly to the sediment loading.
 

Twelve species of bottom fauna were observed from the samplings.
 

Ecdyonuridae (12 samples) and macronema sp* B. (10,samples) were the most
 

abundent. This diversity of species again confirms the lack-of pollutants
 

in the river.
 

Station 9
 

This station is located at the juncture of the Elio River with
 

the Mensa,, 70 km. downstream from the paper mill site and 10 km. down

stream from the proposed future site of the sugar factory.
 

'Here the most~natural and scenic area-of the surveyedarea of the
 

,vensa'was found. The river flows through a narrow valley with steep hills 

rising on the left bank. The stream flow is swift through rapids of.granite 

boulders.* 

Few'people-were observed. A family was seen Oashihg them selves 

in the river. Themainexplained'-that'theyl'ivedsos.ie tWo km.-away'but 

%#a said tat thy liked .'the-good ' water-of 'theMenta ver 

nizch,:1 I 

Two"large wvuu~nd riu wiets were ne onjy permanent signsor 

human activity. A''zoie of 150 meters width is untouched along both banks. 

Obviously there is no high grazing pressure. More indigenous ve etatton is 

5-10 
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found here than at any other study area alone the Menta. *includifi2 some 

beautiful archids. Furthermore, the only-colony of the white-necked prat

incole known to exist in Farmin~ton is found here on the rocks in the river. 

A dozen common plant species iaentiriea included wild apple trees, 

wild date palm, and a wld reed widely utiized ror nanaicrart worK. 

Because of' the well preserved natural envirohment', this area is' 

important from a sbientific and an educational point of view. 

Water aases again revealed'a supersaturation of oxygen.' The 

pH of 7.6 is'very,slightly morez alkaline that upstream. 'The increase is pro

bably due to natural causes-changes in isoil characteristics, for e6xample. 

Data are shown itTable l... 

Elhven specie'sof bottom fauna 

Ecdyonhtridae- ' .(12) , and, Macronema sp. 

-, S'atjioh'15' 

were 

B 

collected. 

(10). 

Most abundant were 

This station was located in the mouth of the Menta River, 157 

km. from Temer Falls and the proposed paper mill and 97km. downstream 

from,the'future,,sugar,factory. - The elevation at this -point is 1,130 m. 

f.,...The Menta,,here is a 40-meter wide stream with a maximum dept of 

4 meters. It is yellowishin color, ,similar to the colnr of the .upper reaches
 

-Df, the': river. , The mouth ofU"the)river is',almost devoid of any kind of water 

plants ., For,.I thati reason, it- flows with 1quite a strong current into ,Lake 

Constan-.i 

Some two km. from the mout'. of the river the lake abounds-rinlaquatic 

vegetation, .especially.,papyrus., Wildreed, antelope grass, water lettuce 

and, nettles are other,,componplant species foundhere. 
:,,The.,mouth of, the, Mentais full of fish. Iany 'fish were caught ,, 

withing 5 minutes after placement of the net. Mullet, catfish, andtilapias 

abound. ,Several kingfishers,.were~observed fishingat the,mouth of the Menta.
 

Water ciualitv data were.obtained from midstream. Tho v4-wi ra. 

found to be 90Z saturated with oxygen and a pH of'.-7i'7. -nese ana -ne orner 

5-"10.2
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O o..- : , ve!y s ;Ln Lessening or warer quality in 

the~mouthof the enta compared to. the upstream, reaches. water quality here 

would:4beclassified.as very good based on, these limited analyses. 

Table..,1-Water Quality Analyses at cne stations 

Station 3 Station 8 Station 9 'Station 15
 

Day,, 3/25 3/27 3/30 4/2
 

Time 13:00 17:30 
 11:45 14:30
 

Temp.:, "C 22.8 24.2 25.2 27.2 

Oxygen 106 .95 103 90
 
Saturation 

p11 7.3 7.4 7.6 7.7 

Specitic con- 135 137 
 140 150
 
ductance, mlcro.
mhos/cm.
 

Alkalinity, 1.5 
 1.55' 1.6 
mq/l1.,
 

These data reveal an unpolluted stream which i' easily able to
 

Isslmiltethe present small waste loading that is received from' the human 

population and animal vooulation. The slight increase in specLtIc conduc. 

:ance probably indicates an increase Iin •ions due to materials-in the in

:teased sediment loading as one moves downstream. 

5S?1O3
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IV. 	 ,ater .ollutional Aspects of the .fIll 

According to the information received by WorLo wiae rape, .xLLu 

the output of their proposed sulfate pulp mill will be 125 tons of
Ltd. 


Kraft pulp per day. At full capacity the factory will have a water demand of
 

zu. c:s. 	 -ns 5 L. U6 , low whc cu snl23days oSan° laverage 

in the plant
... .e..d..1' uerwirsMch of-the"Industral water 1.wI'b 
p 	 pollution from paper-making riginates 

in the pulping process. When the wood is received, the bark is removed 

&e 	 convertedend the i6d"iSredudced to'chips by grinding. pChip then to 

pulp after a chemlcalQc' preparation, called cooking. '1[r1efiedkraft p 'oces, 

the wood 	chips are cooked in either batch or continuous.disesters with a

mixture of caustic' soda and sodium sulfide. 

The wastewater produced from'this process contains suspended,
 

solids, dissolved solids, color, odor; specific chemical residues, and;
 

in,general, a high loading of wastes which will consume the oxygen of 
the 

naerway. (See Appendix A-2, An Explanation of Common Water Quality Parameters) 

The requirement of oxygen for degradation of the wastes is
 

a good single measure of the
called the biochemical oxygen demand. It is 


An organic waste loading to a stream
pollutional loading of these wastes. 


Oxyis gradually assimilated through oxidation by the bacteria present. 


the waste genqust be provided so that the bacteria can grow and oxidize 

materials. A waste loading on the stream thus depletes the oxygen present 

u,~ nqn4~i nf dicnuri rntv'n are therefore a
A - &A . .

good indication of a healthy river, whereas low concentrations are an in

dication'of a polluted river. Dissolved oxygen is essential to stream Lire. 

dead river.Total consumption of the dissolved oxygen by wastes results in a 

On the average, the kraft pulping operation is known to produce 

40 lbs. of. 01 in the effluent per ton of pulp produced. Thus theebout 


Panar Mills niant will beLabout
total BOO 	 generated by the World Vl 

,.5000:ilb 	 o , BOl/day 



A water pollution expertl'has recently completed estimates of 

effects of given BOD loadings at Temer Falls on the levels of dissolved 

oxygen at Station 8, Kaplan Bridges This is the site of the proposed 

future sugar 	plant. 'Resultsof the calculations appear in Table 2.
 

Table 2, Effects of Pollutional Loadings at Temer 

Falls on Vissolved Oxygen Levels at Kaplan Bridge (calculated 

througn measurements of the reaeration capacity of the river). 

Calculated Dissolved Oxygen, %.saturation 
p of lbs. mean annua'l rflow low flow f r2 days of ave. year 
of 3,O.D./day 1500 cfs. 200 cfa. 

500 96% 90/,
 

1000 90. aM
 

5000 70/7.
 

10.000 	 407 10%
 

A pollutional loading of 500 lbs/day can be absimilated by the
 

stream with no effects upon the present uses.
 

A pollutibnal loadin- of 1000 lbs/day would render the river un

fit for drinking at least at far as Kaplan Bridge. The river would be
 

unsuitable for use by the sugar olant durin2 the 12 nr so days of low flow
 

In a given years
 

A pollutional loading of 5000 lbs/day would render the river
 

UnfIt fnr rlrinikcnO Ant tnat41iA, Mha ,Ffnrn ,, tr t. 	 . . hi , 	 ., 

pretreatment. Some damage to the biota of the stream would occur during
 

the narinda 	nF Inu flnt.. 

A pollutional loading of 10,000 lbs/day would cause the effects 

listed above but would still pernit the survival of many species of fish 

except during periods of low flow. Severe damage to the biota would occur 

and few if any fish would survive. Fish populations could be expected to 

remain depressed for substantial periods of time following periods of low
 

flow in the 	river. Effects of this level of pollutional loading would remair
 

.substantial all the way to the mouth of the river. 
 Some effecLs 	on: ne
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ecology of Lake Constan would be expected.
 

ks mentioned, the pollutional loading of the untreated wastes 

from the pulp mill will be 4000 lbs/dav. World Wide would like to con

sider doubling the capacity of the plant in ten-years, which wofld in

creasa athei 8.000ffluent 4oadin2. to lbs./dav. 

Various means are available to treat these wastes., More efficitE 

treatment methods are more costly. 

Ptimary treatment invoives allowing the wastes to settle in 

earthen basins prior to discharge. This treatment removes about 50/. of 

the BOD loadinn at a cost of about 50e /ton of kraft nuln nrnduced. 

Secondary treatment involves oxidation in storage lagoons for
 

extended periods oftime. This treatment removes about 75% of the BOD
 

and costs about $1/ton of kraft pulp produced...
 

Secondary treatment by mechanical treatment plant involves
 

oxidation of the iastes by mechaiiCa, agitation in a reactor@ This treat.
 

ment removes about 90.% of the BOD and costs about $2/ton of kraft pulp
 

produced,
 

Tertiary treatment involves secondary treatment by mechanical 

plant followed by lime addition and filtration through activated charcoal, 

This treatment removes about 95% of the BOD and costs about S4/ton of kraf 

puLp proaucea. 

The comoanv exuects to realize a rorit or 920/ton of pulp 

Produced, and has indicated that.a profit reduction of 5% Is all It wishes 

to saicrifice due to poilut"on abatement costs, 



lef: 	 Jack B. Carmichael, Environmental Considerations in the Planning and Evaluation of 
Development Projects; monograph published by the Organization of American States, 
Washington, D.C., 1974. 

Case 	 Study:, Hydroelectrlc Project" for the Country o0f :Od V 

2oject Description 

The Odi hydroelectric protect will develop power from'El Rf Cdb6a1lo. 

.rock.il hh 	 Thedam 85 byl00 m crest lngth will be constructd. 


project willalso consist of a spillway, intakes and pressui.ettuiels ,"iur

face-powerhouse with two 70.MW-turbogenerator Units,. and a"switchyard conn

ecting toa double circuit i5 Kv line to Odivile, capialAof Cdi.
 

The dam will form a' reservoir"with the following' dimensions- at its 

maximum operating level: Surface. area'of 150'km; length of 40 k 'Upstream 

3Vrnm* tha dam" ia storanI_'nf 1.5 billinn m within the operating' limits of 

15 m vertical' drawdown plus 0,75 billion m reserve storage , . 

The entire watershed of El Rio Caballo and its tributaries 'uffers a 

severe six month dry season,. Reservoir levels will therefore fl ctuAt'e 

greatly and a 15 meter'drawdown is anticipated during the dry season". 

Justification for the Project
 

During the past ten years, energy consumption in Odi" has increased 

annually by 107.. The forecasted annual growth rate for electricity'demand 

is also 107. through 1985. There is at present sufficient installed 2enerator 

capacity in Odl to meet the demand only untl 1975. 

The completion of this hydroelectric project in ElV'io"Caballo plus 

two other planned power generation projects In other.'art's 'df 'Odi will en

able the country to meet its projected power needs through the late1980's, 

The project will provide employmeni of unhski'lled': a bor" o'ru'l, to 

1500 people per year -during the construction period '"of the *project. 

Environmental ".Impact°Assessmenit' 

Human Ecology 

The maior imoact of this project will be on .veovleswho .must he 

relocated* For background reading'on this'subjectrsee the paper 1he :pro 

' 1,07 



,lem of population resettlement in reservoir projects inj~rrzcni, ,;urA,...
 

and humnanecological factors ,and._the.,need .for adequate resettlement planning."
 

ren thousand people live in the area to be flooded and will be forced to
 
abandon the rhomes,, An :adequate resettlement plan has not bee developed.
 

ink mn. w hI naessarV and must include,.the comoonents of relocation,in 41I 

employment,,and coninity de velopment. 

latershedManagement and Sedimentatiog..,
 

'he.problem of expected sediment,buildup in the, reservoir is the
 

largest in agnitude° Quantitative
nvironinental impact expected tobe next 


studiesoferosion and siltation in this portion of El Rio Caballo watershed
 

L06C JL6 Ltt= 6&AVW &~nVLA&are., aosexir, Dur. ng,pcl 51 UOLIV 

hn existing dam inthe.same region in Odi..is releivin sedlfrent at a rate 

-
which will. fill the,reservoir In 20 ,years. A watershed management/retoresta 

tion plan.is,,necessary.to monitor and reduce erosion and siltation and im

prove the,resources,of the,project.area. 

Vegetation 

There are neither ,rare plants nor especially valuable tracts of 

egetatlon in,the areato be, flooded. 

An expected-larae itroact will be growth of aquatic vegetation in the 

,on.nm ^f rnntrnl will hP renuIred.reservoir and an adec,,at-

Animal! 

,.orare,animals exist in the.area. Various mammals may be trapped 

bythe,,project flooding., A con naenv nian Is needed for their rescue 

and transport to new habitats. 

There is aplan ,to develop a substantial commercial and sport fishery
 

in the new reservoir. The reservoir is expected to becomea popular habitat
 

for.waterfowl.
 

Archaeology,-' 

iThe QGovern ent -of Odi has reoorted r.,, known archaeological sites 

within the affected area. However the a(. Is poorly.known archaeoloicallY. .
 

http:is,,necessary.to


Throush a cultural exchange program, the government of'Odi plans to lbrlng
 

in visiting archaeologists to hela inventory the area and aevelop contingency 

nlAaQ tn nrntAct any valuable artifacts which are unearthed. 

Public Health
 

The waters which will drain into the new reservoir presently carry
 

a heavy loading of raw sewage. Reducing the quantity of raw sewage entering
 

the reservoir will reduce the incidence of fecal-oral transmitted diseases,
 

such as 	hepatitis.
 

The project is expected to lead to an increase in malaria. This
 

should be checked through a program of vector habitat destruction, cheo

therapy, and isolation of victims.
 

Waterweeds should be controlled to reduce disease vector habitats.
 

Detailed 	Environmental Analysis
 

A. 	Human Ecology
 

The benefits of a develooment project are usually assessed at the
 

national level. However, benefits should extend to a maximum number of
 

individual citizens as well.. People are a country's most valuable resource.
 

Necessary consideratlons for the Rasettlement Plan for the Odi
 

Hydroelectric Project are the following:
 

1.. A completecensus of people displaced by the project should in

clMde an inventory ofwork skills.
 

2. Relocation
 

a.. Suitable areas must be obtained and plots assigned as soon
 

aspossible* All the families of this area need a backyard in which to raise
 

chickens and harvest fruit trees. An objective should be to allow time for
 

the. clearing and planting of the backyard so that food trees are bearing by
 

the time 	the move occurs.
 

b. Tnere .	 .rusns
are,compeLLin for a formal resettlement pro



gram organized by the government of Odi. There may not be enough plots
 

available privately for sale or lease to accomodate all displaced people.
 

Furthermore, the value of these plots would rise in value due to scarcity,
 

putting them above the amounts paid to the displaced citizens for indemni

fication. The region is already overvonulated. and nabijral re-sourean ar_ 

scarce. 
 many plots will not yield enough timber to construct buildin~s.
 

c. A formal relocation program is therefore essential. Every family
 

init should receive a pl6t of sufficient size to support the family.
 

d. Expert planning assistance is needed from a sociological con

inity development specialist and an agricultural extension expert. Some in

put from an economist, a watershed management expert, and an ecologist may
 

klso be necessary.
 

3. Employment.
 

Immediate employment opportunities should be offered the displaced
 

persons either on the dam construction project or the recommended environ

mental protection program of erosion control and reforestation.
 

4. Unplanned land use.
 

In an overpopulated region, people may be expected to concentrate
 

near a development project* Impoverished squatters will begin to arrive
 

and settle in the area to be flooded in the hope of receiving some Indemni

fication. This is already occurring at the Odi site, where squatters have
 

established a settlement just outside the'boundaries of the construc tion 

Camp. 

a* The government of Odi should impose a moratorium on, or re

quire permission tG u..0U5,, LU, o,, v [y LLanR@5 1 on;I n]inre erea. 

b. A plan should be developed to integrate unplannedarrivals
 

into the work programs of reservoir site preparation and'rforestatlon.
 

B. Watershed Management and Sedimentation Cono"tro '
 

1. Stream protection for the tributaries.
 

A program is recommended for revegetation of banks and construction -_i'
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of rock barriers, revetments, and other necessary measures to reduce erosion
 

,nd .sitationin the tributaries.
 

2. Reduction of sheet erosion on slopes.
 

Slopes which drain into the watershed or directly Into the reser

voir often show substantial erosion. Stone walls constructed in fields with

in~,the project area frequently show one meter or more accumulation of soil
 

an 	the uphi!1 side after a year or two. 

3.. Drainaae areas suscentible to Rullv erosion shOul1d rPrPVIu AnP If1 

attention. Gullied road cuts should be stabilized by means or vines or grasses 

4. The government of Odi should acquire a 100 meter strip of land
 

surrounding the reservoir. This land should be managed for watershed pro

tections,
 

5., Reforestation is an effective means of watershed protection.
 

Trapa canahiA nf Itfl1AVAnuapqupra elm, @anpnna ahntild ho~ mnnto, A,, nA a.. 

tained. 	A rational sustainable harvesting plan should be established.
 

6 The 	government of Odi shouldf establis h a regionally administered
 

extension nroeram to reduce burning, overgrazing, shifting agriculture, and
 

other bad,practices in the watershed.
 

C. Construction Activities
 

I, Borrow areas for aggregate, rock fill, sand, and other construc

tion materials are nearby. Transport roads will not significantly contribute
 

to environmental degradation of the area. Use ot the.borrow locations will
 

,not destroy any special environmental features. Customary industrial protec.
 

-tion. measures for noise and dust pollution control must be comolied with.
 

Otherwse,no problems are envisioned.
 

2. Engineering environmental protection plans.
 

a. There should be a plan for restoration in the borrow area
 

Z.and minimiziniz erosion.
 



b. -The'topsoil is a scarce and vatuable res urce-in" the p oJect 

area* All topsoil.sc aped off during construction should be stored tor re

:placement or reuse. 

' 
c. When practicable, quarries or sand pits should be exploited 

as tisti ponds or recreacionaL areas. 

3. Clearing most of the area to be floode6d "is strongly recomended. 

Another reservoir built 20 years ago in Odi was not cleared ofEtrees 'before

hand. These trees are Still nresent. show li"tle a ins of ddcay. are a hazard 

tn nnvia*kinn- 4hntrfpre with fishing, and increase 'su'sceptibilityto build

up of waterweeds. 

D. Project Operation
 

1. Drawdown schedules should be develooed in conjunction with 

FPleav04M nOV~-. Nonnu f4ch '4aend on shallows at the waters edge for 

food, shelter, or reproduction. Drawdown at an unpropitious tirme' could kill
 

all reproductive stages of certain fish species'*
 

2. The reservoir -.iIll regulate flows downstream and reduce the 

frequency of flooding in the lower Caballo Valley. Flw"augmenation will 

vary from 70 cu. m./sece to 140 cu. m./sec. during the dry season. These 

.well rewulated flows should be exploited for irrigation of fertile valley
 

land.
 

E. 	Vegetation 

I* Terrestri 

There is no undisturbed natural vegetation in the project area. 

In an earlier era, the area was forested. 'M-ch '"the urea Lu be" flooded 

is planted in sugarcane, maize, and sorgum. There is'some rotational pasture 

land. 

Near the proposed rcservoir site there are some'small and Isolated 

patches of Vegetation'which contain a higher densi n orspecies 

W" -5 -fl2 
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of trees than the vrolect area. These Patches can orovide seeds for the re

forestation program and should be carefully conserved and Protected.
 

2. Aquatic.
 

A heavy growth or waterweeds snioule be expected and a control pro

gram should be planned from the earliest stages. The water hyacinth (Eich

hornia crassipes) is the most waterweed found in this area and will be the
 

greatest threat. Cattle cannot control this olant even thoueh they feed
 

upon It,because they generally eat only the tops.
 

The waterweed second in abundance in the project area iswater
 

lettuce (pistia stratiotes). Floating tern (salvinia auriculata) has been
 

observed in heavy abundance at other reservoirs in Odi and may be expected
 

in this new reservoir, Hornwort (ceratophyllum demersum) is an Inconspic

uous plant because it floats beneath the surface of the water. However, the
 

dense, rootless spheres of the hornwort can accelerate the deoxygenation of
 

a water body. These waterweeds have occurred in dense growth in two other
 

reservoirs in similar geographical regions of Odi. A heavy growth in this
 

project should also be anticipated.
 

The several adverse effects of heavy growths of waterweed are listed
 

below:
 

a. Floating aquatic plants increase the surface area from which
 

wariar In lnne Fvnm ni raprvvit.r TF tianh nlAnta etnupv wirlp arpAQ- PvttnMnrnna_ 

piration can cause a serious loss of water. esnecially in the seasonally dry
 

climate of Ph& n"4f'"A9-A 

b. Denne mata nf waterweaed mechanically Interfere with fishinit 

and navigation and occasionally also interfere with the turbine intakes. 

c. Waterweed mats contribute to a decline in water quality througb
 

reducing the amounts of light and oxygen that can enter the water and by con.
 

suming already present dissolved oxyge
 

5-n1B
 



d. A serious health problem is also attendant with mats of
 

waterweed. Surfaces of the mats provide ideal habitats for malarial mos

quitos, for example. Roots of the water hyacinth are a habitat for the snails
 

which carry schistosomiasis. This disease has already been rep6rted in Odi,
 

and snails in the same subfamily as the disease carriers have been found in
 

water hyacinth roots in two other reservoirs of Odi.
 

Therefore a plan should be developed to control waterweeds
 

over an indefinite duration. The government of Odi suggested control tnrougn
 

This should not be accepted.
herbicides in its original project proposal. 


MeAna of mechanical control and removal, habitat manipulation by drawdown,
 

and biological control by fish and insects should be evaluated and incorporated
 

first.
 

F. Animals
 

I* Terrestrial., 

Population pressures and the destruction of all large forest areas
 

have caused the migration or the extinction of large mammals in this project
 

area of Odi. Presently some racoon, weasel, paca, agouti, coati, and grison
 

are thought to occur within .the project area.
 

Although the project will not endanger any particular mammal, the
 

fauna of the region is generally depleted. Substantial efforts should be
 

made to preserve existing fauna. No hunting or trading in hide or flesh of
 

wild animals should be permitted. Also, all animals trapped by ritine waters
 

should be rescued and sent to predestined habitats.
 

There are relatively few species and numoers or Diras presenlLy in
 

the project area cue to tne aosence or wei raresL. .nC CXU5LU bFUVACM ,L19
 

not rare, but should be protected, in part because of benefits in controlling
 

insect pests.
 

2. Aquatic.
 

There are many lakes throughout Odi and tho country abounds in water
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fowl. Several species oE duck and agret are-especiallyabundent, The new
 

reservoir is likely-to develop -into a 'infe tbpver: formigrato rybirds,
 

Migratory fish are already'preventeo from :'assing~up El Rio Caballo
 

by the presence of another dame The new pioject*wil4,l.not.,changa thf,mti,,i

tion,
 

A great bentafit could accrue to pebples:of the-.regionibydevelpping
 

the reservoir into a warm water fishery, Fish is al:staple in the.local. diet,
 

and current fishing yields from El RiO'Caballo are decreasing. The Rovern

ment of Odi has envisioned creation of a fishery with an .annual:production of
 

5009000 kg of fisn ana empioyment of 400 men. These estimates seem overop

tomistic, but potentil exists for 'agood fishery.
 

A large and newly created reservoir will often have an initial burst
 

of fish productivity followed by a decline. The process of maintaining a
 

viable and productive fishery over a long time period is a biologically anjd
 

technically complicated procedure. A surprisingly large fish breeding pro

gram is required along with lengthy pilot investigations.
 

Fish which are presently common to Odi and which could be expected
 

new reservoir include the Tilapias, catfish, (Galelchthys
to thrive in the 


guatemalensis), the mullet (mugil)', and the chimbola, or top minnow.(moll

iensia sphenops). The top minnow is very abundent and well.distributed
 

-'able foodl source, this species
throughout Odi. Apart from being a rea: 


can serve a valuablo role in mosquito-control.
 

Specific recommepn aclons regarding ,the,.establishment of a,.commercial
 

fishery
 

1. A fish culture sLaixon snould -be 'immediately established at
 

the reservoir site by the Ministry of AiricuilturelofOdi.,
 

2. The personnel of the fish culture statlonrshould advise on the
 

clearing operation in order to optimize'rtiture 'fi'shing,
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3. ,The fisheory ;station personnel,,should be involved in a program 

,of ,iestorationlofithe. lake' argin, inluding reforestation.
c 


. 4s ,.The,stationf.should .establish a..limnological 'research program
 

tohidcludestudiesfof.algae.and invertebrates, especially shrimp.
 

5. The -fish program should emphasize game fish. Work with top 

"feddri~for~insect, *corntrol, yeetarIans~for ~i~uaw~, va. 

and.snail feeders1should all,be encouragedo,' The many lakes in Odi can provide 

:'kthe :b'reeding: stock ;for,,this ,nrolect. 

0. "Public ,Health 

Disease's-expected to increase due to the project if no precautions
 

are taken include hepatitis- malaria, schistosomiasis, and Chagas' disease.
 

L. Heoatitis.
 

-'A recent.-outbreak of infectious viral hepatitis is causing concern
 

1-ithe National Health.Service of Odi. About 109000 cases are reported
 

anual'ly in the..country. ,Fecal.contamination of drinking ,wateris usually
 

responsible for this diseases There,is reason for concern over possible
 

future epidemics in the !project area because the waste waters from the city
 

o',Las Montaflas (pope 400i000) drain directly into the projected reservoir.
 

According to the National Health Service of,,Odi, these wastewaters are raw
 

and, itreated.
 

2@. Malaria.
 

Malaria is presently- endemic to, the project area. Although the 

.country.eprts 5OO000annual1,cases,sthere ;are few deaths. The larva of 

the Amopheles mosquito veuLo- ib aqua~ic. ina creaion oz Lne propoaca res

e6ir"-Awill increase,thebreading habitat of this mosquito. Special preventa

tive measures':may be, called- .for.) 

3. 'Schi toso.iiasia . 

present-lvthreae only, a, few cases of in ThenEhintnnmianI dI. 
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di sease wasi unreported be foxe l:97 ., 

',' ,Th6 dibeaservector.is an;-aquatic,,snail through the parasitic blood 

fluke is passed on to humans..,The snails.,flourish ,inthe roots of the water 

hyacinth. Since therer-:are, snails of the. same subfamily flourishing in other 

,ate'rs'of .Odi-'there i's ,legititrate conccrn that the ,Schistosomiasis vector
,


Swould flourish ifintroduced.,
 

4i,, ,Chagas'disease. . 

-Chagas'.disease,,isa potcntial and not an actual problem in the project 

area*'About''300 casestare annually reported in Odi. The vector is the blood

skucking-triatomine.bug. The use of mud, adobe, and thatch must be restricted 

in the project area in order not to afford habitat to the bug. 

",'Public,healthrecommendations 

1i The National Malaria Control Service of Odi should assign a 

small permanent detachient to,the new reservoir project. This detachment can 

collaborate with other groups to reduce and destroy breeding,sites and 

encourage programs to stock larval-eating.fish. The unit should stock free 

chemotherapeutics and be prepared to offer free treatmcnt to a sizable number 

of cases 

'2. A'-1full Public Health Clinic.might .be justified for the project 

area, of whichkthe'MalariaJ.Unit would ,be a -partp. Clinical staff wuld be on 

the alert for symptoms of all four of the major diseases and ,ould provide 

Sfre d'are; to anyonei,. 

-'Hi, Archaeology' 

...gy",.According, tot.theM.,,Ministry of Affairs there are no-Cultural of Odi, 

known archaeological, hiistoric,,Qor.,otherwisenoteworthy,sites in the project 

area. However, the area is poorly known archaeologically. Through a cultural 

exchange program, the government of Odi plans to bring in visiting archaeolo

gists to help inventory the area and develop contingency plans in case valuable 

artifacts are unearthed. 
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A valuable ruins of an ancient.,u,n'ixIty ati:Aguas.-Calientesd1i:es
 

'
 Just o'utside the 'area to be'loode'd., The gOvernment'ot:dUd .nas developed
 

a plan to protect and inventory-this are,
 

I. Scenilc and' Asthetlc QalitIes of the Reservoir;

''..The""iiw irservoir will i ave'a jprdl'dnged ;,15 meter drawdown during the 

dry season* This will expose unattractive and !probdbly purgent'mudbanks. 

The drawdown will make access to the water;difficuile.,:,However, the season

ally exposed'ban6ksi wIl be-b nefif1ia 'in.1establishing a'waterfowl sanctuary. 

la ter 'quality in .the r7'ese.rvoir:is ',expected to improve with the
 

better watershed'Management practices, but the reservoir wilI be at least
 

initially turbid in some parts.
 

There are other rivers in this'..area of Od! with attractions similar
 

to that which will be Elooded.:No noteworthy waterfalls, gorges, unusual
 

geological formations,, or c'aves, are likely to*be affected by ;the -project.
 

The presence of a clean 'lake amid the ruggecd mountains of the area
 

wIll enihance the attractiveness iof the region.
 

J. Tourist Potential
 

There are many large and medium sized natural lakes in:,the country 

of OdI. The addition of an6therlaige'lake will not~add greatly to the 

attraction of touiists 2The proposed fishery development will ensure much 

sport fishing opportunitY& 

The government of Odi should carefully designate sites.o.r,picnics,
 

camping, bathing, and (non-power) boating. These activities,should .be managed
 

-
so as to be compa tibl' wi .. qtality control,- watershed management,
twater
 

power"generationi, and good heilthl, conditfions.q(i
 

_ 11rp
 



Ref: 	Jack B. Carmichael, Environmental Considerations in the Planning and Evaluation of
 
Development Projects; monographs published by the Organization of American States,
 
Washington, D.C., 1974.
 

ease study: Iron Ore Project in the Country of Edel 

Project S§umary 

The project involves the exploitation of large quantities of high 

grade"irofore inf the interior of the country at a site called La Tierra da 

Fierro, The ore will then be transported by rail to a terminal tn h- l.nA 

at an ort. of Baja Linda. There it will be transferred onto large 

half-million ton combination oil/ore boats fnr trn.nian' n P^ 'h .. -1A 

markets;. 

Environmental Impact Summary
 

The area which stands to suffer the greatest environmental impact
 

unlessproper precautiong are taken is the Bay of Baja Linda, 
 Baja Linda is
 

a largely unspoiled bay 
of'great esthetic beauty, The small town of the
 

same nameis located on the bay. The attraction of the bay causes the pop

ulatlon of Baja Linda to swell from 3000 permanent residents to 15,000 during
 

the suiMer months. The Bay of Baja Linda also supports an Important shell

fish and' M ifish commercial fishery.
 

Studies of the currents and tides show that the bay does not readily
 

flush itself of impurities. Accumulation of oil and other discharged pollu

tants is likely to occur. If the oil/ore boats clean their holds with deter

gents, the discharged mixture of oil/detergent/water could prove toxic to large
 

areas ofhellfish and begin a process of ecological deterioration-of the .bay.
 

Other environmental inmacts considered at Baia Linda were the pro

posed z km. rail trestle which would cross the bay to an Island-based marine
 

ore loding terminal, and the total impact of the project on tourism develo
 

ment
 

Environmental impacts associated with the mini; 
site and rail..., 

transport of the ore are considered to be less severe. These.are,. discussed in 

letal iin the tXt_4, 

Alternatives to Mitigate Environmental Impacts at Baja Linda 

-Th-f Inreemonta mttlonto on-,.'im.' 5--1loinu 	 en +ni,4rnnmm*nt,! 
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erae achieved through negotiations with the borrower!,(the Govt. of Edelj
Linda 


the slops (the

COUCLUA,,M-L.,,,,.,,ling &W.
1. A sare proceaure w@5 

oil/detergent/water mixture) from the ships' holds. 

2o'An'improved navigation system for the oil/ore boats was designed 

,tn nravent accidents. 

3., contingency plan with standby equipment was established .,to 

- ., 	 .
 

better preserve the esthetic aualities of the, bay.,
 

ne ore..
4. " plan was established for dust control trom 


handlina and sewage treatment at the ore
5. 	Plans for solidt WAUPQo 


+
terminal were deviloped'.


Detailed Project Description
 

he Government of Edel requested a loan from the WCrd- .anl to fi-


Frorn

hince a project fo mine and export 10 million tons of iron ore per yearf 


a large deposit in the interior of the country at a site called La Tierra 
de
 

Flerro. Once extracted, the ore would be shipped by rail about 200 kms. to
 

A new marine terminal would 	be constructed on an
the seaport of Baja Linda. 


- , vessels.

island in the bay to receive the ore ana LtU 5E Lu 


to handle vessels,up to a half-million
The': terminal design would enable it 


t6n
 

Transfer of the ore from the rnine to the terminal will be proviceu
 

-errocarriiesUt. L"C"
y!'tjiestatebwned railway system, LOs 


reserves in La Tierra de Fierro are high grade and substan-.
e 

tial.. The aeposit to oe mineu contains 500 million tons of ore with-an a"erage 

"iron content ot iui7. utrher deposits nearby contain another 500 million tons of 

ore. The deposit has very little overburden and is well suited to the planned 

open' it peration.
 

Worldiron
f€onomic.justification for the project is substantial. 

ore pries are firm, after an earlier depressed period during.the 1960's. r I, 
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World iron ore cemana is expected to require an increase °in annua 1production 

of 40 million tona.eAch vear throughout the.1970's 

The Government of,,Edel has alreadv obtained Ioni4term sai-s con--,, 

tracto F^iy oCb nf thp 4nitinl Irnn nre outnut of the 'roiect. An expected.re

turn to the Government of 207 han' hpen calculated at a sales of 10 million,tons 

per annum. Even under the adverse conditions o 1increased.operating costs ano 

price eronsion the economic return should not decrease below 12%. 

The average net foreign exchange benetits .totneGovt.,of,, I.i Ara 

exonected to range. between US$50 millions and.,$75 millitons annually. 

A. 	The Mining Plan
 

The orebody at La Tierra de,!ierro _is massive,and outcropping.
 

Thus it is well suited to open-pit mining and has a quite favorable.stripping
 
ure ana
ratio.,Conventional hillside .openpjtmining.methods will be used. 


waste will,be drilled, blasted, and loaded by.shovels Into trucks for haulare
 

The mining wil1 occur,ovar 3
to the 	processing plant ,or waste dumping sites. 


shifts 	operating 6 daPs per week., About 12 million tons.of crude ore,wi.ll.,be
 

extracted to produce lOmllion tons of salable ore
 

B.. Ore 	Preparation
 

The ore 	preparation plapt will conaist.of Drimarv crushibg, screen

ing,,secondry crushing, Final. sereenina ,and,washing.,,and hydraulic classifi

cation 	Facilities...-The.olant will _be, deslgnedO, to process. 15,. million ons ,
 

1%,A ne.nar .vear,with,.orovsion .for future expansion.. 

emerge 	firom processing as.,salable
About.80-85%,of the ore mined 


The..remainder.. consisating of,very,fine,material.vill.,Ibe stored.in hopes
ore. 


of developing a future marKet.
 

C., ,Overland Transport 

nF WA Linda-.The. ore-will be transported_the 200 km..,t he porI 

n Aitn1ri huth
via, a commerciaL railway ,system. which presently exists, and, is, 

government railways, Los Ferrocarriles de Edel.
 

5 -121 
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Transfer of the 'ore ill 1'occd atu an ocean terminal to be constructed 

on a smalL. lsLana'aoou .I Km. orr rne coast In iaja Linda. The site was selected 

om;Various alteritivd' aftier'weighing" the vrio s-technical and economic 

fa toIrs, inciuding feasilblity'of transport. 

The terminal will 'receive and unload unit trains of iron ore, provide 

stockpiling f'cilities,"and 'load'ceangoing vessels or up co a nar mILLion cons. 

Li~ntag 1 be "theisoh a .railroad"tiestl'e'2000 meters long.with 'the mainland"wil'l 

t The. er operAtion has '6e en deslgned to be easily ex'pakhdable toore t rans 

double the present annual capacity.
 

Eknvironmental Impact Analysii 

"A. ,Ttre '?4'ne'si te 

" dst mcreated by mining opeirations at La'Tlerra 'de 'Fierro jsinot 

exp d'-tocause major...obl.emso -asti'ng' will "cause 'cosiderable' dust ai'd 

flyin 'rock for brile f jPez'riods. ';+-"he i"'iat ing'f i occur#so nihfrequentfy," How

' ' ever," that the -impact'is 'epeced "toDbilshegiible',D will 'be equipe 

with duet collectors and i4flVlie+'+e'nti•ale y 'duat free. N s t il1 :be caused 

by traffic on haul roads. This will be minimized by gspr4nkllng'.+..'Th, main 

desds yas "O'fncfiedrea'Ws wl"Ie e ,pved.&id f fe'f 

omto rnsfer'operation"fili 'also'e zed. 'The'.,Pninimined 

oireiWlutbr' '"C 1'r~nm"oAnsmed,'bythe ie 't"Ththe crushing' p'laht'0t. 

plant., will be equippd'd iist+'o.'lectorsdconnected to' hob'ds - th-'6f 'e'd'er aid 

ruher. *'- inecessary,' water sprays. Will be used o the~n feeder discharge and 

+control-dust' oni '"openpil 

of ore stored after crushing. 

2., Taillngs from the processing operation".reqdi'r'e-prope di spoa I* 

Taii ;lin s vi'1l "€bnsilt'ofF'(slimes."-lurry of' fiane hematite' san'd 

ore conveyer.*-'Water, sprayswi'll +be used to the e 

thickenvill'o ,,e',slurry by pesettnlhnroah t-. yclone. an [ thone.,eclaimed 

S22
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Vatsr~ ,Ill. be reutii11zedrinqthejprOCeSs ._,The I'ni41 slurrywil1 1"!ibe stored~ti n
 

a pond fodrmd, byidasmhint uo a VA146 :vnhuvdlthe pl'ant, 
 The pltantis.to• recycle
 

pond waterAtoltherprocessin plant. 	 1To aOmplishi.this ,a syyniheticpolyelec

trolyte flocculant will be utilized to clarify the-pbnd watersi., OverflOws.
 

-%011 ,then	r.bel. passed tthtough afi Itering ;dam. priorrItogreuse., 

'3. Processed ore~willebe stored in an arearwithwasystemiof' undler. 

Sdrains '. 'Dralnage water-wi11 ,flow',to':the :process water reservoi.r. ,Pi lesA in 

storage for long periods in the dry season,.will. be 1sprinkled .periodcical ly:

'Bucket.whe'el excavators: will dig into ;the pile;and mix therunderlying damp material 

with any drysukface material.. The.,bucket wheel -excavavators will discharge 

tor..onveyora, :binsrsehuttle conveyors, and 'to0a continuously moving train.
 

4. Erosion in the minings-land ;processing areaswill -beminimized 

by fitting lined ditches into the top and:,base!of cuts. :,Cuts will be designed 

to minimize theiarea -exposed to.,surface-water. -Sediment -carried by the runoff 

anddrAIinstreams )will-be deposited by -siltatlon~in the process water reservoir.
 

5. Reforestation will also be employed to control erosion;at the
 

mining -slte and to-!minlmizethe-,visual -impact of the-mining operation.
 

,:6--.The-nearby.city ofVEl:Fierroe Grande is.-located onthe -opposite
 

sideof~the mountalwfrom the4'mining-operatione Thusthe inhabitants wi-lrl, not
 

directly view the mining operation.
 

%.z Sanitiryawastes.from.,theivariousffacilities .will. receive treat

ment in an aerated sewage treatment plant-designed.for.l000.people. 

8. 4The 'waterstuply,isystem willabe;constructed!for the project. 

A reservoir will'accumulate natural runoff behind atdamto be constructe., 

B. ore Transport Overland 	 b 

l ,Yq1sotlse l
wii1,beLamaJor.problem The roarof73000hp locomotives, 

signal whistles, screaming of loaded ore cars on curvesi-;:and .the rumblet.o empty 

cars returning will frequently exceed the 80 db. level commonly set as tolerable. 

When the ore processing! plant operates at capacity, twelve trains 5- 23 
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proposed,'welded ttA5ck'5And muffle4diO'comotivea to lessenthe noise; -Evens 

so,'?.the 	pa'asage of trainseratnight- oould diiturb the sleep-of :,persons in'!,, 

dai'lyof - Ic00arseach wiil,1ibe required.,'Los 7Ferrocarrlei e

villghass.alongs thef ighttof way. v'3 

2. A~hazard 'to' pedestrians will be +introduced'-iftrains!are ;res

,rictedrtodaylhthours to eliminate disturbance to-'sleep* The tracks run 

'along ,the .Coastfor theidast 41001km -.!before Baj a Linda iand !many -people.mcross 

theuse ttrecks,~~;tO t coastal !beaches. 

3.,, Some newyrailroadrconstructioniwill be,, requ red. -Unless controlled, 

,erosion sssociated with .conistruction could be a major problem. 

4., Oredust can flyfrom theopen cars unlesskept moist. Sprink

ler systems should-be installed enroute.-

C. 	 Ore Terminal Site-Baja, Linda-


A sketch of the site, appears onthe followintg page.
 

1. Presently the Baja Linda area ts undeveloped. Ecological Inves

tigators ,described it as the most beautiful.they had seen, 

l2., The ,most- serious-,existing environmental problem, is erosion. 

.Thisr'is especially true.onothe low'hillsides of deep, lateral soil which have 

been cleared.1for pasture. Road icuts:.andnatural washouts.4-rom theserareas 

are highly visible.
 

3.- Slash~and burnagriculture- Is'practiced, but is not intensive. 

Few environmntal iproblems ,are-p resented.,, r, 

-wThe'natural; vegetation is-lush.iThereiexistsia variety of species 

and,'the groth ls.danae, 

5. There are many lovely sandy beaches with clean +whiteand tar 

sands. 

o', ,opulatlion deitsity,I Soow-:and:,the-homes blend,-pleasantly with the 

naturial envtronment j 

512'
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Sketch.of Ore Terminal Site in La Baja Linda.
 

feeder
 

Island .ite,,of ore ,transfnr . 

ttofasin v 

Western sector. 
GoodCirculation pPoor 

Eastern sector.
circulation 

Ocean salinity 
,Deeper thanureastern 

Low salinity 
Shallow (ave. of 5 m). 

end (ave. of 20 m), Turbid due to high 
sediment loadings in 

1-7. I k eN 4 no P. 

N i-*le: 1 cm. - 1 km. 
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7. The .tide flows in the bay have been measured. The circulation
 

pattern-is poor around the Island which is to serve as the terminal for the
 

ore boats. Any waterbotne wastes or pollutants eminating from the ore ter

minal~would tend .to circle"round the island and would not be well dispersed.
 

S... .8.,presentlythere.Jis-an'extensive.fishery in La Baja Linda. The
 

piincipaf-lspecies caught is shrimp. )Akdozen species of:.fish aretaken, in

cluding corvina-and!catfish. Virtuallyall of the species taken are known to
 

be lydependent, s juveniles, on the estuaritne environment of the bay. 

'Probably they migrateto the deeper western end or to the ocean to spawn. 

will.Habitat alteration in the shallow eastern end by pollution or fli11ing 

reduce the productiVity of the 6a'y''for'fish'-and shrimp.
 

Abou-i 200 metric tonsll'bfA'irimp are harvested annuafly from t1
 

eastern end of La Baja Linda. The worth of this catch i's about $US 250,000. 

This figure1 plusi the value of the fish caught comnercislly,'pluste value of 

the estuary as a: nursery area indicate that this bay is bf, real value to the 

commeial 'fishing industry of the country of Edel.
 

9. An extensive biological sampling program was carried oit through

out the bay to establish the"majorbiotic commnities of the project'area 

and their floral and faunal components. For example, 53 species of mollusks 

were identified. 

kThis sampling has established ecological conditions before the
 

construction and operation of the ore terminal so that benchmarks exist.
 

Changes due to project-caused pollution can be quantitatively related to these
 

earlier conditions.
 

10. The tourism potential of Baja Linda is great. The attractive

ness of the area is such th.t the town of Baja Linda increases from 3000 perma

nent residents to a summer population of 15,000.
 

51-126
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n fadility 

i +The +'site fort Ehe ore ~te rmin~al has aised+, , been :redommiended lto'beI 

atthe bittihern jpOrtiohn df the 'Island :so that'Atrwill n'ot bievisibl'e frOmrshore 

A firther're'com"mendation is tfiat'no alteationbe madec on the knortrea.t 1side 

of the island by forest cutting or blasting'* 

'2."Theafaceof the'excavati oon--the-nsouth.side f the island 

should be ::provided withlibroadeeterraces. ' These will prevent ,erosion t.and en-. 

courage -natura regrowthlof 'vegetation. The aesthetica.advantage wit... ,be ito-,"
 

help soften the visial'lmpact of the,ore terminal transfersite.
 

13.,'N6'signs advertising the project should bepermitted except
 

those required by 'law,
 

4. The 2 km. railroad trestle will be an-eyesore. The trestle and
 

terminal'facilities should be'painted appropriate soft colors to blend withthe
 

-sea (trestle) and.the island background" (terminal).
 

One possible advantage of the trestle willibe to serve as a
 

catwilk for fishedriie"h This may add! to the recreational., potential of the area.
 

" 
5. Aplansuld be developed to provide solutions to the antici

:pated'iwater supplyainid sewage disposal problems that,will accompany the in-.,
 

,creased'poptlati~on-in the zBaja'Linda"area due to. the project constructioni-

It is specifically recommended that the Government of EdeL begin planning now 

!nMto-install a i water;treatmentIplant andta'secondary le.velu sewage treatment
 

'plant*
 

6. The Goveirnment of EdeV shoulddassign an envIronmentalL.-,inspector 

to e eape"tor i uld'+aveiaothority tb order measures to 

pev~ent enviironmental degradation and, if-necessary, tokorder.work,-shalteduntiI 

reieodi1 measures are tken. 

7. The.greatest potential for project environmental impact isofrom
 

oil spills.
 

5 -127
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a- The possibility foroil di-scharges w,,iwithi-iBaa.,Linda ,wi1l

exist"even i f prohibited 1 by.lw. The.,harbor. ofBeJa. de :Oro,.., or example, is 

loeatedal in,:thevadjoining.!counry-Of Spar.;,This.harbor recelvasheavv indu. 

trial traffic ,and isnow.,,grosslypollutedt by;oi, discharann which,ncunrAn 

flagrant violation of existing law.
 

b. ,The..oill/ore boats fhave a.:procedure of washin8;the,oil from
 

bulkheads wlth-water,,and detergent when .switching ,carggs.from -ol1,to.ore.,
 

At least.0 tonsof,' slurry";.or k!sloptlris produced from ,each of-,the. several 

.holds of thevessel. ,Totalzdischarges,of =ore than,l0 tons can be ,expected. 

c., Possibilities ,foronstruction-:of ,shore facilities to reclaim 

the oil should be investigated. Alternatively, a law requiring discharge of 

slop 1ar'out,:at sea,should!,be rigidly enforced. 

d. ,Thei:detergentsused-in holdicleaning are extremely toxic to
 

marine organisms-and speclal: precautions should be taken to prevent:detergent
 

from entering the-waters of Baja Linde.
 

,e.. A-large oil,.spill in BajaLinda could have disesterouseffects 

upon the ecology of the bay; and on-the commercial,fishery. The problem would 

bercompounded-because,pollution from the ore terminal -would tend to circle the 

island .and not be,well-:dispersed. Effects from a spill .would.thus linger over 

a.,!long! time period:.l 

8j Planning;should,include amodern-shoreside,facility o,-slid,
 

wastes disposal. Furthermore, close policing will be required to prevent the
 

Xtoorcommon practice-of shippide disposal of so!lid-wastes.
 

9. -zIf a future.market-4s.:deyvelopedj for? the. fine,sooil ,from.the,
 

mining'operation-,ythisi should. beipellle2@d -at the. min;-, aIt. __vtrmP t,at
 

problems would be otherwise be associated with shipping and,.processingthese
 

fine. 
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Ref! 	 Jack B. Carmichael. Environmental Considerations"in the Planning and
 
Evaluation of Development Projects; monograph published by the Organi
zation of American States, Washington, D.C., 1974.
 
Case Study: Nickel Ore Mining and Refinery Project in the Country of
 
Teleroy.
 

Project Summary
 

The State-owned mining corporation of Teleroy,'Corporacion de Explotacion
 

de l Min'as, has' proposed a! project to mine and refine one million tons per 
year of ore containing an average of 1.5% nickel. Th ore will be mihed from
 

a mountfanside on thi northeastern side of 'El Lago Capitan inouthern Teleroy, 

The; site is about a 'ile to the iorth of the processing site and-40 feet up 

into the mountains. The mined ore will be trucked down the bill-to the procesi 

Ing s~ite. 

The refinery will be built on the lakeshore adjacent to the mine. A port
 

will be consitiucted to receive supplies and export the refined nickel. A 60 M 

oil-fired power plant will be constructed to provide both steam and power for 

the plant. Another major construction associated with the T ject will be a 

residential'area of 200 homes for plant supervisors. 

The ore processihngwill proceed by crushing the ore followed by rotary 

drying"6o 25% moisture. Roasting at 1700 OF with sulfur and in the presence 

of 'air, selectively reduces the 'iron and produces NiS. The reduced ore is 

smelted 'in ai electric furnace at '2700 OF. The floating slag'is skimmed,
 

cooled with water, and disposed. The settled mattes contains about 25% nickel.
 

i'fis traiferred nh 30"ton batches to a t6p blown rotary 'converter with 

blwn'air A "daisand flux. Another Slag is produced. This 'time tliee slag 

sinks and the converter matte is separated by skimming. This c'nverter matte 

contains abi0 t 75%Znickel. "It is water cooled, -granudlted, dried, and pack

hipmene. Te procestIng of a ton of ore yieilds ab6ut '50'Wounds of 

final 	product.
 



Environme'ntal Impact Summary 

ranvironrnmPnrai -mnArers. can:,.occu.:,,at.- the-minlnRYslte. *the refinerv. 

.a eand mining"oeration6dn -the shores bf ,.1 Lago.:;Capitan, the .port, and 

the new village.
 

.lLagoCapitan is an unpolluted lake of about 500 km' with an av.
 

erage depth of 15 -m. -The greatest, potential for project environmental im
p.atj deterioration of this, lake fron, a ariety, of sources. These include 

watewater discharge from the refinery, siltation from tle sand mining cpera

tior1 a]nd the mine nitp- aneldpnt1 .n111an at,the port, and effluent dis

charge from the. new~village. 

The refining operation is pyrometallurdicai ana aoes not proauce
 

liquid, process ,wastes. However a total of 30,000 gallons per minute of coolin
 

water will be discharsed with a 20"F temperature differential over ambient, 

AZJo 9,qO gallons per minute of. yarious processing waters will be produced. 

Some water quality impacts can beexpected from the thermal discharge and the 

(relatively small amounts of) pollutants .In the process waters. 

The sand mninS operation will produce 200 tons of sand per day and
 

Is,calculated .to produce 50 tons per day: of silt. ,This is expected to have
 

isubstaantial local impact to the southeastern area,of.El Iago Capitan. An

other source.of siltation in the.lake could occur fro.- erosion at the mine
 

site.but is expected-.to be minimal.
 

hrge.,amounts.of oXl will be transported to the port., Sizeable
 

le$ksor spills wouldlhaye.,.a substantia!,L and-,lastin-R imoact ,uoon.El Lazo
 
Cap.itn., 

p.A
p4ckae,secondary.,treatment.plant wi llbe Ins talled,to ,serve the 

ew ll........ The.,effluent will be discharged .into a. stream which drains intn 

I"--"so . . --ta !" i..te the lake. 

The impact upon the air environment will be due to the 30 tons of 

sulfur as SO2 which will be discharged from the power plant and the converter 

it the ore processing:planti,:. k l4tyrtion and electrostatic pr1cipitation ill 

http:hrge.,amounts.of
http:expected-.to
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remove essentially-*all the particulate matter from exhaust gases of the power 

plant and the processing operations. 

Good methods of controlling erosion and restoration of the-mining 

area will insure that little environmental dragme will occur there. 

Procediires to Mititgate Tnvironmental !m7act 

The following agreements were reached with-t.he"government of Teleroy 

to mitigate various impacts of the nickel ore mining and refining project. 

1. An emergency system of boom containment and absorbers will .cin
 

place at dockside to restrict and collect any oil spills-which might occur.
 

2. A lagoon will be constructed for the sand washing operation to
 

prevent siltation of the southeastern end of the lake.
 

3. Process waters discharged from the ore processin3 

and refinery ooeration will pass through a settling tank prior to discharge 

to the lake. Suspended solids will settle and oil w1. 1 float on the surface 

anddan be-removed by skimming. Little cooling will occur due to the short 

residence time. 

4. Two air-sampling stations will be located to the'east and west 

of the olant to insure that ground levels of SO2 are not excessive. ,(If 

these show that excessive concentrations of SO2 are present, addittional treat

ment facilities should be considered for this plant and should definitely be 

required for any plant expansions). 

5 4 % warer sampLins station will be placed at'theidischarge'of the 

cooling ana-process warers, inaLysis 'hould include. temperaure "suspended 

5010s, oiLs, aria me~a-s suun aw rM, Wi, lid011d 

Dita reements 'over' imp.at '.itigntion Proccdures". 

There is a'disagreement ove rnte"need to mlti ate; th4 the rinhli effeots 

f the cooling'Water dischdr3e, rhb 'discharg 1n0ilf:fndoubtodlyt'c6use- a sub

stantial localized tcmperature rise. However the Corporaci1odo XpJct'Acion 
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de'.las Minas has disouted the claim that the discharge i:ill cause a tcr.per

ature rise sufficient to disrupt the ecology.of a substantial area 6f the 

lake. The recommendation that heat be-dissipated through a diffuser pipe

line with perforated openings has not been accepted on the gorunds that it 

is not necessary " The matter remains to be resolved. 

Detailed Environmental Analysis
 

A.-. -The Mine.,;Site t 

-The ore is ,,a silicate of ironand magnesiunm containing an average 

10 to 30 meters.of 1.57 nickel. This ore will hesurface mined to depths of 

The,average-depth will be 20 meters and will consistof,, about equal layers 

of ore and overburden. . This overburden.will be spoiled, and the spoil from 

one; bench will be replaced, into a previously mined out bench. The benching 

of-the mine,area-will start at the bottom and mined out sections will b-e 

replaced from above. This is a substantial environmental protection action 

designed to preserve the mine area in as close to its original state as poss

ible. 

.The other major environmental measure at the mine site will be that 

topsoilwIll be separated and redistributed on top of the spoil follo.'ing the 

.miningoperation. The plan .is to -plant a commercial crop on the re enerated 

Aand -after.the mine :has .been abandoned., 

Some loss of topsoil, expecially, silt, will occur during.periods 

iofheavy,.rainfall. ,This ll zincrease the sedinent., loading in the clear 

;,s.ountinistre~m:tbihat,r.ns downthe mountain. _Sediment may, on occasion, 

reach the lake. Periodic Increases, in,turbidity inthe lake yould prcsent an 

unslghtly condition and Interfere .withfIshing operations. If a heavy rain

fall occurs,:at a time when-,topsoi 1,, ps been, freshly exCcavAted and is un

protected;,,asubstantial,short,.term.,increase.,Iin, tu hijityin thej,
lake can
 

be.expected.' 
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The overburden is fully weathered rock and no furunr Luna;uin, of 

soluble 	minerals or metals is likely to occur.
 

B. 	 Ore Transport.
 

Since the distance between mine site and refinery is so short, no
 

environmental effects associated with transport are considered noteworthy. 

'.C2-;TThOre Frdessini and -eflnerv TCpcratio, 

.. Impacts upon the Land, 

LAnd'use Is not intensive In the'vicinity of~the proposed'ord&pro

cessing'and refinery operations. Use is about equally divided b.2t'een .asture 

forcattle and farming (corn and rice). These activities are not judged to 

be likely affected by the new operation.
 

One potential problem could develop from the slag buildup fror.
 

ore p ocessing. The present plan is to store the ::lag at the-plant site
 

pend ng-possible- fut'ure- utilization for recovery of th-. metals. Few soltj

ble mihera1lSwiTl be'present to be leached. If unplanned, the slag heaps
 

.could ha nii t , unldqhtly. 

'2'. "tip"At's upon Tl Lago Capit'n 

a. Present condition of the lake.
 

"El LagoCapit!'n is an-unoolluted, relatively clear lake that is
 

ideallj sUitedfor recreation, fishing, and even use as a water supply. The 

iajo6i use o'oittheii lake at presefit is. fishing by indlvidua f commercial I ishermen. 

Reprediinifat~e,water analyses (based on '5'to' 25"sanipls)'d are shown ,in the table 

Representtlive Concentration,
 
___________ 	

i mn' i'Unicatsedsmini 'unlesstoth~rbnij e 
..	 tC-ositIt 	e ttine2, 

Total hardness1 (as CaCOj), 	 966 

'SuspentdedVstl'ds 6"
 

biaio Id sioIids 126-1
 

Chemical oxygen demand:r 5133
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Iron 0.22 

8.3.'(pH units) 

Coliform bacteriallO0 ml. zu knumoer or coionies) 

Ave. temperature -(winter) 75 

-Ave..temperature (summer) 90 

The only potentioltdifficulty for-.use:of thewater . in the,:.ore..pro

cessing and power-plants is the silica content. Water forhigh pressure 

bollers:andturbinesof,,the power production unit .may require,.pretreatment. 

The! lake should he considered a m.jor recreational resource as devel

opment of the area proceeds. The, lake should be preserved In a good condition 

for such purposes. 

b. ,Port operationp 

A,port will be constructed next to the ore processing, plant to 

receive the rat; materials sulfur, sand, and oil. 0i1 is the ,only piaterial 

whichiposes-an environmental hazard. Oil barges will unload at the dock into
 

an oil pipeline through which the oil will be pumped to storage tanks at the 

plant si'te. This Bunker C type oil will be used to fuel the 60 K'I4 power 

plant which will provide steam and power for the, ore processing plant. 

lotentiaiejivironmentaL problems could be Bunkder C oil leakage from 

.a, bargeit,an oil transfer pipeline, or, from the onsthore fuel, storage tank. In 

theabsencc,,of-.contols, dnn oil spill,would~float on the surface, an, Jeopar

,dize ffish, waterfowl, recreatLong and,,the aesthetics of, the ltake , 

The Bunker C oil will barged in under contract to a supplier., He 

may,*noz,.oe as reilaD ie-oras concernea witn the localenvironment as La 

Corporaci6n de Explotacidn de las Mines de Teleroy., ,TheCorporacidn has 

,therefore agreed to,:insist on guarantees.,foryoil.,svill,clean,up from the 

supplier. Furthermore, oil spill containment booq.S.aqdadso bents will be 

stocked at the port4n theevent this equipment .,i.sneeded.to,controi as91ti'. 
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C,.,,,.Tha ore processine. and refinin" Onpratinn 

Qeer from El Lago Capit~n will be brought into theplant for two 

major purposes: .(1) 30,000 gpm for the nower n1ant. 'ntJon^". 0-4 ..- I,, -I 

coolingS and,,(2) 9000 Spm for processand drinking water.., 

The 30.000 Pnm nF r~nitng water will be drawn in at an,.ayerage winter 

temperature of. 75 "F. and Anaverage summer, temperature of 90 OF. ..axirrr. 

temperature .in, thb,,.wpter.boay Is. about 95. "F During use. these waters 

will be heated about an average of 20 "F, and will be discharged without 

treatment. Maximum temperature of the discharge %ill thus be about 115 "-

These waters will pass into a canal which will discharfie into the take. Thp 

matter of Includin2 a nerfnr~trI A4 Miav m- disnerse the h _rp.1 i,-ov 

into the lake Is-under discussion. 

Of the 9000 i'nm of process water, all except 300 gpm wirll be used as 

withdrawn from the lake. The remainder will be prccessed through a water 

treatment plant for drinking water (200 gpm), and boiler feedwater (l00 p),p 

Major uses of the process water will be for, wet ore crushini. conln., 1 na 

cooling matte,.and pelletiing the finalprooucc, ,orporacion dc xp].otaci6n 

de las Minas has asserted that the mixcellaneous Drocess waters uill h ,,m. 

polluted, since they are essentially used in vnrnit,, e%.14io 

Water. is not used as a rprtinn mnrl4,,m a4- the ore Processina. is nurompta1. 

lurgical.
 

However. tne nresenes f ,mic4F4 oils, resulting from lenaka.,e o! 

lubrIcatine oils into ennlnino waters annearn tn ho , 4 . 

of this aSgnitude. In total, the discharee of nroees wtprqr Fnm ho . 

will be contaiminated with soluble boiler salts, ols, heat. and suspended 

mineral soli-ds,
 

La Corooraclon de, Exolotaelnn dp 1an %'IOnnC hnC Ao,rA t-^ 4 01-,%11 

ettling basin through.which the nroeop.n wtprn ill trina ,^. . . 
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tn the lake. This will" allow settllng*of suspended solids and oils will 

ribbt-on'thd surfabe and can"be re ve'd hy skimmin_. Thislrecaution,is im

'rtaffin because emulsified o Is"are unsighty and Al I cat,"cZbg, c 1 i ng 

' "mulsi ficd el ls ard
found in the lake.... a hazard to at0eb :l
 

inera" solids such as iron,.


-aus.e .uriocity ana settle In coves and other areas ot little water movemcnt.
 

nd fi'sh. Suspended 1 saiid',and "various o::! des
 

. sott'and shitting lake bottom i "reated,'unsuitable for the- roe 'bf most 

'he Corporacion.plans to construct a small sewa'e Lrcarment plant for
 

2omesuic s,.wa c trom the plant. Oetal Is ot this plan.t are not prcsentl,
 

avallan1. r.ooa trdatment ot sewage ettluents Is important, bac.usebict,:
ological contamination oE the lake - direct disc r of " or p.'o-ly
 

-reated sewage ef flusnt rn&Ait' naiOcr the users .-ho ere e.p....nt upOn the 

Lake a's"a source o!drinhling iatTer, Excessive sc,6.,? dtschrs" .'j"!a la..e 

Lead to many other problems as well,
 

le The new villaec
 

e new vil1lae will hous1ou; o0 pt., in 200 hoa :I,..
 

iIi be supplied from an intake ipe fro:,''thle ake .abolt 10 kiii, 61b"the
 

plant site. 'A'packa e seconda trdmnt pl,,i- ii Ile Installed in 

he ivlat'sge. 'Th treateeo errLuent will i)e dlsciiarL.ed into a small stream 

which travels 5 km. prior to dischar~a Into the lake, Dschd 'iewill occ,:r 

a&hbut 2 km; from th&'iiitake pipe tor potabe water for the village, No 

pollutional problems-are-anticipated *die tb the d Ifuti6if* hie* secondar,amiiple tf' 

effluent , 

3. %ir quatity Impacts. 

There is no available data.on air quality in Telerby'- Appatcily_
 

nutair sampL ng ana analysis has been carriet out. VIsual ob-;ervations a,,,J 

'conversa'tions With' innaorcants in icae. .tenaxtii - 'rs,,nt air oun.l i, tIs. f:od, 

''ne oniv noca'ue OxIstin! souVeO Mi.air- nt ILtt1E1't1 i_ 'c-ni[cp f;rnm thn :nlanh And_ 
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burn practice of agriculture. However the smoke from this operation is rc
-.ported-to frequentlyhang inthe atr 1for a day or more at a tine, especially
 

fdurlng;.the sujmmer., 

'. V:1 The. plant..and-thq newvillaaw are surrounded by mountains, an" in

versions are apparently a common occurrence durin- the suimner rronths. :o 

hazardsi existat present .,because of the..low level of man's activities in th. 

region. A potential problem is posed by the ore processing plant and the 

power plant. Potential contaminants from both the ore processing plant an 

the power plant are flyash and sulfur dionide. 

Extensive air pollution control facilities are ;lanned to climin

ate fly ash and other particulates from exhaust gases. A series of multi

cyclone filters and electrostatic precipitators will eliminate particulats 

from gases in the ore processing and powar plant operations.
 

No plans are incorporated for removal of S02V A'enty two tons if
 

-
sulfur (as SO2 ) per day will be emitted by the po:r plant, and anothc
 

eight tons will originate in the converter operation of the nrocessing pleat.
 

Two stacks of 400 feet will be constructed in order to disperse the :.;It
 

' 
gases* 	 Those gases are expected to contain about; 0.05€ SO2
 

Sulfur dioxide is hazardous to human health when breathed. TIt is
 

odorous and corrosive to plant life as well as many metals. Two air pollu:ion 

monitoring stations will be established at ground level one mile east and west 

of-the processing plane to insure that ground levels of SO2 are not excessive. 

(Editorial comment: If ground level concentrations exceed 0.1 ppm for 24 

ho-urs or 0.5 ppm for . hour during the months of heavy atmospheric inversion, 

:the: some requirement ought to be considered for the installation of '0 2 - con

trol technology, such as a wet scrubber).
 

D".Environmental Control .Costs
 

The. total cost of the planned nir pollution control facilttlesis
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$us 2e5 millions wil.l-be reaulr e d frr construction of 
sUS 2.5 millions. Anotber 

the tall stacks. 

at ' s illIonTotal water pollutional control costs arc" esuimared 

the cost or cons~rucviot of a coolinZ water~dilffuscrGPi PWlrtc.not including 

cost if ehc'dfifuser pipeline in-
The cost becomes 'US 1.9 millions withthe 

eluded.
 

Abnut 4V',of;thea totalThe totat' nf 'IyT 6.5-6.9 milliotis' rep-esents 

estimated cost of the project.
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Department of Environmental Sciences and Engineering
 
School of Public Health
 

University of North Carolina
 

Environmental Quality Issues
 

Professor Emil Chanlett
 

I. 	What environmental characteristics are of concern?
 
Use 700.4 - Biological, chemical, physical factors in the
 
physical environment.
 

Why? 
Use 	700.6 Table - The China in the P ramp. 

II. 	Who shapes our environment?
 

Where are decisions made?
 

What factors enter into the choices?
 

III. 	What are the constraints?
 
Natural; economical; technological; social; political.
 

IV. 	Who has the responsibility for environmental quality control in
 
the present framework of governmental services?
 
Global; international; national; state; local.
 

What are deterrents to the effectiveness of present controls?
 

V. 	What goes on in local health departments environmental control
 

activities?
 

Can its productivity be.determined? How?
 

Can its productivity be increased? Row?
 

Does anyone else want the local Jobs?
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THE P NUMBER GAME - CAN WE PLAY IT?*
 

Professor of Sanitary Engineering 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Public-Health ': "' , ,MT 
DePdtment<.of Enviionmental Sciences and Engineerinjvi ,I 

Allen Gremgprovides an invocation. "Clearly related to past,:present,

'
 and future, three things mainly keep man together: from the past, it is"
 

shared experiences; in the present, beliefs generally agreed upon; and for
 
the future. hones and desires held in common." This is a call for the 
wisdom to recognize that the fabric of society, indeed of civilization is' 
carried by these human responses. This is a call for the maturity to 
realize that the very fragility of the fabric reqitia :-atraiit and Ratrf
fice in chaneing it and in accepting it. 

What is the P number Game? It is:
 
1. The number of people
 
2. The number of products
 
3. The number of power units
 
4. The number of places organized as socio-political units
 
5. The number of pollutants produced
 

So what's new? These are in exponential growth. A beautiful P - P ekt
 
curve. The rate of increase is a fixed proportion of the concentration O
 
the start of any time period inunits of t. Nature abounds in ekt and e t
 

functions. Bacteria merrily multiply by dividing according to it. Radio
active elements obediently decay according to it. Rat populations rise and
 
fall. accoraing co it. The Pearl-Reed population curve plots a rise phase, ekt
 
and'the decline phase e-kt. These Johns Hopkins University men lived to see
 
Baltimore rats validate their hypothesis, but not Baltimore people. They
 
were confident that ultimately Baltimore people and all people would validate
 
the curve.
 

How-has all this-exponential growth of the P Numbers come about? At the
 
bottom of it is man's unique evolution among all life of one*S and the three
 
r's 1. Speak -2.' Write-.3. Read 4. Arithmetic.
 

This-capacity'of storing and of'transmitting-his experiences has been 
an-xvonential plot-in its own right., What power this has placed in our 
hans. Considering the brutes that we can be, we have done very well with it. 
rtlfwe have not done better, it is because selfishness can be and is institu-
Pionalized. That is difficult to undo. With the extra-ordinary exception of
 
England, in recorded time institutionalized selfishness has been undone by
 
violent revolutions as in the Kingdom of France, the Empires of China and
 
Russia; by catastrophic wars as in the case of the Roman Empire, the Hitler
 
Nazi Germany, and militaristic Japan; and by cultural shocks such as the
 
Protestant Reformation, and-possibly what is going on in your minds and-many
 
young minds of the world today.
 

*Prepared :19.April 1970, Chapel Hill. N. C. fordelivery on zartn vay, 
Rutgers University, Newi Brunswick,, N. J. on April,22, 1970. 
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The most easily identifiable result of~accumulating and of passing on
 
knowledge:andthe~one result which has continuously:put us in an alternate
 
series of pickles and powder puffs is the mastery of energy. Energy in the
 
pure definition of physics is the capacity to do work. Consider my materna:
 
ancestors who are recorded from 1702 in a Lutheran parish registry in North
 
Germany - abare 250 years. The several great giand pa-pas-had to do their
 
work with their muscles, a few draught animals, and a local wind-mill. Who
 
had more? The mountain and hill people had water-power and the military hac
 
gun powder for blowing up the fruits of the labor of others - their buildinj
 
fields and sons. Until 1702 things had been that way for a long time with i
 
few possible wind-mill improvements. But who ever was entered in the birth
 
registry in 1702 lived long enough to be around when James Watt improved thi
 
English steam powered mine pumps. Thermal power became a work horse during
 
the last half of the 18th century. The exponential curve of energy began
 
its rise. By the last half of the 19th century, electrical power from hydrc
 
and thermal sources was a reality. By its end, the petroleum fueled interni
 
combustion engine was automobiling a few of the venture-some and the wealth3
 
In the first half of this century nuclear energy came on the line, first fol
 
blowing up things and people and now in special uses as radioactive tracers,
 
as medical and industrial tools, and as a third source of generating elec
tricity. Take a look at the power at your command. It is considerably mor(
 
than your grandfather had. It is enormously more than your great-grandfathe
 
had. It is fantastically more than your great-great-grandfather had.
 

What has all this to do with Earth Day and the P Number Game? Power
 
multiplies our capacity to do work. Work produces products, places, pollu
tants and apparently people. I shall leave the enigma of human reproductior
 
to the demographers with a single observation taken lock, stock and caboodle
 
from the world's top sanitary engineering-statesman, Abel Wolman of Baltimoz
 
"Human reproduction is a vascinating phenomenom. It is our most successful
 
cottage-industry, because the workers enjoy it immensely." 
 Yet that is ,what
 
it is all about - people.
 

Earth Day is concerned with environmental quality. The environment hae
 
no inherent quality. It has only such qualities as people assign to it.
 
Poets and painters call forth images that we feed back the next time we see
 
meadow, mountain or stream. Composers do it on large scale and small. Who
ever has crossed our Great Western Plain must respond to the exhilarating
 
plainative passages of Dvorak's Symphony No. 5 in E Minor, Opus 95."From the
 
New World". The listener relives the joy of vastness, serenity and strengtt
 
as Dvorak evokes and enhances our remembered visual experiences. The sound
 
tracks of "The Big Sky" and "Across the Wide Missouri" do some of the same
 
with less sensitivity and fewer nuances. A dozen of Stephen Foster's ballad
 
do the job with frank sentimentality.
 

It is the quality of people which assigns a qualitytro te environment. 
Thelquality of people is their sense of values expressed chiefly in a,will
ingness to forego immediate gratifications for a longer term good. Our sene 
of values is the product of our nurture. Our nurture is from all of those 
about us and from our physical environment. That nurture is good when therE 
is abalance of expectations and capacities, an exchange of appreciation and 
understanding; and a sense of being an important part of; the action.; Call I 
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belonging. Call It fitting in. Call it being cnpab'e of love. Then the 
essential components emerge. rhese ar a'bl 11ty to rc..ogn{ good and the 
readiness, to do good, not out of any maudlin senLiment, not out of, fear or 
terror,' but because it fits our nurture and strengthens our power :to be 
lovable and love able. M. F. Ashley Montagu sums up our need. "uman: nature 
is good. It is our present human nurture that is bad. Wa nPAd to cnnfn4m 

,human nurture to the requirements of human nature." 

How do the P Numbers look? On a global base, people are at a growth
 
rate between 2.0 to 2.5 percent per year, doubl'ing in number in 28 to 35 years.
 
Does it become more concrete to say it for India as the need to make room
 
for 1 million new ones per month? That's enough new ones to equal New Jersey's
 
population in 7 months. Products can be expressed in resource use. Copper
 
and oil use and motor vehicle production will suffice as illustrations. World
 
refined copper consumption rose from 5 million short tons in 1960 to 7.5
 
million in 1969. Petroleum use in the world is rising at about 8% per year.
 
The USA rate is more modest, about 3.5 to 4% per year. Others are playing
 
catch-up with Japan leading the catch-up game at a 23% increase in oil
 
consumption per year. Motor vehicle production in the USA is 9 million per
 
year plus another 1.6 million imported. The world produces a total of 24
 
million motor vehicles per year with the USA comfortably at the top followed
 
by Japan, Germany, France, the United Kingdom and Italy. The USSR with only
 
1 motor vehicle for each 70 people cannot contain the consumer demand much
 
longer.
 

Edwin Dale of the New York Times has strikingly capsuled the exponential
 
growth of the USA economy with 100 billion dollars growth in the 13 years,
 
1944-1957 to a.projection of a 500 billion dollar growth in the 13 years,
1969"1qR1 -

Ail the value of goods and services produced are in constant value
 
doJllrii. Thab arowths'in three 13 years periods are:
 

1944-1957 100 billion dollars 
1957-1969 300 billion dollars 
1969-1981 500 billion-dollars 

'
 The Economics of Pollution", New York Times Magazine,
 
Aprilti9', 970, '. 28, Dale 'states:
 

In'this 'article,h"
 

"-..That is the*law of compound interest. These are-not numbers;
 
they are tin cans and smoke and auto exhause. There is'no visible
 
escape from it. Applying the same percentage growth to a larger
 
base every'year, we have reached the point where our growth in one
 
year is half the total output of Canada, fully adjusting for infla
tion.-'Another dizzying and rather horrifying way of putting it is
 
that the real Output of goods and services in the United States
 
has grown as much since 1950 as it grew in the entire period fron
 

the 'landing of the Pilgrims in 1620 up to 1950...."
 

What.about the.power unitsi ti.ectrical 'power use in the USA is at-1.5 

DI.tLifnm ;h We now require a generating capacityand risinR at 7% per,year. 
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.,anout4,.i KW..uer.. canita.. ro, i)rocuce that power...each, year. we- burn 313U
 
million tons or coal, V D1L1Lon gallons of oil and 3 trillion cubic feet of
 
gas. The hydra generated electtricity is small and the ntionr ?pf-m,
aenerated electricitv still trivial. but risianP ravidlV.,
 

The number of places is important as decisions on environmenal .,quality
 
are determined by governmental response. In the USA, the 50 states, 3,000
 
counties. 18.000 villages, towns, and cities and 40,000 special districts,
 
townships and local authorities can rarely be ignored, by-passed, or circum
vented. Each has a bit of sovereignty, zealously exercised as it sees 'its
 
interest and its good. New Jersey is about average in this P number. There
 
are about 1600 jurisdictions.
 

The number of pollutants can be enumerated by a look at you. How much
 
mess do you make each day? You put out 5 pounds of solid wastes each day.

This is food waste, paper, bottles, cans, plastics, and just trash. You use
 
and dirty 50 gallons of water a day, bathing, hand washing and toilet flush
ing. Your sewered waste requires about 0.2 pounds of dissolved oxygen per

day. That sounds modest enough, but nature has squeezd us badly on that
 
item. Oxygen is not very soluble in water. Natural water that has 80 pounds
 
of dissolved oxygen In a million gallons is well oxygenated. Streams that
 
have already received a load of wastes may not have enough to keep trout and
 
bass alive. These fish require about 40 pounds in a million gallons. Your
 
daily waste load requires all the oxygen that is in 5,000 gallons of water
 
that has just enough dissolved oxygen in it to keep trout and bass alive.
 

You do most of your dirtying of air when driving a car. A car that runs
 
10,000 miles per year, the USA average, dumps 3 pounds of carbon monoxide
 
of unburnt hydrocarbons per day. That's a "fifth" size whiskey bottle full
 
of gasoline. Your share of all the mess discharged from all sources into
 
the air is 4 pounds per day. 60% is from motor vehicles, 30% from electricity

gen-ration and manufacturing, and 10% from space heating and solid wastes
 
burning.
 

Manufacturing and agricultural liquid and solid wastes have not been 
assigned to you. That would bring your per capita water use to 2100 gallons 
per day. That's 9.Ltons. The solid wastes from animal and food nroteetion 
makes the Augean stables that Hercules flushed ,out a mnodpat" trfum,illnt4nn 

So.far all has been in units of filth --pollution by dictionary defini
tion. The rub is that the.filth is not jusr.a nuisance out is accompanied by

specific biological pathogenic organics, protozoa, bacteria, virus and hel
minths; by specific chemical toxicants such as lead, carbon monoxide, dioxin,
 
and alpha benz pyrenes, to name,4 of about 400 well identified ones. As all
 
of this is either for energy production or from energy use, including your
 
eating, and as energy transfer is not more than 50 to 75% efficient, there
 
isalso an exacerbation of physical energy. Depending on the transfer process,

this comes out as heat, noise, and radiations. Call it bum engineering, but
 
until recently the goal was maximum mechanical efficiency and let the energy
 
exacerbations fall where these may. Carl Sandburg got a big bang out of
 
Chicago, hog butcher of the.world. the throbbing m'nicipal might of ±ncom
plete engineering. A jet's roar, a locomotive's rumble, a'subway .train,s
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screech and clatter give me a kick as an occasiona listener. One :ning that 
Car Sandburg and I share is urban retreat. He from Chi'n nI nzt
'I .Rne-1 
N. C.; I from NYC to Cloud Crest, N. C.
 

What!Are-Tne uonsenuences,.Actua.LandHypothetical, Real and*Fancied of
 
Ali.Thin kesay
 

40 minutes not 40 credit hours is the time allotment for this discourse.
 
Therefore tha Chapter and'Verse of communicable diseases, occupational dis
eases, raularion injury, hearing loss, death and dismemberment of accidents,
 
and eye damage by ultra-violet, neutrons, laser, and micro-wave are mentioned
 
not documented. For these, cause and effect are certain, and for many circum
stances specific exposures stated in time, intensity or concentration can be
 
predicted as safe, or.as hazardous, or as lethal. Moving from such specific

pathology to the conditions which plague urbanized people under the labels of
 
heart disease, cancer, vascular lesions affecting the central nervous system,
 
we encounter the three leading causes of death in the USA. 
The rates in
 
order per 100,000 people per year are: 
 for the heart about 365 and steady;

for the cancers 160 and rising; for the vascular lesions 100 and declining

slowly. 
Total deaths per year, all causes, in the USA are about 1000/100,000.

Therefore the first three, adding to 625/100,000, cover 62.5% of all deaths
 
per year. The next 5 causes are accidents about 55 and steady, pneumonia 30
 
and edging down slightly, diseases of early infancy 25 and edging down;

arteriosclerosis holding just below 20; and diabetes mellitus holding at 18 to
 
19. These are the stock quotations of the leading causes of death. Close on
 
the heels of these is suicide, a bitter indictment of our adjustment.
 

What our filth has to do with these chronic, degenerative diseases no
 
man knows. There are a few carcinogens loose in the environment in very low
 
concentrations. That's so for a few poisonous metals and traces of radio
active elements, too. Except for specific occupations such as chromate
 
workers and uranium miners, the consequences of the exposures to the carcin
ogenes are not predictable. Let there be no misinterpretation. There must
 
be the most prudent use of all biological, chemical and physical agents known
 
to impair life processes, and the maximum of wisdom in their release to the
 
free environment. Yet to have a violent attack of chemo-phobia at the mention
 
of any of these with a name longer or less familiar than ethyl alcohol or
 
tobacco smoke is either ego-mania or hypocrisy. What else could be said of
 
us, who spend$15 billion for drinking alcohol, $10 billion for smoking

tobacco, and kill 55,000 fellow travellers on our streets and roads each year?

There is no "they". There are, You and I, Us and Me. 
I am one of us. I
 
drink alcohol. I smoke tobacco. I drive cars.
 

Let one more piece of vital data be observed and contemplated at leisure.
 
In the 50 years from 1920 to 1970 the life expectancy for all people at birth
 
of USA has increased by 15 years--from 55 to 70 presently. For all women,

longer--from 54 to 74. For non-whites both sexes together from 45 to 65, a
 
20-year gain; for non-white males 45 to 60 and for non-white females from 45
 
to 68, a 23-year gain. The non-white males, predominantly balcks are at the
 
short end of the stick, but that is not news to them and it should not be to
 
you.! In fact, until the black male can earn a better share for himself,

there's going to be a lot of news--most of it bad. The change has, to come
 
Erom where things count, the hiring hall, and the promotion desk of the
 
personnel department.
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The.question on Lte. consequences -of a messy environment has not yet been 
answered. It wil. be: best if it never is answered definitively, as that 
would require letting it go to pot while documenting and charting the debacle. 
:There has been a lot of speculation and much more is being aired on the fate 
of the environment and its contents. There are several hypotheses. .Among
the myriad of statements on environmental quality, environmental deterioration 
and environmental hazard, three major hypotheses recur. 

1.• The impacts of technology, urbanization and population density are
 
outstripping man's biological capacity to adapt.. The impairments can
 
appear in time scales varying from an individual's lifetime, to a
 
generation or two, to an evolutionary span of time.
 

2. The impacts of technology, urbanization and population density are
 
so violent that the stability of the present ecosystem is being changed
 
so rapidly that the earth's life support system will collapse.
 

3. The impacts of technology, urbanization and population density

require the maximum utilization of the assimilative capacity of the 
physical environment for the support of the human race. This can be 
done by applying present knowledge fully and effectively through
existing social and political mechanisms before catastrophe.. 

.,The first 2 hypotheses are being ably stated these days and usually less 
ably documented and analyzed. I would be pleased to take on the analyses,

but it would be the analyses of a non-believer. This is a day of dedication
 
for saving what is left and of proclamation of our faith in our capacity to
 
do the job. Therefore I stand on hypothesis three. Therefore I call for
 
action to use the assimilative capacity of the environment prudently, with
 
the humbling realization that the manifestations of our life style are but a
 
speck in the panorama of evolution, even of man's evolution. It may not even
be a very good speck. It does have very good possibilities. The chief
 
quality required to realize those possibilities is unselfishness. We will
 
need more knowledge to do the job. Yet we are not in bad shape on the tech
nology. The fastest way to improve a technology is to use what you have.
 
Both the user and the payer will reward the innovator, the inventor, the
 
developer and the researcher. The sulfur content of crude oil is 
an example.

A few years ago, the idea of sulfur removal from Venezuelan crudes had dim
 
prospects. Today a $120,000,000 desulfurizing plant is nearing completion at
 
the Amuay Refinery of the Creole Petroleum Corporation on the Paraguana

Peninsula in Venezuela. The process will add from 65 to 85 cents to the pre
sent well-head cost of $2 for each 42 gallon barrel. 
 It will keep Venezuelan
 
.rude marketable in New York, Venezuelan crude contains 1.5% sulfur, 
In
 
)ctober 1969 New York City set a limit of 1.0% on sulfur content. This limit
 
will reduce to 0.3% in October 1971. It costs 5 cents per barrel for each
 
).1% of sulfur removed. You can bet that the cost will come down and that the 
Linear programmers at Esso Marketing have most of the conceivable blending
Formulas ready. Nor is the sulfur removed going to be wasted. 

What About Our Present Approaches to Managing Contaminants and Pollutants? 

There are three identifiable means in use to keep contaminant and 'pollu
tant loads manaaeable. 
There have been bounds on individual intake, source: 

5.. 148 
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control, and estimates of environmental receptor capacity. Examples of
restricting contaminants in work places by establishing limits on intake are

Threshold Limit Values for Toxic Gases, Vapors, Fumes and Dusts; 
Maximum
Permissible Dose and Concentration Tables for the airdose; 
 the inhalation an
ingestion of radionuclides; and Federal Radiation Council guidelines for the
permissible daily intake of 226Ra, 89Sr, 9OSr, and 1311, apply to all of us.
Public Health Service Drinking Water Standards which started in 1914 and the
California Standards for Ambient Air Quality and Motor Vehicle Exhaust of 195
 are further examples of this very useful technique. Other examples are bacte!
standards for milk and food, and tolerance levels for chemical contaminants,

additives, and filth in foods.
 

Control or at least management at the source has been a powerful tool
against contaminants. Local exhaust ventilation inwork places is a good
example particularly when followed by a satisfactory air cleaning device.
Emission Standards for stacks is 
a 
way to put bounds on air pollution. Limitf
 on pollutional loads of liquid waste are familiar. 
These may be sewer use
charges based on volume and strength of the waste. 
These may be restrictions
 on pH value, the hydrogen ion concentration, of the discharge to oblige at
least neutralization. These may be more sophisticated sets of parameters of
effluent characteristics of raw or treated wastes from an industrial complex.
An example of these are the industry standards established by the Industry
Committee of the Ohio River Valley Stream Sanitation Commission. A final
example is the limits on the motor vehicle exhaust content of CO, and unburned
hydrocarbons, promulgated first by the California State Department of Public

Health for motor vehicles sold in that State, and applied since 1968 to all
 
cars sold new in the U.S.A.
 

IThe third means for keeping contaminants and pollutants from overwhelming
the physical environment can be clumsily described as staying within the receptor
capacity. 
An example of receptor capacity is the prediction of the oxygen
say curve of a stream. Two predictions, supported by as many observations as
possible and the maximum of professional judgment, are joined. One is the
deoxygenation of the receiving waters by the organic pollutional load. 
The

second is the reaeration rate of the stream in the face of the pollutional
stress. 
The resource is the dissolved oxygen content, being depleted by the
.oxidation of the organic load by microbial activity, and being renewed by
natural aeration and oxygen production from photosynthesis. All sanitary
engineers of the "wet and dirty" variety have been through the exercise of
calculating an oxygen sag curve, and if fortunate, verifying it by sampling

along a stretch of stream.
 

More sophisticated exercises by sanitary engineers have involved mathematical models of estuarine waters to predict pollutional loads which may be
imposed by heavy pollutors without deoxygenating the receiving body and with,out provoking the consequent stench and visual distress of anerobic decomposition. 
When verified beforehand by field observations, these have been reliable
.enough to scheduleproduction and discharge of wastes from manufacturing plants.An example is a large pulp and paper mill on Gray's Harbor, Washington.
 

A final example isa partial prediction technique. It is the use of
alert levels for air pollutants and subsequent control actions which can be
escalated in accord with concentrations. California uses the terms "Advarna."
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"Seribus," nd "Emorgency."1 The control actions move through cautionary advise 
to voluntary-restraint to mandatory prohibition. In the Los Angeles area
 
schedules exist to manage traffic volumes, industrial production and fuel used
 
for 	power generation in the face of severe prolonged smog episodes. :The
 
evacuation of the cardio-respiratory cripples should be on the emergency agenda.
 

How 	Must The P Game Be Played?
 

Contemplating the rising tide of humanity and its debris, theremay be
 
alternatives only as an arm chair exercise. One is to sit back and rock,
 
resting the case on a laissez faire, letting nature take its course. That
 
alternate receives scant attention from the sane and the sensitive. Although
 
there are times when our political leaders and economic managers in effect
 
seem to be following that course. In fact, there are moments when professional
 
colleagues seem on it. That's particularly true at budget making time.
 

Two is to pursue the present course, which is an item by item attack. We
 
get 	at the dirty air, the dirty water, the refuse dumps, and nasty nuclear
 
debris, the historically vile pathogenes. Much of our efforts are a bush fire
 
fight. A constant string of emergencies consume our time and energy. The
 
planned action remains on the shelf. Even in stream sanitation efforts where
 
river basins have been the strategic and tactical targets, it has been barely
 
possible to hold the line. The optimistic goal of rolling back the pollutional
 
loads and restoring the waters to pristine quality is heard only in loose polit
ical talk. It is touch and go to hold the oxygen sag curve where it is, even
 
by such intense activities as the Ohio River Valley Stream Sanitation Commission.
 
The history of the Los Angeles Air Pollution Control District repeats the record,
 
in whicht the most intense control effort ever mounted anywhere barely holds the
 
line in that situation.
 

Three is to maintain and strengthen our present operations and to put these
 
in a broader strategic concept. The first stage is to seek a much wider base for
 
the management of the environmental resource of the assimilative capacity for
 
wastes. Can the analysis of the assimilative capacity of the environment lead
 
to mathematical models to permit the prediction of the behavior of contaminants?
 
Can systems analysis lead to a better management of the resource of the physical
 
environment to absorb wastes in such a manner that the concentration of the
 
initial contaminants and of resultant products remains below the threshold of
 
damage? In an article on the technological frontiers in wastewater management,
 
'Gotaas of Northwestern University states: "Most effective planning, design, and
 
management of the components, subsystem, and major systems related to water in
 
man's environment will not be accomplished until systems engineering is developed
 
to better understand interrelationships and to select the optimal alternatives."
 

To realize the possibilities of systems analysis we will need at least
 

1. 	More itemized information on what contaminantes and pollutes
 
2. 	More information on man's interation with contaminants
 
3. 	More information on the behavior of the contaminants and pollutants
 

in the open environment.
 
4. 	The deployment of the methods of systems analysis and computer/
 

capabilities.
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Thai is how the P Game will have 'to be played. The questions "Can we 
play it?" does not have to be answered at all'. You have no choice. I have 
no choice. We are in the P.Game now. We will not lose the P Game.because 
hypheisoneidll over take us We will notlose it because hypothesis two 
w 'illcatcup with us Wewill surely lose it if the'proviso of hypothesis 

three is not met. The existing social and political mechanisms must prove
 
worthy of the:task and 6ftheir heritage. It has been a heritage of change.
 
That change has not been peaceful, nor yielded with gentility. Some tall
 

' sacrificing is 'ahead. The kitchen isgoing to be very hot for a long cook-in. 
The test is whether we can doit in the'frame work of aAlemocratic free society. 

The worst that can happen is that our conglomeration of people become
 
ungovernable. Calcutta appears to be moving that way. Some of our ghettos
 
show early signs. But life goes on. The quality of life sinks. The humanity
 
in man sinks. Two things can and must be joined to change the course of the
 
exponential growth of the P Game. These are capital and values of those who
 
are forever young. The managers of capital whether in Detroit, New York,
 
London, Tokyo, Moscow or Peking have too much at stake to drift to the ultimate
 
chaos of the P Game. The capital amassed and invested came from sacrifice and
 

denial for future benefits. It is also power. It can and will be deployed for
 
clearning our dirty environment. Those who are forever young must make their
 
values clear to all and translate these into effective and productive action.
 

What effective and productive action must be undertaken to manage our
 
pollution?
 

1. Back the rhetoric on population and pollution control with large
 
comm,.tments of private and public capital to apply the techniques and
 
technology'at hand.
 

2. Increase the number of educated and trained men and women for the
 

job that must be done by increased financial support to those educational
 
institutions already preparing professionals and technicians in environ
mental control in specific practices and in overall planning and management.
 

3. Transfer the cost of waste disposal to the cost of production by
 

service charges, ultimate disposal taxes and tax incentives and write-offs
 
where technological changes result in less and more easily disposable
 
wastes.
 

4. Up-date our laws, regulations and administrative structure to facilitate
 

control including the speed up of legal procedures to assure compliance.
 

5. Factor the quality of people and of.places into our policies and our
 

decislonson the'use and development of all of our resources, human, land,
 

air and water,. 

6. Hammerhard in our research and development mills to increase our
 

ability to predict the effects of our wastes on peonle. animals" 'nd
 

plants, separately and together as a life system.
 

7. Develop, sharpen and sensitize our sence of values so that wese4 

'our brief transit on this planet for what "itis, a, sharing,.of ter 

dependence equiring all tobegood..
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The.isisue before us has beeniput by,-Ansef Adams. and NancyNewhallby 

'poetr ! ~d'!by phog~kraphyin "Th is sthe Aijerican Earth" with'this.auestion 

"'Shall we no learn from life itslws, dynamics,,balances?
 
LIearn to base ,our needs not-on'.deaths;, destruction, waste, ,but.
 
on renewal? In' wisdom-and in gentleness learn to'walk again
 
ith 'Eden!' angels., Learn at last to shape',a civilization in 

harmony 1*with teairth?" 
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The 	niolosical Agents 
A. 	 Bacteria 

is Pathogenes for which there is epidemiological evidence of disease
 
Koch's postulates met.
 
a@ by intestinal and urinary exits to water, food, soil, there
 

are the causative agents of cholera, dysentery, leptospirosis,
 
typhoid or paratyphoid fever, tularemia in secondary way by
 
eating partly cooked rabbit or drinking contaminated water.
 

b. 	to milk from cows or man source contamination.
 
(1) 	fron cows - bovine tbc, septic sore throat, brucellosis 

at secondary level 
(2) 	from man - diphtheria, scarlet fever, tbc, Haverhill
 

fever (rarely of cow origin)
 
c. 	from animal sources by contact - brucellosis with animal or
 

meat; anthrax, glanders
 
do 	 from food contaminated other than by excreta - botulism,
 

staphlococcus poisoning, streptococcos .nfdction (massive)
 
e. 	fly borne - all excreta types
 
f. 	 crowding in human habitat - hypothetical sans epidemiological 

support 
g. 	via insects - mechanical transfer of excreta sources by flies
 

and roaches, plague by fleas from rat to men, by lice from
 
man to man.
 

h. 	air borne - spray and particulate carried
 
2. 	 The "fellow travellers" indicators of contamination 

a. 	Coliform - The bacterial pedigree, gram, bacillus, non-spore
 
forming, ferments lactose with production of gas at 350C in
 
48 hrs.
 

b. 	 Feccal streptococci - S.feccals, So bovis and S. acidominimus 
1st human, latter 2 bovine, porcine about equal 1/3 of each. 

c. 	 eiserria catarrhalis - habitat upper resDirator. tract - of
 
interest for swimming waters.
 

B. 	 Virus 
1. 	 Free in water via excreta - infectious hepatitis, polimyelitis, 

Coxeackie and ECHO 
2. 	Free in air - psittacosis - ornithosis 
3. 	 Insect borne - yellow fever, dengueo trachoms (direct contact 

involved), poliomyelitis possibly, viral encephalitides by 
mosquitos and ticks, viral fevers by mosquitos, ticks and mites. 

4o 	 From animal sources - rabies from loge, bats, foxes via biting,
 
foot 	and mouth disease (rare in man) 

C, Rickettsia
 
1, Via milk from cows - Coxiella burneti producing Q fever
 
2. 	 Via fleas from rats - Endemic or Murine typhus by R. prowazenc 
3, Via mites - Scrub typhus by R, toutsugamushi 
14 Via lice - Trench fever 
5, Via ticks - Rocky M. Spotted Fever from rabbits. does, and, 

field mice.
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D. 	Protozoa
 
,
1. 	E. histolytica of amebic dysentery - from feces iick to:man :via 

food and water, also flies and hands. 
2. 	 Via anophelinc mosquitos, approximately 30 of 1700 species. tranomit, 

1 of 4 Plasmodiae - vivax, falciparum, malariae, ovale. 
3. 	Via aandflies - Leishmanianis by phlebotomus fly
 

E. 	 Helmisitlhs 
1. 	Boil, and *and/foot tranferred intestinal worms exitirw iii feceo 

huv!kworm, ancuiris, whipworm, otrongyloides 
2. 	Via water ,-schistosomes from feces and urine to.water.iasnail 

host to cercaria stage to enter man via skin. 
Vi3.Via water - from skin, larva discharged to water to crustacean, 
.Cycops, to water with Cyclops swallowed by man - infection
 
Dracontiasis, or guinea worm infection. Female worm 1 meter 
long usually in the leg.
 
Via water - Echinococcosis or hydated disease, by a flatworm, of
 
dogs, "the dog tapeworm," out via feces as eggs, enter via-water,
 
food, and hands, eggs have long envr. survival; larvae infections
 
on sheep, cattle, pigs, camels, mouse, reindeer, caribou and man.
 

j 	 Via' the blackfly - a filarial trematode worm, man to man via bite. 
Insect vector a flowing water breeder. Onchocerclasis.
 

F. Fungi
 
" From soil by contact or airborne
 

Contact Airborne 
a 
b 

Blastomycosis-
Biastomycosis 

North America,% 
- South America 

X 
X 

X 
X also oral man to 

man contact. 
C Unromomycosis X 
d. Coccidiodomycosis X, principally air

borne, dogs & 
rodent feces 
involved. 

e. Cryptococcosis' . pigeon feces 
involved. 

f. Histbls"'S"ngsi X X chicken houses,
bat caves, rat 
burrows involved; 
rarely may be 
food borne. 

a. Nocardiosis>. X - X sporadic diseaseworld-over. 

I. The ,Chemical Agents
A. ;licoutered Occulationally.by-inhalationor auesz 
 - rumes, gases, ax 
,.vapors. 
1." The metals and minerals - most of the notorious actors. 

a's I g vapor and dust 
b. Pb in many compounds not equally toxic 
C. M - a nerve poison 
d. Chromium compounds - ulcerative and carcinogenic 
e. Zinc oxide - a transient and acute poison, temporarily disabling 
f. Free Silica - silicosis - long term cumulative exposure effect 
g. Asbestos - asbestosls - long term cumlative exposure effect 
h. Arsenic comlounds 
i. Vanas4mn
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J 	 Phosphorous compounds 
k, 	felenpum 
1: Uranium
 
m, Antiomny.
 
n. Molybdenum
 
01 Zr compoundE
 
p. Ba
 
-The 'gaseous forms
 
a. CO
 
b,., Sulfur compounds-1fS; O
 
c.' 	 The halogens ;. IRF,F2 , 12, RB, Phosgene' 

d., ..Nitrogen compounds - Oxides of N 

solvent vapors, most also skin irritaits
3. "Theo ganic compounds 

a. 	Aliphatic hydrocarbons - simple marcosis 
b. 	 Aromatic hydrocarbons - Benzene the bad actor 
c. 	 Chlorinated hydrocarbons - CCl , Trichlor-ethylene. Narcosis 

and liver and kidney damage; prchlore ethylene
 
- drunk;
d. 	Alcohols - Methanol, optic nerve damage; Ethanol 

Buitanol - no systemic toxicity; irritant to eyes, nose, skin. 

e. 	Organo.- phosphorous compounds - derivatives of nerve gases of 

Nazis for pesticide use. Parqthion, Guthion, Malathion. 

Will take up under pesticide issues. 
B. :Encountered in water and food 

See 	PHS Drinking Water Studies for the established ones.
 

Rarely an issue of chronic poisoning from low level concentrations.
a. 
high nitrates in infant milk reconstitution b. 	 Special events 

high fluoride waters; plumbing system pick-up of lead. 

o. 	 Viewed as a contribution of total body burden as in case of 3ead 

fran air, food, and water.
 
2.. rood
 

a. Naturally occurring - a few possibilities such as Se; solanin in 

sprouting potatoes; mushrooms, ergot in rye. 

;b. 	 Man made additives for flavor, color, preservative, disinfectant, 
fungicide, nutrient protector.
 

c. 	Residues from growth and processing techniques soil fumigants,
 

herbicides, pesticides, growth hormones.
 
A" 	Other process ingredients and additives - stabilizers, anti-blotics, 

anti-oxidants, specific nutrients. 
*L: 	 Encountered in the community air 

g. 	Products of combustion of fossil fuels 
t. 	CO - transient traffic highs exceeding occupational TLV for 

8 hr. exposure. A 5%carboxyhemoglobin is a high risk for the 
cardio-vascular-real cripple. For each lppm by vol. in air 

we get 1/5 to 1/6 of 1%carboxyhemoglobin in our blood. 
All combustion sources produce CO. 

w. 3. S0 2 - from all sulfur bearing fuels, coal highest, fuel oil 
At levels below detectable odor.variable, natural gas nil. 

SO causes increased airway resistance with risk to those 
wi~h chronic bronchitis, emphysema, and asthma. No bargain for 

cardio-vascular cripples. 
C.. I. The unburned hydro-carbons, oxides of N, ozone cycle with UV 

light produces photochemical smog, eye irritation, and has 
compounds.demonstrated carcinogenic (at least to mice) 

Motor vehicle exhaust provides the hydrocarbons and the oxidea 
of N. 

l1.% 
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' 
M,' 	 Pike, dust., particulates, SO2 and its interactions produce 
a parcel of dirty air typical of London and'New York smog. 
(1) 	 Persistent periods have produced mortality excesses in 

London in 1952 and 1962 from the cardiopulmonary. 
Earlier there were Donora, Pennsylvania, 1948, Meuse 
Valley, Beligium 1923, and New York 1953. 

(2)Epidemiological evidence relates dirty air with rising
 
rates and geographical highs. of chronic bronchitis, 
emphysema, and lung cancer. British data the most
 
extensive, detailed, and statistically significant.
 

2, ,Industrial specials 
a. 	Fluorides from phosphate processing
 
b. 	Odors fran pulp and paper
 
c. 	H2s from oil refining
 
. Dust from cement and minerals
 

e. 	Smoke from asphalt plants
 
f. 	Metallic fumes and dusts from steel mills and foundries.
 

3. 	 The mix of health effects, aesthetics, economic damage, plant 
damage, animal damage is noted, and is more difficult to assess 
than the analogies from dirty waters.
 

ncountered as residues in the general physical enviroiment.
.
 
1, Soil surface run off and percolation waters dissolving nitrates,
 

phosphates and other compounds with changes in receiving surface
 
waters and ground water.
 

2. Pesticides residues in water, food and all fatty animal tissue.
 
The chlorinated hydrocarbons persist. The organo-phosphorous
 
compounds hydrolyze.
 
The case of the synthetic detergents - ABS non-biodegradable;
3. 
lW 	biodegradable at some rate faster than ABS.
 

4. 	 Build-up of phosphates, and of less immediate consequence 
nitrates and chlorides in water re-use. 

. Air-borne, water-borne, and food borne radioactive particulates 
and gases from weapons tsts nuclear reactors, and radioisotope
 
use, Items of concern lC, §OSr, 137Cs 05 kr.
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III, The exacerbations of physical energy.
 

,. All accidents, excepting burns, fire, and electricity can be viewed 
4 !:j !ncontroLed manifestations ofthe elemental physical forces
 

exjressedrirlidby
 

(1) Force wmassex acceleration.
 

(2) Kinetic energy.-,ksmass (velocity)
2
 

(3) omentum: =;.mass x veiociry 

(4) Force..xtime -mass.xvelorj1L.y
 

(5) These prevaiL in falls,. collisions, and even miss-manlt tlnrl on 

of hand-and power..tools-.-, a misapplication of ener2v. 

(6) Results in U.S;A,
 

a. For 1970 -rounaect estimaces are:
 

Deaths i.saDlinr InJuries (1 day or mn,
 
Bed disabl
 

Total 120,000 10,500,003
 
motor ,Vehicles 55,000 1,750,000
 
Mome 30,000 4,500,000
 
Public 20,000 2,250,000
 
Work 15,000 2,000,000
 

h- 4th leading cause of death - all causes, all ages. 
1st.cause of death - ages I through 34 

:. Costs.- Estimated $15 x 109/yr.; Lost time 460 x 106 days/yr. 
.,Direct cost and losses. 

1, Rising in all countries ofthe world as more energy is used.
 
Notor vehicle increases pace the rise. Mochanized manufacture;
 
farming and home activities producing rises in all countries.
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B. 	The-Ziectro-manetic 'EneriVSnbctrum. or 1adiant"Eneray
 

1. Visible light is a small slice (3%) of the whole range of radiant.
 

or,.electro-maenetic eneray thus far observed and .distinguishedby
 

Tien.
 

a. 	The Short (wave length) family -'Cosmic products, Gamma, X-ray
 
("Eu nao sinta nada, absolutamente nada.")
 

b. 	On the short side of Visible - Ultra-violet -1"a deceptive deceiver
 
c. 	Visible Light - what your eye records - VIBGYOR. It all looks
 

about the same. Colors and feelings.
 
d 	 On the 'long side of Visible - Infra-red - for cooking and baking, 

or why use charcoal? 
e. 	 Tile micro-wave and radar family - Can you cook without having 

anything hot? 
f. 	The Radio family - "U.H.F.", "V.H.F.," Short Wave, the old

fashioned Long Wave (that's all mother had to know). Why so
 
innocent?
 

. The A.C. and D.C. family. 

2. 	 The Quantum Theory; R - hv. Max Ludwig Planck reaches the Great 
1ivde between Classical and Modern Physics- 1900. 

a. 	 Energy is a seties of tiny packets (quunta or photons). 
b. 	 Planck theorizes that all energy forms thus far included in 

E-lES are!a series of quanta. 

(I).	The energy of the quanta "stroam" is the basis of our
 
classifying it ass', X,,U.V., Color, I.R.; micro-wave.
 
radar, Radio-T.V.; A.C.-D.C. (It all can give you a
 

"kick," therefore know how to control it.)
 
s.. Energy - Planck's constant (h) X vibrations per second (v) 

v - frequency. All radiant energy travels at the same 
speed, and so-called "speed of light," 186,000 miles per 
second, or 300,000 kilometers per second. 

(3) 	Any component of the EMES can be wholly characterized 
by any one of (a) its frequency expressed in Hertz (Ha); 
or (b) it expressed in electron Volts (eV); or (c) it 
wavelength, (lambda X), expressed in an. 
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(4) 	 Speed (c) - frequency (v) Xlwave length (7) /lambda/ 
For EME, light and all the rest C 3 x 10 . cm/sec. 

, 	 Express v in cm and frequency in Hz to solve v - C 
for other units charge c to'fit 

=
(i5), 6.62 X 10-27 erg - seconds an action unit in physics. 

3. What makes the E? The same phenomena that, makes us 1"biologically" 
vibrant, stimuli. In all matter, th4a at4i.i.4 WV If.s-i.v M 

an energy absorption or release.
 

a. 	The structure of the atom.
 

(1) The heavy, lazy nucleus at the center full of protons
 
and neutrons and a couple dozen "strange particles."
 
Labelled "DO NOT DISTURB." This sign was respected
 
until approximately 1938, except for a few dozen physicists. 
Approximately 1900, physicists put up a second sign: 

.."Keep out; this means you, Chemists." 
(2) 	 The electrons "dance"about the nucldus. The number of 

dancers (electrons); their distance from the nucleus (say 
the orchestra) the speed at which the "e's" move: give 
the configuration its identity - which we call elements.
 
The "e's" travel in orbits around the nucleus. The relative
 
distances are very great. There are profound and powerful
 
forces binding the nuclear parts and the orbital parts,
 
controlling their motion. System is stable.
 

b. Changes in the structure of an atom require and produce energy.
 

1), When outside force changes the orbital position of an "e",
 
-energy is emitted. An electron stream in a Coolidge tube
 
hits the copper target, moves an "e" from its stable orbit
 

.:causinga characteristic X-ray.
 
:2).. When outside force changes the nucleus, or when an element
 

of thi naturally radioactive series is involved, violent
 
energies are involved. This is atomic fission, atomic
 
f4sion, or involves radioactive isotopes. Alpha, beta,
 
gamma, and moderated neutrons, are on the loose, as an
 
eldment is split into several elements, or an element is
 
fused into a new element. U 235 "fissed." H or Li fuse
 
*to He. (Dr. Einstein cfn be seen on the sidelines (1905)
 
carrying a sign, E - me . His E and c are the same as 
Planck's. The m is for mass. In a brief 40 years, Alamtagordo 
Furthermore, Einstein rescued Planck's paper from oblivion. 
Robert Milliken gave experimental proof in 9 - h in 1911. 

c. 	 All electro-magnetic energy involves changes of one sort or 
another of matter, hence its orbital electrons or its nuclear 
composition. (Most things react when faked to change, even if 
only by changing.) E - h, and 3 - me state that all things 
in the universe are energy states. 

5 -	 jR) 
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C. Ionizing J.adlatlon and its Control
 

1. The Origine of Ionizing Radiations
 
a. Radioactive Nuclei
 
b. Radiation Producing Mcbines
 

2. The Eissions
 

3. Units and What These Measure
 
a, The Amount of Radioactivity--the Cause
 
b. Units for Exposure Absorbed Dose and. Biolog cal; EIfect 

(1)The Roentgen--Solely for Exposure
 
( The Rad--Solely for Absorbed Dose
 
(3)The Dose Equivalent in Rem for Biological Effect

4. Biological Damage from'the Ionization of Tissue
 
a. Some Facts and Hypotheses on Mechanisms &fARioldmieal nwom 
b. Acute Radiation Effects
 
c. Delayed Radiation Effects
 

5. Limits on Exposure and Dose by Voluntary and Official Groups
 
a. What Population Groups and Circumstances Do the Limits Cover? 
b° What Conditions of Expose and Dose*Effects Do the Limits Cover? 
c. Do You Understand the Intent of the Limit Terminology? 
d. The Voluntary Organizations, ICRP, 1928 and NCRP, 1929 
ea Official Agencies in the USA which Set Limits 
f, Uniform Units Recommended by ICRU Are in Use 
g. Can Limits be Set for the Intakes of Whole Populations and an 

Intensity of Control be Recomnended to Hold the Limits?
 
he Legal Authority to Control all Radiations from Electronic Products
 

6. Radiation Protection--Principles and Techniques
 
a. Initial Precepts on Radiation Use and Radiation Users
 
b.. Illustrations of Protection against Internal Radiation 
c. Illustrations of Protection against External Radiation
 

7, Instrumental Measurement
 
a. Electrical Effect Instrumentb
 
b, Measurement by Chemical Effect
 
c. Measurement by Light Generation 
d. Measurement by Thermoluminescence 

8., Changes and Developments 
a. Biological Effects
 
b, Limits, Standards, Guidelines and' CriteirL1
 
c. Protection--Health Service Use
 
d4 Nuclear Fueled Power Generators
 
e. Environmental Surveillance
 
f. Disposal of Wastes
 

9, Appraisal
 

5i-ih1 
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D. The 	ThermI Fnvironment 

1. 	 TheNature of the Issue 
a. 	Miasmas and vitialon
 
b. The 	cane of the "schwitz kaoten"
 

(1) 	 Physical not Chemical 
(2) 	 Cutaneous not respiratory 

c. 	Health or comfort?
 

2. 	Heat Transfer and Balance
 
The physical processes of transfer
 
The living processes of metanoLinsm am itoram
 

:. The relations as M+S + R + C +'E
 
I, Effect of relative-humidity-and air movement
 

3. 	 Parameters of the Thermal Environment
 
a, Temperature
 
b, Relative humidity and air movement'
 
c. 	Effective temperature
 

4. 	Thermal Extremes
 
a. 	Physiological failures caused by heat atess
 

1) Heat prostration
 
2) Heat cramps
 

(3) 	 Heat stroke 
b. 	Physiological regulations oy ieat transrer by:
 

(1)Conduction
 
M convection
(2 •


Radiation
 
,(4)Evaporation
 

c. 	Defining the adequate conditions by
 
(1)Air 	movement,
 
(2) Relative humidity
 
3 Thermal indices 

(4 The net result expressed a. ffTctive Temperature 

5. 	 Cold Extremes - Stresses due to cold are well defined for military 
and exploration activities in Polar and high altitude situations. 
Tolerances are known for USA well nourished males. Artic North Slope 
oil extraction will test civilian application. USSR experiences are 
not readily available, but n-s r. .4v 

a. 	 Pathology from extreme cold 
(1) Acute transient inflammation - aln to ski. temp.L drop to 59°F; 

to numbness at skin temp. of 50F. Vaso dilation &r4 ooatriction 
"hunting. 

(2) Trench or Immersion foot - cold and wet feet for several days.
 
Gangrene the end points Cause blood and/or lymph ooze to tissue.
 

(3) Frostbite - skin and/or tissue freeze at skin-tissue temp. of 
-50 to -1000 (+230 to +14F)G Skin/tissue at -15 to -200C 
(.', to -40kF) for 10-15 minutes goes necrotic and gangrenous. 
Treat frostbite by rearming in exactly 420C water (107.6 0 F) 
immediately. The faster the better. 
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(4) 	 qeneral body cooling 
(n)(:n= at body temp. or 8o 0F (':6.5 0co 
(b) 	 i ath at body tmp. of 770F (25 0 c) to 700F (21°c) 
(c) 	 Ifnersion in water at .temp. below 600 to 68f0 (15 to 200C) 

cools body faster than heat production; Death at body 
temp. of 770F (250C) 

b. 	Tolerances: See Tables4 mand 5. Sartwell-1965 Prev Med amd PH 
p. 725
 
(1) 	Inactive: max of 6 brs at -IOOF (-23.30 C)air temp without 

special clothing 
(2)Inactive: max of l hre at -40OF (-4OOC) ai_r temp v2.aout 

special clothing
(3)Iractive: max of.25 min. at,-70,F (-56.7C) air temp. o 

special protection 
(4)Nude: max of 8 hrs at 460F (7.60C) 
(5)Wind chill has been defined. Ef mple: 45 mph wind at 200F
 

(-6.70C)chills as rapidly as 2 mile per hour wind at -4007 (-4O0C
 
(6)Water immersion: at 40°F (500) rectal temp drope 11 to 120F. 

Dead in 1 hr. 
Water Immersion: at 6007F (15 0C survival 2 to 5 hrs 

: at 62°F (16.7-) survival B hrs. 

6. 	 Good Practice Standards 
a. 	 American Public Health Aseociationi.Comttee Statement (old but good) 
b. 	Recommendations of ASHRAE 
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E. 	 Visible Light and Lighting, 

-fi~* Vnut1 Of: Likfit4ng 

o3ure ocular(1) 	 Tteditc; A.,-)r oymptonn 
(2) 	 Leoeno degree and rapidity of "ocu.ar ncccmmodation, 

particularly for older persons 
(3) 	 1n, terms of illumination ct premises, promotes, cleanliness 
(4) 	 Good natural lighting has bacterioidal effects 

u. 	 Psychological benefits 

2. 	 Illumination characteristics and their: measurement 
a. 	 Range of the visible spectrum and color wavelengths. 

b. 	Units
 
(1) 	 Foot-candle
 
2 lTumn
 
3 ',Brightness 
(4) Reflection factor
 
(5) 	 Brightness ratio 
(6) 	 candle power 

3. 	 Lighting and the visual task
 
a Factors to control
 

(1) 	 Intensity
(2) 	 Contrast 

(a) Contrast within center of visual task
 
(b) Effects upon the surroundings
 

(3 Glare - misplaced brightness
 
(4) 	 Texture and texture contrast 

b. 	 Lighting standards 
(1) 	American Standards Association 
(2) 	 Illuminating Engineering Society
(3) 	Miscellaneous codes 

4. 	Attaining Good Lighting
 
a. 	 Daylight use 

b. 	 Electric lighting
(1) 	Lamp and l.inaire characteristics 
(2) 	 Design methods 
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F. Non-i ng'adlatonis' 4in,Pa'ticidIir AlDlicationi 

1. Ultra-violet 

a. Characteristics
 

b. Applicatiios' 

c. Hazards and their Manauemen
 

2. Laser
 

a. Characteristics
 

b. Applications
 

c. Hazards and their Management
 

3. Radar and Hicro-iave
 

a. Characteristics
 

b. Applications
 

c. Hazards and their Management
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G. 	 Noise,- inati Son 

I.. Piyici' Chiraeterist1cs of j,3oundand,.jitso0td1easurement 
.. l1v, chnrtw,tor oI"oud nd ir transiasion 

b. 	 Unitu" 
(I) -requency 
(2). Intensity and sound pressure level 
(3) The decibel scale.
 
(4) 	 Acoustic power 

c. Familiar sound and noise sources in decibels
 
d. Loudness level in phons and loudness in;sons, 

2. 	 Effects of noise on ma, 
a. 	Speech communication Interferenci
 
b. Nuisance
 
co Hearing loss
 
d. 	 Obscure and demonstrable effects 

3. 	 Noise Limits
 
a* In work places
 
b. 	 In the community 

It.Noise Measurement 
a. 	 Instrumentation 
b. 	Precautions in use 
c. 	Interpretation of observations
 

5. 	 Noise Control 
a. 	 Occupational exposures 
b. 	 Community noise 

(1) 	 Transportation 
(2) 	 Transmiss~ion within buildings 
(3) 	 Manufacturing 

6. 	Issues to be Faced
 
a. 	Damage criteria
 
b. 	Aircraft noise and sonic boom 
c. 	 Highway noise 
do 	Architectural and mechanical engineering techniques to 

minimize noise in buildings. 
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H. Noise, Energy and Power - Units #Measurement r; 

1. Physically its sound, rarfriatona . compression of air. 

2. Noise unwanted sound, therefore defired'suiJectively and for some
 
H" irfrequencLes and intensities supported by medical evidence of injury.
 

. The units. 

a. Frequency-., cycles per second. Humn hearings range from 35 to 15,000 
b. Inte.nsity - measured in decibels, which are logarithmic units to 

express the ratio between sound pressures. The reference level is
 
0 db, a sound pressure of 0.0002 dynes/sq.cm. or 1 microbar.
 
(The pressure of a fly landing on a kitchen table.)
 
The scale is analogous to pH numbers. It measures Sound Pressure
 
Level. Mathematically it is
 

SPL = . 20 log. P 1b referenced to 0.0002 dyne/cme or microbar 

Note: Dyne = force required to accelerate 1 gm to 1 cm/sec/sec
 
c. Acoustic power is the power level expressed in-watts. The watt is 

thft 	unit of the rate of doing work. It is one joules/second or 
O1 ergo/sec. There is no simple relation between acoustic power and 

sound pressure level. Acoustic power is very difficult to measure. 
Note: Erg - work unit, force of 1 dyne acting thru 1 cm. 

d. Decibels are not additive (Read Jones, pg. 78,9) 2x Acoustic power
3 db rise, 10 x acoustic power - 10 db rise; 100 xacoustic power 
20 db rise. 

4. The noise issues
 

a. Deafness or hearing loss (Jones, pg. 12)
 
b. Speech ccmunication interference
 
c. Nuisance effect
 
d. Effects such as loss of appetite, sleep, anxiety.
 

5. The decibel - details of its logarithmic derivation 

db 20 log1 o P Pref = 0.0002 microbar threshold for human 

Pref ear response. 

at P 0.0002 db- 20 log1o .02 =20 loe 1= 20(0) - 0 
.0002 

at P .0420, db =20 logO .02= 20 log 100 20(2) .40 

it P 0.2, db .20 loglO 0.2 20 log 10 20() 60 

at P=2, db 20 log 0 2 =O oglO,.00 0(4)=8 

tP10, , db 20 0 .a -= 1 0# 20(5) 1 
-si. - ; " -197:. 

http:oglO,.00
http:dynes/sq.cm
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6. db of familiar;.sound and.noise, 

0, IThreshold.-of. audibility 

15-,20 Whisper 

30-35 Private Office or homed in quiet 'no typing,'!no radio on 

40-50 Average conversation, average office 

6070...Average raaio sound level, large !store
 

70-80 Noisv office
 

go-100 Loud traffic
 

110 Elevated train
 

120 Je't 'aircraft, threshold of vain
 

ET Chanlett
 
June 1970
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No topic has ever been more important to the current inhabitants of the 
earth nov more difficult to approach because of deeply held personal beliefs 
than the need for population control. Beginning with Malthus' warning in 
1816 that human populations grow inherently faster than does their ability 
to produce food, and continuing through the more current reconmnendations 
of international study commissions, advice has been repeatedly given and 
dismissed as "interesting, perhaps. but not sufficiently important" to move 
ordinary people to change life-long habits. A wide range of "expert" opinion 
has been heard regarding the severity of the population threat. Not all the 
voices that have been raised, however, have been in favor of population 
control. 

Some experts view the population problen as nothing but a mirage. They 
hold that growth is good and that a growing economy is always a healthy 
one; that man is resourceful, has always adapted to social and environmental 
changes in the past and will continue to do so in the future. Unfortunately, 
this view isnot consistent with the observable facts. Certain countries (Taiwan, 
for example) have slow growth rates and slow economies; others (such as 
Japan) have slow growth rates and excellent economies; and others (particu
larly India) have enormous growth rates in the face of abject poverty. 

Others admit that a real problem exists, but maintain that it is a solvable 
problein. Such ideologically diverse groups as the Marxists and the ilomnan 
Catholics share this view, but hold it for different reasons. The Marxists 
consider that we do not have a food production problem, but only a food 
distribution problem. The facts simply do not support this position. Much 
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THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT. WASrES AND CONTROL 

of tilL' worlid iseurrently hit,1gry-7-l)rhal)s as ,ita, ts 21111illitleal

each year are attrilaItahle to starvaio. f the w rds' fo0d mil)dlttioln We 

spread ev,,uly a1oug the earth's present ilu1itants. iti%,llestiollabl

whether any individual wotuld IeWell nourished. rite( alholi. plactvi*.,w 

great confidence in the ability of technology to solve tiL food shortag
through the increased a))licat ion of fertilizer and pest ii(es to farmlawi|Most agricultural experts, however, are not so optimistic. ()thrs who placgreat faith in scieitific research believe that, although Ihv poplationI prohlem is deadly seriois, itcans probiably he resolved throt,.h d(vevlopin nev
hybrid grains that \%ill greatly increase larm yields, (the "Grrtn i 't'ohitim" 
and through increased farming of the sea. 
. Finally, there are thosc who contend that itis already too late to preven

global disaster. Regardless of new solutions, the world's population is increas
Ing too rapidly to prevent the eventual onslaught of pestilen.e, famine, ant
social disorder before any critical breakthrough couild be imple nted.

lhunan population control for planet earth is inevitable ii one form otanother, mid nothing is ittoredemonstrable iln
the aniiml wohld Itha
natural control of poi)ulation.1 We may continue oitr presti.t cot, 

Ihe, 
w of actionand expaid our oiimbers t)the finite carrying capac.ity of thle )hyical evi

ronlelt. This would ult imately inemn emiigratiotn to otlr planets and amargin of safety reduc.ed to such precarious levels that atchantge of climlale or an occasional famine would permit nature to control ouir nmbers-efe
•tively, 	 iu tragically. Alternatively, we may decide in the fiuture to control our numbers with a wider safety margin and a broader selection of styles
of life for those who (Iowalk the earth and coexist with the things they
eat. A nice feature of this alternative is the extra time it would give usto reach a more accurate understanding of the earth's carrying capacity in
relation to how we live. And if it took us a long time to come to understand our environtent, while we tried to control our tuttnbers, Inamy millions ofdeaths fromn starvation and deprivation might be avoided. 

A HISTORY OF HUMAN POPULATION GROWTH 
Early data on man's population increase are speculative at best. since sufficient
historical information isavailable only after 1650 A.D. Estimates of populationsize and density prior to that must be ontimne based the archeological
record and what ('atlie gleaned from stmmdis of primitive cultures that exist
today. l)emograpiht.rs ca!colate that the total hutma poj)pllatiou at the timeof Christ was slightly larger thani the prestit poplatioi of Ihe,Llotited States. or approxi:mately 20K) to 3X) million, and that this tmumbler doubled by the
middle of the seventeelth ceottry. lhowever, it took only 200 years for thatnumber to double agaii, resulting ila global populationi of autld 1.0 hillionby 1850 A.)., and only another 80 years to reach 2.0 billion, by the late
1920s. This increase is graphically described in Figure 10-1, from which 
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HUMAN POPULATION GROWTH 
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it is clear that both the rate of increase and tile total nunner of individuals 
are accelerating rapidly. We are low expecting. 4.0 billion inhabitants hb'
the mid-i970s (a 45-year doubling time), when the rate of increase will
 
produce another doubling in only 3.3 years. Although the history of population

growth is interesting, the important point is that the time required for enor
mous changes in the numhcrs of human beings (doubling from 4.0 billion
 
to 8.0 billion, and 
so on) is now so short that vast inicreases in population

lie well within the time required to devise and implement the means of
 
controlling them. Even if we elected right now to control the earth's human

population, we would have to plan for all tltimate population substantially
 
larger than the present number.
 

Focusing on 
broad periods of time and global growth patterns tends to
 
mask important sulpaterils in lo.al poplhit. |'t
fluntiatitm.s. ll manls history,

regional poptlations ,
have risen and fallen as a collt'(it(.ii(t of Changes ill
climate, wars, famines, and discoveries, although the overall result Its It','i 
all explosive increase. 'The 1.t1 tural biological ch'arathiiciv llint .'pirstv.tH' 
have had nth to do witlh mail's current pIopullitioi F.,,i.c'ss.asFirst, 

a species, nialt is rarely slc'ialized ili his diet, permiltig hi, 
 t Idapl to 
suddet changes in fool s u.,r.es. Secnd, he is a. iihlillige, and r'siIuIlul 
beiing, which, whell voillhini d with lhis ainppa rtiiistit di'l, a is.rtd hin ill 
a higlh probability of survival ill Spite oaf 1h elmnts alld (elided toIll.illiz.e 
:his territorial expalasion. Third, lie is sociallyv oriented and hlit aigreat propeum -

sity for storing his learning and passing it on to younger generatimis. Ii 
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fat,. ni t if the habitable prehistoric Iu ,u ,I,y ,iv . ,,1:V. uVctlpleu t)y 
e6rly man (crectus-sapienv)and divided into hunting-gathering territories as 
long -Ls 2 or 3 uillion years ago. l Advanced knowledge in weaponry and 
in the use of fire allowed these early populations to flourish at the expense 
of the wild game food sources. This period of hmnan development has heen 
referred to as the "cultural revolution" amid ultimately led to a depletion 
of food resources (known as "Pleistoce, Occrkill'), which momentarily 
slowed population growth rates. Pcrhaps 50,(X)0 to 30.(X0 years ago, early 
man learned that his liniers cotild be more safely supported by idopt ing 
a primary coisumner role aud giro% ilkg his lood in Inalliged agriciltuiral set. 
tings instead of chasing it ol the hoof. 

Freedom fromnt the daily search for food gave man the tinle for other 
pursuits, and his inventive nature responded by developing metal tools, divid
ing labor. and creating a more sophisticated social structure. Thus the "agri
cultiral revolution'" was the second major level oil the human popilation 
growth cirve, as depicted on alog-log scale in Figure 10-2. This new freedon 
fromi chasing one's dinner did not include iinimuity, however, from the oftell 
tragic impact of famine and disease. As the Ehrlichs have stated: 

Civilizations grew, flourished and disintegrated. periods of good and 
had weather occurred; and those apocal) ptic horsenmen, pestilence, fain
ine and war took their toll. Although the global trend . . . was ole 
of accelerating increase, a great ilmy local population explosions and 
-rahes are concealed in that trend. For example, libilionic plague (Black 
Death) killed an estimated 25 nercent of the inhabitants of Eulrope 

IO )(.000,O 0 
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between 1348 and 1350..From 1348 to 1379 England's Iotal population 
wasreduced by almost 50 percent. ...Many cities lost half or more 
of their inhabitants in the second half of the fourteenth century. 

According to Boughey, the global outbreak of influenza in 1919 isconserva

tively estimated to have killed niany more (10 to 15 million) than actually 

died in the battles of World War 1. More recently the Asian "flu" form 

of influenza virus is thought to have killed 9 million people during tile 1967 

to 1968 period. The threat of infectious and contagion% disease is aggravated 

by tle increased close contact among people in moderrn city life. On the 

other hand, immunization programs are easier to administer in organized 

urban settings, and advances in our ability to control contagious diseases 

tend to lessen the threat of epidemics. Wars have often had dramatic effects 

on the populations of those territories involved but have had apparently 

no significant effect on world population growth. Bates has pointed out that 

the 300 years following 1650 were a period of almost continuous warfare 

for the human community, and, at the same time world population growth 

reached its first significant proportions.-' The United States has lost about 

1.0 million people in all of its wars, and at present growth rates that mmber 

is replaced in about 4 months. The destructive potential of modern thermnonu

clear warfare, however, casts a different light on war's effectiveness to control 

population growth. 
Robert Malthus recognized in 1816 that human population growth has 

a potential for increase greater than the increae.that actually occurs because 

of limited resources. lie believed that the checks on population growth that 

keep the potential from being realized can be reduced to war, disease, and 

famine. At present, it does not appear that war (short of nuclear disaster) 

and disease (short of highly virulent forms of bronchial disease) can be relied 

on as effective checks on population growth. 
Famines arc another matter. The Ehrlichs have stated:O 

One study, by Cornelius Walford, lists more than 200 famines in 

Great Britain alone between 10 and 1846 A.). Another counts 1,828 

Chinese famines in the 2019 years preceding 1911, a rate of almost 
one a year. Some of these famines, and similar ones in India, have 
been known to result in many millions of deaths. Even in this century 
famine has killed many. . . . perlaps 5-10 million deaths have been 
attributable to starvation in Russia (1918-1922, 19:2-193.1) ...4 million 
deaths in Chiia (1920-1921) and 2-4 million deaths in West Ilemgal, 
India (19.13). 

Today we are faced with enoimmoms dcvianmds on the world's food resources. 

There are lint omly more people to he fed and nmore to bIe planned for than 

e cr before, but ihdividual demand is accelerating because of expectat ions 

uf.afluence. Unlike. any previous perio(d in history, those who are hungry 

and inInoverished are more painfully aware, thanks to imprioved methods 
of theof comimiunication, ot the life styles of the inre fortunate sectors 
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global community, a,,d they certainlv cannot, he scorned for wanting to live 
the same way. in addition, even in the more well-to-do sectors, social pres
sures otten demand increased personal affluence. Before discussing the impli
cations of these pressures on population growth, we miist examine some facts 
and figures on population growth rates. 

POPULATION ARITHMETIC 

Birth. rates are usually expressed as the Iimher (if bidrlhs per thotisand 
meinlets of the population per year. They are cali.lattud by dividing the 
number of live births in a year by the population (expressed in thoustds) 
at, thu midpoint of that year. 

Example: 
The population of the United States at the midnonint of 19fl (hulV 11 
was estimated as 203,100,000, or 

203,100.000 = 203,100 thousands 

1000 

If the number of live births for the year ending September 30 was 
3,534,000 then the birth rate for the year 1969 wais
 

3,534.00) r= 174 births per thousahd.7
 

203.100 

Death rates are tvateatlled similarly. Additions to a ppulation can also 
come from imnmigration, ni subtractiois from emsigration. These Immst be 
con'sidered as well in calculating overall growth rates. In general, for any 
nation or territory, 

Growth Rate - (Birth Rate + Immigration Rate) - (Death Rate + 
Emigration Rate). 

The equation is simplified when applied to the growth rate of the planet, 
since immigration and emigration rates are zero. Population data for countries 
ranging from high growth rates to low growth rates are shown in Table 
10-I. A more extensive list of countries would reveal a relative scarcity 
6f birth rates in the twenties and thirties per thousand and, as Boughey 
has pointed it, this isnot fortuitous. Those nations that have adopted popuila
tion control measures tend to have hirth rates below 20 mid those that have 
not have rates remaining in the forties and fifties per thotusand. There is 
no in-between. 

When all available statistics on birth amid death rates since 1750 are ana
lyzed, several imnportalnt treuls appear. First, the crude birth rate (ntt correct
ed'for population age stnctdres) remiiinedl at about .10 for all nations ultil 
aromund the turn'f the twentieth -:litu'ry, when itl egii t6 fall (to 20 or 
fewer) for 'tile more advantctd, iidustrialized niitions. The less advanced, 
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TA2I E 4A 4 

'opUlalIon Data for Selected Countries
 
POPULATION- BIRTH DEJTH GROWTH
 

mid-1971 RATE RATE RATE
 
COUNTR, (in millions) per 1000' per I'J00' (%)
 
Sudan 16A 48.9 184 28
 
Japan 104.7 19.2 66 I 1 
Colombia 21.8 44,6 10.6 32 
Algeria 148 49.1 16.9 35 
India 550.3 428 167 22 
Guatemala 5.4 39.0 150 3 1 
Mexico 50.8 434 99 32 
Australia 12.7 21.7 8 7 I 9 
United Kingdom 55.6 162 11 6 04 
United Stales 207.1 173 93 I t 
Sweden 8.1 14,1 10.2 08 

'Belgium 97 14.5 124 05 

Fmn 19'2 Utd Natkum statistcaI ) rdlkok 

underdeveloped (or developing) natioins still tend to have hirth rates near 
40 per thousM. Second, for all nations there has been a draniatic reduction 
In death rates from the low to mid-thirties per thousand in 1850 to 15 or 
fewer in the 1950s (Figure 10-3). This decrease in death rate is the most 
lariportant sitgle cause of the current population explosion. It )egan in the 
industrialized nations when man began to understand disease and improve 
sanitation. World War II caused recent advances in medical research in 
antibiotics and in controlling disease vectors with DI)T and other pesticides 
to be exported to all corners of the earth. Draniatic declines in the death 
rates of underdeveloped nations followed-plunieting in sone cases from 
as high as 40 per thousand to a low of 5 or 6 per thousand within a 20-year 
period. Finally, in the more advanced nations, birth rates have generally 
declined during Ihe late industrialization period. This phienoncoon, called 
the "demographic transition," which slows overall growth rates, occurred 
In Europe around the turn of the century and more recently in North America. 

It is hazardous to compare overall population growth rates for different 
countries calculated from crude birth and death rate data because of the 
significant influence of population age structure on short-term populatiot 
growth. For instance, identical death rates for two cotlntries are coiiiparahle 
only whenl tile niitality is oucorritig in tlie same age glrotip ill.a't'hi poila. 
Inoim. Ieal popilations vary cosildi-raily ill age and se" dhim il iJlunt lilfe 
expt'.laiicy and =narriage ages, as %well;%iilthe specific iortality aid iaitality 
of each age grolp.8 Dleveloped inliuis have esperienied declining hirth and 
death rates and lend to have mnore onitorni age structures than those whose 
hirth rates renain high. In the latter case. decreased infant lmiortlaity in 

uddition to lowered overall (eath rates have further inflated the pl)opulation 
(f the younger ag groups. Tlic potential for explosive popqilhtlil i,,ereases 
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is realized when these large blocks of young people move upward in the 
age structure and reach their reproductive years. This is the case in most 
underdeveloped countries ofthe world, where as illuch as 40 to 50 percent 
of the total population is tnder 15 years of age (creating a high dependency 
load). As Patil Ellich has pointed out, even if we were making great progress 
in reducing )irth rates in these countries (and we are not), 30 years would 
pass before population growth would be slowed down. 

The present world population is around 3.7 billiom. Its major regional 
contributions are listed in Table 10-2. It is clear from inspecting the data 
in this table that the majority of the world's prcsent.population lives in 
underdeveloped regions amd that this proportion of the total is increasing 
rapidly. At present world growth rates we may excecdl7.0 billion by 2(Ri. 

50 PER 1,000 POPULATION 

40 r Crude Birth Rate 

30 Cic Death Rate 

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES Growth ate 
10 •. . . . _ .
. _ _ '
 

"1*50, li ' " 1850 1900 1950 2000 

50PER 1-000,POPULATION. 

Crude Blrth Rate 
40- - -----.......--- --.......---. -_"_j_____ 

30 Crude.D.eaih Ralq .L 
 row,, ate 
30 Cue 

UNDER[EVELOPED COUNTRfqS 

1750, 1 1U'O, 1950 200018 got) 

11119181410-3, LHirf , ieI DeIo.,ta. Wirlopwd aiti ee ~pnXt~n 
Nurs,.4a. io, .V Yrk vi 
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RECENT:TRENDS IN THE UNITED STATES 

The population of the United States is still growing.although the rate has 
slowed. Some have suggested that the United States has reached zero popula
tion growth because of a considerable decline in birth rates since the 1960s, 
These notions tend to le reinforced by occasional news items reporting even 
ftirt' ar recent decreases in birth rates, It is simply itrue, however, to state 
that 'le Unitecl States has, in 1974, reached a zero-growth plateau; our 
population was estimated at 203 million in mid-1969, 207 million in mid
1971, and most recently passed 210 million in March of 1974.1' In 1972 
ilone, 1.630,(HX) individuals were added to the U.S. population. What has 
happened is a remarkable decrease in the birth rate samice the 1960s, and 
a concurrent decrease in the fertility rate. The fertility rate is a better index 
of birth trends because it measures the births per thousand women in their 
reproducti,'e years (ages 14 to 41). The fertility rate in the United States 
fell fron the 120s at the turn of the century to a low of 73 during the 
depression years, 1932 to 1936. From then until the late 19,50s. the fertility 
rate rose again to about 120. but has steadily fallen since. In March of 1974, 
a record low was reached of 67 births per thousand, and indications are 
that it Is still falling)10 This fertility rate isat or below what would be required 
just to maintain our population. Replacement fertility, or 2.11 births per 
woman, is the rate that will just replace parents when they die. Why this 
rate is not exactly 2.0 is due to the fact that our population is not precisely 
divided 50-50 into males and females. Why then have we not reached zero 
population growth? 

TABLE 10-2 
Present Status of Population In Major Regions 

POPULATION- PERCENT PERCENT 
MID-1971 GROWTH YEARS OF "OF 

ESTIMATES RATE TO PRESENT YEAR 2000 
REGION (INMILLIONS), (%) DOUBLE POPULATIONt POPULATION$ 

Africa 354 26 27 10 1.3 
Asia 2104 2-3 30 56 58 
North America 230. 1'3 54 ,"
 
Latin America 291, 2.9 24 1i10,

Fur r " 466' 0.8 88 1,3 9" 
USea;i' 245 1.1 64 , " 
Ocean' 110 I . 0.05 -d.d 

"" WORLD (Tr).al' , = : , " 

toeImO ,um lb 100 peiCrqm because m.:ouno;.).'
 

popuW.015l 6.5 bilion
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TABLE 10-3 
'Estimated Numbers of Women In the 20-29 Age Group Inthe United States 

YEAR NUMBERS (inmillions) 
1968 14.3 
1975. 18.3 
1QAni 20.0 

TIp .V'R I.SSI'5 IV1I .%Ix.v Ij mirdel ,,Annr 
Fru u:W II. Frawn. 1970p.

3 
. 

rMu,ifWCL7 1(:1, lI'vV o.\'IROXAIEr. fC()LV(U. 1II II. in 

.he reason is that these low numlers are rates, that is, biftfis per thousand 
woiren. The; rates say nothing about the actual numbers of women, and 
theie are significantly more women entering their reproductive years because 
of,:the post-World War 11 Iaby booni: 40.2 umillion in 1967,f 42.3 million 
in 1970, and 46.9 million estimated for 1975. Furthermore, tile subgroup 
oft women aged 20 to 29 bear most -of the children, and tile mumbers of 
these will continue to increase, through 1980, as shown in Table IO-:3. If 
the, trend toward decreased fertility continues, or even holds constant, and 
if the death rate does not change, we may well reach a ,o-growth plateau 
bdore the turn of the twenty-first century. Reaching this plateau is important 
even though the United States will represent only 5 percent of the world's 
population at that time. To persuade other countries' to control their popula
ti(on's, it will Ibe helpful to have controlled ours first. 

POPULATION PRESSURES ON FOOD AND MINERALS 

It Wouald be valuable to know how many people the earth van sUppol t. 
Est!lnas have varied fromn somewhat fewer than we have now (4 billion) 
to se 'eral times the present number (30 billion). 'The simple truth is that 
We do not know the limits of our biosphere. Our continued population growth 
iithe face of this ignorance is something like the foolhardy man who acceler
ates a car down a highway at night, his headlights turned off, having good 
reason to believe that something is blocking the road ahead. 

It does seem clear that the ultimate safe number of the earth's inhabitants 
will depend heavily on the style in which they choose to live. There are 
cirrently tremendous variations in the quality and styles of life among the 
earth's inhaitats. The most demnding of these styles in relation to the 
usi of resounrces and the generation of' wasle 'rodticts is that adopted by 
the Uited States. Ve constitute roughly 6 percent ol the world's poplation 
lint use over one-half of the world's rusnm ves it, satisfying our desires for 
autotlloh)ih's, ele'tricity, recreational ptirsuits, and othwi am.e'il it's. This m'u. 
smipl)tiinl may teach 8 ler'elt of total world ('Iiisimnl)tioI 11 I5()So. 
Itisdifficult to speak of material or vven of political svlf-sullieml vnwy whe 

the 'TJihl States is so hiuhlv deneldent on foreiai siomli-s for most of 
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TABLE 10-4 
Donsumption of Minerals In the United States 

U.S. 
CONSUMPTION 

AS % OF 
WORLD %"OF U.S. 

PRODUCTION U.S. IMIORTS; s,,-, CONSUMPTION 
AiINERAL [1972) 1950 1060., 197:1 197-

Aanganese Ore. 
ron Ore 

12 
15 

95 122 
'32 

98 
'35 

95 
28 

,opper
NInc 
rin 

27 
24 
30 

36 
_48 
104 

34 
50 
66 

17 
56 
71 

18 
52 
77 

.ead 
Aolybdenum 

38
23 

44
1 

36 19
2 

26 
-

A"pted hIwn Mining 4nd Mnetals Polcy ti13), P a TWO.Appndaes 

its inlustrial raw materials. The U.S. consuner received warning of his tlhpen. 
dente on foreign supplies during the 1973 to 197.1 fuel crisis.It.ergy is 
not the only substance' we may run short of, and iro licaIly, we muy be 
closer to self-sluficiency in relation to energy becase of our nu&c-ir tecmnolo. 
gy and enbrmous coal reserves than ie are in relation to basic minerals 
(Tables 10-4 and 10-5). At current rates of use, known supplies of lead, 
zinc, copper, and tin will be exhausted before the year 2000, even with 
no additional population growth.' Nickel, cobalt, manganese, and molyhde. 
numn will last another century, and chromium and iron another 20(X) years. 
Clearly, we are not out of the woods with "crises" and shortages; we are 
actually just entering them. Known reserves of minerals often do not include 
low-grade deposits that are presently uneconomical to mine and process, 
and of course they do not include estimates for new discoveries. In trying 
to decide just how much growth we can permit, we must allow for some 
reduced intensity in life style and for an increase in recycling efforts (Table 
10-6). Just how much sacrifice we will he willing to make is uncertain, 
but it seems obvious that known resources are simply insufficient to permit 
even the present world population of 3.7 billion to live at current U.S. 
stanii.ards. If this could be done it would require "75*times as much iron 
as is now extracted annually, 100 times as much copper, 200 times as much 
lead 75 times as much zinc, and 250 times as much tin," as IEhrlich has 
noted.13The increase in pollution load, waste by-products, and heat, in addi
ti0on to extra energy demands, would be enormous. 
•linkind faces a more basic but rehted problem,-to supply food for his 

growing numbers. In 1967, the Panel on World Food Supply of the President's 
Science Advisory Committee issued a 3-volune report containing a descrip
tion of the world's food problem, including nutritional requirements and 
recommendations for alleviating shortages iii the next two decades.' This 
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study estimated that in underdeveloped nations, or two-thirds of the world,. 
20 pbrcent of the individuals are currently undernourished and 60 percent 
are malnuurznvu. These and other studies estfinatelthat hetween I and 2 
billoiopeople-of the present population of 3.7 billion are not receiving an 
adcquate'diet. How many are actually starving is'untnown, since data tend 
to he unreliable where the problem is severe, hut if is estimated that 500 
million (0.5 billion) people are-either chronically hungry or starving. The 
Panel! further reported that the current world average for caloric need is 
around 2300 calories per person per day. This requirement, when compared 
to the estimated (United Nations FAO estimate) 2400 calories per person 
per day currently available at the world market place. makes the margin 
between supply and need quite precarious. The problem isfurther aggravated 
beyond what the margin implies by the uneven distribution of food. 

All pratical solutions to this problem will require rapid implementation 
of eFective international population control programs. the production of 

Table 10-5 
Supply of Selected Minerals 

U.S. RESERVES YEARS
AS %OF OF SUPPLY 
WORLD AT PRESENT 

RESERVES RATE OF
 
MINERAL (1972) CONSUMPTION
 

Antimony 2 95
 
Cadmium 29 74 
Copper 24 53 
Iron 4 40 
Lead 35 6?
 
Titanium 20 1O0 
Tungsten 6 26 
Uranium 32 21 
Zinc 23 60 

Adaptod from Mining and Minorals Policy (1973). Part Iwo. Ampenoices. 

TABLE 10-6 
Recycling of Selected Minerals Inthe United States 

RECYCLING. AS %OF 

ANNUAL U.S. CONSUMPTION 
MINERAL (1972) 

Coppr 20 
Iroln 33
 
Nikel 34 
Pltlinun t . 22 
Po'uhth 0 
Mall(lliffit I 

Lead 35 
Zinc 5 

" tPljtnmin group nkltals, ndii1onl Iulliuniuin. ihodiunm. pallaidiun, o.ininim. iidu i and platinum 

.dapltted fom M,rng adMinerals I, Pailv' .olcy (1073), , App,'rndices 
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more food, nd impr vqments in our ability,,tohiistrilute it. World food 

production must be, increased, by, at, least., halfagajnas much as current 
production, If we are to feed the estimated: 1985 population even at the 

.
insufficient 1965 levels.,. 
The simplest way to produce more food, is to put more land under the 

plow, although this is not as easy as it would seem. In the United States, 
we, already use some 30) million acres of our 350-itillion acre total. The 

into by urban sprawl atremaining land is not our best and is being eaten 
the rate of 1.0 million acres per year. On a global basis, there is probably 
2 to 3 times as, much arable land as has been either cultivated at some 
time during the last few decades or has been harvested in any given year. 
Unfortunately, most of this land (over 4 billion acres) lies in the tropics, 
where our present agricultural production technology is inadequate, at least 
for the humid antl subhumid tropics. The Presideit's Science Advisory Coln
inittee suggested that developing this land should be a long-range project 
to'be met through increased research on new varieties of plants andtinew 
methods of fertilization. Furthermore. this land, if it could be made to pro
duce food, is geographically removed from the location of present and future 
food needs. The report summary states: "Tle very large disparity letween 
population size and potentially arable land in Asia, on tile onte hand, and 
South America, North America and Africa on the other, suggests that %,ery 
large-scale intervontieittal migrations, such as charitcterized most of the 
nineteenth century, might well become inlportait againi in times to (ome.-'I 

If the inmminent food problem is not to be met by introducing new farm. 
lands, it will have to be nt by increasing yields on present land and by 
more efficiently using available food by reducing waste and spoilage. The 
problems with this proposal are still enormous. The people and institutions 
of Asia are not accustomed to thinking of farming as a business, and there 
are limits to the effectiveness of directly transferring agricultural technology 
to tunderdeveloped nations. Instead, adaptive research, or developing new 
varieties of plants, should be carried out in Asian fields, for example, and 
not flown in from Iowa. Training programs, fertilizer and capital will be 
required on massive scales; to bring fertilizer applications in India alone 
up to the per capita level of Japan or the Netherlands will take one-half 
the world output.1t Al econonic investment on the order of $12 billion 
above the 1965 base would be iceded to raise Itdian food production even 
4 percent.t" Obviously, these proposals imuply uiparalleled peacetime cooper

tion between developed anti underdeveloped iations. 
Increasing farm yields in the uidertleveloped itations througlh applying 

agricultural techniques and imiproving fertilizers is hall of what is rcferred 
tW as the "Creem ilevolutio"-growing amore food to stay ahead of the 
p0plati6i'i re'xplo~ion.M The otltcr half is developing ,,60%high-yield strains 
of food crops (rice, wheat, and sorghum). whit-h hold significant promise 
for increased food production. Early results have been e.otraging in)Asia, 
where over 34 million acres have been planted within 5 years of introduction. 

5
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In 1968, the Indian wheat harvest was 35 percent above record, and the 
Pakistani crop was 37 percent higher, than ever before."" Sone biologists 
arc-still'skcptical, cialnitig thitthes6 "niracle ';rops" muay ultimately attract 
miracle pests and that early harvest gains were,actually diue to hetter regional 
wcather.They contend further that risks are being taken 1))' converting sub

stgntial acreage to these new plant hybrids, thereby hazarding unknown 
susceptibilities to plant disease and pests and escalating pesticide require
ments. Furthermore, it is still unknown whether these plants will grow 
throughout Asia, and whether similar plants can be developed for South 
America and Africa. 

.Probably the best that call be said for the Green Revolution is that the 
extra food it may generate. (if these programs work) will give us a little 
extra time to develop effective patterns of international cooperation for con
trolling human population growth. 

THE HUMAN CHALLENGE 

It is difficult to avoid pessimism about the fiture well-being of the millions 
'of, needy individuals in the underdeveloped nations when one considers tile 
physical dimensions of the problemn and the efficacy of governmental and 
political action. Nor ('all we afford the sanguinous notion that whatever 
happens Io the poorer countries will not seriously affect our own lives. The 
political implications of rising pressures on resources are staggering. Evei 
if the United States i=,ade no further advances in its "standard of living," 
soneone would have to explain to a burgeoning group of have-not inatiolw. 
'hy they 'annot live as we do, and wily they should continue to supply 

us with the raw materials of our comfort. In the past, the United States 
has enjoyed a relatively luxurious position in regard to technological develop. 
ment and food production, but much of this well-being has come at the 

.ecological expense of the rest of the world. Our present food surpluses, which 

.used to be dealt with as "charitable" contributions to the fIreign miedy, 
are now for sale on world markets where those with noney are all too eager 
to buy. Continued escalation of food prices in the United States isunavoidable 
because exporting our food surplus will become increasingly iecessary to 
pay for energy and other resources we cannuot produce ourselves tTahle 10-5). 
Even tihe industrial technology awd vapital we send abroad may be wors ,miig 
the problem if Ilite biosphere will ot permit the present world vcommmmmuity 
t"live at Western levels of comsiuplptioil.2" Our scit,'ene aud. techlhology ame 
far fromt providing aln earl' solution and are in fac still trying Ito (escribe 
the problem adequately. 

We are learinig that lrevious efforts to help nmvy have biven cotnterpro
°h tive. Clearly, tile uaerdeveluped nm.ttis will profi t imlost froml nlmumaging 
their own resources aM controlling thleir own futures, but they will In unable 
to do this inder the ecomonic thnub of massive \Westeri 'illustrial empires. 
At the sale time, these nIations urgently lived help from the West in tile 
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forn of training, [inuance, mnaterials, and 'econwl!ic inlderwriting. The great 
challenge of 'the imnediaie future, then, coines down to. the question of 
hov -td:hlp' thie hungry nasses without destroying their social stnictures, 
vilue systems, and sense offdignity. Maintaining national boundaries or pre
servlng"any particular governmental form beconw a less significant issue 
when contrasted with the tremendous challenge of ensuring hinnan survival. 

Can we restnicture national aims? Can we separate foreign aid froin the 
special interests of business? Can we distribute the fruits of industriali:ation 
without further industrialization? Can we commit ourselves to a corncept 
of growth based inore on the quality of life thai on economic "root, hog, 
or die" prosperity measures? If we could settle these questions wi.sely, we 
inight end up exerting some genuine leadership toward reaching humunitariai 

oals and be ale to display invallingfil, woidt.structive ambitions to the 
.mderdeveloped nations of the world instead of displaying the automobile, 
le traomsisur radio, the electric carving knife, anid other so.called achieve. 
nents of advanced society. But, as in the case of population control, we 
viii first have to denonstrate our good faith by restncturing our own value 
ystein in order to be credible to the rest of the world. 
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MINERAL RESOURCES IN FACT AND FANCY 

PrestonCloud 

Optimism and imagination are happy human traits. They often make bad 
situations appear tolerable or even good. Man's ability to imagine solu
tions, however, commonly outruns his ability to find them. What does he 
do when it becomes clear that he is plundering, overpopulating, and 
despoiling his planet at such a horrendous rate that it is going to take 
some kind of a big leap, and soon, to avert irreversible degradation? 

The inventive genius of man has got him out of trouble in the past. 
Why not now? Why be a spoil-sport when brilliant, articulate, and well
intentioned men assure us that all we need is more technology? Why? 
Because the present crisis is exacerbated by four conditions that reinforce 
each other in a very undesirable manner: (I) the achievements of medical 
technology which have brought on the run-away imbalance between 
birth and death rates; (2) the hypnotic but unsustainable national dream 
of an ever-increasing real Gross National Product based on obsolescence 
and waste; (3) the finite nature of the earth and particularly its accessible 

"Mineral Resources in Fact and Fancy" was originally published in Encironment: 
Resources, Pollution and Society, William W. Murdoch, ed. Sinaucr Associates, Inc. 
1971. Reprinted by permission of the publisher. 
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mineralized crust; and (4) the increased risk of irreversible spoilation of 
the environment which accompanies overpopulation, overproduction, 
waste, and the movement of ever-larger quantities of source rock for 
ever-smaller proportions of useful minerals. 

Granted the advantages of big technological leaps, therefore, provided 
they are in the right direction, I see real hope for permanent long-range 
solutions to our problems as beginning with the taking of long-range 
views of them. Put in another way, we should not tackle vast problems 
with half-vast concepts. We must build a platform of scientific and social 
comprehension, while concurrently endeavoring to fill the rut of ignor
ance, selfishness, and complacency with knowledge, restraint, and de
manding awareness on the part of an enlightened electorate. And we 
must not be satisfied merely with getting the United States or North 
America through the immediate future, critical though that will be. We 
must consider what effects current and proposed trends and actions will 
have on the world as a whole for several generations hence, and how we 
can best influence those trends favorably the world over. Above all, we 
must consider how to preserve for the yet unborn the maximum flex
ibility of choices consistent with meeting current and future crises. 

NATURE AND GEOGRAPHY OF RESOURCES 

Man's concept of resources, to be sure, depends on his needs and wants, 
and thus to a great degree on his locale and place in history, on what 
others have, and on what he knows about what they have and what 
might be possible for him to obtain. Food and fiber from the land, and 
food and drink from the waters of the earth have always been indispens
able resources. So have the human beings who have utilized these re
sources and created demands for others-from birch bark to beryllium, 
from buffalo hides to steel and plastic. It is these other resources, the ones 
from which our industrial society has been created, to which my remarks 
are directed. I refer, in particular, to the nonrenewable or wasting re
sources-mineral fuels which are converted into energy plus carbon, 
nuclear fuels, and the metals, chemicals, and industrial materials of 
geological origin which to some extent can be and even are recycled but 
which tend to become dispersed and wasted. 

All such resources, except those that are common rocks whose avail
ability and value depend almost entirely on economic factors plus fab
rication, share certain peculiarities that transcend economics and limit 
technology and even diplomacy. They occur in local concentrations that 
may exceed their crustal abundances by thousands of times, and partic
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ular resources tend to be clustered within geochemical or metallogenic 
provinces from which others are excluded. Some parts of the earth are 
rich in mineral raw materials and others are poor. 

No part of the earth, not even on a continent-wide basis, is self-suffi
cient in all critical metals. North America is relatively rich in molybdenum 
and poor in tin, tungsten, and manganese, for instance, whereas Asia is 
comparatively rich in tin, tungsten, and manganese and, apparently, less 
well supplied with molybdenum. The great bulk of the world's gold 
appears to be in South Africa, which has relatively little silver but a good 
supply of platinum. Cuba and New Caledonia have well over half the 
world's total known reserves of nickel. The main known reserves of 
cobalt are in the Congo Republic, Cuba, New Caledonia, and parts of 
Asia. Most of the world's mercury is in Spain, Italy, and parts of the 
Sino-Soviet bloc. Industrial diamonds are still supplied mainly by the 
Congo. 

Consider tin. Over half the world's currently recoverable reserves are in 
Indonesia, Malaya, and Thailand, and much of the rest is in Bolivia and 
the Congo. Known North American reserves are negligible. For the 
United States loss of access to extracontinental sources of tin is not likely 
to be offset by economic factors or technological changes that would 
permit an increase in potential North American production, even if 
present production could be increased by an order of magnitude. It is 
equally obvious that other peculiarities in the geographical distribution 
of the world's geological resources will continue to encourage interest 
both in trading with some ideologically remote nations and in seeking 
alternative sources of supply. 

RECOVERABLE MINERAL RESERVES 

Consider now some aspects of the apparent lifetimes of estimated re
coverable reserves of a selection of critical mineral resources and the 
position of the United States with regard to some of these. The selected 
resources are those for which suitable data are available. 

Figure 1 shows such lifetimes for different groups of metals and min
eral fuels at current minable grades and rates of consumption. No al
lowance is made for increase of populations, or for increased rates of 
consumption which, in the United States, tend to increase at twice the 
rate of population growth. Nor is allowance made for additions to re
serves that will result from discovery of submarine deposits, use of 
submarginal grades, or imports-which may reduce but will not eliminate 
the impact of growth factors. Data are updated from the U.S. Bureau of 
Mines compendia Mineral Facts and Problems and its Minerals Year-

I;- lr 
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FIGURE I. 
Mineral reserve lifetimes. Apparent lifetimes of known recoverable reserves of twenty 
mineral commodities at currently mirIblc grades and existing rates of consumption. 
(Except for helium, whose lifetime is estimated from U.S. Bureau of Mines data on 
reserves, conservation practices, and expected increases in demand.) Such lifetimes tend 
to increase with new discoveries and technological advances and to decrease with in
creasing population and per capita consumption rates, but resources to left of vertical 
dashed line are in obvious danger of depletion. 
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books, as summarized by Flawn.' 1 he lignt bars represent Licumes of 

world reserves'for a stable population of roughly 3.5X;: 109 at current 

rates of use. The heavy bars represent similar data for a United States 

population of about 200 million. Actual availability of some such com

modities to the United States will, of course, be extended by imports 

from abroad, just as that or others will be reduced by population growth, 

increased per capita demands, and perhaps by political changes. The 

dashed vertical line represents the year 2042. This ischosen as areference 

line because it marks that point in the future which isjust as distant from 

the present as the invention of the airplane and the discovery of radio

activity are in the past.
The prospect is hardly conducive to unrestrained optimism. Of the 

commodities considered some are in very short supply. Only eleven for 

the world and four for the United States persist beyond the turn of the 

century: and only eight for the world and three for the United States 

extend beyond 2042. 1do not sugqest tht we equate these lines with 

revealed truth. Time will prove some too short and others perhaps too 

long. New reserves will be found, lower-grade reserves will become min

able for economic or technological reasons, substitutes will be discovered 
be conserved by wasteor synthesized, and some critical materials can 

How do we reducecontrol and recycling. The crucial questions are: (1) 
these genere.lities to specifics? (2) Can we do so fast enough to sustain 

current ratei of consumption? (3)Can we increase and sustain production 

of industrial materials at a rate sufficient to meet the rising expectations 

of a world population of three-and-a-half billion, growing with a dou

bling time of about thirty to thirty-five years, and for how long? (4) If 

the answer to the last question is no, what then? 
. A more local way of viewing the situation is to compare the position of 

the United States or North America with other parts of the world. Figures 

2to 4 show such a comparison for sixteen commodities with our favorite 

measuring stick, the USSR plus China. Figure 2shows the more cheerful 

side of the coin. The United States is a bit ahead in petroleum, lignite, 

and phosphate, and neither we nor Asia have much chromium-known 
reserves are practically all in South Africa and Rhodesia. Figure 3, how

ever, shows the USSR plus China to have a big lead in zinc, mercury, 
Figure 4 shows similar leads in tungsten,potash, and bauxite. And 

copper, iron, and coal. 
Again there are brighter aspects to the generally unfavorable picture. 

Ample local low-grade sources of alumina other than bauxite are avail

able with metallurgical advances and at a price. The U.S. coal supply is 

not in danger of immediate shortage. Potassium can be extracted from 

sea water. And much of the world's iron is in friendly hands, including 

1.References and suggestions for further reading will be found on page 74-75. 
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those ofour good neighbor Canada and our more distant friend Australia. 
No completely safe source is visible, however, for mercury, tungsten, 
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Unless we decide to conserve them for petrochemicals and plastics. Even 
the extraction of liquid fuels from oil shales and "tar sands," or by hydro
genation of coal, will not meet energy requirements over the long term. 
[f they were called upon to supply all the liquid fuels and other products 
mow produced by the fractionation of petroleum, for instance, the sug-
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gested lifetime for coal, the reserves of which are probably the most 
,accurately known of all mineral products, would be drastically reduced 
below that indicated in Figure I-and such a shift will be needed to a yet 
unknown degree beforethe end of the century.. 
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rHE-CORNUCOPIAN ,PREMISEs 

these alarming prospects, why. do intelligent men of good 
faith seem to assure us that there is nothing to be alarmed about? It can 

only be because they visualize a completely nongeological solution to the 

problem, or because they take a very short-range view of it, or because 
they are compulsive optimists or are misinformed, or sone.combination 
of these things. 

Let me first consider some of the basic concepts that might give rise to 

a cornucopian view of the earth's mineral resources and the difficulties 
that impede their unreserved acceptance. Then I will suggest some steps 

that might be taken to minimize the risks or slow the rates of mineral
resource depletion. 

The central dilemma of all cornucopian premises is, of course, how to 

sustain an exponential increase of anything-people, mineral products, 
industrialization, or solid currency-on a finite resource base. This is, as 

everyone must realize, obviously impossible in the long run and will be

come increasingly difficult in the short run. For great though the mass of 

the earth is, well under 0.1 percent of that mass is accessible to us by any 

imaginable means (the entire crust is only about 0.4 percent of the total 

mass of the earth) and this relatively minute accessible fraction, as we 
have seen and shall see, is very unequally mineralized. 

But the cornucopians are not naive or mischievous people. On what 
grounds do they deny the restraints and belittle the difficulties? 

The six main premises from which their conclusions follow are: 

In-yiew:.ofC 


Premise L The promise of essentially inexhaustible cheap useful energy 
from nuclear sources.
 
,Premise 11. The thesis that economics is the sole factor governing avail
ability of useful minerals and metals. 
Premise Il.The fallacy of essentially uninterrupted variation from ore of 

a metal to its average crustal abundance, which is inherent in Premise 11; 
and from which emanates the strange and misleading notion that quantity 

of a.resource available is essentially an inverse exponential function of 
its c.Sicentration. 
Premise IV.The crucial assumption of population control, without 
which there can be no future worth living for most of the world (or, 

worse, the belief that quanitity of people is of itself the ultimate good, 

,which, astounding as it may seem, is still held by a few people who ought 

to know better).2 

Premise . The concept of the "technological fix."
 
Premise VI. The naive and unsupported faith that if all else rails the sea
 
will supply our needs.
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Now these are appealing premises, several of which contain large 
elements of both truth'and'hope. Why do I protesttieir unreserved ac-
Ceptance? I protest because, in addition to elements of truth, they also 
c-oitainf"assumptions that are gross oversimplifications, outright errors, 
or are not demonstrated. I warn because their uncritical acceptance con
tributes to a dangerous complacency toward problems that will not be 
solved by a few brilliant technological breakthroughs, a wider acceptance
bf deficit economy, or fallout of geniua from unlimited expansion of 
population. They will be solved only by intensive, wide-ranging, andpersistent scientific and engineering investigation, supported by new 
social patterns and wise legislation. 

I will dimemit there nrpmiqeq in thf.nrrlpr ritp,. 

Piemise I 

The concept of essentially inexhaustible cheap useful energy from 
nuclear sources offers by all odds the most promising prospect of sweep.
ing changes in the mineral resource picture.3 We may be on the verge of 
developing a workable breeder reactor just in time to sustain an energy
hungry world facing the imminent exhaustion of traditional energy 
sources. Such a development, it has been persuasively stated, will also 
banish many problems of environmental pollution and open up unlimited 
reserves of metals in common crustal rocks. There are, unhappily, some 
riaws in this delightful picture, of which it is important to be aware. 

Uranium 235 is the only naturally occurring spontaneously fissionable 
source of nuclear power. When a critical mass of uranium is brought 
together, the interchange of neutrons back and forth generates heat and 
continues to do so as long as the 25U lasts. In the breeder reactor some 
of the free neutrons kick common 233U over to plutonium 239, which is 
fissionable and produces more neutrons, yielding heat and accelerating 
the breeder reaction. Even in existing reactors sonic breeding takes place,
and, if a complete breeding system could be produced, the amount of 
energy available from uranium alone would be increased about 140-fold. 
If thorium also can be made to breed, energy generated could be in
creased about 400-fold over that now attainable. This would extend the 
lifetime of visible energy resources at demands anticipated by 1980 by
perhaps 1000 to 3000 years and gain time to work on contained nuclear 
fusion. 

The problem is that it will require about 275,000 short tons of $6.00 to 
$10.00 per pound uranium oxide (U3Os) (not ore, not uranium) to fuel 
reactors nowon order to :1980, plus another 400,000 tons to sustain them 
unfil~the turn of th centur . burning only 233U witl etirrent1v nvnih,hlo 
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enrichments from slow breeding. Only about 310,000 of the 675,000 tons 
of uranium needed is known to be available at this price, although known 
geologic conditions indicate the possibility of another 350,000 tons. Thus 
we now appear to be somewhat shot of the U308 needed to produce the 
hoped-for 150,000 megawatts of nuclear energy on a sustained basis 
from 1985 until the end of the century without a functioning breeder 
reactor. Unless we find more uranium, or pay more money for it, or get a 
functioning complete breeder reactor or contained nuclear fusion within 
ten or fifteen years, the energy picture will be far from bright, especially 
in .view of the fact that other nations from whom we might purchase 
uranium are eager to develop their own nuclear energy plants. There is 
good reason to hope that the breeder will come,and after it, contained 
fusion, if the 25U holds out-but there is no room for complacency. 

If and when the breeder reactor or contained fusion does become 
available as a practicable energy source, however, how will this help with 
mineral resources? It is clear immediately that it will take pressure off the 
fossil fuels so that it will become feasible, and shoul.:? become the law, 
to reserve them for petrochemicals, plastics, essential liquid propellants, 
and other special purposes not served by nuclear fuels. It is also clear 
that cheap massive transportation, or direct transmittal of large quan
tities, "cheap electric power to, or its generation at, distant sources will 
bring the mineral resources of remote sites to the market place-either 
as bulk ore for processing or as the refined or partially refined product. 

.What is not clear is how this very cheap energy will bring about the 
extraction of thinly dispersed metals in large quantity from common 
rock. The task is very different from the recovery of liquid fuels or natural 
gas by nuclear fracturing. The procedure usually suggested is the breakup 
of rock in place at depth with .a.nuclear blastd.ollowed by..hydhkometal
lurgical or chemical mining. The problems, however, are great. Com
plexing solutions in !2rge quantity, also from natural resources, must be 
brought into contaci with the particles desired. This means that the 
,enclosing rock must be fractured to that particle size. Then other sub
stances, unsought, may use up and dissipate valuable reagents. Or the 
solvent reagents may escape to ground waters and become contaminants. 
Underground electrolysis is no more promising in dealing with very low 
concentrations. And the bacteria that catalyze reactions of metallurgical 
interest are all aerobic, so that, in addition to having access to the particles 
of interest, they must also be provided with a source of oxygen under
,ground if they are to work there. 

Indeed the energy used in breaking rock for the removal of metals is 
not now a large fraction of mining cost in comparison with that of labor. 
and capital. The big expense is in equipping and utilizing manpower, and, 
although cheap energy will certainly reduce manpower requirements, it 
will probably never adequately substitute for the intelligent man with 
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tihe packat 'the mining face. in dealing with vein and many replacement 
eposits, where the sought-after materials are irregularly concentrated in 

limited spaces. There are also limits to the feasible depths of open-pit 
mining, which would be by all odds the best way to mine common rock. 
Few open-pit mines now reach much below about 1500 feet. It is unlikely 
that such depths can be increased by as much as an order of magnitude. 
Moreover, the quantity of rock removable decreases exponentially with 
lepth because pit circumference must decrease downward to maintain 
itable walls. 

It may also not be widely realized by nongeologists that many types of 
Dre bodies have definite floors or pinch-out downward, so that extending 
:xploitative operations to depth gains no increase in ore produced. Even 
where mineralization does extend to depth, of course, exploitability is 
altimately limited by temperature and rock failure. 

Then there is the problem of reducing radioactivity so that ores can be 
handled and the refined product utilized without harm-not to mention 
heat dispersal (which in some but not all situations could itself be a re
iource) and the disposal of waste rock and spent reagents. 

Altogether the problems are sufficiently formidable that it would be 
roolhardy to accept them as resolved in advance of a working efficient 
breeder reactor plus a demonstration that either cheap electricity or 
nucear explosions will significantly facilitate the removal. of metals from 
any common rock. 

A pithy comment from Peter Flawn's book on Mineral Resources' is 
appropriate here. It is to the effect that "average rock will never be 
mined." It is the uncommcn features of a rock that make it a candidate 
ror mining! Even with a complete nuclear technology, sensible people 
will seek, by geological criteria, to choose and work first those rocks or 
Dres that show the highest relative recoverable.enrichments in the desired 
minerals. 

The reality is that even the achievement of a breeder reactor offers no 
guarantee of unlimited mineral resources in the face of geologic limita
tions and expanding populations with increased per capita demands, 
vcn over the middle term. To assume such for the long term would be 

iheer folly. 

Premise II 

rhe thesis that economics is the sole, or at least the dominant, factor 
governing availability of useful minerals and metals is one of those vexing 
part-truths which has led to much seemingly fruitless discussion between 
-conomists and geologists. This proposition bears examination. 
.It seems to have its roots in that interesting economic index known as 
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*thelGross National Product (ONP). N0'one seems to have worked out 
%exactlywhat proportion of the GNP is in some Way attributable to the 
-mineral resource base. It does, however, appear that the dollar value of 
the raw materials themselves is small compared to the total GNP, and 
that it has decreased proportionately over time to something like two 
percent of the present GNP. From this it is logically deduced that the 
GNP could, if necessary, absorb a severalfold increase in cost of raw 
materials. The gap in logic comcs when this is confused with the notion 
that all that is necessary to obtain inexhaustible quantities of any sub
stance is either to raise the price or to increase the volume of rock mined. 
In support of such a notion, of course, one can point to diamond, which 
in the richest deposit ever known occurred in a concentration of only I to 
25 million, but which, nevertheless, has continued to be available. The 
flaw is not only that we cannot afford to pay the price of diamond for 
many substances, but also that no matter how much rock we mine we 
can't get diamonds out of it if there were none there in the first place. 

Daniel Bell' comments on the distorted sense of relations that emerges 
from the cumulative nature of GNP accounting. Thus, when a mine is 
developed, the costs of the new facilities and payroll become additions to 
the GNP, whether the ore is sold at a profit or not. Should the mine 
wastes at the same time pollute a stream, the costs of cleaning up the 
stream or diverting the wastes also become additions to the GNP. Simi
larly if you hire someone to wash the dishes this adds to GNP, but if 
your wife does them it doesn't count. 

From this it results that mineral raw materials and housework are not 
very impressive fractions of the GNP. What seems to get lost sight of is 
what a mess we would be in without either! 

Assuming an indefinite extension of their curves and continuance of 
access to foreign markets, economists appear to be on reasonably sound 
grounds in postulating the relatively long-term availability of certain 
sedimentary, residual, and disseminated ores, such as those of iron, 
aluminum, and perhaps copper. What many of them do not appreciate is 
that the type of curve that can with some reason be applied to such 
deposits and metals is by no means universally applicable. This difficulty 
is aggravated by the fact that conventional economic indexes minimize 
the vitamin-like quality for the economy as a whole of the raw materials 
whose enhancement in value through beneficiation, fabrication, and ex
change accounts for such a large part of the material assets of society. 

In a world that wants to hear only good news some economists are 
perhaps working too hard to emancipate their calling from the epithet of 
"dismal science," but not all of them. One voice from the wilderness of 
hyperoptimism and over-consumption is that or Kenneth BouldingG who 
observes (as the reader will find on page 127 of this volume) that "the 
:ssential measure of the success of the economy is not production and 
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,onsumption at all, but the nature, extent, quality, and complexity of the 
;otal capital stQck, including in this the state of the human bodies and 
ninds included in the system." Until this concept penetrates widely into 
,he councils of government and the conscience of society, there will con
inue to be a wide gap between the economic aspects of national and 
ndustrial policy and the common good, and the intrinsic significance of 
aw materials will remain inadequately appreciated. 

Economic geology, which in its best sense brings all other fields of 
;eology to bear on resource problems, is concerned particularly with 
luestions of how certain elements locally attain geochemical concentra
ions that greatly exceed their crustal abundance and with how this 

knowledge can be applied to the discovery of new deposits and the 
delineation of reserves. Economics and technology play equally impor
tant parts with geology itself in determining what deposits and grades it 
is practicable to exploit. Neither economics, nor technology, nor geology 
can make an ore deposit where the desired substance is absent or exists 
in insufficient quantity. 

The reality is that economics per se, powerful though it can be when 
it has material resources to work with, is not all powerful. Indeed, with
out material resources to start with, no matter how small a fraction of the 
GNP they *may represent, economics is of no consequence at all. The 
current orthodoxy of economic well-being through obsolescence, over
consumption, and waste will prove, in the long term, to be a cruel and a 

Premise Ill 

Premise Ill, the postulate of essentially uninterrupted variation from 
ore to average crustal abundance, is seldom if ever stated in that way,
but it is inherent in Premise 11. It could almost as well have been treated 
under Premise 11; but it is such an important and interesting idea, 
whether true or false, that separate consideration is warranted. 

.If the postulated continuous variation were true for mineral resources 
in general, volume of "ore" (not metal) produced would be an expo
nential inverse function of grade mined, the handling of lower grades 

-would be compensated for by tI availability of larger quantities of 
elements sought, and reserve estimates would depend only on the ac
curacy with which average crustal abundances were known. Problems in 
extractive metallurgy, of course, are not considered in such an outlook. 

This delightfully simple picture would supplant all other theories of 
ore deposits, invalidate the foundations of geochemistry,• divest geology 
of much of its social relevance, and place the fate of the mineral industry 
squarely in the hands of economists and nuclear engineers. 
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Unfortunately this postulate is simply untrue in a practical sense for 
-many critical minerals and is only crudely true, leaving out metallurgical
problems, for particular metals, like iron and aluminum, whose patterns
approach the predicted form.' Sharp discontinuities exist in the abun
dances of mercury, tin, nickel, molybdenum, tungsten, manganese, co
balt, diamond, the precious metals, and even such staples as lead and 
zinc, for example. But how many prophets of the future are concerned 
about where all the lead or cadmium will come from for all those electric 
automobiles that are supposed to solve the smog problem?

Helium is a good example of a critical substance in short supply. Al
though a gas which has surely at some places diffused in a continuous 
spectrum of concentrations, particular concentrations of interest as a 

.source of supp!y appear from published information to vary in a stepwise 
manner. Here I draw mainly on data summarized by H. W. Lipper. s 

Although an uncommon substance, helium serves a variety of seemingly
indispensable uses. A bit less than half of the helium now consumed in 
the United States is used in pressurizing liquid fueled missiles and space
ships. Shielded-arc welding is the next largest use, followed closely by its 
use in producing controlled atmospheres for growing crystals for tran
sistors, processing fuels for nuclear energy, and cooling vacuum pumps.
Only about 5.5 percent of the helium consumed in the United States is 
now being used as a lifting gas. It plays an increasingly important role, 
however, as a coolant for nuclear reactors and a seemingly indispensable 
one in cryogenics and superconductivity. In the latter role, it could con
trol the feasibility of massive long-distance transport of nuclear-generated
electricity. High-heliui low-oxygen breathing mixtures may well be 
critical to man's long-range success in attempting to operate at great
depths in the exploration and exploitation of the sea. Other uses are in 
research, purging, leak detection, chromatography, and so on. 

Helium thus appears to be a very critical element, as the Department
of the Interior has recognized in establishing its helium-conservation 
program. What are the prospects that there will be enough helium in 
2042? 
-The only presently utilized source of helium is in natural gas, where it 

occurs at a range of concentrations from as high as 8.2 percent by volume 
to zero. The range, however, in particular gas fields of significant volume, 
is apparently not continuous. Dropping below the field (Pintaone 
Dome) that shows an 8.2 percent concentration, we find a few small 
isolated fields (Mesa and Hogback, New Mexico) that contain about 5.5 
percent helium, and then several large fields (for example, Hugoton and 
Texas Panhandle) with a range of 0.3 to 1.0 percent helium. Other large
natural gas fields contain either no helium or show it only in quantities of 
less than 5 parts per 10,000. From the latter there is a longjunip down to 
the atmosphere with a concentration of only I part per 200,000. 
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Present annual demand for helium is about 900 million cubic feet, 
i{th a prJected increase in demand approaching 2 billion cubic feet an

nuill ' by about 1990. It will be possible to meet such An accelerated 
dimind for a limited time only as a result of Interior's current purchase 
and 'storage program, which will augment recovery from natural gas 
then being produced. As now foreseen, if increases in use do not outrun 
estimates, conservation and continued recovery of helium from natural 
gas reserves will meet needs to somewhat beyond the turn of the century. 
When known and expected discoveries of reserves of natural gas are 
exhausted, the only potential sources of new supply will be from the 
atmosphere, as small quantities of 'He from nuclear reactor technology, 
or by synthesis from hydrogen-a process whose practical feasibility and 
adequacy remain to be established. 

Spending even a lot more money to produce more helium from such 
sources under existing technology just may not be the best or even a very 
feasible way to deal with the problem. Interior's conservation program 
should be enlarged and extended, under compulsory legislation if neces
sary. New sources must be sought. Research into possible substitutions, 
recovery and reuse, synthesis, and extraction from the atmosphere must 
be accelerated-now while there is still time. And we must be prepared 
to curtail, if necessary, activities which waste the limited helium reserves. 
Natural resources are the priceless heritage of all the people, including 
those yet to be born; their waste cannot be tolerated. 

Problems of the adequacy of reserves obtain for many other sub
stances, especially under the escalating demands of rising populations 
and expectations, and it is becoming obvious to many geologists that 
time is running out. Dispersal of metals which could be recycled should 
be controlled. Unless industry and the public undertake to do this vol
untarily, legislation should be generated to define permissible mixes of 
material and disposal of "junk" metal. Above all the wastefulness of war 
and preparation for it must be terminated if reasohable options for 
posterity are to be preserved. 

The reality is that a healthy mineral.resource industry, and therefore a 
healthy industrial economy, can be maintained only on a firm base of 
geologic knowledge, and geochemical and metallurgical understanding of 
the distribution and limits of metals, mineral fuels, and chemicals in the 
earth's crust and hydrosphere. 

'Premise IV 

The a'ssuimption that world populations will soon attain and remain in 
a state of balance is central toall other 'premises. Without this the rising 
expectations of the poor iarie doomed to failure, and thi affluent can 
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•em inaaffluent only by maintaining existing shameful discrepancies. 
raking present age structures and life expectancies of world, populations.n
to account, it seems certain'that, barring other forms of catastrophe, 
Vorld population will reach'six or seven billion by about the turn of the 
-entury, regardless of how rapidly family ,planning is accepted and 
3racticed.On the most optimistic assumptions, this is probably close to the 
naximum number of people the world can support on a reasonably 
;ustained basis, even under strictly regularized conditions, at a general 
evel of living roughly comparable to that now enjoyed in Western Eu
•ope. It would, of course, be far better to stabilize at a much smaller world 
3opulation. In any case, much greater progress than is as yet visible must 
take place over much larger parts of the world before optimism on the 
prospects of voluntary global population control at any level can be 
justified. And even if world population did level off and remain balanced 
at about seven billion, it would probably take close to 100 years of in
tensive, enlightened, peaceful effort to lift all mankind to anywhere near 
the. current level of Western Europe or even much above the level or 
chronic malnutrition and deprivation. 

This is not to say that we must therefore be discouraged and withdraw 
to ineffectual diversions. Rather it is a challenge to focus with energy 
and realism on seeking a truly better life for all men living and yet unborn 
and on keeping the latter to the minimum. On the other hand, an un
'critical optimism, just for the, sake of that good feeling it creates, is a 
luxury the world cannot, at this juncture, afford. 

A variation of outlook on the population problem which, surprisingly 
enough, exists among a few nonbiological scholars is that quantity of 
people is of itself a good thing. The misconception here seems to be that 
frequency of effective genius will increase, even exponentially, with in
creasing numbers of people and that there is some risk of breeding out to 
a merely high level of mediocrity in a stabilized population. The ex
tremes of genius and idiocy, however, appear in about the same frequency 
at birth from truly heterogeneous gene pools regardless of size. What is 
unfortunate, anong other things, about overly dense concentrations of 
people is that this leads not only to reduced likelihood of the identifica. 
tion of mature genius, but to drastic reductions in the development of 
potential genius, owing to malnutrition in the weaning years and early 
youth, accompanied by retardation of both physical and mental growth. 
If we are determined to turn our problems over to an elite corps of 
mental prodigies a more sure-fire method is at hand. Nuclear transplant 
from various adult tissue cells into fertilized ova whose own nuclei have 
been removed' has already produced identical copies of amphibian 
nucleus-donors and can probably do the same in man.' Thus' we appear 
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atb
bd'on the verge of being able to make as many "xerox". copies as we 
;fwant or; need of any particular genius as long as we canget a piece of his 

oi'her nucldat e d tissue and find eggs and incubators for' the genome 
aliquots to develop in. Female geniuses would be the best because (with 
alittle help) they could copy themselves! 

The reality is that without real population control and limitation of 
demand all else is drastically curtailed, not to say lost. And the prospect 
that such limitations may take place voluntarily is not bright. The most 
fundamental freedom should be the right not to be born into a world of 
want and smothering restriction. I am convinced that we must give up 
(or have taken away from us) the right to have as many children as we 
want, or see all other freedoms lost for them. Nature, to be sure, will 
restore a dynamic balance between our species and the world ecosystem 
if-we fail to do so ourselves-by famine, pestilence, plague, or war. It 
seems, but is not, unthinkable that this should happen. If it does, of 
course, mineral resources may then be or appear to be. relatively un
limited in relation to demand for them. 

Premise V 

The notion of the "technological fix" expresses a view that is at once full 
o1 hope and full of risk. It is a gripping thought to contemplate a world 
set free by nuclear energy. Imagine soaring cities of aluminum, plastic, 
and thermopane where all live in peace and plenty at unvarying tem
perature and without effort, drink distilled water, feed on produce grown 
from more distilled water in coastal deserts, and flit from heliport to 
heliport in capsules of uncontaminated air. Imagine having as many 
children as you' want, who, of course, will grow up seven stories above 
the ground and under such germ-free conditions that they will need to 
wear breathing masks if they ever do set foot in a park or a forest. 
Imagine a world in which there is no balance of payments problem, no 
banks, or money, and such mundane affairs as acquiring a shirt or n.wife 
are handled for us by central computer systems. Imagine, if you like, a 
world in which the only problem is boredom, all others .being solved by 
the state-maintained system of genius-technologists produced by transfer 
of nuclei from the skin cells of certified gene donors to the previously 
fertilized ova of final contestants in the annual ideal-pelvis contest. 
Imagine the problem of getting out of this disease-free world gracefully 
at the age of 110 when you just can't stand it any longer! 

Of course this extreme view may not appeal to people not conditioned 
to think in those terms. But the risk of slipping bit by bit into such a 
smothering condition as one of,the better possible outcomes is inherent 
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in any proposition that encourages or permits people or industries to 
believe-that they can leave their problems to the invention of technolog
idal fixes by someonel else. 

Although-the world ecosystem has been in a constant state of flux 
throughout geologic time, in the short and middle term it is essentially 
homeostatic. That is to say, it tends to obey Le Chitelier's general 
principle-when a stress is applied to a system such as to perturb a state 
of near equilibrium, the system tends to react in such a way as to restore 
the equilibrium. But large parts of the world ecosystem have probably 
already undergone or are in danger of undergoing irreversible changes. 
We cannot continue to plunder and pollute it without serious or even 
deadly consequences. 

Consider what would be needed in terms of conventional mineral raw 
materials merely to raise the level of all 3.6 billion people now living in 
the world to the average of the 200 million now living in the United 
States. In terms of present staple commodities, it can be estimated'0 that 
this would require a "standing crop" of about 30 billion tons or iron, 500 
million tons of lead, 330 million tons of zinc, and 50 million tons of tin. 
This is about 100 to 200 times the present annual production of these 
commodities. Annual power demands would, of course; increase pro
portionately. To support the doubled populations expected by the year 
2000 at the same levei would require, of course, a doubling of all the 
above numbers or substitute measures. The iron needed could probably 
be produced over a long period of time, perhaps even by the year 2000, 
given a sufficiently large effort. But once in circulation, merely to replace 
losses due to oxidation, friction, and dispersal, not counting production 
of new iron for larger populations, would take around 200,000 tons of 
new iron every year, or a drastic curtailment of losses below the present 

,rate of one percent every two or three years. And the molybdenum 
needed to convert the iron to steel could become a serious limiting factor. 
The quantities of lead, zinc, and tin also called for far exceed all measured, 
indicated, and inferred world reserves of these metals. 

This exercise gives a crude measure of the pressures that mineral 
resources will be under. It seems likely, to be sure, that substitutions, 
metallurgical research, and other technological advances will come to 
,our aid, and that not all peoples of the world will find a superfluity of 
,obsolescing gadgets necessary for the good life. But this is balanced by 
the equal likelihood that world population will not really level off at 
six-and-a-half or seven billion and that there will be growing unrest to 
share the material resources that might lead at least to an improved 
standard of living. The situation is also aggravated by the attendant 
problems of disposal of mine wastes and chemically and thermally 

*polluted waters on a vast scale. 
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water# Although capable people and' corporations have worked inten
sively at the problem, the amount of gold so far reported to have been 
extracted from seawater is trivial. 

.-Sixty-four of the ninety naturally occurring elements now known on 
earth have been detected in seawater. Of these only fifteen occur in 
quantities of more than 1.8 kilograms per million liters. Only nine, all of 
them among the first fifteen in abundance, represent 1965 values of more 
than $2.50 per million liters (chlorine, sodium, magnesium, sulfur, cal
cium, potassium, bromine, lithium, and rubidium). These nine (or their 
salts), plus boron, fluorine, and iodine, offer the best promise for direct 
recovery from seawater through ion exchange, biological concentration, 
or more novel processes.

Omitting these twelve, and very few others, the metal elements we are 
likely to have greatest need to extract from seawater offer little promise 
ror direct recovery. 

Placerdeposits. Placer deposits now offshore were formed by gravita
tional segregation in and beneath former beach and stream deposits when 
the sea stood lower or the land higher. The outer limit at which such de
posits can be expected is about 100 to 130 meters, the approximate 
position of the beach when Pleistocene glaciation was at its peak.Diamonds, gold, and tin are being recovered from submarine placers 
'the diamonds, tip to 1967 at least, at a cost in excess of their value).
kpproximate 1964 global values, omitting cost of recovery, were as fol
ows: diamonds, S4 million; tin, about S21 million; gold, unknown. 

Submarine placers of tough heavy metals such as gold, tin, and plat
num offer the best prospects for the practicable recovery of mineral re
;ources from the sea other than magnesium (from seawater) and oil and 
as (from continental shelf sediments). 

iediments. Continental-shelf sediments and salt-dome structures that 
ienetrate them account for nearly ninety-eight percent of the mineral 
.ndchemical wealth currently produced from within and beneath the 
ea-by far the greater part of this being oil and gas. About seventeen 
iercent of the world's petroleum and natural gas now comes from off
hore, nearly half the fields and about one-fourth the production being 
djacent to the United States. 
From data available in 1965, it has been estimated that about 700 to 

000 billion barrels of liquid fuels are potentially recoverable from off
hore areas worldwide, which is about equal to or somewhat more than 
,at remaining to be discovered and produced on land. 
The oil-producing salt domes in the Gulf of Mexico also yield sulfur. 

lore than five percent of the world's sulfur now comes from such sources. 
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Current -reserves, however, will have been depleted by about 1990, and 
new discoveries or other sources will have to:take up'the slack. 

Sediments 'and sedimentary rocks beyond the continental shelves and 
lopes are strikingly different from those that mantle and comprise the 
continental margins. Here is where we find the curious and geologically 
interesting manganese nodules and crusts. Despite the extravagant claims 
that have been made, however, their prospects for future mineral pro
duction remain to be established. 

Crystalline rocks. Finding and exploiting mineralized crystalline rocks 
on the sea floor-even on the continental shelves-involves the same 
problems as on land, and many more. Although it is clear from geological 
data that the substructure of the shelf and slope is of a continental rather 
than an oceanic type, and that mineral deposits comparable to those 
round on the adjacent land are to be expected, problems peculiar to the 
region hamper their discovery and exploitation. Nevertheless, it seems 
statistically certain that ore deposits exist in crystalline rocks somewhere 
on or beneath the continental shelves. How many of them will eventually 
be discovered and worked is another question. 

Beyond the continental margins the difficulties increase. The crystalline 
rocks of the ocean basins appear to be mainly basalts, probably limited 
both in the variety of included minerals and in the degree of enrichment 
to be found. Nickel, chromium, copper, and platinum may be present, 
but the first submarine ore of any isyet to be found. Iron and magnesium 
are probably the most abundant metal elements in the oceanic rocks, but 
such ores, if any, could not compete with sources from dry land and 
from seawater. 

Mineral and chemical resources of the sea that will be significant for 
man over the next half century are those that can be extracted from sea
water or recovered from the seabed of the continenfal shelf (and perhaps 
ile oceanic rises). About five percent of the world's known production 
of geological wealth came from the shelves and seawater in 1964 and the 
trend is upwards. Oil and gas are by far the most important products, 
although their duration at expected rates of consumption will be limited. 
Seawater can supply ample magnesium and bromine, as well as common 
salt and some other substances. It will, however, supply few important 
metal elements other than magnesium, sodium, potassium, iodine, and 
perhaps strontium and boron. Oyster shells (used in the recovery of 
magnesium and for road metal, and by no means an inexhaustible re
source) are being taken from the shallower parts of the shelves in rela
atively large quantities. The use of nearshore submarine sand and gravel, 
not yet large, will probably increase as coastal cities expand over and use 
up other local sources. 
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rhe sediments of the continental shelves'ind the crystalline rocks be
';neath, them can be expected to produce mineral "ommodities similar 
'totose of the immediately adjacent land. One way of guessing the mag
nitude of such resources is to reflect the hundred-fathom depthline across 
the shoreline. It then defines an onshore area equivalent to the continental 
shelf and having roughly similar geology. For the equivalent on-shore 
area in the United States (in 1966 dollars), the total cumulative value of 
minerals extracted since the beginning of the U.S. nineral industry, is 
about $160 billion, exclusive of oil and gas, or $240 billion with oil and 
gas. Because of geological differences from the land, and other obstacles 
that complicate discovery and recovery in the subsea environment, how
ever, this figure is doubtless considerably larger than what we can expect 
from the continental shelves. 

'The ocean basins beyond the continental margin are not promising 
places to seek mineral resources. 

A "mineral cornucopia" beneath the sea exists only in hyperbole. 
What is actually won from it will be the result of persistent imaginative 
research, inspired invention, bold and skillful experiment, and intelligent 
application and management-and such resources as are found will 
come mostly from the continental shelves, slopes, and rises. Whether 
they will be large or small remains to be seen. It is a fair guess that they 
will be substantial; but if present concepts of earth structure and of sea
floor composition and history are correct, minerals from the seabed are 
not likely to compare with those yet to be recovered from the emerged 
lands. As for seawater itself, despite its volume and the quantities of 
dissolved salts it contains, it can supply few of the substances considered 
essential to modern industry. 

THE NUB OF THE MATTER 

The realities of mineral distribution, in a nutshell, are that it is neither 
inconsiderable nor limitless, ond that we just don't know yet, in the 
detail required for considered weighting of comprehensive long-range 
alteinatives, where or how the critical lithophilic elements are concen
trated. Stratigraphically controlled substances such as the fossil fuels, 
and, to a degree, iron and alumina, we can comprehend and estimate 
within reasonable limits. Reserves, grades, locations, and recoverability 
of many critical metals, on the other hand, are affected by a much larger 
number of variables. We in North America began to develop our rich 
natural endowment of mineral resources at an accelerated pace before the 
rest of the world. Thus it stands to reason that, to the extent we are un
able to meet needs by imports, we will feel the pinch sooner than countries 
like the USSR with a larger component of virgin mineral lands. 
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In some instances nuclear energy or, other technological fixes may buy 
ime to seek better solutions or will even solve a problem permanently.
But sooner or later man must come to terms with his environment and its 
imitations. The sooner the better. The year 2042, by which time even 
:urrent rates of consumption will have exhausted presently known re
:overable reserves of perhaps half the world's now useful metals, is only
is far from the present as the invention of the airplane and the discovery 
)f radioactivity. In the absence of real population control or catastrophe 
here could be fifteen billion people on earth by then! Much that is 
lifficult to anticipate can happen in the meanwhile, to be sure, and to 
:enter faith in a profit-motivated technology and refuse to look beyond 
Lbrief "foreseeable future" is a choice widely made. Against this we must 
veigh the consequences oferror or thoughtless inaction and the prospects
if identifying constructive alternatives for deliberate courses of long
erm action, or inaction, that will affect favorably the long-range future. 
tis well to remember that to do nothing is eciually to make a choice. 
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ELECTRIC POWER, EMPLOYMENT, AND
 
ECONOMIC GROWTH:
 
A CASE STUDY IN GROWTHMANIA
 

Herman E. Daly 

Every living thing Is a sort ofImperialist,seeking to transform 
as Mnutc as possible of the encironnent Into Itself and its seed. 
Bertrand Russell 

INTRODUCTION 

The salient fact about electric power production is that it is growing at 
seven percent annually, doubling every ten years. Even ardent supporters
ofenergy growth recognize the absurdity of piojecting such a rate very far 
into the future, lest the entire environment be transformed into electric 
power and electric power generators. For example, John W. Simpson, 
president of Westinghouse Powt ;ystems Company, says: 

At some point in time, well before plants crowd us into the ocean or we 
change the climate of the earth through the rejection of heat into the atmos

. !'Electric Power, Employment, and Economic Growth: A Case Study in Growthmania." Presented at the 1971 AAAS Convention "Symposium on the Energy Crisis,"and previously published in the Congressional Record, February 8, 1972, at the request
of Senator Hart. 
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phere, we will reach an energy plateau,.a level at which our technology will 
have placed us through the super-efficient utilization of power. In other words 
we will have learned to do so much more with so much less power that more 
power plants as we know them today probably would be superfluous.' 

4How many more years before we reach this "energy plateau"? Simpson 
says only that "well before that hypothetical 200 years from now, we will 
have seen a leveling off in the rate of increase of power consumption." 2 A 
"leveling off in the rate of increase" within 200 years? Presumably this 
means a'zero rate of increase rather than some constant positive rate. 
But he leaves a date for the achievement of the important concept of an 
energy plateau vague, arguing that for the "forseeable future" (thirty to 
fifty years?) more power plants as we now know them will be necessary. 
Congressman Chet Holifield, of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 
puts a minimum figure of thirty years on the forseeable future in stating 
that ". . . the doubling factor every decade for the next thirty years is 
basic to otr standard of living, now and in the future."' According to this 
point of view, one can make the loose inference that at the minimum, 
eight times our present electric power output might be enough-then
we can begin to talk seriously about an energy plateau, not before. But 
certainly we could not abruptly decelerate from seven percent to zero 
growth immediately at the end of thirty years. Indeed, it would most 
probably be necessary to double electric power output at least once more 
over a longer period in order to overcome the inertia of growth without 
shaking up the economy too badly. Thus the "energy plateau" appears 
to be at least sixteen times the present output! Furthermore we are to 
grow as rapidly as we can (at least at seven percent) for the next thirty 
years, which is to say, for the next generation, or sufficiently far into the 
future not to affect the capitalized market values of electric utility
"growth" stocks. After us, the energy plateau-or is it perhaps, after us, 
the deluge? 

For the regulated electric utilities, growth and profitability are closely 
related. The regulated "fair rate of return on capital" has been interpreted 
by the courts to be based on three criteria. The rate of return must be (1) 
commensurate with returns on investments in other enterprises having 
commensurate risks, (2) sufficient to insure the financial integrity of the 
enterprise, (3) able to maintain the credit of the enterprise and attract 
capital. For those of us who study growth the criterion most relevant is 
the last. In order to attract the capital needed to finance the rapid ex
pansion of capacity, the rate of return must be higher than in other in

"vestments of equal risk. The need for rapid growth, if established to the 
satisfaction of regulatory agencies, leads to requests for a higher allow
able rate of return, and it is notable that higher rates have already been 

I. Notes for this reading will be found on pages, 276-277. 
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granted 'otosome utilities and that many petitions for other rate increases 
are now pending. Furthermore, even if the regulated rate of return is 
hliid c6nstant, the utilities have abundant incentive to expand productive
capacity in order to increase the base to which the regulated rate is ap
:plied, and thus to increase total profits. If the rate of return must be 
raised to attract capital, so much the better. But in order to expand and 
,toraise the rate, utilities must convince the regulatory commission of the 
need for expansion. To do this, the utilities must be able to point to a
"shortage," which they can by showing that demand is increasing faster 
than supply. To increase demand it is necessary to advertise and to give 
lower rates for use in large quantities. Perhaps this explains the curious 
fact that the electric utilities, a public monopoly, spend eight dollars on 
advertising for every one dollar spent on research and development.4 

Another incentive to growth beyond the optimum is that a large part of 
the cost of increased electric power is the social cost of environmental 
deterioration, which is paid by society in general, rather than by the 
parties directly responsible for the costs. Although one is not accustomed 
to thinking of electric utilities as a "growth stock," Standard and Poor 
now inform the investor that "electric power is not only the backbone 
of the American economy [!], it is also a vigorous growth industry."' 

Electric power is now used to illuminate advertising signs during day
light hours, to run electric toothbrushes, and to convey shoppers through
parking lots on movable sidewalks. With so many trivial uses of elec
tricity in present vogue, one wonders just what we will possibly do with 
twice as much electricity in 1980, four times as much in 1990, etc. It is 
not my intention to belittle the tremendous importance of electrical 
energy or of production in general. The French economist de Jouvenel 
has put the issue very well: 

But if I do not at all object to the much enhanced status of production, I 
may point out that production has come to embrace so much that it would 
be foolish to grant any and every productive activity the moral benefit of an 
earnestness not to be found in so-called "nonproductive activities." When 
popular newspapers propose to bring out their comic strips in color, I find 
it hard to regard such "progress in production" as something more earnest 
than planting flowering shrubs along the highways. I am quite willing to 
regard poetry as a frivolous occupation as against the tilling of the soil but 
not as against the composing of advertisements. 

When organizers of production have to relieve a situation of hunger,efficiency is the one and only virtue. But when this virtue has been thoroughly
developed and comes to be applied to less and less vital objects, the question
surely arises of the right choice of objects. 6 

The importance of this declining intensity of needs for increased pro.
duction to satisfy is recognized also by advocates of growth, but as an 
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'obstacle to be overcome in order to increase 'the flow of Outputand em. 
:ployment. For example, economist Joseph N. Froomkin explains: 

The big challenge to the U.S. and other Western economies is to bring out 
cheaply, through automation or otherwise, new products that will tempt the 
consumer's jaded tastes. These new products in turn will stimulate invest
ment.7' 

Again, if the "big challenge" presently is to tempt the consumer's 
"jaded tastes," what are we going to do with sixteen times muchas 
electricity? Population growth will absorb only a small and declining
part of it. The big increase will be, and has been recently, in per capita
consumption. Perhaps we must all learn to imitate President Nixon's 
idiosyncracy of turning the air conditioner on full blast so that he can 
enjoy warming himself by the fireplace in midsummer! 8 The President's 
idea is rather logical: central heating in the winter warms the White 
House too much to make a hearth fire-something man has loved from 
earliest times-enjoyable, but in the summer air conditioning chills the 
air too much, and thus makes it possible to enjoy a fire. Such self
cancelling uses are capable of absorbing great amounts of electric power, 
and perhaps of jading consumer's tastes to the very limit. But is such
"production" more earnest than weeding a flower garden? The question
of electric power for the poor-whose tastes have not had the oppor
tunity to become jaded-is considered later. 

What we've considered so far raises doubts that advocates of increased 
power growth take the impossibility of growing forever at seven percent
seriously; perhaps they mention the notion of an "energy plateau" just
in passing in order to fend off an easy reductio ad absurdun by op
ponents. At least they do not develop the concept. As one reads four 
main arguments most often used as reasons defending the growth posi
tion in the media and in congressional hearings, the doubts increase. 
The Congressional Record contains fuller statements of these arguments,
which are summarized below.' Examining them critically, we find them 
to be grossly deficient both in their logic and premises. 

The growth advocates state that we must have continued rapid growth 
inenergy:
 

A. To increase the standard of living (level of consumption) of the 
present population and to extend that rising standard of living to some 
70-100 million more Americans by the.year 2000. 

B. To clean up the pollution and recycle the waste which has resulted 
from past production and consumption, and which will accumulate 
with current and increased production and consumption.

C. To maintain an acceptable level of employment, because (1) labor 
is used directly in the production of electric power, and more im
portantly because (2) power indirectly affects employment, being an 
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input in most production processes which also use labor and being neces
sary in order to operate many consumer goods produced through em
ployment of people. 
D.To produce the devices that give us the capacity for military de

fense and deterrence "upon which world peace depends."Our attention will mainly be directed to reasons A and C, but it is 
important by way of introduction to realize that the four reasons are 
part of a whole point of view and are not independent of one another. 
The tacit, unifying point of view, the unarticulated preconception, is that 
of open ended growth, which, though sometimes obscured by refusing to 
project the growth of the energy sector beyond one generation, remains 
an implicit assumpt.on of each of the four arguments for the "temporary" 
necessity of continued rapid growth. Reason A postulates the goal of an 
increasing level of consumption without reference to a "consumption 
plateau." Even the growth-oriented President's Council of Economic 
Advisers has told us that "growth of GNP has its costs, and beyond 
some point they are not worth paying."' 0 Is some such point evident to 
those who cite reason A in defense of giowth in energy production? No. 
Although many suspect that we in the United States may have already 
passed the critical point, defenses of the type illustrated by reason A fail 
to recognize even the existence of such a point. 

Total output continues to grow and grow, and so does total waste and 
pollution. Reason B-that more energy is needed to clean up-is thus 
guaranteed by reason A, as well as by a backlog of accumulated pollu
tion. Since matter and energy can be neither created nor destroyed but 
only transformed, the more we "consume," the more waste we must 
clean up. Thus the first round of matter-energy degradation (production) 
requires a second round to clean up after the first, and in turn the second 
round of matter-energy degradation requires a third round to clean up 
after it, etc. There are infinite rounds of clean-up uses of energy. Granted 
the residue of each round, like the dirt remaining after each sweep into 
the dust'pan, probably diminishes rapidly, nevertheless there is something 
of a vicious circle in using resources to power industry, and-then having 
to use more resources to produce the energy to power the industry called 
for to remove the soot or repair the effects of chemical corrosion brought 
about by the increased industrial production. What is ultimately scarce 
in the physical world is not energy but low entropy. The more energy we 
use, even for the purpose of cleaning up, the more rapidly we use up the 
stock of low entropy-i.e., the more rapidly we degrade the total environment. Thus, reason B derives from reason A and also reinforces reason A 
by falsely suggesting that cleaning up cancels the environmental cost of 
production growth. Cleaning up is part of the environmental cost of pro
duction, necessary but certainly not an activity to be pursued beyond 
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*someolimits. At some point the degradation cost of energy 'needed for 
cleaning up will be greater than the cost of the pollution it cleans up. 

Reason C argues for more energy in order to provide more employ
ment. But the labor done by energy is a substitte for human labor as well 

as a complement to it. Given a total output, an increasing supply of non

human energy will surely be used to substitute for human labor (what else 

could it be used for?) and will result in higher productivity per worker, 

but less employment. The reduced hours of employment would probably 
result in the employment of fewer men, although it could result in the 

same number of men working fewer hours. But since power-growth 
a planadvocates seldom mention reducing the hours worked per man, 

that could increase the number of men employed independently of 

changes in the uses of energy, it is clear that reason C assumes that total 

output is growing faster than the rate at which energy is becoming a 

substitute for human labor. In other words we are back to reason A and 

unlimited growth in the total product. 
Reason D says energy growth is needed for national defense or de

terrence of enemies. But military deterrence has become a self-escalating 
process of open-ended growth, by which military strength remains 
balanced, but only if each side achieves the defensive might available to 

the other. Both sides grow continually in tandem, and reason D seems 
to have less pertinence to actual warfare than to the growthmania as

sumption of reason A, with which it meshes perfectly. The more the 
military depletes the civilian economy of resources and technical per
sonnel, the lower will be growth of output per input that is the important 
measure of the productivity of the civilian economy. The slower the 
growth in civilian productivity the greater must be the growth in raw 
material and energy inputs to maintain a given rate of increase in total 
product. And so the depletion of the civilian economy by burgeoning 
military needs has reduced possibilities of the one kind of growth we all 
welcome, growth in productivity-less input per output. The "energy 
plateau" becomes much harder to attain. 

The counter-arguments above leave the strong impression that merely 
to mention limits or plateaus in the growth of energy needs is nothing 
more than a digression, a debating parry, and that the paradigm under
lying the four principal arguments advanced by advocates of growth in 
the energy utilities remains one of "growthmania." In addition to recog
nizing the absurdities of projecting high growth rates of electric power 
into the future, we must recognize the absurdity also of projecting high 
rates of growth of total output, now that we have taken the four argu
ments at their logical face value. To paraphrase Westinghouse's President 
Simpson, it seems that at some time in the future, well before power 
plants crowd us into the ocean, we will have already been driven into the 
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:,oIeainiby ur commoditles;(the';pollution they have, caused, and their 
corpses. our economy, as Bertrand Russell describes "every living thing," 
is succeeding too well in its imperialist drive to "transform as much as 
possible of the: environment into itself"-i.e. into commodities and 
people. The electric power industry has simply been more successful in 

'doing what all other industries are striving to do-namely, to grow, and 
when possible, to avoid paying the full social cost of the increased pro
duction. This points to serious irrationalities at the overall systems level 
of our economy, some radical implications of which will be treated in 

'the last section of this reading. 
But now, further attention must be given, in the next section, to reason 
-that increased energy production is necessary to maintain employ

ment-since in a period of unemployment it is both particularly in
luential and particularly fallacious. The key argument, however, is A, 
open-ended growth in consumption. If A falls the other arguments fall 
with it, so it will merit our special attention in the last section. 

ENERGY AND EMPLOYMENT 

Bernard de Mandeville, in his "Fable of the Bees," argued in favor of the 
most extravagant luxury consumption by the upper class on the grounds 
that it:provided employment for the poor. Frederic Bastiat, in his "Peti
ion of the Candlemakers . . ." proposed blocking sunlight from all 

houses and buildings in order to increase employment among candle
makers, who'in turn, through their increased expenditures, would stimu
late employment in whaling, match making, wick production-in effect, 
in all industries-to the immense benefit of all the classes of the realm. 
These two writers were of course telling tongue-in-cheek tales with the 
object of analogizing, through satire, proposals their contemporaries 
had made in sincere attempts at special pleading. Whether special plead
ing is at the heart of the employment rationale put forth by today's 
electric power interests I will leave for the reader to judge, presuming 
only to list a number of considerations that might be relevant in making 
such a judgment. 

ne tonuslon, inrough Crude Empiricism, of Substitutes
 
and Complements for Labor
 

physical, labor is,: at the margin, a negative -factor in the enjoyment 
of life and leisure is, at the margin, a positive factor., Thousands of years 
ago man domesticated animals to relieve his toil, substituting the labor 
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:f 'animals for that of humans:as the source of energy, for production. 
Later,' man harnessed inanimate energy arid made a further substitution 
ofit 'for. human labor, deriving leisure previously unavailable when 
human labor was needed for production. It might appear that histori
cally such substitutions dominate the relation of human energy to non
human-energy: the more of one, the less of the other-a negative correla
tion; Yet what we find is a positive correlation-throughout history the 
number of men employed has increased as use of nonhuman energy has 
increased-and one is therefore tempted to argue that more employ
ment necessitates more use of inanimate energy. But expose this crude 
empiricism to simple rational analysis and it will not stand up. The in
crease of nonhuman energy along with human employment means in
stead that energy use and employment both correlate to some other 
factors that have been increasing historically, namely total output and 
total population. The positive indirect correlations via the growth of 
these other factors has outweighed the negative direct correlation of 
energy and employment. For constant output and population we know 
that the correlation between energy and employment is bound to be 
negative, for as we asked in the previous section, what conceivable use 
does nonhuman energy have other than as a substitute for human labor 
in producing the same or a smaller quantity of goods, or as a comple
ment-to human labor in producing a greater quantity of goods? If we 
rule out the second use we are left with the first. If we insist on more em
ployment and more nonhuman energy we must also insist on more 
output. The real world uses nonhuman energy as both a substitute and a 
complement simultaneously. Only if total product growth creates more 
jobs for humans than are eliminated by the growth of nonhuman energy
will employment increase. This is self evident. 

Congressman Chet Holifield, a supporter of energy growth, came 
dangerously close to defeating the logic of his own argument recently
while extolling the importance of energy:' 

Our standard of living is the highest of any naition in the world because we 
use the highest ratio of mechanical power versus manpower.... One man 
can do the work of 350 men. . 

This is a clear recognition of the overwhelming importance of increas
ing substitution as the major factor in increasing the standard of living.
Furthermore, for one man to do the work of 350 men means that 349 
'men are doing something else. If they are employed doing something
else, total product will increase. If total product does not increase they 
must remain unemployed. Clearly what is responsible for increasing 

:,total employment is the increase in total product, not the increase in 
inanimate power consumption which in fact, taken by itself, must de
crease employment. 
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thieast'tEnerg'y-Intensive Sector Accounts for 
Nearly All New Employment 

As'nonhuman energy replaced human energy in agriculture it was 
not 'possible to increase employment in this sector even with vast in
creases in total agricultural product. Instead, employment was provided 
by growth in a new sector, industry. As nonhuman energy now replaces 
men in industry, even with large increases in the total output of the in
dustrial sector the major source of new employment has been another 
new sector, service, rather than industry. The total employment within 
the service sector has grown from approximately forty percent in 1929 
to over fifty-five percent in 1967. Of the total net increment of fourteen 
million jobs between 1947 and 1965, the service sector accounted for an 
increase of thirteen million, industry accounted for an increase of fourmillion, but agriculture accounted for a decrease of three million." 
Services, using less energy than the other two sectors, have provided 
nearly the entire net increase in employment since 1947. Service institu
tions, such as banks, hospitals, retail stores, schools, insurance com
panies, and others, now provide the new employment, and they require 
energy for lighting, space heating and cooling, and office machines
needs perhaps no more energy intensive than are found, on a per capita 
basis, in the average household. The most energy-intensive sectors are 
also' the most highly capitalized and automated sectors, and conse
quently do not provide significant increases in new employment. Thus, 
to allege that large increases in energy input are needed to provide new 
jobs seems to presuppose that the average new worker will work in a 
steel or aluminum plant. a counterfactual presupposition, inasmuch as 
it is likely he will work in a service institution. 

What is the reason for the drastic shift of employment toward the 
service sector? Victor Fuchs's authoritative study, The Service Economy, 
considers three hypotheses: (1) a more rapid growth of final demand for 
services, (2) a relative increase in the intermediate demand for services, 
and (3)a relatively slow increase in output per man in services. Hypothesis 
Ir could not be very important since the percentage of total output ac
counted for by the service sector was the same in 1965 as it was in 1929, 
measured in constant dollars. Measured in curient dollars it increased 
only from forty-seven percent of fifty percent. Hypothesis 2 was ex
amined statistically by Fuchs and found to account for less than ten 
percent of the total change. The major explanation is hypothesis 3, 
that output per man grew much more slowly in the service sector than in 
the other sectors. This means that the amount of labor required for a 
given output fell more rapidly in agriculture and industry than in the 
service sector. In-other words, services employ relatively more people 
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because agriculture and industry need relatiyely less labor year after year. 
But why has productivity per. man.risen more slowly, in the services 

than in industry? Are services inherently less subject to technological im
provement than manufacturing?, Fuchs suggests perhaps this is so, but 
there is another reason that should not be overlooked. The industrial 
sector of the economy is characterized by much greater monopoly power 

.than is the services sector. This power tends to be countervailing, the 
oligopolistic managements of the industrial sector being offset by the 
monopolistic labor unions. Although more than half the persons em
ployed in industry are union members, only about ten percent of service 
sector employees are unionized.' 3 Unionized labor succeeds in tempo
rarily pushing wages above MRPL, the marginal revenue product of 
labor. Management reacts by seeking to reestablish the equality in order 
to keep short run profits at a niaximum.11 Thus higher wages lead to a 
higher marginal revenue product of labor, and consequently, to a higher 
average revenue product of labor. Since the latter is the statistical micas
ure of labor productivity it is clear that union-induced wage increases 
tend to increase measured labor productivity in the short run. In the 
long run, management reacts to union power by seeking to substitute 
capital for labor, thus further increasing the productivity of labor and 
reducing the number of laborers needed. By contrast with industry, in 
the service sector we witness neither much unionization nor much 
monopoly power, since entry into services is not blocked by the high 
initial capital outlays found in industry. Such cartelization as does exist 
in services (as, for example, among physicians and lawyers) involves no 
conflict between labor and management and results in no upward pres
sure on productivity per man. It seems, therefore, that at least a part of 
the difference in productivity and employment between industry and 
services has its origin in different market power rather than in different 
susceptibility to technological progress. 

One third of service sector employment is in nonprofit institutions, 
where the profit-maximizing, employment-limiting rule of wage equal 
to MRPL loses its rationale from the very beginning. The service sector 
also has a much higher rate of self-employment, where the rule of wage 
equal to MRPL applies with less force and where a decline in employment 
often takes the form of work sharing, with fewer hours worked by the 
same number of people. Many small entrepreneurs in services arc also, 
however unintentionally, "nonprofit institutions," and are providing tem
porary employment while in the process of slowly going out of business. 
Retail gasoline stations are a case in point. Finally, for many services, 
output is so hard to measure that it is estimated for national income 
purposes by the value of input (e.g., government services), with the result 
that productivity loses all meaning. Often productivity in services, even 
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when it Pan be roughly measured, depends as much on the consumer as 
on the producer. For example, a physician's productivity is influenced 
by the patient's ability to supply an accurate medical history, and the 
teacher's productivity varies according to the interest and intelligence of 
the student. In sum, the whole notion of productivity in the service sector 
is often very vague, or completely meaningless (as when we estimate the 
value of output by the value of input), or of little consequence in de
termining employment (as in both intentionally and unintentionally
nonprofit institutions). The upshot is that service sector employment is 
much less strictly limited by productivity considerations than is industrial 
:mployment. 

On the demand side ever rising standards of minimum consumption 
ror certain services (in education, medical care, legal counsel, insurance, 
nd government welfare services) have helped demand to keep up with 

iupply and to make growing employment possible in these areas. But 
here is a limit to the amount nf services people will voluntarily consume. 
Much service consumption is already involuntary-e.g., compulsory 
chooling, quasi-compulsory college attendance in order to get a job, 

.ompulsory insurance and retirement services and related medical 
exams, compulsory psychiatric care for the mentally ill, etc. How far 
;uch forced consumption is justifiable is now becoming a hotly debated 
ssue. Books are written on "deschooling society" and on "how to avoid 
3robate" and associated legal fees. The notion of legal insanity and 
'orced consumption of psychiatric services is also under attack. 

It has long been argued that in underdeveloped countries the service 
;ector, particularly the government itself, acts as a sponge to absorb the 
memployed, a policy that serves distribution more than it serves produc
ion. Might not the same apply to the United States? 

.ittle Employment Is Created Directly by Energy Transformation 

)ne must recognize, of course, that men are employed directly in 
energy extraction, in refining, pipeline transportation, and energy utili
ies. This employment amounted to 2.6 percent of total employment in 
947,2.3 percent in 1955, and 1.8 percent in 1965. The energy industry
ccounted for a much larger percentage of total investment: 16.1 percent 
a 1947, 22.0 percent in 1955, and 19.4 percent in 1965. The percentage of 
"NP originating in the energy industry was 4.5 percent in 1947, 4.7 per
ent in 1955, and 3.8 percent in 1965. Note that the percentage of energy 
idustry investment is very high relative to its percentage of total 
roduct. Note also that energy's percentage of employment is low rela
ye to,its percentage of the total product. Thus a relatively large invest
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ment in energy produces u rciauvely'small amount'of employment.'1 
Energy.transformation is probably the m6stfcaital-intensive. labor-sav
ng par ~.f.the economy, and'direct employment from its growth will be 

very.small. 

Indirect Employment and Special Pleading 

Indirect employment is another matter, and in the previous section 
we mentioned that advocates of growth in energy output believe such 
growth will indirectly create employment. We may consider two kinds of 
indirect employment effects: those arising from the interdependence of 
supplies, of which energy is one, and those arising from demand. Un
deniably, energy is a necessary input to the supplies of nearly all sectors. 
But it does not necessarily follow that increasing the production of energy 
will increase the number of jobs in these sectors. In fact, to the extent 
that an increased supply of it lowers the price of energy, the result is 
more likely to be a reduction in employment as cheaper energy replaces 
human labor. Nor does it always follow that other sectors cannot ex
pand employment without an increase in energy input (though increased 
energy is needed to increase employment when coefficients of production 
are fixed). In general, increasing the input of energy to the supply side of 
the economy is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for in
creasing employment. The same would apply to many other inputs, not 
just energy. Minerals are necessary inputs to most production; to that 
extent, the jobs of all people in all sectors are influenced by the supply of 
minerals. Water is a necessary input; to that extent, jobs are influenced 
by water. For sonic production processes a 34 inch no. 8 countersunk 
chromium-plated-brass wood screw is a necessary input. And though the 
jobs of all people in all sectors may depend onthe availability of this 
type of screw, or of minerals, or of water, a surplus of countersunk 
chromium-plated-brass wood screws or minerals or water does not 
usually send a personnel manager to his joLb-applicant file. 

On the demand side, indirect employment effects do result from new 
investment in energy production. As we have seen, energy accounts for 
some twenty percent of new investment, a significant amount. This high 
percentage of investment results from rapid growth and the high capital
intensity of energy production' These investments generate a chain of 
respending, or multiplier effects, throughout the economy, stimulating 
output and employment (and inflation). But once again, this Keynesian 
argument is perfectly general and can be applied to new investment in 
any industry. Indeed, it can be applied. to increased expenditure of any 
kind (increased welfar - payments, unemployment compensation, or 
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military spending), not just to investment. Arguments claiming indirect 
employment effects, either by way of supply or demand, are therefore 
obvious cases of special pleading of a condition that applies to all in
dustries, not just energy. Such arguments, relying on the need for invest
ment, are also premised on open-ended growth in total product-reason 
A on the list advanced by its advocates as evidence for the need of 
energy growth. 

Power for the Poor 

An occasional variant of the argument that energy growth increases 
employment is what might be called the "power for the poor" argu
ment. To quote John Simpson again, "If we were to freeze our rate 
of power generation and consumption, we would effectively deny those 
millions who are below the average any chance to improve their lot in 
the future."" The statement is a non sequitur. Improving the lot of 
those below the average does not depend on electric power alone, and 
even if it did their lot could still be improved by cutting down the con
sumption of those who are above average-evidently a thought too horri
ble to contemplate! But the claim that in effect the increment in power 
would go largely to the poor has never been supported by evidence. In
deed, there is reason to expect, on the basis of evidence, that just the 
reverse would happen. 

Consider the "power for the poor" argument expressed in the "Energy 
Marketing" section of a recent issue of Electrical World."7 An article 
-entitled "Zero Growth Power Advocates Ignore Effect on the Poor" 
argues that zero growth in power is a policy "which, by a sort of grand
father clause, would seek to prevent those of lower income and darker 
skin from sharing in the not-inconsiderable comforts and conveniences 
afforded by modern electric appliances . . ." As "evidence" the article 
presents us with Table 1, which shows that a much larger percentage of 
wealthy and white people own major electric appliances than do low
income and nonwhite people. The "conclusion" that the reader is en
couraged to draw from these statistics is that "future growth will consist 
of gradual accumulation by lower income families of the more modern 
appliances first accumulated by their wealthier cousins." But if gradual 
accumulation by the poor comes about it will be because of general eco
nomic growth and ti~e resulting growth in employment, not from growth 
in electric power, ty itself something likely to have the opposite effect, 
as we have already seen. More importantly, the conclusion following 
from the tact that the rich own more appliances than the poor is that 
the rich use more electricity than the poor. How can the poor use much 
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TAL I
 
Appliance ownership by income and race in New York City (by percent)
 

Ownership Air conditioner Dish washer Vacuum cleaner 

Income 
S;O-31000 

3-,000 
5-10,000 

10-15,000 

, 
12 
I1 
28 
48 

1 
2 
5 

15 

40 
46 
69 
89 

15,000 and over 58 36 95 

Race 
White 40 12 81 
Nonwhite 8 3 41 

Source: Electrical World, March 15. 7971, p. 148. 

more electricity without buying air conditioners, dish washers, vacuum 
cleaners, frost-free refrigerators, washers, dryers, color TVs, etc.? And 
how can they buy these applicances if they are poor? If the increment in 
electric power were truly directed to the poor, one would expect to find 
the energy-marketing people striving to promote mainly simple, low
priced appliances with low operating and maintenance costs, designed to 
be advantageous for the poor. One would expect to see research and de
velopment receive eight times as much as advertising instead of one
eighth as much, as is now the case, and one would also expect to see rate 
discrimination in favor of the small rather than the large users. 

That the energy marketeers prefer to concentrate on production for 
those who can pay high prices is obvious from other articles appearing in 
the "Energy Marketing" section of Electrical World. Consider two other 
articles in this section of the very issue Ijust cited. One extols the virtues 
of a moving sidewalk projected for Boston, the object of which is to 
convey consumers from a parking area to an adjacent shopping area 
more quickly. Since conveyor belts have speeded up production, bring
ing the commodity to the market more rapidly, apparently we must speed 
up consumption also by putting the consumer on conveyor belts. Does 
Electrical World really think moving sidewalks will be - boon to the 
inner-city ghettos? A second new dimension in energy marketing is 
described in another article, about a Gold Medallion home, all electric 
(so as to avoid pollution!), with central vacuum cleaning systems and 
electronic security systems, the latter no doubt to safeguard the con
siderable wealth represented by all the other electric appliances, ap
pliances available to everyone, rich and poor alike, provided he has the 
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on the latestmoney! Sandwiched as it is between these two articles 
technological advance toward trivial energy consumption for the jaded 

tastes of the affluent, the article defending the poor against the selfishness 

of the zero growth advocates raises the suspicion of trumpery. Needless 

to add, none of the articles warns readers that production of power 

pollution, and ihat though the benefits of power production gocauses 
mainly to the rich, the external costs fall mainly on the poor. For ex

ample, consider the giant Four Corners power complex in the desert of 

northeastern Arizona. The electricity generated there is used mainly in 

Southern California and other distant places more affluent than the Four 

The nearby Navajo hogans do not have air conditionersCorners area. 
and other major electrical appliances. The Indians and other local 

residents are subjected to the air pollution and the strip mining that ac

company electricity production, and the benefits of "clean" electricity go 

to affluent suburban Americans. 

Increasing Costs and Decreasing Benefits per Kilowatt 

in efficiency is not being questioned.It should be clear that growth 
If we can get more service from the same physical fund, that is all to the 

good. But increasing the physical fund is clearly a limited process. No one 

objects to getting more satisfaction per kilowatt or more kilowatts per 

BTU of primary fuel. But if kilowatts keep on growing we will witness a 

decline in the ratio of satisfaction per kilowatt. Although a trend in the 

ratio of energy to GNP fell until 1966, since 1966 the ratio has risen 

sharply, and in 1970 the actual ratio was thirteen percent greater than it 

would have been had the pre-1966 trend continued. (See Figure 1.) 

Thus a dollar's worth of satisfaction now costs more kilowatts than in 

1966, and the new trend seems to be rising. Furthermore, new products 

and quality improvements notwithstanding, the amount of satisfaction 
a dollar's worth of GNP is itself probably falling. Werepresented by 

satisfy our most pressing wants first, and each extra dollar of income is 

dedicated to the satisfaction of a less important want. Furthermore, GNP 

increases currently overstate welfare increases since more and more of 

what is counted in GNP is the cost of defending ourselves from the un

wanted side effects of production. Therefore the fact that GNP per capita 

has been growing means that the incremental dollars represent less 

satisfaction. With decreases in both satisfaction per dollar and in dollars 

per kilowatt, it is very clear that satisfaction per kilowatt must also have 

fallen. This does not square very well with Mr. Simpson's prediction that 
"we will have learned to do so much more with so much less power .... " 

to do less, atIt seems instead we are learning to use more power 
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FIGURE 1. 
The ratio of energy to Gross National Product, 1947-1970. ISource: National Economic 
Research Associates. "Energy Consumption and Gross National Product in the United 
States." March 1971. Also Earl Cook, "The Flow of Energy in an Industrial Society," 
Scientific American, September 1971, p. 140.1 

least in terms of the significance of what is done. This by itself does not 
mean that we have overshot the optimum. Falling marginal benefits of 
kilowatts may still be greater than rising marginal costs. We do know 
that the marginal cost of a kilowatt, in terms of alternative satisfactions 
sacrificed, is bound to rise. There is a thermodynamic limit to the ef
ficiency of converting energy, so improvement in kilowatts per BTU of 
primary fuel is limited. Continued increases will require more primary 

fuel, and more rivers and lakes to supply coolants, which implies the 
sacrifice of increasingly more important alternative satisfactions that 
could be derived from aquatic resources. We are now learning that the 

ecological value of the land and water that would be used for more 
kilowatt production is "invisible," and that the environmental services 
provided by the resource in nalura are often far greater than the services 
they render within the economy of pecuniary calculation. Externalities 
have become so important relative to internalities that monetary price 
calculations have now become, if not blind, at least one-eyed guides, 
deficient in depth perception and less to be trusted than the common 
sense reasoning we have been using, reasoning that cannot prove, but 

does suggest, that one or two or three more doublings of electric power 
output will probably push marginal cost well above marginal benefits. In 
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any case, thore who are proposing electric power increase need to under
take the burden of proving that such increases will not overshoot the 
optimum. The power growth arguments offered and analyzed earlier fall 
far short of establishing their presumption that the benefits of sixteen 
times as much electric power will outweigh the costs. Ironically, continued 
growth of electric output when marginal cost exceeds marginal benefit 
might well stimulate employment. Since we would, in view of this, in 
effect be getting poorer by producing more, power growth lobbies would 
likely combat our reduced well-being in the traditional way, proposing 
to increase production and employment even more, which would make 
us still worse off, and so forth. Indeed, this is painfully similar to reason 
B, the argument that we must grow more so that we will be rich enough 
to afford the cost of cleaning up. That neatly begs the question whether 
growth is not already making us poorer instead of richer! 

ECONOMIC GROWTH 

As noted in the introduction and demonstrated repeatedly in the previous
section on energy and employment, arguments that employment will 
result from power growth (reason C) must, if they are to make any sense 
at all, presuppose continuing growth in total product (reason A).
Reason A is in fact the linchpin of the whole case for continued power
growth at current rates. But it is a linchpin that is rapidly wearing thin. 
The goal of increased employment itself raises a number of fundamental 
questions. After all, labor is a cost, and like all costs it is pushed to a 
minimum by the long run logic of technical and economic progress. Such 
long run behavior poses difficulties in the total economy, but since 
energy production has no reason for existence other than to function in 
the total economy, its attitude toward growth or nongrowth cannot be 
analyzed apart from the total context. Furthermore, the electric power
industry is causing problems not because it is aberrant, but because it has 
succeeded so well in doing what all other industries are trying to do, 
namely, increase profits and growth. 

Why, since labor is a cost of production, do we not rejoice instead of 
fret whenever jobs are eliminated, whenever one man can do the work of 
350 men? Why, in the face of idle capacity do we insist on increased in
vestment to create still more productive capacity? The answers to these 
questions, of course, have little to do with production but have every
thing to do with distribution. In a profit-maximizing capitalistic economy 
in which most people own no productive assets save those embodied in 
their own person, employment, or income through jobs, is the major 
institution for distribution. The possibility of a conflict between the 
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Employment and total product in a low-energy, low-automation economy (TP,) and a

high-energy, high-automation economy (TP, and TPs'). 

efficiency of production and the equity of distribution is a familiar theme 
in the history of economic thought. The goal of productive efficiency in a 
high-energy, automated economy conflicts very sharply with the goal of 
distributive efficiency and equity, given our present economic institutions. 
To see this conflict more clearly consider Figure 2. 

Let TPI represent the total product of labor for an economy before it 
has access to high energy and automation (it rises and then levels off to 
reflect eventually diminishing returns to labor). TP2 is the total product 
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curveafter that economy has shifted to high-energy, automated kinds of 
production-a much higher total product is attained with a much smaller 
number of laborers, but again, beyond a certain limited number of 
laborers, further employment does not increase the total product. The 
slope-of the total product curve at any point represents the productivity 
of labor at "the margin" where additional hours of labor are added. The 
corresponding quantity of labor employed is measured alongi. Marginal 
productivity falls to zero more rapidly in the automated, high-energy 
economy, represented by the curve of TP.., than on TPI. In capitalistic 
profit-maximizing economies, the wages labor earns tend to be equal 
to the marginal product of labor. But wages-unlike interest, rent, 
and profit-cannot be zero. There is a positive limit to the basic wage, a 
minimum acceptable wage, or "subsistence." Let "subsistence" be the 
(equal) slopes of line S, and line S2. The maximum number of jobs under 
the kind of prod.uction corresponding to TPI is L1, and that correspond
ing to TP 2 is L:. Assuming that L, represented full employment in an 
economy with little automation, then the distance L2L1 represents tech
nological unemployment. The TP 2 kind of production supports fewer 
workers, even though total output is vastly greater. A smaller proportion 
of total output goes to wages, a larger proportion to interest, rent, and 
profit. Distribution of income becomes more concentrated, with a cor
responding increase in luxury production. 

How realistic is this "scenario"? If we apply it only to the transforma
tion the agricultural sector has made from human labor to automation 
over the past fifty years, it is highly realistic. If we apply it to the current 
similar changes in industry, it also seems realistic. But if we apply it to the 
service sector the graph is unrealistic, a crucial fat since, as noted in the 
previous section, the service sector now accounts for over fifty-five per
cent of total employment and almost all net new employment. The 
ability of the service sector to absorb this quantity of employment indi
dates that so far the service sector has not experienced the kind of 
technical change that has occurred in agriculture and industry, and that 
employment is not so strictly limited by the rule that wage is equal to 
marginal revenue-product, for reasons discussed earlier. What this means 
is that we have maintained employment by bending the rule that wage is 
equal to marginal product in the service sector. We have also bent the 
income-through-jobs principle with an increase in the "grants economy" 
and in government transfer payments. Behaving the way it does, the 
service sector compensates for the mass unemployment that would other
wise be caused by the introduction of energy-using, labor-saving tech
niques in agriculture and industry. But what about the future? If one 
advocates the use of ever more energy, then one should, it appears, seek 
to reduce the very necessity of employment itself by advocating alterna
tive distributive institutions, rather than by trying to make the case that 
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aMpreenergy means more employment. (Or we can hope that the service 
,sector will continue to expand to provide jobs.) For automated sectors 
(those with total product curves shaped like TP.) there is really only one 
way, to increase employment, and that is through rapid growth in total 
product, represented in the diagram not by moving along the curve 
(TPt) but by shifting the entire curve upward (to TP2'). The shift cannot 
be only vertical, as this would reflect a marginal product of labor (slope 
of TP2) unchanged at every L, and employment which has not increased 
with total product. The total product must not only shift upward, but 
must extend also to the right so that the marginal product will fall to 
subsistence only after achievement of greater employment (L2'). In other 
words the employment-creating effect of further growth in total product 
must not be cancelled out by further advances in labor-saving tech
nology. Therefore, we see that economic growth (growth in TP) does not 
by itself guarantee an increase in employment, though for future argu
ment we will grant that one can always increase employment by increas
ing total product fast enough, for this assumption is, at basis, the proposi
tion on which the power growth advocates rest their case. How realistic 
and how reasonable is it? 

We already know that physical growth is a limited process, and long
run dependence on it is unrealistic. But there are shorter run dilemmas as 
well, such as those noted by Evesy Domar in his classic article on growth 
and employment: 

In a private capitalist society where the (marginal propensity to consume] 
cannot be readily changed, a higher level of income and employment at any 
given time can be achieved only through increased investment. But invest
ment as an employment creating instrument is a mixed blessing because of 
its effect [in increasing productive capacity]. The economy finds itself in a 
serious dilemma: if sufficient investment isnot forthcoming today, unemploy
ment will be here today. But if enough is invested today, still more will be 
needed tomorrow.... So far as unemployment is concerned, investment is 
at the same time a cure for the disease and the cause of even greater ills in 
the future."8 

The conventional way to employ unused capacity is to build still more 
capacity-to grow! But how to induce businessmen and corporations to 
invest more when they already have idle capacity? By giving all sorts of 
"bribes" such as lower interest rates and faster depreciation write-offs. 
But an alternative would be to encourage consumption by those at the 
bottom of the income pyramid rather than investment expenditures at the 
top. If, by way of tax reductions and negative income taxes, new ex
penditure is fed in from below, it will "trickle up" as the poor spend it 

*without being bribed. Businessmen will then expand output and employ
ment as they produce more of the things lower income people buy. This 
is indeed consumer sovereignty, subsidizing the consumer, not the 
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producer. In this way we escape the infinite regress of the ever increasing 
productive capacity needed to maintain full employment, at the same 
timewe move the distribution of income toward equality. The remaining 
i'gap between private saving and private investment could be filled by 
public investment in social goods and services, and by government 
purchase and stockpilirg of goods. The stockpile of goods could be saved 
for use in disaster, or until such time as we have discovered better institu
tions of distribution. The real counterpart to private monetary saving 
would then not be unused productive capacity, but a stockpile of unused 
commodities. Unused commodities can be used in the future, whereas 
unused productive capacity is irrevocably lost, since time cannot be ac
cumulated. Selling from the commodity stockpile could be an effective 
form of antiinflation policy, something already done with some strategic 
materials. Under such a policy productive capacity would be increased 
only after all existing capacity had been used, and only in response to 
actual demand of the low income groups in the society. This truly would 
be growth for the poor, and those who are so anxious to sell more electric 
power to the poor should welcome such a plan. 

But a continually growing economy offers further anomalies. To ex
amine some of these, let us start from the premise that the legitimate goal 
of economic activity is the satisfaction of human wants. The satisfaction 
of wants is a nonmaterial service, a flow of psychic income that is 
rendered or yielded by the stock of all physical wealth. All goods and all 
people who perform services constitute the stock of wealth, i.e., physical 
capital. Maintenance of this nonphysical flow of services requires the 
maintenance of the physical stock of wealth, and maintenance of the 
physical stock of wealth requires a physical flow of production to offset 
the physical depreciation of the stock resulting from wear and tear, from 
the mere passage of time. Now we are in an area that will be somewhat 
familiar to those who have read the Introduction to this volume and 
Kenneth Boulding's "The Economics of the Coming Spaceship Earth." 
Let us think of the physical stock as being maintained in a steady state 
by a "maintenance throughput," i.e., by matching an outflow of high
entropy matter-energy with an equal inflow of low-entropy matter
energy (primary resources). That this maintenance throughput is a cost is 
clearly seen by looking at each end of the pipeline. Inputs necessitate 
depletion, outputs necessitate pollution. Furthermore the maintenance 

*ofthe stock requires human labor, the sacrifice of leisure-to production. 
Inasmuch as depletion, pollution, and labor are all costs, the flow of 
maintenance throughput (production) is also a cost; then production in 
the sense that it is a physical maintenance throughput is not something 
to be maximized. 

In-the steady-state economy any technological, advance that allows 
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moreservice to be yielded by the same physical stock is always to be wel
comed.Psychic income is nonmaterial, and its increase may be unlimited.'Likewise, any technological advance that allows the same stock to be 
maintained by a smaller flow of throughput is also always to be wel
comed.Limits to minimal throughput are imposed by the'second law of 
thermodynamics. But to increase the throughput for its own sake makes 
no sense, and to increase it for the sake of building up and maintaining 
a larger stock is a limited process. It is limited physically by ecological 
interdependence and by spatial finitude, and it is limited economically
by the laws of diminishing marginal utility and increasing marginal costs. 

-In the light of the above observations GNP becomes a largely irrelevant 
number. For the goods component of GNP we may interpret the num
ber as an index of the annual flow of quantity of goods produced (some.
thing to be minimized for a given stock, not maximized). The services 
component presents problems. To he consistent logically we should not 
even try to count services but to count instead the new production of the 
physical things that yield the service, skilled people-just as we count 
durable consumer goods. But there is no market for buying and selling
skilled people, only for renting them; therefore we do not know the price
of; say, a physician, although we could use the present value of expected 
future earnings. The problem is that even though "service" in the sense 
of "psychic income" is nonphysical, service defined in the sense of the 
national income accountant measures something physical, a stock at 
one's disposal for a certain duration of time. Because of the physically
accountable dimension of most services, we cannot say that because the
"services" component is wholly nonphysical GNP could grow forever. 
A physician cannot sell a thirty minute consultation and then just leave 
his disembodied medical knowledge in his office, there to dispense
medical advice to another patient while the physician's body is out playing golf. The doctor's services require the participation of his entire 
physical self. An increase in measured medical service for the GNP re
quires more physical bodies functioning as physicians, more hospitals, 
more X-ray machines, and on and on. Thus we do not escape physical
limits on GNP by saying it is simply a matter of enlarging the service 
component.

Why is this flow-fetishism-this emphasis on the throughput, which 
eclipses the stock dimension from view-at present so important in 
economics? In a society in which the stock of wealth is very unequally 
distributed (see Table 2) demands for social justice are more conserva. 
tively dealt with by focusing. on the flow of income, seeking to direct 
more of it to the poor without directing less of itto the rich, something
possible only if the flow is growing. Since a stock is measured at some 
given point in dime it must always be seen as a constant at the moment 
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it is measured, and more of the stock to the poor must also mean less to 
the rich. Better to think, say those most influential in deciding economic 
policy, in terms of the flow, the additions to the stock, and to channel a 
bit more of the flow to the poor through our tax system (or at least let's 
pretend that is what we are doing). Once it seemed a good idea to make 
sure that the flow would grow year after year, so that even with the same 
proportional division of wealth, the poor would get absolutely more. 
Furthermore, welfare economics teaches us that a policy represents an 
unambiguous increase in social welfare only if it makes some people 
better off without making anyone worse off. Otherwise we are forced to 
make interpersonal comparisons of utility, and that is an ethical matter 
with which science cannot deal. Once again the policy of increasing A's 
income without diminishing B's income requires growth in total income. 

We are used to hearing that we do not have enough, and that an even 
distribution of income would make all evenly poor, a view that has al
ways been morally questionable since if there is really not enough for all, 
then it is all the more objectionable that the few should receive so much 
more than the average while the many receive much less. However, with 
current United States per capita disposable income in excess of 53,000, 
even this argument is no longer possible." The average before-tax in
come for a family of four in 1971 was close to S16,000-not exactly 
poverty. Of course this is a very unrepresentative mean, since the distri
bution of income is so badly skewed. In 1968 the twenty million Ameri
cans in the top ten percent of income recipients got around twenty-seven 
percent of the total national income, and the twenty million in the 
lowest ten percent received about one percent of the total income. (See 
Table 3.) Contrary to the assumptions of growthmania, distribution is, 
at the margin, a more pressing issue than production. Nevertheless, there 
are strong vested interests in growth throughout our society. The growth 
aspirations of any one industry, such as electric power, cannot be properly 
understood apart from the context of the overall functioning of the 
economic system. Although an annual growth goal of seven percent is 
high compared to other industries, the case of electric power is important 
not because it is an exception, but because it so clearly illustrates the 
general rule of growthmania. 

Our arguments against power growth have assumed continued use of a 
reasonably safe technology. Yet present commitments are to the de
velopment of fast breeder reactors, which represent a technology that is 
quite unsafe. Even if the considerable technical problems of nuclear 
power-generation are eventually solved, there will remain the nontechni
cal problems of safeguarding ever increasing stocks of plutonium and 
fissile isotopes. Once again it is growthmania that causes intemperate 
haste in commercializing an extremely dangerous technology-one which 
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TABLE 3 
Percentage distribution of income in the United States through five-percentile divisions 
(1960-1968) 

5-percent 
quantiles 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 

I and2 0.64 0.67 0.71 0.77 0.77 0.85 0.94 0.94 1.03 
(lowest) 

3 1.04 1.02 1.08 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.20 

4 1.50 1.45 1.53 1.51 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.64 

5 1.95 1.89 1.97 1.95 1.95 1.97 1.99 2.00 2.07 

6 2.40 2.32 2.40 2.39 2.38 2.40 2.42 2.43 2.49 

7 2.84 2.75 2.82 2.83 2.82 2.83 2.85 2.84 2.91 

8 3.27 3.18 3.24 3.27 3.25 3.26 3.28 3.26 3.33 

9 3.70 3.61 3.66 3.70 3.68 3.68 3.71 3.67 3.74 

10 4.13- 4.04 4.08 4.14 4.12 4.12 4.14 4.09 4.16 

11 4.57 4.48 4.32 4.58 4.56 4.55 4.58 4.52 4.58 

12 5.00 4.92 4.97 5.03 5.01 5.00 5.01 4.96 5.00 

13 5.44 5.37 5.45 5.49 5.46 5.45 5.45 5.41 5.44 

14 5.89 5.83 5.95 5.95 5.93 5.92 5.90 5.88 5.89 

15 6.35 6.30 6.48 6.42 6.40 6.40 6.35 6.37 6.49 

16 7.04 7.00 7.05 7.14 7.12 7.07 7.09 7.00 6.94 

17 7.67 7.76 7.81 7.76 7.81 7.74 7.71 7.64 , 7.54 
18 8.61 8.73 8.73 8.66 8.71 8.65 8.61 8.56 8.44 

19 10.29 10.47 10.34 10.26 10.31 10.26 10.21 10.22 10.06 

20 17.66 18.18 17.21 17.09 17.13 17.19 17.08 17.50 17.05 

Top Ipetcent 6.08 6.33 5.77 5.73 5.74 5.00 5.76 6.01 5.81 

Source: Edward C.Budd. "Postwar Changes in the Size Distribution of Income in the U.S." 
American Economic Review, Papers and Proceedings, May 1970. p. 253. 

is certain to increase vastly our vulnerability to sabotage, terrorism, and 
disasterous accidents. 20 

The alternative to growthmania is the steady-state economy, and the 
big task for physical and social scientists is to work out the technologies 
and institutions that will allow us to attain such a steady state. The even 
bigger task is for all citizens to find the moral resources necessary to 
overcome the vested interests and hag-ridden compulsions of growth
mania. 
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. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
 

in carrying out its task of promoting economic development in
 

Member countries, is concerned both with the qualitative and
 
The Environment Committee
quantative aspects of economic growth. 


of the O.E.C.D. is responsible for:
 

(i) investigating the problems of preserving or improving
 

mant s environment, with particular reference to their
 

economic and trade implications;
 

(ii) reviewing and confronting actions taken or proposed
 
in Member countries in the field of environment, to

gether with their economic trade implications;
 

(iii) proposing solutions for environmental problems that
 
would as far as possible take account of all relevant
 

factors, including cost effectiveness;
 

(iv) ensuring that the results of environmental investi
gations can be effectively utilised in the wider
 
framework of the Organisation

ts work on economic
 
policy and social development.
 

In the implementation of its mandate, the Committee is
 

assisted by a number of delegate groups concerned with policy
 

development in specific sectors of the overall environment prob

lem. Such groups are established in respect of Air, Water,
 

Chemicals and Urban problems. Co-ordination and development of
 

economic aspects are the responsibility of a Sub-Committee of
 

Economic Experts.
 

2. The attached report is considered by the Sector Group on
 

Urban Environment to be a valuable review of the different options
 

open to Member governments to deal with the environmental prob

lems raised by the location and development of major airports.
 

The options identified in this report are based on an analysis
 

of the most recent practical experience in 16 Member countries
 
currently concerned with planning new, or expanding existing
 
major airports.
 

In addition the report puts forward a number of principles
 
which should be given important consideration in airport planning.

3. 


It suggests that these principles should be adopted in order that
 

the planning process may become more sensitive to environmental
 
concerns than is possible with conventional benefit/cost analysis.
 

(x) The decision to derestrict the present document was taken
 
on 22nd November, 1974; it will be reproduced as a publica
tion at a later stage.
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Introduction
 

Construction of a major international airport, like
 
any major land use development, can have a wide variety of
 
effects. Some of these effects are undoubtedly desirable,
 
such as benefits to air travellers, business interests and
 
industrial activities of the region. At the saae time there
 
are some effects which can be undesirable and which help to
 
account for the growing opposition to airport development.

For example, the construction or major expansion of an air
port may structure the development of the region in ways which
 
are inconsistent with regional objectives. There will be
 
higher noise levels in the communities surrounding the airport,
 
increased traffic on the local road network, increased demand
 
for local public services such as water and sewage disposal.

Possible harm to wildlife, damage to fragile ecology, loss of
 
agricultural land and open spaces are other reasons why new 
airports are increasingly unwelcome in rural areas as well as
 
in urbanised regions. 

The task of airport planning is further complicated by

uncertainties concerning the future development of air trans
portation and the prospect of future development in aircraft
 
technology. For example, much quieter equipment capable of 
using shorter runways and steeper angles on take-off and ap
proach (QRTOL aircraft) could significantly modify the present

requirements for airport location, and could open up hitherto
 
unusable sites within metropolitan areas. But will such air
craft be developed, and if so, on what time scale? liany coun
tries faced with an urgent need to expand airport capacity feel
 
they cannot afford to wait until these questions are resolved.
 

Compounding the difficulties are uncertainties in
 
areas over which the aviation sector has little control. For
 
example, will the trend toward increasing decentralisation of
 
employment and residence continue, and if so, what implications

will it have for airport size and location? What is the pros
pect for high-speed surface transport and what is its likely

impact on short-haul air travel demand between metropolitan
areas? Will the growing scarcity of fuel resources and the
 
cost of environmental protection affect the economics of air 
transport sufficiently to dampen future growth of the air 
travel market? What might be user response to changes in 
marketing and the prevailing patterns of service? 

The growth of aviation has been sustained, the number
 
of passengers doubling every five years for the past twenty-five.

Growth may continue in the immediate future, but in the longer 
term it seems unlikely that air transport demand and provision 
of transport facilities can continue to expand along the same 
exponential curve. Demand forecasts tend to be self-sustaining.
So the important thing is to set independently determined goals 
for the future supply of airport facilities. Obviously, even 
a reduc.ed rate of growth will demand serious efforts if rising
levels of congestion, noise and other disamenities are to be
 
avoided. In the following pages the Sector Group considers
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what options are.open to-rTlember governments to accommodate_
 
future changes in air transport and examines the key policy
 
issues that must be addressed in the airport planning process.

For purposes of this report these options have been grouped
 
under five headings. In practice many combinations of these
 
basic choices can be and are used within the various OECD
 
countries. Governments are invited to look carefully and con
tinuously at all these options; their decisions must, however,
 
depend on a variety of national and local conditions.
 

1. The New Airport
 

In 1973 some twelve Member countries* were planning
 
or building new, very large "third generation" international
 
airports. Because large tracts of undeveloped land near big

cities are increasingly difficult to find and assemble, and
 
because the insertion of an airport into an already established
 
densely settled area would be politically and environmentally
 
unacceptable, most-of these airports are being located in more
 
or less remote areas, away from population centres. Only in a
 
very few countries are convenient and environmentally compatible

sites, like the undeveloped island of Saltholm, some 20 kw. from
 
Copenhagen, available for a large new airport.
 

A long distance between city and airport, however,
 
creates an economic disadvantage and an inconvenience to the
 
users of the airport. To compensate for this physical separa
6ion, arrangements are therefore made to provide the airport
 
with superior motorway access and, increasingly, with a direct
 
rail link to the city centre. This is the strategy which is
 
being considered by a number of countries, among them the United
 
Kingdom, Canada, Sweden, the Netherlands, United States, Denmark
 
Japan and Norway. An advantage of this strategy is that a
 
larger airport can be built capable of accommodating the anti
cipated needs of a metropolitan region for many decades while
 
providing an opportunity to control land use in the surroluding
 
area on a scale and to a degree not possible in a more urbanised
 
region.
 

Although this policy minimises the impact of airport

noise and problems of land acquisition, it can have a major
 
impact on the local ecology and, in most cases, on the urban
 
development patterns of the surroundihg region. Inserting a
 
new airort into a hitherto undeveloped area may seriously
 
affect wildlife,.Aisturb :.e sensitive ecological balance of
 
wetlands and destroy the peaceful character of the countryside.

In addition, major new airports become growth centres. The
 
airport itself, a a major employer, generates a demand for
 
housing and supporting services. A number of related activi
ties find it convenient to be near their markets and settle
 
nearby, thus contributing to the development. The superior
 
roadway system, built to serve the airport, will tend to
 
attract additional development unrelated to the airport, which
 
if uncontrolled could further increase the urbanisation of the
 

Austrlia, Canada, Denmark, Germany, Greece, Italy, Japan,

the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, the United Kingdom, the
 
United States.
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surrounding areas. The positive and negative impacts of these
 

urbanisation effects are discussed further below.
 

2. Exanding the CaPacity of Existing Airports
 

Another option is to expand the capacity of an existing
 
airport through additional investment in runways, terminals
 
and supporting facilities.
 

In expanding existing airports, environmental concerns,
 
community opposition and the scarcity of land emerge as the
 
major constraints. Most existing airports are either surrounded
 
by densely populated areas or located in greenbelts perpetually
 
free of development. Thus, opportunities for the extension of
 
runways, construction of new runways and addition of terminal
 
facilities are often limited.
 

Airport expansion will often lead to higher noise
 
levels in the vicinity of the airport. Increased runway and
 
terminal capacity will attract additional traffic, subjecting
 
local population to higher levels of annoyance. For this reason 
airport expansion plans have often met with spirited opposition 
on the part of the neighbouring communities. Re-zoning of the 
areas most severely exposed to noise, or the outright purchase 
of land is a possible solution. However, since it is not al
ways practical to consider re-zoning large, densely populated 
areas .surrounding existing airports, secondary measures must be 
considered aimpi nt minimising or reducing the level of a^o
ance, such as sound-proofing or compensation. 

Regional development impacts of airport expansion are
 
generally less pronounced than those of a new airport. More
 
intensive use of an existing site has not always demonstrated
 
a large jump in the level of urbanisation or in the demands
 
placed on public services such as water or sewage disposal,
 
although it has sometimes imposed some strain on the local
 
economy, for instance creating pressure on the local labour and
 
housing market. It has also sometimes generated additional
 
vehicular traffic, putting additional strain on the existing
 
road network. The scale of these local and regional impacts
 
may be much greater in the future because the activities most
 
responsible for the urbanisation impacts - activities such as
 
hotels, warehousing and conventions - are likely to expand

faster than in the past.
 

With the introduction of larger aircraft the primary
 
strain on capacity may first be felt by the terminal and
 
access facilities rather than by the runway system. Giving
 
priority to establishing more efficient transportation to and
 
from airports, such as rail links to the central city, may
 
therefore prove to be the most effective method of solving
 
the immediate airport capacity problems.
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3. Development of a Regional Airport System
 

While expansion of existing major airports' and the 
construction of new hub airports represent essentially a con

tinuation of the traditional airport planning philosophy,,
 

development of a regional airport system requires some modifi

cationto the prevailing concept of air service.
 

A regional airport system involves an effort both to
 

disperse air traffic to a number of points within a region
 

and to introduce a certain specialisation in the nature of
 

services offered by different airports. For example, the hub
 

airp~rt.mrght.primarily serve scheduled international services
 

and long-distance traffic while private aviation, short-haul
 

charters and cargo services (i.e., those not requiring large
 

aircraft and long runways) and certain scheduled domqstic
 
flights are removed to smaller airports. More importantly,
 

the concept of a-regional airport system acknowledges the
 

current trend toward metropolitan decentralisation and the
 

increasing dispersal of trip origins and destinations by offer

ing direct short-haul service to and from a number of points
 
San Francisco/Los Angeles,Tokyo/Osaki
within metropolitan areas. 


and Toronto/Montreal are three city pairs exploring ways of
 

expanding air services to a number of points between their
 

metropolitan areas. In Scandinavia two new secondary airports
 

Roskilde west of Copenhagen, and Sturup east of IMalmoe in
 
Kegion
Sweden - already act as regional airports for the Sound 


around Copenhagen. Careful attention should be paid to the
 

type of services that can be shifted to the regional airports.
 

For example, long-distance charters, heavy cargo and other air
 

services that use large planes should be kept at the hub air

port so as not to increase the noise footprints at the second
ary airports.
 

The practicality of a regional airport system is depend

ent upon the availability of sufficiently large undeveloped
 

parcels of land in metropolitan areas or of facilities (e.g.,
 

military bases) that could be converted at reasonable cost to
 

service short-range aircraft including perhaps charters, and
 

the willingness of communities to accept small airports as
 

neighbours. This willingness, in turn, may largely depend on
 

the development of the quiet reduced take-off and landing aif

plane (QRTOL)*. Even if these conditions were met, the regional
 

airport system would still raise a number of questions. For
 

example, could the air traffic control handle the complex
 

pattern of aircraft movements? How much investment would be
 

necessary to improve the road access to the secondary airports
 

and how much additional land would have to be included in the
 

buffer zones? Above all, is it desirable to spread the neg

ative effects of airport activity over a wide area and thus
 

expose additional communities to noise annoyance, or is it
 

preferable to concentrate environmentally disrupting activities
 
in as few locations as possible? The answer to these questions
 

will depend upon the objectives and constraints of a particular
 

comprehensive regional plan into which the airport development
 

must be integrated, in particular on the compatibility of the
 

airport site with the present and intended land use around it.
 

* 	 .Such aircraft require runways of 4-5000 feet instead of the 5 - 29 
A-2. n f ,-rn+ " nw .?ir. - -via00 4 d br~
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impovingthe Efficiency of Bxisting Facilities
 

U ternatively or in parallel to investment in a new
 
airport or in expanding an existing airport, steps can be taken
 
to-ease the pressure on the existing airport facilities. Much
 
of the congestion at major airports has a simple and basic
 
cause: too many aircraft compete for the use of limited facili
ties at peak hours, mostly occurring in early morning and in
 
late afternoon. Such mode of operation will continue as long as
 
airline operations are not restricted or given incentives to
 
shift to off-peak hours.
 

A rational policy of alleviating peak-hour congestion and
 
related capacity problems might include restrictions against
 
charter flights during peak hours, removal of general aviation
 
to secondary airports, encouragement of flight consolidation and
 
increased pooling between airlines, and a differential landing
 
fee policy, consisting of higher fees during peak hours and
 
increased minimum fees for general aviation. With the help of
 
such methods commercial oDerations could be distributed more
 
evenly throughout the day and private planes diverted away from
 
busy airports. The result could be a significant decrease in
 
airport congestion, providing longer term relief from saturation,
 
and reducing premature investment in additional ground facilities.
 

5. stA5,,.ng.Still.
 

The final strategy is the converse of all those mentioned
 
above - a standstill policy which allows only for continued
 
operation of the existing airport without any additional invest
ment in runways or new terminal facilities, and which lets con
gestion and noise standards regulate the ultimate level of acti
vity. While this may be inappropriate in most countries as a
 
national policy, it may be acceptable as a strategy for an indi
vidual airport either because further growth would drastically 
reduce its working efficiency or because public opposition has 
foreclosed virtually every other option.. I 10 or 20 years 
time this option may be given serious consideration by some 
governments. 

. Data on the effects of the.iiull or do-nothing alternative
 
should.be developed to a level of detail consistent with that
 
for other alternatives, and the null alternative can serve as
 
a reference point for identifying on a relative or comparative
 
basis the adverse and beneficial effects of any other alternative
 
proposal.
 

A review of country experience suggests that there is
 
a range of alternatives available to accommodate rising air trans
port demand while providing for an acceptable urban environment.
 
One of the critical needs is to determine When the increased use
 
of existing runways, terminals and access systems will come into
 
conflict with standards for acceptable environment, and wha
 
costs will be involved in maintaining those standards
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Exactly wnich course of action to pursue is .,a decision
 
invo1ving delicate trade-offs between on the one hand the
 
objectives of transport efficiancy and convenience, and on
 
the other hand considerations external to the aviation sector:
 
regional development objectives- competing claims on the use
 
of land, noise impact, effect on the local ecology, and public
 
attitudes in the communities affected by the existing airport
 
and its possible expansion or by the construction of a new
 
airport.
 

The trade-offs and the uncertainties about future air
 
transport demand, patterns of urban development, aircraft
 
technology and user response to changes in patterns of service
 
will be perceived differently in different countries, making
 
it impossible to single out any one of the alternatives as
 
the preferred or most "rational" strategy. For each large
 
international airport the government will have to make an
 
independent decision in the light of its best assessment of
 
the competing considerations and weighing the conflicting
 
interests of.different groups after full consultations with
 
the public.
 

MAIN EDMIRONmacAL Ami PLANNING ISSUES IN AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT 
POLICY 

Whatever strategy a given region or nation may adopt,
 
there are certain issues common to all nations, concerning

which the Group believes it can offer some constructive sug
gestions. Three issues stand out as warranting particular
 
attention: the problem of airport noise; the growing scarcit
 
*of land suitable for airports and problems surrounding its
 
acquisition; and the need to consider airport planning in
 
the wider context of comprehensive transpcrt, regional and
 
environmental planning.
 

The Problem of Airport Noise
 

Noise from .aircraftis by xar -une mos- auviuub- vuu
straint facing airports today. It is the source of mounting
complaints and litigation on the part of people living in the 
neighbourhood of airports; it is the main reason for organ
ised protest against the expansion of existing airports; it
 
is the cause of the growing trend to close major airports at
 
night (with the attendant repercussions for air transport

industry such as loss of freight revenue, forced idleness of
 
equipment on the ground, problems of transcontinental flight

scheduling, etc.); and it is a major factor in public oppo
sition to the building of new airports. Ways to deal with
 
aircraft and airport noise, therefore, should be accorded
 
priority attention.
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Recommendations to limit aircraft noise at the source
 
have been adopted by-the International Civil.Aviation Organi
sation -(ICAO) in 1971. This initiative has already,resulted
 
in some concrete imrovements. New types of aircraft emit
 
10 to 15 EPNdB (effective perceived noise decibels) less than
 
earlier jet equipment. As an illustration of the impact these
 
noise reduction improvements have had, the 90 EPNdB noise
 
footprint of a iong-range jet aircraft of the first generation
 
(B-707) was 120 Im; the 90 EPNdB footprint of the latest
 
long-range jet complying with ICAO recommendations (e.g. DC-10
 
or Tristar) has been reduced to 20-30 1=n2. Efforts to produce
 
even quieter aircraft are being pursued in the United States,
 
the United Kingdom and France.
 

Present noise emission requirements apply to new type
 
subsonic aircraft and, in 1976, will apply to all production
 
aircraft whenever originally designed. There are, however,
 
no proposals to apply the ICAO rules to all existing aircraft
 
in service. Although the use of the new, large-capacity air
craft may reduce the number of noisy overflights around airpor
 
the older, noisy equipment will continue in existence in suf
ficient numbers to constitute a nuisance for many years to com
 
Only retrofitting of the older aircraft Would help to improve
 
the noise situation in the short and medium term.
 

Attention, therefore, should be focusued u, Lht yu6-i
bilities of improving the airport noise environment at the 
local level - where measures can have a more immediate effect. 
Three sets of measures can serve this end: operational 
measures designed to limit the production of noise by air
craft; measures aimed at changing the land use in areas
 
exposed to heavy noise; and measures aimed at reducing the
 
impact of noise at the point of reception.
 

Included in the first set are special take-off and
 
landing procedures, restrictions on the total number of noisy
 
aircraft, banning night traffic, partial diversion of traffic
 
(especially at night) to more isolated airports, and estab
lishment and enforcement of local airport noise regulations.
 
Many such measures are already in use. For example, some
 
European airports have imposed night curfews. Schiphol and
 
the major German airports permit night operations only to
 
those aircraft that meet the ICAO noise standards; while the
 
London airports permit more nightflights to airlines whose
 
aircrafts meet the ICAO requirements. Another approach 
which so far is only in the discussion stage - would impose
 
an overall limit on the total noise emitted by all aircraft
 
of a given airline during a given period of time. The virtue
 
of this concept - known as "Fleet Noise Level" - is that it
 
would provide airlines with more flexibility. They could
 
switch to quieter equipment or reduce tb number of movements,
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wnichever seemed more-advantageous, so long as they remalned
 
within the overall noise"6missioi ceiling.- All these measures
 
wouldtend to promote the commercial introduction of quiet
 
aircraft.
 

A second approach consists in minimising the contact
 
between human activities and airport noise through the co.ordinationof airport plannifig with regional and local land use
 
policy. This approach can be implemented most easily in the
 
case of new airports situated in areas which are not yet

intensively developed. However, even around existing air
ports within metropolitan areas possibilities arise to re-zone
 
heavily noise-impacted areas over a period of time so as to
 
minimise the exposure to airport noise of private dwellings,
 
schools, hospitals and recreation areas. Re-zoning mav involve
 
heavy costs in purchase and clearance of residential'lr6uses;
 
in some cases it may be possible to convert existing structures
 
and areas, for instance into airport-related activities.
 
industrial parks or sports stadiums.
 

Land can be acquired or restrictions on the construction
 
of private housing can be imposed at the outset in such a
 
manner as to establish a buffer zone between a new airport and
 
the surrounding development. This has been done in the case
 
of the new Montreal airport, where an area of 360 km2 was
 
acquired although only 82 km2-were needed for the airport

itself; and in the case of the new Paris airport at Roissy,

where a prohibition has been imposed on the construction of
 
private dwellings, schools and hospitals within the zone of
 
the most intense noise. At existing airports, such as Zuric
 
and Geneva, the problem of incompatible land uses near the
 
airport has been dealt with by legislation. In addition,
 
around these airports as well as around the Los Angeles and
 
Roissy airports, large numbers of dwellings have been bought

from their owners at considerable expense rather than risk a
 
continuing threat of legal action. In the Scandinavian coun
tries certain criteria have been laid down by the Ministries
 
of the Environment as to existing and future land Uses and
 
their compatibility with different noise levels.
 

The third approach - which must be regarded as secondary
 
one compared to the first and second sets of measures - con
centrates on providing protection against noise at its point of
 
reception.
 

Sound-proofing of private dwellings, hotels, offices,
 
etc. may prove to be the only way of dealing rApidly with
 
noise disturbance around existing airports where land develop
nent has already seriously encroached upon the buffer zone.
 
Phis technique has been used in connection with Heathrow
 
(United Kingdom) and, more recently, Schiphol (Netherlands)

2ad the German Federal airports. In the case of Heathrow
 
,000 dwellings have been sound-proofed since 1966 in the most
 

exposed areas. However, sound-proofing remains an incomplete
 
measure as it does nothing to improve the outdoor environment.
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A practical programme of noise abatement requires a two
pronged approach, co-ordinating anticipated improvements in noise
 

reduction at the source with protective measures carried out
 
around the airport., In most situations there will be a need to
 

extent the use of land where it does not complymodify to some 

with the proposed zoning plan. Priority could be given to those
 

properties which could not expect significant relief from noise
 
even under the most optimistic projections of future reductions
 
in aircraft noise. Such a plan would provide a systematic basis
 
for negotiation and action between the various interests in
volved. Zurich airport has been the first to experiment with
 
such an approach as a basis for reconciling land use and noise
 
impact in the long run, after 1980.
 

Where noise levels still remain unacceptably high in spite
 
of all remedial efforts, a solution of last resort is to provide
 
compensation to home owners for the property's loss in value due
 

In return, the airport acquires a "noise easement" on
to noise. 

the property. In.the United States, w-here compensation has been
 
used it has amounted to roughly 20 per cent of the value of the
 
property. Although there is much virtue in the principle of
 
compensation, it should be stressed that it is regarded as the
 
final means of redress when other positive measures to uinimise
 

Monetary comthe adverse effects of noise have all been taken. 

on
pensation does not guarantee that the money will be spent 


remedial measures and that the tenants living in the affected
 
dwellings will therefore be protected. For them, as well as
 
!ur thuuu who do not qualify for compensation, sound insulation
 
and noise abatement zoning are the only effective solutions.
 
The issue of compensation is already being addressed by the
 
Sector Group in another context.
 

The Use of Economic Instruments
 

The possibility of'using economic instruments to promote
 
aircraft noise abatement also deserves attention. Airlines are
 
already subject to landing charges, although today these charges
 
are based on aircraft weight. Landing surcharges could also be
 
assessed on noisy aircraft. Such charges could provide an
 
important source of revenue which may be earmarked for financing
 
airport noise abatement programmes, e.g. sound-proofing of
 
exposed dwellings, hospitals and schools; land acquisition for
 
buffer zones; and compensation grants. The use of such taxes
 
as a source of revenue for airport noise abatement is still the
 
subject of considerable debate.
 

It has also been argued that, set at a proper level
 
and generally applied by the large airports, noise surcharges
 
wouldact as a continuous incentive for airlines to minimise
 
the noise impact of their activities. For instance, at opera
tional level, charges would prompt the airlines to make the
 
most rational use of their 'xisting fleats of aircraft by diver
ting noisy equipment to long-haul runs and to airports where
 
noise causes little disturbance (and where noise charges, there
fore, would be set low), while concentrating the quiet aircraft
 
on the heavily travelled short-haul routes characterised by
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frequent landings and tace-offs at noise-sensitive airports.
 
At the same time, the noise tax could act as a continuous induce

ment for airlines to retrofit existing aircraft, or to accele

rate their retirement and their replacement with quieter models,
 

and to purchase the quietest aircraft available on the market.
 

All this, in turn, aould provide an incentive to aircraft and
 

engine manufacturers to devote maximum effort to the development
 
of quieter engines and more effective retrofit devices and
 
techniques.
 

Some problems remain to be resolved before a surtaxon
 
aircraft noise could be introduced. However, the use of charges
 

to finance local noise protection programmes and to induce air

lines to shift to quieter equipment already in production de-

This issue is already being addressed
serves serious attention. 


by the Group in another context.
 

i4rots. and Comiehensive 2ann, 

There is a need to integrate airport planning with the
 

larger problems of land use, ground transportation, regional
 

development and environmental protection. Only in this way can
 

air transport objectives be reconciled with other pressing na

tional and local needs. Issues concerning the planning process
 

are dealt with toward the end of this paper.
 

Evidence examined by the Group indicates that the zone
 

under Lh aixpurtis influence is much larger tnan tne area ot
 

the airport itself. It includes the surrounding noise buffer
 

zones, associated service areas, large-scale residential develop

ment for airport employees and a network of access roads. Be

cause of the size of the area involved, it is becoming difficult
 

to find suitable sites for airports. It is increasingly impor

tant, therefore, to reserve sufficient land in advance of develoY
 
ment to cover both the needs for the airport itself, its possible
 

later exrpansion and the buffer zones needed to minimise noise
 
annoyance. 

Urbanisation Effects of Airprls
 

There is general agreement that the construction and ex

pansion of a large international airport and of its access links
 

to the metropolitan agglomeration can have a substantial impact
 

on urban development patterns in the surrounding sub-region.
 

The airport itself is a major emplcyment centre in the region,
 
- airline companies,
attracting a number of related services 


aircraft workshops, warehouses, car-hire agencies, catering firms
 

hotels, convention and exhibition centres, as well as public
 
Similarly,
services and internationally oriented service firms. 


employees of the airport and of the airport-related activities
 

will follow to a considerable extent the short journey-to-work
 

tradition and settle in relative proximity to their work - indu

cing further development of secondary and tertiary activities.
 

Whether this is to be regarded as a positive or a nega

tive effect will depend upon the general goals of national and
 
Where the policy is to stimulate the growth
regional planning. 




eo-e.a.hitherto under-_eveloped area, a new airporz can 5uv 

a powerful tool of that policy. 1'ere, on the other han,- as
 

has been the case in recent years in a growing number of countriei
 

the goals is to slow down the further expansion of an already
 

highly urbanised region or-to preserve the area as a valuable
 

agricultural, open space or recreational resource, the construc

tion of a new major airport or a major expansion of an existing
 

airport cannot but be viewed as going counter to that goal.
 

Lirport Plannina in the Context of a Comnrehensive Transport
 

One aspect of aviation's success is its ability to
 
drastically shorten journeys over long distances; another is its
 

ability to serve in an economic way dispersed locations between
 

which the density of passenger traffic is not heavy enough to
 
justify fast and frequent rail service. On the other hand, over
 

short distances, in heavily travelled corridors traversing
 
densely populated, congested urban regions, improved rail service
 
will be offering an increasingly viable alternative to flying.
 

Where fast, frequent
This observation is supported by evidence. 

and reliable rail service has been introduced, as for example
 
between London and Manchester and between Tokyo and Osaka, people
 
have switched from air to rail travel in impressive numbers.
 
Since the introduction of high-speed trains on the London to
 
Manchester run, the proportion of travellers going by air has
 
decreased by more than 10 per cent while rail travellerm
 
than doubled. In Japam, the Tokaido line has had a similar
 
effect on travel behaviour between Tokyo and Osaka: air traffic
 
has dropped from 22 per cent to 8 per cent of the total in a
 
period of eight years.
 

Improvements in rail transport thus offer another signifi
cant way in which relief could be sought from future airport
 
saturation problems. But to bring about major modifications in
 
the prevailing patterns of travel will require some readjustment
 
in the ways of thinking. All too often the relationship between
 
the different modes of transport is viewed as one of competition
 
rather than of partnership. Each mode is regarded as sufficient
 
unto itself whereas, in fact, they should be considered as
 
complementing each other and functioning as parts of a total
 
transportation system. In such an integrated transport syem
 
rail, road and air transport do not vie for traffic but co
operate to give the traveller and the shipper the best possible
 
service from origin to destination. Such intermodal co-operation
 
can take many forms: joint reservation services, co-ordinated
 
timetables, inter-connection of rail end air terminals as is
 
proposed in the Netherlands and Switzerland. Underlying this
 
philosophy is recognition of the fact that no one transport mode
 
could possibly satisfy the many diverse needs of transport users
 
or combine all of the attributes desired by the traveller. Each
 
form of transoort has certain unique features enabling it to
 
serve particularly well certain transport needs. The goal
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of a 	national transport policy should be to exploit each mode
 
for the purpose for which it is best...suited: to assure, in
 
other words, that the right kind of transportation is avail
able 	in the right place for the right purpose.
 

This approach to trensport planning could be widely 
applied. In a growing number of countries sufficient space
 
for major airports is increasingly difficult to find. At the 
samle 	 time, improvements in high-speed ground transport are 
extending the acceptable distance for access travel to airports.
 
These conditions suggest that there might be value in consider
ing airport provision at an international or at least bilateral
 
level. The Group believes that more attention should be devoted
 
to examining the -possibilities of developing shared airport

facilities.
 

Environmental Issues and the Plaimin; Process 

The traditional technique for evaluating alternative
 
plans for airports, as indeed for any major public facility, 
has been that of benefit/cost analysis. In this procedure
 
positive and negative effects of each alternative are evaluated
 
in monetary terms, the direct and indirect social benefits and
 
costs are added up separately and a benefit/cost ratio is com
puted. The alternative whose ratio of benefits to costs comes
 
out highest is ranked as the preferred alternative. Although 

, &&.L. %ILA t-d methods have been de. . . 
years to assess the value of seeaingly unquantifiable natters, 
such as historical lsadmarks or the visual beauty of a land
scape, the benefit/cost approach still contains serious short
comings. To begin with, it employs monetary valuation of items 
that are not subject to the influence of the market mechanism. 
Secondly, it uses discount rates and amortisation 2eriods for 
public investments, wihose lifetime, benefits, and possible 
technical evolution are arbitrarily fixed; thirdly, it aggre
gates all the impacts of the analysis and in so doing it con
ceals the essential fact that the impacts will not fall evenly 
on all the groups concerned: some people will benefit from 
the proposed project while others will be affected adversely. 

The Group feels that methods of evaluation need to be 
improved so that the planning process may become more sensitive 
to social and environmental issues &id :iore responsive to com
munity concerns than is possible with the conventional benefit, 
cost analysis. In particular, the evaluation should deal not 
only with costs and benefits that can be quantified in monetary 
terms but also with a full ranse of other impacts, such as 
health, safety, amenity, equity, freedom of choice and attract
iveness of the physical environment. In such a planning process 
several principles are of importnc e: 

(i) 	There must be a range of alternatives available.
 
The range of alternatives must be sufficiently
 
broad to represent real choices, including the
 
option of not doing =_ything.
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(iii 	 There must be information on-the effects of the
 
Lternatives.: This information must include
 
both the beneficial and the adverse effects of
 
the alternatives; it must include all effects
 
that any particular segment of the public thinks
 
are important, whether or not those effects are
 
readily quantifiable; and it must identify
 
explicitly which groups are benefited and which
 
groups 	are hurt by any proposed alternative.
 

(iii) 	There must be full opportunity for public involve
ment in the process so that every group which ma;
 
be potentially affected by the proposed project
 
has access to all relevant information and has
 
the opportunity to influence the process.
 

(iv) 	Where adverse impacts result for some groups in
 
order that benefits may be provided to other
 
groups, consideration must be given to how those
 
adversely affected can be compensated.
 

(v) 	Environmental damages and benefits must be
 
evaluated not in nonetary terms but in terms of
 
their falling above or below certain conventionally 
fixed threshold values expressod in nor-economic 
units - e.(;. uoise levels, pollution levels or 
acres oi recreational land co.iwedw. Jt tebht

ing of these factors is of iecessity a political 
act carried out in the conte.t of the total plan
ninG process. it is possible to list all money 
value factors and environmental factors in a 
total "evaluation scheme", but not to add up all 
factors into one grand total. 

(vi) 	Sensitivity analyses should be used as supple
mentary tools in the assessment of alternative
 
policies, location decisions and investment
 
choices in order to test the effects of varying
 
the assumptions in the benefit/cost analysis
 
and in assessing the influence of levels chosen
 
for environmental and other threshold values.
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A NNE X I 

ITST OF CASE-STUDY PAPERS(1)
 

An Example of a Programme of Studies to uecermine TunU UVk -LVLL 

Stockholm and Malar-Hjalmar
of an Airport in a Region: 

Reinar PERSSON, Stockholm County Council, Sweden.
 

- Airport and Town Planning
Arlanda and Marsta 

C. F. AHIBERG and Reinar PERSSON, Stockholm Couiity 

Counci]
 

Regional Planning Bureau, Sweden.
 

Some Genera-

Regional Impact of Airports: Problems to be Solved: 


Remarks
 
R. P. VAN DER KINTD, Planning Group, Second Airport
 

Department of Civil Aviation, The Hague, Netherlands.
 

Urban Impact of a*New Principal Airport for the 
Oslo Region
 

Aage DANIELSON, Head of Economic and Planning Studies,
 

Nordland Regional College, Bodo, Norway.
 

The Maplin Project, Impacts and Objectives
 
Stanley SMITH, Principal Planner, Third London Airport
 

Directorate, Department of the Environment, London, 
U.K.
 

Anticipated Economic and Urbanisation Impacts Generated 
by
 

Frankfurt International Airpcrt Expansion
 
K. DEH11, Flughafen Frankfurt-ain Aktiengesellschaft
 

and J. MEISE, Batelle-Institut, Frankfurt-Main, 
Germany.
 

Location Problems of Kansai International Airport
 

Masao HIRAI, Deputy Head, Kansai International Airport
 

Research Office and Kasuo YODA, Deputy Head, City Plannin
 

Division, Tokyo, Japan.
 

Potential Environmental Impacts Generated by the Location 
of
 

A Review of Studies
Major Airports near Montreal and Toronto: 


to Date
 
Peter J. MARRIOTT, Policy Branch and Bryan D. COOK,
 

Research Policy and Co-ordination Branch, Department 
of
 

the Environment, Ottawa, Canada.
 

The Environmental Impacts of Airport Siting in the Copenhagen
 

Region
 
Kai LEMBERG, Director of General Planning, City of
 

Copenhagen, Denmark.
 

The Planning of Aircraft Noise Zones
 
Hans REINHARD, Zurich Cantonal Planning Authority,
 

Switzerland.
 

(1) The full text of these case-studies will appear in the 
pub

lication (see footnote page 1).
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Montreal. A Prototype
Management of Airport Planning: 

P. BEINHAKER and J.,'M. CHOUKROUN, Canada.
 

Airport Siting and the Environment, Jamaica Bay and J. 
F. Kennedy
 

International Airport
 
Steven EBBIN, Former Study Director of the Jamaica
 

Bay/Kennedy Airport Study, U.S.A.
 

The Airport's Impact on Residential Development and Economic
 

Growth in the Canton of Zurich
 
V. TOUZIN, Cantonal Planning Authority, Zurich,
 
Switzerland.
 

Rapport du Groupe de Travail "Paris-Nord"
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS
 

Social and Economic Impact of Aircraft Noise
 

Ariel AI1EXANDRE, O.E.C.D. Secretariat, 
and
 

Hans OPSCHOOR, Vrije-Universiteit, Amsterdam, Netherlands.
 

Trends and Developments in Airport Provision
 
Anthony E. PEARCE, Consultant, O.E.C.D.
 

Economic and Urbanisation Impacts of International Airports:
 

An Assessment of Methodological Issues and Policy Implications
 
V14 ++ A M'PTCH, Consu.1nt, O.R.O.D. 

Factors to be Considered in the Siting of Major Airports
 
F. A. SHAPMAN, Partner, Sir William Halerow and Partners,
 
London.
 

How to-Reduce the Noise of Aircraft
 
Ariel ALEXANDRE, O.E.C.D. Secretariat.
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SIUM.IARY 

Nattion I Or'im izations 30 

Africa: (2)
 

Keny a
 
South Africa
 

Asia: (9)
 

China, Republic of
 
India
 
Iran
 
Israel
 
Japan
 
Korea
 
Kuwait
 
New Zealand
 
Pakistan
 

Australia: (1)
 

Aus tralia
 

Europe: (1)
 

Austria
 
Be ig ium
 
Czechoslavakia
 
Denmark
 
Finland
 
France
 
Germany, Federal Republic of
 
Great Britain
 
Italy
 
Netherlands
 
Norway
 
Poland - 2
 
Sweden
 
Switzerland
 

North /Aerica: (1) 

Canada 

South America: (2)
 

Brazil 

18 APR 1975 
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. nternationiiIOrganjzatjons 11 
P'AHO, 1V'ash., U. C. (Ildqtrs . ) (J1.) 

PAIO/UN])I Projects in the following 
South American Countries: (3) 

Mexi Co 
Pu ru 
ArIon t jna 

United Nations Environmental Program 2 

UNIE,Kcnya, Nairobi (Hdqtrs.) 

UNEP, Geneva, Switzerland 

World Health Organization (W;HO) - Geneva (1) 

United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (UNII)O) - Vienna (1) 

World Bank - Wash. , D. C. (1) 

Commission of the European Communities 
(CEC) - Brus:;cIs(i) 

Organi2zation [or Iicoiiomic Cooperation 
and Development (OECh) - Paris (1) 

Il. USIS Libraries: 8 

Caracas, Venezuela 

Singapore 

Manila, Philippines 

Lagos, Nigeria 

Panama City, Panama 

Beirut, Lebanon 

Belgrade, Yugoslavia 

Cairo, Egypt 

Total- 50 
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INTERNATIONAL DO2UMENTS EXCHANGE 

p.\"T I 

NATIONAL (;II:3ANI ZATI ONc 

UO: i ~iNSNT - COUNTRY PARTICIPATING ORG.ANIZATION EMBASSY LIAISON 

."...Keniya National Environ ent Secretariat 
Office of the Presi-lent. 
Nairobi, Kenya 
Attn: The Director 

American Embassy - Nairobi 
Department of State - 4--
Washington, D. C. 20521 
Attn: Mr. Geo. Kinter - Kenya 

First Secretary 

l 

South Africa Department of Planinlg and the 
Environaent 

Paulfof 
innaarstraat St.Privaatsak/Private Bng X213 

Pretoria 0001, Sout) Africa 
Attn: Mrs. D. A. Parracott 

Embassy of South Africa 
3051 Massachusetts Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20-OS 
Attn: Mr. Ronald Shuttleworth 

ASIA 
China, 

India 

Republic of Public Division 
Bureau of Industry 
Ministry of Economic .\:fairs 
Room 507, 5th Floor 
53 Huai Ning Street 
Taipei, Taiwan 
Republic of China 

National Comittee -,:' Environnenta-l 
Planning and Coo,- ':..nation 

Technology Bhavan 
New Mehrauli Road 
New Delhi - 110029 
India 
Attn: Dr% Ashok K>'.,;:Ia 

Embassy of China 
2311 Mass. Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20008 
Attn: XIr" K. S. Wu 

American E-mbassy 
Dept. of State - New Delhi 
Washington, D. C. 20521 
Attn: Dr. Clifton Metzner 



CONTI"iNT - COUNT'(Y P'-*:I,.'. ". • ,. . -' 	 . -

Iran 	 Department of 'r. :tal It1;'. 
Conservation 3005 NtasM Ave. , ..-chs,t.


P. 0. 	Box 1430 
 Washingtti, 1itC.2O0.OR..-

Tehran, Iran 
 Attn: 	 Mr. A*,)as Ordoobadi 
Attn: 	Dr. M. Taghi Fnirvar 

Chief, Human Environment Div. 

Israel 	 Environmental Protection Service 
 Embassy of Israel
 
Prime 	Minister's Office 

Ha Kirya Bldg. 3 

1621 - 22nd St., N.r. 
Washington,, D. -C--20008-

Jerusalem 91000 
 Attn: 	 Mr. E. Efrati
 
Israel
 
Attn: Debora Herman
 

Librarian
 

Japan 'Japan Environmental Agency 	 American Embassv -
Tokyo

3-1-1 	Kasumigaseki 
 Dept. 	of State

Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo 
 Washington, D. C. 20521

Japan 
 Attn: 	 Mr. Myron Kratzer
 
Attn: 	 Mr. Mitsuru Terao, Dir.
 

Environmental :formation Div.
 

Korea 
 National Data Center Cur Environ-
 Embassy of K0rea
 
mental 	Pollution 
 2320 Mass. Ave., N.,,.


Environmental Researcl 
Lab Washington, D. C. 20008
 
Atomic Energy Research, irstitute 
 Attn: Dr. Yong-Kyu Lim
 
Chung Yang-Ri
 
P. 0. 	Box 7
 
Seoul, Korea
 
Attn: Dr. Chae-Shik RJ;!, Head
 



CONTINENT COUNTRY PARTICIPATIX :; .,RG-NIZATION 	 .____ " _'-_.-,-:,

Ku,'ait 	 Ministry of Pub ic .. , ,ta Erba.sv o Ku-.ait 
Occupational :Icalth ;..ction 2940 T'iidcn St., N.. 

C.
P. 0. Box No. 35033 	 Washini.ton, .. 
•*A1-Shaab, Kuwait Attn: Mr..\i ilassan 
Attn: Ibrahim Y. i: id, Chief 

New Zealand 	 Ministry of Environic*c-..bassy F oNe Zealand 
Parliament Buildi3g 19 Observatory Circle, N.W. 
Wellington, 1, New Ze 'Iand :'ashingtcn, D.C. 20C0 

Attn: ..Mlr. Lance Beath 

Pakistan 	 Pakistan Science Fou:-.dation Embassy of Pakistan 
Post Box 1121 2315 Mass. Ave., N.W. 
435, F-6/3 Washington, D. C. '20008Is.-.mabad, Pakistan Attn: "r. Abdul Mufti 
Attn: Mr. Munawar .'di:: . Anees 

Officer on Special Duty 

AUSTRALIA
 

Australia 	 Department of the F!v:ronment and Embassy of Australia 
Conservation 
 1601 Mass. Ave., N.W.
P. 0. Box 1937 Washington,, .D'.-C. 200"36 

Canberra, A.C.T. 26(;, Attn: Dr. James Wijittem
Aus trali a 
Attn: Librarian
 



EUROPE
 

CC TINENT - COLUTRY PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATION 
 EMBASSY LJSON% 
EUROPE Austria 
 Department of Environmental Embassy of AustriaProtection 2343 Mass. Ave. N.W.Eederal. Ministry for Health and asinton e'D... 0.7...Environnent A n:- Dr. Harald... i..... 

1010 Vienna 
-Austria

Attn: (Dr. Herbert .J. Pindur) 

Belgium Ministry.Cite of-~ePublic _-iq.althand FamilyAkmiitftf%6 Lf¥ Embass4 of BelgiumCite A s:-
 Etat
-i'Essplanade', '.6 
• ... 3330 ,arfield St. , Y.'.- Washin:gton,1010 Brussels, - .... D.C. 20008-L4uisr Atn: .Br. i,

ttn:-< Dr. -Samuel Hi:!,ter 
-iSecretaire 7 ".;ieral. du Ministere 

Czechoslavakia 
 Ministry for Techno-logical & 
 Embasst of Czechoslovakia
Investment Develo,-ent 3900 'L~nnean Ave., N.IV.:Praeue. Czechn1 trn 1; ' Washihgt on, 'D. -:C: 20008 
Attn: Dr. .:,i'roslav Dopita-. 

Denmark Agency of Environwcntal.ProtectiLon 
 Embassy o-f DenmarkMinistry of the Envircnment 
 3200 Whitehaven Street, N.I.St. ' Kongensgade 45 Washington, D. C. 20008
1264 - Copenhagen K Attn: NMrs. . Inga Shueller;
Denmark
 
Attn : Mr. Hans 'Sand 



CO.NTIN.NT - COUNTRY 

EUROPE 	 (Continued)

Finland 


France 


T~z~ 

U, 

-rmany, Federal 


Republic of 

For: 


PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATION.. 

Technical -Research Centre of 
Finland 

'Technical -InformatI:on Service 

Helsinki, Finland 

Attn: Mrs- Eva -Wartic-Xaara, -Director
 

,Ministr'y. f6r Qual-ty- of Life 
_ Rue Roy.ale 
Paris, France -

Ministr) f interior 

Post Fach 

53 Bonn 7 

Federal Republic of Germany 
Attn: 	 Mr. Peter Monke-Glueckert 


Deputy -Assistrant Secretary-

Federal Office o0f 'Environmental Affairs 
Berlin 

-EBASSyo--!SON- . 

Embassy of Finland 
2133 Wisconsin. Ave.,N. . 
W.ashingto, -D.K..' 2OOQ7 

.... "r. Esa. Anttiia, 

Embassy of France 
2129 Wvomins Ave,-.N.. i. 
Washit.g on ,7D.- C> -20Ci08 
Attn:'- Mr.- Claude -E-l,a:: 

Embassy of Germany 

4645 Reservoir,-Road; cN. . 
Vashington,- 'D. -C;20007
Attn: Miss Gisela Kaemnffe 
. 
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cO"JiENT - COUNTRY 
U-ROPE:- (Continued) 

PARTICIPATING ORGAUNIZATION " EMBASSY L-MISON-

Great Britain Department of the Environmn:-t 
P 3/188 
2 Marsham Street 
London SWi 3EB 
England
Attn: Mr. .W. Pearson 

Embassy of Great Britain 
3100 Mass. Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20008 
Attn: Mr. T. N. Moynehan 

"Chief Librarian 

Italy CXR Laboratory on 
'Documentation 

187 Avia Romagnosi 
Rome, Italy 

Researc:n aid American Embassy- Rome 
Dept.:. of State:-. 
Washington, D.:,C. 2025I,Attn: Dr. John:anni eioR 

Attn- Prnf- P:1o1 Bisogno. Director 

Netherlands Ministry of Public Health 
Environment 

Dokter Reijersstraat 10 
Leidschendam, Netherlands 
Attn: Mr. D. J. DeGeer 

tjnd the Embassy of the Netherlands 
4200 Linnean Ave,; N.. 
Washingt.'n, D.. C.-: -20:00 81 r 
Attn: Mr. J. C. -Jonkma.'n 

Norway Norwegian Ministry of Environmental 
Affairs 

Milgovern Departemntet 
Oslo, Dep. 
Oslo 1, Norway 

Royal Norwegian Embassy 
3401 Massachusetts Ave., N. 
Washington, D. C., 20307. 
Attn: Ms. B M. AlVegard. 



EUROPE ... 

CONTINENT- COUNTRY PARTICIPATING ORGANI ZATION EMBASSY LIAISON 

Poland Ministry of Local Econcy :v Embassy of Poland 
Environmental Protecti-i:, 2640 - 16ih St., N.W. 

Nowogrodzka:,1/-,3 Washington, D. C. 20009 
-war-saw,.. -Poland Attn: Mr. Wojciech Boguez 
Attn: Mr. Josef Seliga 

Bureauof the UN'DPWH)
Project Poland 

American Embasy ,Dept. .of State - PblaAi' 
40-832 Katowice - Poland 
ul. Jamka Krasickiego-L 

Washington, :D. C. 20521 

Attn: Mr. C. Ferullo,.Proj. Mgr. 

,hj 



EUROPE!NGORTH A_.RI CA 

. ONT-*WT - CO~a"TRY 
..EUROPE 	 (Continued) 

Sweden 

Switzerland 


NORTH AMERICA 

Canada 


Mexico 


PAR.L±.lnA1i.Nu JI.u-AILATIUN 

National Swedish Environmental 

Protection Board 

Smidesvagen 5 
Fack 
171 20 Solna 1Siweden
 

Attn: 	 Ulla Eliasson
 
Librarian
 

Federal Office for Environmental
 
Control 


Monbijou Strausse 6 

Bern, Switzerland 

Attn: Mr. U. Baldinger, Director 


Office 	of Inforiation
 

•. 

Department of Environment 

(Environment Canada) 

KlA-OH3 I.. 

Ottawa, Canada
 
Attn: Ms. Agatha -.s,,ram, Director
 

Library Serviccs
 

(See PAHO) - Page 10 

EMBASSY LIAISON. 

Embassy of Sweden 
600 New Hampshire Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20037 
Attn: Mr. Eric Belfrage 

Embassy of Switzeiland
2900 Catherdral Ave., N. W.
 

.'Washington, D. C. 20008
 
Attn: Dr.- hrian jej
 

Embassy, of-,Canada-.
1746-Mass. Ave . j,f
 
Washing:ton-,' :D. C. 20b36
 
Attn:- _Mr. Ravmond r
 



SOUTH ANERICA. 

CONTINENT - COUNTRY PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATION -EMBASSYLIAISON
 
7 ISOME" 


ERICA 


Argehntina (See,,PAHO) Page 10 ur. Vincente Witt
(See P-AHO)
 

.SOUTI AM' 


zl Special Secretariat Cor the Environment American Embassy - Riode Jaineir 
Minist-ry- of Interior .. 
National Environment Secretariat 
Brasilia, Brazil 

Dept. of State-
Washington, D. C. 20521 
Attn: Mr. Robert Goeckermann 

_na 

CETESB CETESB 
USAID/ENRO. .. 
APO New York, New York 09676 
Attn: Alfred E. Williamson 

[0) Page IC Dr. Vincente Witt 
(See PAHO) 
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INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTS EXCHANGE 

PART I I
 

INTERNATIONAL ORGAN I ZAT IONS 

i).,;;iX- ZATION 	 POICi AiMIZESS DIR 'MALN AUIWRbS7 

United Nations Environmental Pouching: 
 Letters:
 
Progran ("Ur-EP) UNEP Headquarters


Nairobi: 	 Kenyatta Center 
 American Eibass-y -Xairobi

feadcuarters 
 P.O. Box 30552 	 Depar tment-o -:Sta&-


Nairobi, Kenya Washington, D.C. 20 - 'L 
Attn: Mr. To', "uietic Attn:: Mir. Georce Kinter - UNEPLibrari ;::! 

New York:
 
- L-i-a-i-son-Of-f-ice- Mr. Noel Brown-

UNEP Liaison Oi....
 
1485 Lexington Avenue
 

-a 	 Room LX - 1219 
New York, N.w York 10017 

Ge'eVia:: 	 Pouching: 
 Letters:
 
UNEP -UNEP
Liaison--OCQ:-fice
 
P. 0. Box 20 
 Palais Des Nations
 
Grand:Ccntral Statioh 
 CH-1211
 
New York, New York.-10017 Geneva,'Switzerland

Attn: ,Mir. Pet.r Thacher Attn: Mr. Peter Thaciiuz
 

.IforldHealth Organization (WHO)
 
Pouching: Letters:
 

,nva: U.S. Mission World Health.Or'ganization
Departmer.t of ;tate - Geneva Division o E EnVironmental Healt 
Washington, D.C. 20520 1211 Avenue- Appia- . 

Geneva, Switzerland_ 
Attn: Dr. B. H. Dieterich
 



Pan A.nerican Health Organization
 

ashing-ton,--D.C.: 


,1exico-:--.. Subsecretariat of Environmental 
Protection 


Secretariat of icalth and Welfare 

Ave. Chapult.ep.ec No. 284 

Mexico 7, ,lex4,-o D.F. 

Peru-: Pan American Center for Engineel ing 

and Environn'.ntal Sciences 

Avenida Salaverry 722 

P.O. Box 4337 

Lima, Peru 


-Argentina: Centro Argentine "!e Referencia en 

Ingenieria S::u;taria y Ciencias 

del Anbiente JCARISO) 


Instituto Nacio.1al de Ciencia y

Technica Hidric:Ls de Argenti-a


Viamonte 1145 

Buenos Aires, \,entina 

Attn: In;. O.:r G. Velez 

Direct:: 

Dr. Vincente Wi-tt
 
Departmre it- fEiffiireering
 

Envi ronmncntal Sciences
 
PAHO
 
Room 812.
 
525 23rd Street, .N.W1y
Washington, D.-C.' 20031
 

Dr. Vincente Wfitt- Mexico
 
DepartmePt ofE1gin-eIrig 

En-ironmcntal Sciences
 
PAHO
 
Room812
 
525 23rd Street, N.W.
 
Washington, D.C. -20037"-

Dr. !Vincente itt Peru 
Depaitment of -Engineering-&-
EnVironmental Sciences
 

PAIO
 
Room 812
 
525 23rd Stre.- N.W.
 
Washington, D.C. 20 03/
 

Dr. Vincente Witt - Argentina
Department of Engi-neeringL-l 
Environmental Sciences
 

PAHO
 
Room 812
 
525 23rd StTeet, N.. 
Washington- D.CC:,2a037
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INTErNAiTI.NAL ORG.NIZATIONS (continued) 

United Xa-ic.s Industrial 
Development Organization (UNIDO) 

.... . - DePartment of State 
IO/CMD - UNIDO-- -' 
Room 5031 
Washington,, :D. C ... 20520f',
Attn: Mr, Herbert Hoffman 

iaor.±Q .aflK 
Washington, D.C.: 	 Joint Bank - .Fund Library 

World Bank Internat ioba1 
Monetary Fund 
Washington, D.C. 20431 
Attn: Mr. Martin Loftos 

*ommission of the European 
:ommunfities (CEC)

Brussels: Commission of the'European 
Comrmunities' /

2100 "M" Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20037 
Attn: Mr. Ivo Dubo s :'-

Organization for.Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD) 

Paris: U.S. MisSJLI. - , 
Department of State - Paris 
Washington, D.C. 20521 
Attn: Mr. Arnold Kramish 

12.
 



PART ITI
 

CONT:NT - 'COUNTRY PARTICIPATtI. ORGAN IZATION EMBASSY LIAISON 

Caracas, Venezuela USIS.: Library American.Embassy. Caracas 
American Embassy USIS 
Caracas, Venezuela Ddpartment of State 
Attn: Public Affai-.- Ifficer WIashington,. D.C. 20a20 

Singapore USIS Library
American Embassy 

Aerican Embassy
Usis 

z"Sina-ore 

Singapore Denartment of State 
Attn: Pubdlc Affair: Officer Washina-ton-. D.C.... -20520 

Manila, Phillippines USIS Library American'Emnbi Lss: anl " a 
American Embassy 
'Manila,Phillippines
Attn: Public Affairs Officer 

USIS 
Department o ate 
Washington,-D.C. -20520 

Lagos, Nigeria USIS Library American Embassy - Lagos 
American Embassy 
Lagos, Nigeria 
Attn: Public*Affairs Officer 

USIS. 
Department of State -
Washin gton, D.C '<20520 

-1s
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SCOXTXE.XT - CObNTRY 

Panama City, Panama 

Beirut, Lebanon 


Belgrade, Yugoslavia 


cairo, Egypt 

PARTICIPATING 3WX(:.NIZATION 

USIS Library 
American Embassy 
Panama City, Panama 
Attn-_ Pnhlic Afflairs Officer 

USIS Library 

American Embassy

Beirut, Lebanon 

Attn: Public Affai-rs Officcr 


USIS Library 


American-Embassy 

Belgrade, Yugoslavia 


USIS Library

A.erican Embassy 
Cairo, Egypt 

Attn: Public Affairs Officer 


EMBASSY IIAISO -

American Embassy - Panama City.
USIS 
Depaftmenot of -State- "
 

Washington, D-.C. 20520
 

Amerioau ud neirutc -

USIS
 
Department of State"
 
Washing-tony-DC. -2-0OS-0...... 

American Embassy Belgrade
 

USIS
 
Department of State'
 

American E b -Cairo-assy 


USIS
 
Department of.State,..-..
 
Wlashington' D.C. 20520-

Attn: Diana -Mae:-Rich.ards

http:SCOXTXE.XT


Namesand.Addrehses of.OrRanizations in those Countries 

that have. Deosil Accounts with the 

NATIONAL TECIWT(AL INFORMATION SERVICE
 

GHANA - None
 

LAOS - None
 

KHMER REPUBLIC. OF- CAMBODIA- None 

JORDON - None
 

TURKEY
 

The Sciencific and Technical Resbm,&,
 
Council of Turkey - TURDOK
 

Ataturk Bulvari 225 Kavaklidere
 
Ankara, Turkey
 

Middle East Technical University
 
Solmaz Izdemir,Associate Librarian
 
18 Mudafaa Caddesi
 
Ankara, Turkey
 

Professor Nejat Aybers
 
Institut for Nuclear Energy
 
Gumussuyu Cad.
 
Istanbul, Turkey
 

PHILIPPINES
 

Development Academy of Philippines
 
Matimyas Bldg.
 
E. Rodriguez Avenue
 
Quezon City, Philippines 3008
 

EGYPT - None
 

GUATEMALA - None
 

COLOMBIA
 

Fondo Colombiano de TnV7atia Cientifica 
Ministerio de Rducacion National 
ra llm 17 wn q F4 D4Ain 2fl 
Roaota. Colombia
 
South America
 



BELIZE - BRITISH HONDURAS - None 

MEXICO
 

ciudad Universitaria
 
Biblioteca Del Centro e-caiculo EndeCtrnPlc(
 
Mexico 20 D F
 

Dr. Felipe Pardinas
 
E1 Colegio de Mexico
 
Guana Juato 125
 
Mexico 7 D F
 

American Book Store, S.A.
 

Apdo. postal 79 BIS
 
AV. Madero 25
 
Mexico 1 D F
 

Centro de Info cientifica Y Humanilstica
 
De La Unam
 
Apdo Postal 70 392
 
Mexico 19 D F
 

Centro de Invest en Matermaticas Aplicaaas,
 
Sistemas Y Servicios
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Foreword 
The wor,I and ternis iletudted inthis hossary are used in di;cussing and 

w~itig 1nhdtit the environmwnt, We have .xeept'd household words generally 
uliderstood mud (lined elsewhere. ;;ch as water or air, but hiave included 
cwtain common words which, while not peculiar to thic environent, occur 
frequeritly in cnvironmcntal literaturc anti are iniporiiant.to a stitdent's under
stainding (ifpollution pruhlems-word: like .adorption or rodcntieide. The 
glossary. :w:o explains thc meanin,. of words suIch aq ttist and .'hatcncnt as 
they apply to the envitonincnt even thuguh dclinitions of such words are 
found in oidi rary dictiowries. 

In sum. we have cldeavored in a sil,Ielising to comril- alid define the 
most common words and ternis c:fnti,d to the study, understanding and 
solution (if environmcnlal problkni. Vhere so many word, and trins are 
concerned, it is sometimes diflicult to .,,lkupon definilions r-.ceptahlc to 
users who rvprscnt a gre a variely of puiit;, and interests. Thik is particu
lawly true oif the newer words Venerated by :ei,'nce and teeh nrlopy. It may he 
recalled tlh:t Dr. Samuel .lohnm once tic,erild a conip-..r o! dictionmics 
as a "harmnlc;s drurde" and oh'rvecd: "Dl)ictionaries aic like wafclhws; the 
worst is better than none. and the hest cniinot h, expected to go (JtiC trev." 

We do not cxpect this glossaiy to he used exlendviely hv technicians and 
profcssion:Ils in civirolliental control.. It, not desi .ed lhalpurpose.va for 
R;uher, it is our hope lihat it will stimulate atnd improve a student's under
standing of man's environmcnt ;nd thc interrelationship or tlh,forces and 
elemcnts that comprise it. 
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A.... 
• ,dartatilon A change 'in structure or

hhit'.of'nn organism that produces 
better adjustment to the environment. 

. W 

-

.' 
t 

.. :adsorption: 

tpollutants 

The adhesion of a substance 
to the surface of a solid or liquid. 
Adsorption Is often used to extract 

by causing them to be at
."' 

abatement The method of reducing the 
degree or intensity of pollution, also 

... the'-use of such a method. 

absorption: The penetration of a sub-
stance into or through another. For 
example, in air pollution control, ab-
sorption is the dissolving of a soluble 
gas, present in an emission, in a liquid 
which can be extracted. 

accelerator: In radiology, a device for 
imparting high velocity to charged 
particles such as electrons or protons, 
Thcse fast particles can penetrate 
matter and are known as radiation. 

acclimation: The physiological and be-
havioral adjustments of an organism 
to changes in its immediate environ
ment. 

acclimatization: The acclimation or adap-
tation of a particular species over 
several generations to a marked 
change in the environment. 

activated carbon: A highly adsorbent 
form of carbon, used to remove odors 
and to\Jc substances from gaseous 
emissions. In advanced waste treat-
ment, activated carbon is used to 
remove dissolved organic matterfrom waste water a 

activated sludge: Sludge that has been 
aerated and subjected to bacterial 
action, used to remove organic matter 
from sewage. 

activated sludge process: The process of 
using biologically active sewage sludge 
to hasten breakdown of organic mat-
ter in raw sewage during secondary 
waste treatment. 

Icute toxicity: Any poisonous effect pro-
duced within a short period of time, 
usually up to 24-96 hours, resulting
in severe biological harm and often 
death, 

tached to such adsorbents as activated 
carbon or silica gel. Hydrophobic, or 
water-repulsing adsorbents, are used 
to extract oil from waterways in oil 
spills. 

adulterants: Chemicals or substances that 

by law do not belong in a food, plant, 
animal or pesticide formulation. Adul
terated products are subject to seizure 
by the Food and Drug Administration. 

advanced waste treatment: Waste water 
treatment beyond the secondary or 
biological stage that includes removal 
of nutrients such as phosphorus and 
nitrogen and a high percentage of sus
pcndcd solids. Advanced waste treat
ment, known as tertiary treatment, is 
the "polishing stage" of waste water 
treatment and produces a high quality 
effluent. 

aeration: The process of being supplied 
or impregnated with air. Aeration is
used in waste water treatment to 
foster biological and chemical purl
fication. 

aerobic: This refers to life or processes
that can occur only in the presence 
of oxygen 

aerosol: A suspension of liquid or solid 
particles in the air. 

afterburner: An air pollution abatement 
device that removes undesirable or

ganic gases through incineration. 

agricultural pollution: The liquid and 
solid wastes from all types of farm
ing, including runoff from pesticides, 
fertilizers and feedlots; erosion and 
dust from plowing, animal manure 
and carcasses and crop residues and 
debris. It has been estimated that 
agricultural pollution in the U.S. has 
amounted to more thpn 2M billion 
tons per year. 

air curtain: A method for mechanical 
containment of 'oil spills. Air is 
bubbled through a perforated pipe 
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Ltt.using an .Upward rwater. flow!. that 
trelaurds the. spleading of oilAir cur-
*tqins~are:also used as barriers to pre
vent fish from enterine a nolluted 
bod, of water, 

air mass: -A widespread body of air with 
properties that were established while 
the air was situated over a particular
region of the earth's surface and that 
undergoes specific modifications while 
in transit away from that region. 

air moniloring: See monitoring, 

air pollution: The presence of contami-
nants In the air in concentrations that 
prevent the normal dispersive ability 
of the air and that interfere directly 
or indirectly with man's health, safety 
or comfort or with the full use and 
enjoyment of his properly, 

air pollution episode: The occurrence of 
abnormally high concentrations of air 
pollutants usually (ue to low winds 
and temper ntre inversion and accom 
painted by an increase In illness and 
death. See inversion, 

atir quality control region: An area desig. 
nated by the Federal government

.where two or more communities-
either In the same or different states 
-share a common air pollution prob-
lem. 

air quality criteria: The levels of pollu.
lion and lengths of exposure at which 
adverse effects on health and welfare 
occur. 

sir quality standards: The prescribed
level of pollutants in the outside air 
that cannot be exceeded legally dur-
ing a specified time in a specified
geographical area. 

algal bloom: A proliferation of living
algae on the surface of lakes, streams 
or ponds. Algal blooms are stimulated 
by phosphate enrichment. 

alpha particle: A positively charged par-
ticle emitted by certain radioactive 
materials. It is the least penetrating
of the three common types of radi
ation (alpha, beta and gamma) and 
usually not dangerous to plants, ani-
mals or man. 

ambient ain Any unconfined portion of 
a atmosphere; the outside air. 

anndromous; rypeof fish ,hat ascend 
rivers. from the sea to spawn. 

anaerobic: Refers;,to life or processes 
that occurin the absence of oxygen. 

anticoagulant: A chemical that Interferes 
with blood clotting, often used as a 
rodenticide. 

anti.degradation clause: A provision in 
air quality and water quality laws 
that prohibits deterioration of air or 
water quality in areas whe.c the pal
hion levels are presently below 
those allowed. 

aquifer: An underground bed or stratum 
of earth, gravel or porous stone that 
contains water. 

aquatic plants: Plants that grow in water 
either Iloating on the surface, growing 
up from the bottom of the body of 
water or growing under the surface 
of the water. 

area source: In air pollution, any small 
individual fuel combustion source, in
cluding any transportation sources, 
This is a general definition; area 
source is legally and precisely defined 
in Federal regulations. See point 
source. 

asbestos: A mineral fiber with countless 
industrial uses; a hazardous air pollu. 
tant when inhaled. 

A-Scale sound level: The measurement of 
sound approximating the auditory
sensitivity of the human ear. The
A-Scale sound level is used to mis
ure. the relative noisiness or annoy
ance of common sounds. 

asimilation: Conversion or incorpora
lion of absorbed nutrients into proto. 
plasm. Also refers to the ability of a 
body of water to purify itself of or
ganic pollution. 

atmosphere: The laver of air surroundine 
the earth. 

atomic pile: A nuclear reactor. 

attraclant: A chemical 'or agent that lures 
insects or other pests by olfactory 
stimulation. 

attrition: Wearing or grinding down by 
fticlion. One of the three basic con



tribtting processes"of , air pollution, 
tee others are vaporization 'and corm-
bustion. 

aiiliometer: An instrument for measur-
ind'hearini sensitivity. 

autotrophie: Self-nourishing; denoting 
those organisms capable of construct-
Ing organic matter from Inorganic 
substances. 

FB .- ,, ..-..", 

.. .. " ' "' 

backfill: The material used to refill a 
ditch or other excavation, or the 
process of doing so. 

background level: With, respect to air 
pollution, amounts of pollutants pres-
ept in the ambient air due to natural 
sources. 

background radiation: Normal radiation 
present In the lower atmosphere from 
cosmic rays and from earth sources. 

bacteria: Single-celled microorganisms
that lack chlorophyll. Some bacteria 

capable of causing human, animal 
or plant diseases, others are essential 
in pollution control because they 
break down organic matter in the air 
and in the water. 

are 

baffle: Any deflector device used to 

change the direction of flow or the 
velocity of water, sewage or products 
c combustion such as fly ash or 
coarse particulate matter. Also used 
in deadening sound. 

baghouse, An air pollution abatement 
device used to trap particulates by 
filtering gas streams through large 
fabric bags, usually made of glass 
Sfiber. 

baling: A means of reducing the volume 
of solid wasW by compaction. 

ballirsIc separator: A machine that sep-

arates inorganic from organic matter 
n'na comvostina nrocess. 

band application: With respect to pesti

cities, the application of the chemical 
over or next to each row of plants
in a field. 

bar screen: In waste water treatment, a 
screen that removes large floating and 
suspended solids. 

basal application: With respect to pesti
cides, ilic application of the pesticide 
formulation on stems or trunks of 
plants just above the soil line. 

basin: See river basin. 

benthic region: The bottom of a body 
of water. This region supports thebenthos, a type of life that not only 
lives upon, but contributes to the 
character of the bottom. 

benthos: The plant and animal life whose 
habitat is the bottom of a sea, lake 
or river. 

beryllium: A metal that when airborne 
has adverse effects on human health; 
it has been declared a hazardous air 
pollutant. It is primarily discharged 

by operations such as machine shops, 

ceramic and propellant plants and 

beta particle: An elementary particle 
emitted by'radioactive decay that may 

cause skin burns. It is easily stopped 
by a thin sheet of metal. 

bionssay: The employment of living or
ganisms to determine the biological 
effect of some substance, factor or 

condition. 

biochemical oxygen demand (DOD): A 
measure of the amount of oxygen 
consumed in the biological processes 
that break down orsanic matter in 
water. Large amountf of organic 
waste use up large amounts of dis
solved oxygen, thus the greater the 
degree of pollution, the g:eater the 
BOD. 

biodegradable: The proess of decompos-
Ing quickly as a resuit of the action 
of microorganisms. 

bloliqg4a control: A method. of con-
Itollin' pels by means of introduced 
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,biological oxldatfon 

or naurauy occurring predatory orga-
ilsms, stcrilization or the use of in. 
ibiting hormones, clc., rather than 
ay mechanical-or chemical means, 

biological oxidation: The process by 
which bacterial and olher microorga-
nisms feed on complex organic mnte-
rials and decompose them. Self-
purification of wavterways and acti-
vated sludge and trickling filter waste 
water treatment processes depend on 
this principle. The process is also 
called biochemical oxidation. 

blomoniltoring: The use of living orga
nisms to test the suitability of effluent 
for discharge into receiving waters 
and to test the quality of such waters 
downstream from a discharge. 

biosphere: The portion of the earth and 
its atmosphere capable of supporting 
life.
 

bloslabillzer: A machine used to convert 
solid waste Into compost by grinding 
and aeration. 

blota: All the species of plants and uB-
mals occurring within a certain area. 

bloom: A proliferation of living algae 
and/or other aquatic plants on the 
surface of lakes or ponds. Blooms 
are frequently stimulated by phos-
phate enrichment. 


DOD: See biochemical oxygen demand, 

DOD,: The amount of dissolved oxygen 
consumed in five days by biological 
processes breaking down organic mat-
ter in an effluent. See biochemical 
oxygen demand, 


bog: Wet, spongy land usually poorly 
drained, highly acid and rich in plant 
residue, 

boom: A floating device that is used to 
contain oil on a body of water. 

botanical pesticide: A plant-produced 
chemical used to control pests; for ex-
ample, nicotine, strychnine or orpyre-
thrun. 

brackish waten A mixture of fresh and 
salt water. 

bmeeden A nuclear reactor that produces 
more fuel than It consomes. 

broadcast appllcalton: With respect to 
pesticides, the application of a chem. 
icnl over an entire field, lawn or 
other area.
 

burial ground (graveyard): A place for 
burying unwanted rac'.active mate
rials to prevent radiatioi escape, the 
earth or water acting as a shield. 
Such materials must be placed in 
water-tight, noncorrodible containers 
so the radioactive material cannot 
leach out and invade underground 
water supplies. 

cadmiumi See heavy metals. 

carbon dioxide (CO..): A coloriess, ocor
less, nonpoisonouis gas that is a nor

mal part of the ambient air. CO. is a 
product of fossil fuel combustion, and 
some researchers have theorized that 
excess CO., raises atmospheric tem. 
peratures. 

carbon monoxide (CO): A colorless, 
odorless, highly toxic gas that is a 
normal byproduct of incomplete fossil 
fuel combustion. CO, one of the 
major air pollutants, can be harmful 
in small amounts ifbreathed over a 
certain period of time. 

carcinogenic: Cancer producing. 

catalytic converter: An air pollution 

abatement device that removes organ
ic contaminants by oxidizing them 
into.carbon dioxide and water through 
chemical reaction. Can be used to 
reduce nitrogen oxide emissions from 
motor vehicles. 

caustle soda: Sodium hydroxide (NaOH), 

a strongly alkaline, caustic substance 
used as the cleaning agent In some 
detergents. 

cels: With respect to solid waste dis
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pqsal,-earthcn compartmentsip-yhich 
solid wastesare, dumped, compacted
and daily with layers 

Df ~earth. 
in'trilugal collector: Any of several 

mechanical systems using centrifugal 
force to remove aerosols from a gas 
stream. 

cfs: Cuoic ice per sccona, a measure of 
the amount of water passing a given 
point, 

channelization: The straightening and 
deepening of streams to permit water 

"to move faster, to reduce flooding or 
to drain marshy acreage for farming, 
However, channelization reduces the 
organic waste assimilation capacity of 
the stream and may disturb fish 
breeding and dcstroy the stream's 
natural beauty, 

chemical oxygen demand (COD): A 
measure of the amount of oxygen

.required to oxidize organic and oxl-
dizable inorganic compounds in 
water. The COD test, like the BOD 
test, is used to determine the degree 
of pollution in an effluent. 

chemosterilant: A pesticide chemical 
that controls pests by destroying
their ability to re,. fuce. 

chilling effect: The lowering of the -arth's 
temperature due to the increase of 
atmospheric particulates that inhibit 
penetration of the sun's energy. 

chlorinated hydrocarbons: A class of 
generally long-lasting, broad-spectrum 
insecticides of which the best known 
is DDT, first used for insect control 
during World War Ii. Other similar 
compounds include aldrin, dicidrin, 
heplachlor, chlordane, lindane, endrin, 
mirex, benzene hexachloride (IBHC), 
and toxaphene. The qualities of per-
sistence and effectiveness against a 
wide variety of insect pests were long 
regarded as highly desirable in agri-
culture, public health and home uses. 
But later research has revealed that 
these same qualities may represent a 
potential hazard through accumulation 
In the foo" chain and persistence inthe environment. 

eblorinalloni The application of chlorine 

to drinking. water, sewage or, inus 
trial iwaste for, disinfection or oxida
'coveredoverlion of undesirable comnounds. 

chlorinator: A device for, adding a 
chlorine-containing gas or liquid to 
drinking or waste water. 

chlorine.contact chamber: In a waste 
treatment plant, a chamber in which 
effluent is disinfected by chlorine be
fore it is discharged to the receiving 
waters. 

chlorosis: Yellowing or whitening of nor
mally green plant parts. It can be 
caused by disease organisms, lack of 
oxygen or nutrients in the soil or by 
various air pollutants. 

chromium: See heavy metals. 

chronic: Marked by long duration or 
frequent recurrence, as a disease. 

clarification: In waste water treatment, 
the removal of turbidity and sus
pended solids by settling, often aided 
by centrifugal action and chemically 
induced coagulation. 

clarifier: In waste water treatment, a 
settling tank which mechanically re
moves settleable solids from wastes. 

coagulation: The clumping of particles in 
order to settle out impurities; often 
induced by chemicals such as lime or 
alum. 

coastal zone: Coastal waters and adja. 
cent lands that exert a measurable 

influence on the uses of the sea and 
its ecology. 

COD: See chemical oxygen demand. 

coefficient of haze (COil): A measure
ment of visibility interference In the 
atmosphere. 

coffin: A thick-walled container (usually 
lead) used for transporting radioactive 
materials. 

COl: See coefficient of haze. 

coliform Index: An Index of the purity 
of water based on a count of its coil
form bacteria. 

coliform orgll.sm: Any of a number of
organisms common to the Intestinal 

tract of man and animals whoie 
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combined sewers 

presence in waste water is an indi-
cator'of pollution and ot potentially 
dancerous bacterial contamination, 

combineA sewers: A sewerage system 
that carries both sanitary sewage and 
storm water runoff. During dry

allweather, combined sewers carry 
waste water to the treatment plant. 
During a storm, only part of the flow 
is intercepted because of plant over-
loading; the remainder goes untreated 
to 	the receiving stream. 

combustion: Burning. Technically, a rapid 
oxidation accompanied by the release 
of energy in the form of heat and 
light. It is one of the threu basic con-
tributing factors causing air pollution,
the others arc attrition and vaporization. 

Comminutlion: Mechanical shredding or 
pulverizing of waste, a process that 
converts it into a homogeneous and 
more manageable material. Used in 
solid waste management and in the 
primary stage of waste water treat-
ment. 

comminutor: A device that grinds solidsto 	make them easier to treat. 

compaction: Reducing the bulk of solid 
waste by rolling and tamping. 

compost: Relatively stable decomposed 
organic material. 

composting: A controlled process of de
grading organic matter by microorga
nisms. (1) mechanical-a method In 
which the compost is continuously 
and mechanically mixed and aerated. 
(2) ventilated cell--compost is mixed 
and aerated by being dropped through 
a vertical series of ventilated cells. 
(3) windrow-an open-air method in 
which compostable material is placed 
in windrows, piles or ventilated bins 
or pits and occasionally turned or 
,mixed. The process may be anaerobic 
or aerobic. 

catact 	pesticide: A chemical that kills 
pests on contact with the body, rather 
than by ingestion (stomach poison). 

contrails: Long narrow clouds ca-'sed by 
the disturbance of the -t.nosphere 
during, passage of high-flying Jets. 
Peoliferation of contrails may cause 

changes in the weather. 

oolant: A substnce,,usuaiiy Iiquiu or gus, tiscu ur cooling any part of a 
reactor in-which heat is generated, 
including the core, the reflector, shield 
and other elements that may be 
heated by absorption of radiation.: 

cooling tower: A device to remove excess 
heat from water used in industrial 
operations, notablyin electric Power 

core: The heart of a nuclear reactor
where energy is released. 

cover material: Soil that is used to cover 
compacted solid waste in a sanitary 
landfill. 

cultural eutrophication: Acceleration by 
man of the natural aging process of 
bodies of water. 

curie: A measure of radioactivity. 
cutic-pie: A portable instrument equipped 

with a direct reading meter used to 
determine the level of radiation in 
an area. 

cyclone, collector: A device used to col
lect large-size particulates from pl

luted air by centrifugal force. 

DDT: The first of the modern chlori
nated hydrocarbon insecticides whose 
chemical name is l,l,l.tricholoro-2,2
bis (p-chloriphenyl)-ethane. It has a 
half-life of t5 years, and its residues 
can become concentrated in the fatty 
tissues of certain organisms, especially 
fish. Because of its persistence in the 
environnent and its ability to accu
mulate and magnify In the food 
chain, EPA has banned the registra
tion and interstate sale of DDT for 
nearly all uses in the United States 
-fective December 31, 1972. 
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dry limestone process 

lecibelJdBl: A unit of soundmeasure- capaole 01 causing mtnectious disease 
ment.. Chlorination is the disinfection meth.SReduction of the net d commonlydecomposition: Reducmentorothesnst employed in sewage 

and change in chemical treatment nrocesses.energy level 
composition of organic matter be- tspersant: A chemlcLl agent used tc 
cause of the actions of aerobic or break up concentrations of organic
anaerobic microorganisms. material. In cleaning oil spills, dis. 

dermal toxicity: The ability of a pesti- persants are used to disperse oil from 
cide chemical to poison an animal or the water surface. 
human by skin absorption. dissolved oxygen (DO): The oxygen dis. 

desalinizationt Salt removal from sea or solved in water or sewage. Adequate.
brackish water. 	 ly dissolved oxygen is necessary for 

the life of fish and other aquatic
desiccant: A chemical agent that may be organisms and for the prevention of 

used to remove moisture from plants offensive odors. Low dissolved oxy
or insects causing them to wither and gen concentrations generally are due 
die. to discharge of excessive organic 

detergent: Synthetic washing agent that, solids having high 1301), the result of 
like soap, lowers the surface tension inadequate waste treatment.
 
of water, emulsifies oils and holds
 
dirt in suspension. Environmentalists dissolved solids: The total amount of
 
have criticized detergents because dissolved material, organic and inor
most contain large amounts of phos- ganic, contained in water or wastes.
 
phorus-containing compounds that Excessive dissolved solids make water
 
contribute to the eutrophication of unpalatable for drinking and unsuit.
 
waterways. able fcr industrial uses.
 

diatomaceous earth (diatomite): A fine distillation: The removal of impurities
siliceous material resembling chalk from liquids by boiling, The steam,
used in waste water treatment plants condensed back into liquid, is almost 
to filter sewage eMuent to remove pure water; the pollutants remain in 
solids. May also be used as inactive the concentrated residue. 
ingredients in pesticide formulations 
applied as dust or powder, dose: In radiology, the quantity of en

ergy or radiation absorbed. 
iffused air: A type of sewage aeration. 

Air is pumped into the sewage through dosimeter (dosemeter): An instrument 
a perforated pipe. used to measure the amount of radiation a person has received. 

treatmentligester: In a waste water 
plant, a closed tank that decreases dredging: A method for deepening 
the volume of solids and stabilizes streams, swamps or coastal waters by 
raw sludge by bacterial action, scraping and removing solids from the 

bottom. The resulting mud is usuallyIlgestion:of organicThe biochemical decomposition botom. resmatter. Digestion of sew- deposited inin marshes inisa processprocess
of soga Dien o swre called filling. Dredging and fillingpmatter, 	 canage sludge takes place in tanks where dislti; natural ecological cycles. For 
the sludge decomposes,partial gasification, resulting andin 	 eape dredging can destroy oysterliquefaction example, rdigcndsryose
partialsifation, liutionbeds and other aquatic life; filling canmineralization of pollutants. destroy the feeding and breeding 

Iilution ratio: The ratio of the volume grounds for many fish species. 
of water of a stream to the volume 
of incoming waste. The capacity of a dry limestone process: A method of con
stream to assimilate waste is partial- trolling air pollution caused by sulfur 
ly dependent upon the dilution ratio, oxides. The polluted gases are exposed

to limestone which combines with
lisinfectloni Effective killing by chemical oxides of sulfur to form manageablo 

or physical processes of all organisms residues. 
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Aump 

dump: Acland slitei wheresolid waste Is 
rlisposed, of In a' manner ,that does 
not protect me environmcnt. 

dust: Fine-grain particulate matter that 
ls,rfupable of being suspended in air. 

dAutfalljar: An open-mouthed container 
uicd to collect large particles that fall 
out of the air. The particles are mea-
sured and analyzed, 

dystrophic lakes: Lakes between eutro-
phic and swamp stages of aging. Such 
lakes are shallow and have high hu-
mus content, high organic matter con-
tent, low hJ~h aD. availabilitynutrient and 
high SOD. 

" --.........
.

. .. .. ! 
;..-• ,; ,.... ,tants 

icologlcal hnpich The total effect of an 
environmental change, either natural 
drmatimade, on the ecology of the 
area. 

ecology: The interrelationships of living 
things to one another and to their en-
vironment or the study of such inter-
relationships. 

economic poisons: Those chemicals used 
to control insects, rodents, plant dis-
eases, weeds and other pests, and also 
to defoliate economic crops such as 
cotton, 

ecosphere: See biosphere. 

ecosystem: The interacting system of a 
biological community and its non
living environment. 

effluent: A discharge of pollutants into 
the environment, partially or com-
pletely treated or in its natural state. 
Generally used in regard to discharges
into waters. 

letWudlalyslh: A process that uses 
electrical current andtian rirr!njcmcnt 

of permeablq. membranes to separate 
soluble'-iineirl' from ,watcr. Ofien 
used to desalinize salt or 'brickish 
water. 
waer 

electrostatic precipitator: An air pollution 
control device that removes particulate 
matler by impirting an electrical 
charge to particles in a gas stream for 
mechanical collection on an electrode. 

emergency episode: See air pollution 

episode. 

emission: See cffluent. (Generally used 
in regard to discharges into air.) 

emission factor: The average amount of 
a ofapollutant emitted from each type 
polluting source in relation to a 

specific amount of material processed. 
For example, an emission factor for 

a blast furnace (used to make iron) 
would be a number of pounds of par
ticulates per ton of raw materials. 

em ission inventory. A list of air poilu 
emitted into n community's at.t',semttdin nt.alit (usually tons)amounts f'imosphere, 

per day, by type of source. The emis
sion inventory is basic to the establish
ment of emission standards. 

emission standard: The maximum amount 
of a pollutant legally permitted to be 
discharged from a single source, either 
mobile or stationary. 

enrichment: The addition of nitrogen, 
phosphorus and carbon compounds or 
other nutrients into a lake or other 
waterway that greatly increases the 
growth potential for algae and other 
aquatic plants. Most frequently, en
richment results from the inflow ofsewage eluent or from agricultural 
runoff. 

environment: The suni of all external 
conditions and influences affecting the 
life, development and, ultimately, the 
survival of an organism. 

environmental impact statement: A docu
nent prepared by a' Federal agency 
on the environmental impact of its* 
proposals -for legislation and other 
major actions significantly affecting 
the quality of the human environment. 
Environmental impact statements are 
used as tools for decision making and 
are required by the National Environ. 
nwntal Policy Act. 



epidemiology: The study of diseases 

they affect populations. 


eroslon: The wearing away of the land 
surface by wind or water. Erosion 
occurs naturally from weather or run-
off but is often intensified by man's. 
land-clearing practices. 

!stuaries: Areas where the fresh water 
meets salt water. For example, bays, 
mouths of rivers, salt marshes and 
lagoons. Estuaries are delicate eco-
systems: they serve its nurseries, 
spawning and feeding grounds for a 
large group of marine life and provide
shelter and food for birds and wildlife, 

eutrophlieation: The normally slow aging 
process by which a lake evolves into 
a bog or marsh anti ultimately as-
sumes a completely terrestrial state 
and disappears. During eutrophication 
the lake becomes so rich in nutritive 
compounds, especially nitrogen and 
phosphorus, that algae and other 
microscopic plant life become super
abundant, thereby "choking" the lake, 
and causing it eventually to dry up. 
Eutrophication may be accelerated by 
many human activities, 

eutrophic lakes: Shallow lakes, weed. 
choked at the edges and very rich in 
nutrients. The water is characterized 
by large amounts of algae, low water 
transparency, low dissolved oxygen 
and high BOD. 

evaporation ponds: Shallow, artificial 
ponds where sewage sludge is pumped, 
permitted to dry and either removed 
or buried by more sludge, 

flue gas 

cleaner bag. The most common use 
of fhbric filters is the baithouse. 

fecal coliform bacteria: A group of orga
ni,,ms common to the intestinal tracts 
of man anti of nnimals. The presence 
of fecal coliform bacteria in water is 
an indicator of pollution and of po
tentially dangerous bacterial contami
nation. 

feedlot: A relatively small, confined land 
area for raising cattle. Although an
economical method of fattening beef, 
feedlots concentrate a large amount 
of animal wastes in a small area. This 
excrement cannot be handled by the 
soil as it could be if the cattle were 

scattered on open range. In addition, 
runoff from feedlots contributes ex
cessive quantities of nitrogen, phos
phorus and potassium to nearby 
waterways, thus contributing to eutro
phication. 

ten: A low-lying land area partly covered 
by. water. 

filling: The process of depositing dirt and 
mud in marshy areas to create more 
land for real estate development. Fill
ing can disturb natural ecological 
cycles. See dredging. 

film badge: A piece of masked photo
graphic film worn like a badge by 
nuclear workers to monitor an expo
sure to radiation. Nuclear radiation 
darkens the film. 

filtration: In waste water treatment, themechanical process that removes par
ticulate matter by separating water 
from solid material usually by passing 
it through sand. 

floe: A clump of solids formed in sewage 
by biological or chemical action. 

flocculation: In waste water treatment, 
the process of separating suspendedF..A solids by chemical creation of clumps

./ ;. " , " or flocs. 
- : 

... 
" 

.>. .< . lowmeters In waste water. treatment, a 
meter that Indicates the rate at which 
waste water flows through the plant. 

faic filterst A device for,removing dust flue gust A mixture of gasues resulting
,,and particulate matter from industrial from combustion and emerging from 

emissions much like a home vacuum a chimney. Flue gas includes nitrogen 
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fluorides 

oxides,, cartion oxtoes, water vapor 
and often sulfur oxides or particu
lates. , 

fluorides: Gaseous, solid or dissolved 
compounds containing fluorine, 
emitted into the air or water from a 
number of industrial processes. Fluo
rides in the air are a cause of vege
tation damage and, indirectly, of 
livestock damage. 

Hume: A cnannel, either natural or man-
made, which carries water. 

fly 	 ash: All solids, including ash, charred 
paper. cinders, dust, soot or other 
partially incinerated matter, that are 
carricd in a gas stream. 

fog: Liquid particles formcd by conden 
sation of vaporized liquids, 

fogging: The application of *apesticide 
by rapidly heating the liquid chemi
cal, thus forming very fine droplets 
with the appearance of smoke. Fog-
ging is often used to destroy mos-
quitoes and blackflies.

• 
1ood wastet Animal and vegetable waste 

resulting from the handling, storage, 
sale. preparation, cooking end serving 
of foods; commonly called garbage. 

fossil fuels: Coal, oil and natural gas; 
so-called because they are derived 
from the remains of ancient plant 
and animal life, 

fume: amy solid particles commonly 
formed by the condensation of vapqrs 
of solid matter, 

fumigant: A pesticide that is bqrned or 
evaporated to form a gas or vapor 
that destroys pests. Fumigants are 
often used in buildings or L.cen-
houses. 

fungi: Small, often microscopic pitnts 
without chlorophyll. Some fungi in-
fect and cause disease in plants or 
animals; other fungi are useful in 
stabilizing sewage or in -breaking 
down wastes for compost, 

fnrigleide: A pesticide chemical that kills 
fungi or prevents them from causing 
diseases, usually on plants of cconom-
Ic impnrtince. See ptiiltt,. 

game fish: Those specics of fish sought 

by sports fishermen; for example, 
salmon, trout, black bass, striped bass, 
etc. Game fish are usually more sen
sitive to environmental changes and 
water quality degradation than 
"rough" fish. 

gamma ny: Waves of radiant nuclear 

energy. Gamma rays are the most 
penetrating of the three types of radi
ation and are best stopped by dense 
materials such as lead. 

garbage: See food waste. 
garbage grinding: A method of grinding 

food waste by a household disposal, 
for exa:'plc, and washing it into the sewer sy..m. Ground garbage then 
must be disr,.sed of as sewage sludge 

Geiger counter: i.n electrical device that 
detects the presence of radioactivity. 

generator: A device that converts me
chanical energy into electrical energy. 

germicide: A chemical or arent that kills 
microorganisms such as bacteria and 

prevents them from causing disease. 
Such compounds must be registered 
as 	 pesticides with EPA. 

grain: A unit of weight equivalent to 65
 
milligrams or 2/1,000 of an ounce.
 

grain loading: The rate of emission of
 
particulate nattcr from a polluting 
source. Measurement is made in 

grains of particulate matter per cubic 
foni of gas emitted. 

green belts: Certain areas restricted from 
being used for buildings and houses; 
they often serve as separating buffers 
between pollution sources and con
centrations of population. 

eenhouse effect: The heating effect of 
he ntmsphere upon the earth. Light 
ivv. frm the sun pnss ihirouph the 



air and are absorbed, by the earth. 
The eartn then reradiates this energy 
as heat waves that are absorbed by 
the air, specifically by carbon dioxide. 
The air thus behaves like glass in a 
grenhouse, allowing the passage of 
light but not of heat. Thus many
scientists theorize that an increase in 
the atmospheric concentration of CO, 
can eventually cause an increase in 
the earth's surface temperature. 

ground cover: Grasses or other plants 
grown to keep soil from being blown 
or washed away, 

groundwater: The supply of freshwater 

under the earth's surface in an aqui. 
fer or soil that forms the natural 
reservoir for man's use. 

groundwater runoff: Groundwater that is 
discharged into a stream channel as 
spring or seepage water, 

humus 

Iazardous. air. pollutant: According to 
law. a. pollutant to which no ambient 
air 'quality standard is applicable and 
that may cause or contribute to an 
increasc in mortality or in serious 
illncss. For example, asbestos, beryl
lium and mercury have been declared 
haizadous air pollutants. 

heat Island effect. An air circulation 
problent peculinr to cities. Tall build
ings, heat from pavements and con
ccntrations of pollutants create a haze 
dome that prevents rising hot air 
from being cooled at its normal rate. 
A self-contained circulation system isput in motion that can be broken by 
relatively strong windq. If such winds 
are absent, the heat island can trap 
high ionccntrations of pollutants and 
present a serious health problem. 

eating scson: The coldest months of 
the year when pollutign emissions are 

higher in some areas because of in. 
. ....,,. .___.. ~creased fossil-fuel consumption. 

Hn 

;i' ' ::• , [ 

. ,. 

'. 
, 

hablinh,71The sum total of environmental 
:onditions eta specific place that is 
occupied by an organism, a popula-
Liolor a community. 

aui-life: The time it takes certain mate-
rials,,such as persistent pesticides or 
radioactive isotopes, to lose half their 
strength. For example, the half-life 
of DDT is 15 years; the half-life of 
radium is 1.50 venrs. 

hammermill: A broad category of high. 
speed equipment that uses pivoted or 
fixed hammers or cutters to crush,
grind. chip or shred solid wastes. 

hard water WaterWtercontinigcontaining dissolveddssovedbardwath 
minerals such as calcium, iron and 
magnesium. The most notable char
acteristic of hard water is its inability 
to lather soap. Some pesticide chem. 
icals will curdle or settle out when 
added to hard water., 

heavy metals: Metallic elements with 
high molecular weights, generally 
toxic in low concentrations to plantand animal life. Such metals are often 

esidual in the environment and ex
hibit biological accumulation. Ex
amples include mercury, chromium, 
cadmium, arsenic and lead. 

herbicide: A pesticide chemical used todestroy or control the growth of 
weeds, cbushotherand undesirable 
plants. See pesticide. 

i erbivore: An organism that feeds on 
vegetation. 

heterotroplic organism: Organisms de
pendent on organic matter for food. 

high density polyethylene: A material 
often used in the manufacture of plas
tic bottles that produces toxic fumes 
if incinerated. 

hi-volume sampler: A device used In the 

pended analysis susmeasurementparticulateand pollution.of Also 
called a rIi-Vol. 

holt: A colloquial term meanini bihlv 
radioactive. 

hunmus: Decomnosed ormanicmnleriaL 
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hidrocarbons
 

hydrocarbons: A vast fanilY if %om-
pounus uunialning *carbon and hydro-
gen in various combinations, found 
especially in fossil fuels. Some hydro-
carbons are major air pollutants, 
some may be carcinogenic and others 
contribute to photochemical smog. 

hydrogen sulfide (10$): A. malodorous 
gas made up of hydrogen and sulfur 
with the characteristic odor of rotten 
eggs. It is emitted in the natural de-
composition of organic matter and is 
also the natural accompaniment of 
advanced stages of eutrophication, 
HS is'also a byproduct of refinery 
activity and the combustion* of oil 
during power plant operations. In 
heavy concentrations, it can cause 
illness. 

hydrology: The science dealing with the 

properties, distribution and cIrculationof water and snow. 

, 

.. ., 

," 


Whichi all the combustion factors
temperatre; retention time, turbu-
Icnce and i:combustion air-mcan h 
controlled. 

Inert gas: A gasthat does notreact wnT 
other substances under ordinarY con.
 
ditlons. 

con.Incrtlal separator: An air pollution 
trol devicet the principle of 
inertian'to remo,ve particulate matter 
frmn a streamof.air or gas. 

Infiltratlo: The flow of a fluid into a 
substance through pores or small 
openings. Commonly used in ,hydrol
ogy to denote the flOw of water into 
soil material. 

inoculum: Material such as oacteria 
placed in compost or other medium 
to 'Iitiate biological action. 

Integrated pest control: A system ot man

aging pests by using biological, cul
tural and chemical means. 

Interceptor sewers: Sewers used to collect 
the flows from main and trunk sewers 
and carry them to a central point for 
treatment and discharge. In a com
bincd sewer system, where striet run
off from rains is allowed to enter the 

:. ,system along with sewage, interceptor 
.. 


Impedance: Tbe rate at wacn a su-
stance can absorb and transmit sound. 

Iniplementatlon plan: A document of the 
steps to be taken to ensura attainment 
of environmental quality standards 
within a specified time period. Imple-
mentation plans are required by var-
ous laws. 

,.dpoundment: A body of water, such as 
a pond, confined by a dam, dike, 
floodgate or other barrier, 

incineration: The controlled process by 
which solid, liquid or gaseous com-
bustible wastes are burned and 
changed into gases; the residue pro. 
duced contains little or no combus. 
tible mat-ria. 

engineered apparatusincaeratos An 
used to burn waste subsiances and in 

sewers allow some of the sewage to 
flow untreated directly into the receiv
ng stream, to prevent the plant from 
being overloaded. 

Interstate carrier water supply: A water 
supply whose water may be used for 
drinking or cooking purposes aboard 
common carriers (planes, trains, buses 
and ships) operating interstate. Inter
state carrier water supplies are regu
lated by the Federal government. 

Interstate waters: According to law, 
waters defined as: (1) rivers, lakes and 
other waters that flow across or 
form a -art of State or international 
boundai-.s; (2) waters of the Great 
Lakes;. (3) coastal waters- whose 
scope has been defined to include 
ocean waters seaward to the territorial 
limits and waters along the coast
line (including inland streams) in

fluenced by the tide. 

Iversion: An atmospheric ondilion 
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wheref alayer of cool air is trapped or are dissolved and carried away by
 
by a layer of warm Air so that it water.
 
cannot rise. inversions spread pal.
 

lead: A heavy metal.that may be hazluted a'r horizontally rather than ver-
sub- ardous to numan neatt it breathedtically so that contaminating 

stances cannot be widely dispersed. or ingested. 

An Inversion of several days can life. cycle: The nhases. changes or stages 
cause an air pollution episode. an organism passes through during 

its lifetimeionization chamber: A device roughly 

similar to a Griger counter that re- lift: In a sanitary landfill, a compacted 
veals the presence of ionizing radia- layer of solid waste and the top layer 
kion. of cover material. 

Isotope: A variation of an element having 	 llmology: The study of 'the physical, 
ihe same atomic number as the ele- chemical, meteorological and biologi.
 
ment itself, but having a different cal aspects of fresh waters.
 
atomic weight bcause of a different
 
number of neutrons. Different iso
topes of the same element have dif- f..
 
ferent radioactive behavior.
 

5:i
-: 	 . . . - ' - . 

.. ,. marsh: A low.lying .tract of soft, wet 
land that provides an important eco
system for a variety of plant and 
animal life but often is destroyed by 

lagoon: in waste water treatment, a shal- dredging and filling. 
low pond usually man-made where masking: Covering over of one sound or 
sunlight, bacterial action and.oxygen element by -another. Quantitatively, 
interact to restore, waste water to a masking is the amount the audibility 
rmnnnahle Otnte of purity. threshold of one sound is raised by 

of a second maskinglateral sewers: Pipes running underneath the presence 
used in regard to odors.city streets that collect sewage from sound. Also 

homeq or businesses. mechanical turbulence: The erratic move

5o: lethal a ment ofsuchair causedbuildings.by local obstrucL.C Median concentration, tions as 
of toxicity. LC50measure 

indicates the concentration of a sub- mercury: A heavy metal, highly toxic if, 
stance that will kill 50 percent of a breathed or ingested. Mercury Is re
group of experimental insects or ani- sidual in the environment, showing 
mals. 	 biological accumulation in all aquatic 

organisms, especially fish and shell 
leachate: Liquid that has percolated fish. Chronic exposure to airborne 

through solid waste or other mediums mercury can have serious effects an 
and has extracted dissolved or sus- the central nervous system. 

standard 

pended materials from it. Methane: Colorless, nonpoisonous and 
haciting: The process by which soluble ,lammable gaseous hydrocarbon. Meth

materials in the soil, such as nutrients, ane, (CA.), is emitted by marshes and 
pesticide chemicals or contaminants, by dumps undergoing anaerobic de
are washed into a lower layer of soil 	 composition. 

9T 

http:buildings.by


mgd 

mds. Mians m:Rallons per day. Mgd 
is'commoniv'used to'exnress raTe oz 
flow, 

microbes: Minute piant or animal life. 
Some disensecausing microbes exist 
In sewage. 

mist: Liquid particles in air formed by 
condensation of vaporized liquids. 
Mist particles vary front 500 to 40 
microns in size. By comparison, fog 
particles are smaller than 40 microns 
in size. 

..,xed liquor: A. mixture of activated 
sludge and water containing organic 
matter undergoing activated sludge 
treatment in the aeration tank. 

mobile source: A moving source of air 
pollution such as an automobile. 

monitorlni Periodic or continuous deter-
mination of the amount of pollutants. 
or 'radioactive contamination present 
in the environment, 

muck soils: Soils made from decaying 
plant materials, 

mulch: A layer of wood chips, dry 
leaves, straw, hay, plastic strips or 
other material placed on the soil 
around plants to retain moisture, to 
prevent weeds from growing and to 
enrich soil. 

; i 

natural psi, A fuel gas occurring nat
urally in certain geologic formation. 
Natural gas is usually a combustible 
mixture of methane and hydro
carbons. 

natural selection: The natural process by 
which the organisms best adapted to 
their environment survive and thoe 
less well adapted are eliminated., 

cerosis: Death or plut cells resultinr 

in a discoluiru, sunken area or death 
of-thircntireolantl 

attie oxide (NO): A, gas formed in great 

part from atmospheric nitrogen and 
oxygen when combustion takes place 
under high temperature and high pres
sure, as in internal combustion cn 
gines. NO is not itself a pollutant; 
however, in the ambient air, it con
vcrts to nitrogen dioxide, a major 
contributor to photochemical smog. 

ilrogen dioxide (NO,): A compound 
produced by the oxidation of nitric 
oxide in. the atmosphere; a major 
contributor to photochemical smog. 

ornitrogenous wastes: Wastes of animal 
plant origin that contain a significant 
concentration of nitrogen. 

NO: A notation meaning oxides of nitro

gen. See nitric oxide. 
noise: Any undesired audible signal. 

Thus, in acoustics, noise is any un
desired sound. 

NTA: Nitrilotriacetic acid, a compound 
once used to replace phosphates in 
detergents. 

nuclear power plant: Any device, ma
chine or assembly that converts nu
clear energy into some form of'useful 
power, such as mechanical or elcc
trical power. In a nuclear electric 
power plant, heat produced by a 
reactor is generally used to make 
steam to drive a turbine that in turn 
drive- an.electric generator.nutrients* Element or compounds essen. 
tial as raw materials for organism 

growth and development; for example, 
carbon, oxygen, nitrogen and phos. 
phorus. 

l spill: The iccidental'discharge of oil 

.,.*-a.. ,i tnl,a.,, 
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t!ways:-, Methods- of 1oil, spill controls 
inlude; chemical dispersion, combus-; 
'Ion, mechanical>. containment and: 
kbsorption. 

lakes: Deep lakes that have 
oligotrophic 

a low supply of nutrients and thus 
contain little organic mattcr. Such 
lakes are characterized by high water 
transparency and high dissolved 
oxygen. 

opacity: Degree of obscuration of light, 
'For example, a window has zero 
opacity; a wall is 100 percent opaque. 
The Ringclmann system of evaluating 
smoke density is based on opacity. 

open burning: Uncontrolled burning of 
wastes in an open dump. 

open dump: See dump. 

organic: Referring to or derived from 
living organisms. In chemistry, any 
compound containing carbon. 

organism: Any living human, plant or 
animal. 

organoplhosphates: A group of pesticide 
chemicals containing phosphorus, such 
as malathion and parathion, intended 
to control insects. These compounds 
are short-lived and, therefore, do not 
normally contaminate the environ-
ment. However, sonic organophos-
phates, such as parathion, are ex-
tremcly toxic when initially applied 
and exposure to them can interfere 
witblhe -normal proccsLofJhL __ 
vous system, causing convulsions and 
eventually death. Malathion, on the 
other hand, is low In toxicity and 
relatively safe for humans and ani-
mals; it is a common ingredient in 
household insecticide products, 

ouifall: The mouth of a sewer, drain or 
conduit where an emuent is dis-
charged into the receiving waters. 

overfire air: Air forced into the top of 
an incinerator to fan the flame. 

oxidant: Any oxygen containing substance 
that reacts chemically in the air to 
produce new substances. Oxidants are 
the primary contributors to photo-
chemical smog. 

oxidatipt A chemical reaction in which 

oxygen, unites or comoincs wun oine 
clenments Organic matter is oxidized 
by the action of aerobic bacteria; thus 
oxidation is used in waste water treat
mcnt to break down organic wastes. 

oxidation pond: A man-made lake or 
pond in which organic wastes are 
reduced by bacterial action. Often 
oxygen is bubbled through the pond 
to speed the process. 

ozone (0,): A pungent, colorless, toxic 
gas. Ozone is one component of 
photochemical smog and is consid
ered a major air pollutant. 

package plant: A prefabricated or pre
built waste water treatment plant. 

packed tower: An air pollution control 
device in which polluted air is forced 
upward through a tower packed with 
crushed rock or wood chips while a 
liquid is sprayed downward on the 
packing material. The pollutants in 
the air stream either dissolve or chem

_.caUy-rea ctwihe liqui-

PAN; Pcroxyacetyl nitrate, a pollutant 
created by the action of sunlight on 
hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides in 
the air. PANS are an integral part of 
photochemical smog. 

particulates: Finely divided solid or 
liquid particles in the air or in an 
emission. Particulates include dust,
smoke, fumes. mist, spray and fog. 

particulate loading. The introduction 
of Particulates into the ambient 6;r. 

pathogenic: Causing or capable of caus
lng disease. 

PCBs: Polychlorinated biphenyls, a grou; 
of, organic compounds used In the 

manufacture olf. plastics. In the en. 
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peat 

vironment PCBs exhibit many of the 
same characteristics as DDT and may', 
therefore, be confused with that pesti-
clde. PCBs are highly toxic to aquatic
life, they persist in the environment 
forJong periods of time, and they are 
biologically accumulative. 

peal: Partially decomposed organic mate-
rial. 

percolation: Downward flow or infiltra-
lion of water through the pores or 
spaces of a rock or soil, 

persistent pesticides: Pesticides that will
be present in the environment for 
longer than one growing season or 
one year after application, 

pesticide: An agent used to control pests. 
This includcs insecticides for use 
against harmful insects; herbicides for 
'weed control; fungicides for control 
of plant diseases; rodenticides for 
killing rats, mice, etc.: and germicides
used in disinfectant products, algae-
cides, slimicides, etc. Some pesticides 
can contaminate water, air or soil and 
accumulate in man, animals and the 
environment, particularly if they are 
misused. Certain of these chemicals 
have been shown to interfere with 
the reproductive processes of preda-
tory birds and possibly other animals. 

pesticide tolerance: A scientifically and 
legally established limit for the 
amount of chemical residue that can 

-- b-i-P-it ci--ii-rC:n in or on a 
harvested food or feed crop as a 
result of the application of a chenii-
cal for pest-control purposes. Such 
tolerances or ,:fety levels, established 
federally by EPA, are set well below 
the point at which residues might be 
harmful to consumers. 

jift A' measure of the acidity or alka
linity of a material, liquid or solid, 
pH is represented on a scale of 0 to 
14 with 7 representing a neutral 
state, 0 representing the most acid 
and 14, the most alkaline, 

phenoIs: A group of organic compounds 
that in very low concentrations pro-
duce a: taste and odor problem in 
water. In higher concentra:lions, they 
are toxic to-aquatic Ii 'v. i'hit'ols. tre 

byproducts of 'petroleum refining,
tanning and(;textile, ,dye and resin 
manufacture., 

phosphorus: An element that while essen-
Hlo to life, contributes to the eutro
phication of iukes and other bodies 
of water. 

pholochemical oxidants: Secondary pol
lulants formed by the action of sun

light on the oxides of nitrogen and 
hydrocarbons in the air; they are the 
primary contributors to photochemi.
cal smog. 

photochemical smog: Air pollution as
sociated with oxidants rather than 
with sulfur oxides, particulates, etc. 
Produces necrosis, chlorosis and 
growth alterations in plants and is 
an eye. and respiratory irritant in 
humans. 

phytoplankton: The plant portion of 

plankton. 
phytoloxIc: Injurious to plants. 

pig: A container usually made of lead 
used to ship or store ;radioactive 
materials. 

pile: A nuclear reactor. 

plankton: The floating or weakly swim
ming plant and animal life in a body
of water, often microscopic in size. 

plume: The visible emission from a flue 
or chimney. 

point source: In air pollution, a stationary 
source of a large individual emission,
generally of an industrial nature. This 
is a general definition; point source is 
legally and precisely defined in Fed
cral regulations. See area source.. 

pollen: A fine dust produced by plants;
a natural or background air pollutant. 

pollutant: Any introduced gas, liquid or 
solid that makes a resource unfit for 
a specific purpose. 

pollution: The presence of matter or 
or energy whose nature, location or 
quantity produces undesired environ. 
mental effects. 

polyclectrolytes: Synthetic chemicals used 
to speed flocculntion of solids In 
sewape. 
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raw sewage 

ptable 'waten Water suitable for drink
orin'' cooking purposes from both
 

health and aesthetic considerations.
 
'.ppm: Parts per million. The unit com- l ..* '* " I,monly used to represent the degree of 

pollutant concentration where the ' 
, , 4A.
concentrations are small. Larger con-.. 


centrations are in . ., ,, J
given percentages. *, 

Thus BOD is represented in ppm 
while suspended solids in water are 
expressed in percentages. Inair, ppm quench tank: A -water-filled tank used 
is usually a volume/volume ratio; in to cool incineratoi residues.
 
water, a weight/volume ratio.
 

prccipltnte-A solid that separates from ... ~ 
,a solution because of some chemical
 
or physical change or the formation

of such a solid. I 

precipitators: In pollution control work,
 
any of a number of air pollution con- • . .
 

trol devices usually using mechanical/ ,.... *. , ,. t.*
 
electrical means to collect particulates
 
from an emission.
 

pretreatment: In waste water treatment,
 
any proct -- used reduce pollution A unit of measurement of any kind
to oad: 
load before the waste water is intro- of radiation absorbcd by man. 
duced into a main sewer system or radiation: The emission of fast atomic 
delivered to a treatment plant for particles or rays by the nucleus of 
substantial reduction of the pollution an atom. Some elements are naturally 
load. radioactive while others become radio-

The first stage in active after bombardment with neu
primary treatment:waste water treatment in wh sub- trons or other particles. The three 

stantially all floating or settleable major forms of radiation are alpha, 
by beta and gamma.solids are mechanically removed 

-
.thati-

The total weight ,zf all elude exposure standards, permissible
:,process weight: forintroduced concentrations and regulationsmaterials, including fuels, 

process, The transportation..into a manufacturing 

process weight is used to calculate radlobiology: The study of the principles,
 
the allowable rate of emission of mechanisms and effects of radiation
 
pollutant matter from the process. on living matter.
 

pulverization: The crushing or grinding radioccology: The study of the effects of 
of material into small pieces. radiation on species of plants and 

pumping station: A station at which animals in natural communities. 
sewage is pumped to a higher level, radiolsotopes: Radioactive isotopes. Ra-
In most sewer systems pumping is dioisotopes such as cobalt-60 are used 
unnecessary; waste water flows by in the treatment of disease. 
gravity to the treatment plant. 

rasp: A device used to grate solid waste 
Outrescble: Capable of being decom. into a more manageable material, 

posed by microorganisms with suffi. ridding it of much of itsodcor. 
cicnt rapidity to cause nuisances from 
odors, gases, etc. For example, kitchen raw sewage: Untreated domestic or corn
wastes or dead animals. mercial waste water. 
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rce'iving waters 

receiving waters: Rivers, lakes, oceans or 
other bodies that receive treated or
untreated waste waters.

urodelticlil: 

recycling: The process by which waste 
materials are transformcd into new 
products in such a manner that the 
original products may lose their 
identity, 

red tide; A proliferation or bloom of a 
certain type of plankton with red-to-
orange coloration, that often causes 
massive fish kills. Though they are a 
natural phenomenon, blooms are be
lieved to be stimulated by phosphorus 
and other nutrients discharged into 
waterways by man. 

refuse: See solid waste. 

refuse reclamation: The process of con-
vcrting solid waste to saleable prod-
ucts. For example, the composting of 
organic solid waste yiclds& a saleable 
soil conditioner, 

rem: A measurement of radiation dose 
to the internal tissues of man. 

rp: A unit of measurement of any kind 
of radiation absorbed by man. 

reservoir: A pond, lake, tank or basin, 
natural or man-made, used for the 
storage, regulation and control of 
water. 

resource recovery: The process of obtain-
Ing materials or energy, particularly 

reverberation: The persistence of sound 
in an enclosed space after the sound 
source has stopped. 

Rlngelmann chart: A series of illustra-
tions ranging from light grey to black 
used to measure the opacity of smoke 
emitted from stacks and other sources. 
The shades of grey simulate various 
smoke densities and are assigned num-
bets ranging from one to five. Ringel. 
mann No. I is equivalent to 20 per
cent dense; No. 5 is 100 percent 
dense. Ringelmann charts are used in 
the setting and enforcement of emis-
sion standards. 

riparian rights: Rights of a land owner 
to the water on or bordering his prop. 
erty, including the right to prevent 
diversion or misuse of tipslr.:ni w'atcr. 

river. basIn:.:The total area draine y 
it river. and its tributaries. 

A chemical or agent used to 

tedvtroy.or prevent damage by rats or 
other rodent pests. Se pecticide. 

rough fish: Those fish species considered 
to be of poor fighting quality when 
taken on tackle or of poor eating 
quality; for example, gar, suckers, 
etc, Most rough fish arc more tolerant 
of widely changing environmental 
conditions than tire game fish. 

rubbish: A general term for solid waste 
-excluding food waste and ashes
taken from residences, commercial es
tablishments and institutions. 

runoff: The portion of rainfall, melted 
snow or irrigation water that flows 
across ground surface and eventually 
is returned to streams. Runoff can 
pick up pollutants from the air or 
the land and carry them to the re
ceiving waters. 

. ...........
 

S
 
" ' ".
 

•-.
 

salinilyj The degree of salt'in water. 

salt'water intrusion: The invasion of salt 
water'into a body of fresh water, oc
curring in either surface or ground
water bodies. When this invasion is 
caused by oceanic waters, it is called 
sea water intrusion. 

salvage: The utilization of waste mate
rials. 

sanitation: The control of all the factors 
inhman's physical environment that 
exercise or can exercise a deleterious 
effect on his physical development, 
health and survival. 

anitary landfill: A site for solid waste 
'disposal using sanitary landfilling 
tidii')iliues. 

-Y5
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ialtjarnydhilliing: An engineered meth-
bdrofO1id waste disposal on land in 
a manner. that protects the environ-
ment; waste is spread in thin layers, 
.compacted to the smallest practical 
volume and covered with soil at the 
end of each working day.

staminantsanitary sewers: Sewers that carry only 
sewage.or commercialdomestic 

Storm water runoff is carried in a 
separate system. See sewer. 

or rejected materialsscap: Discarded 
that result from manufacturing or 
fabricating operations and are suit-
able for reprocessing. 

sereening: The removal of relatively 
coarse floating and suspended solids 

coarefoatning ndususpendedr sons.by straining through racks or screens. 

scrubber: An air pollution control device 
that uses a liquid spray to remove 
pollutants from a gas stream by ab-
sorption or chemical reaction. Scrub-
bers also reduce the temperature of 
the emission, 

secondary treatment: Waste water treat-
ment, beyond the primary stage, in 
which bacteria consume the organic 
paris of the wastes. This biochemical 
action is accomplished by use of 
trickling filters or the activated sludge 

'process. Effective secondary treatment 
removes virtually all floating and set-
tleable solids and approximately 90 

Percent of both BOD3 and suspended 
sotids..--Custonmarily, -disinfection by 
chlorination is the final stage of tho
secondary treatment process. 

sedimentation: In waste water treatment, 
the settling out of solids by gravity, 

sedimentation tanks: In waste water treat-
ment, tanks where the solids are al-
lowed to settle or to float as scum. 
Scum is skimmed off; settled solids 
are pumped to incinerators, digesters, 
filters means of disposal.or other 

7seep:mge: Water that flows through the 
lt soil. 

selectIve herbicide: A pesticide intended 
to kill only certain types of plants, 
especially broad-leafed weedi, and not 
harm other plants such as farm crops 
or lawn grasses. The leading herbicide 
In the United States is 2,4-D. A re-

lated but stronger chemical used most
ly' forbrush control on range, pas
ture, and forest lands and on utility 
or highway rights-of-way is 2,4,5-T. 
Uses of the latter chemical have been 
somewhat restric4ed becausolof labora
tory evidence that it or a dioxin con

in 2.4.5-T can cause birthdefccts in test animals. 

senescence: The process of growing old. 
Sometimes used to refer to lakes near
ing extinction. 

septic lank: An underground tank used 
for the deposition of domestic wastes. 
Bacleria in the wastes decompose the 

organic matter, and the sludge settles 
to the bottom. The effluent flows
through drains into the ground. Sludgeis pumped out at regular intervals. 

seltleahle solids: Bits ot debris and fine 
matter heavy enough to settle out of 
waste water. 

settling chamber: In air pollution control, 
a low-cost device used to reduce the 

velocity of flue gases usually by means 
of baffles, promoting the settling of 
fly ash. 

settling lank: In waste water treatment, a 
tank or basin in which settleable 
solids are removed by gravity. 

sewage; The total of organic waste and
 
waste water generated by rcsidential 
and commercial establishments. 

sewage lagoon: See lagoon. 
sewer: Any pipe or conduit used to col

leci and carry away sewage or storm
water runoff from the generating 

source to treatment plants or receiv
ing streams. A sewer that conveys 
household and commercial sewage is 
called a sanitary sewer. If it trans
portq runoff from rain or snow, it is 
called a storm sewer. Often storm 
water runoff and sewage are trans
ported in the same system or com
bined sewers. 

sewerage: The entire system of sewage 
collection, treatment and disposal. 
Also applies to all effluent carried by 
sewers whether It is sanitary sewage, 
Industrial wastes or storm water run
off. 
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4baleld: A wall that protects workers from 
hirmful ;radiation released by: radio. 
activi *materials. 'peSldc-the 

Wt, Finely divided particles of soil or 
rock. Often carried in cloudy suspen-
sion inwater and eventually deposited 
as sediment. 

sinking: A method of controlling oil spills 
that employs an agent to entrap oil 
droplets and sink them to the bottom
of the body of water. The oil and 
sinking agent are eventually biologi
cally degraded, 

skimming: The mechanical removal of 
oil or scum from the surface of 
Swater. 

sludge: The construction of solids re
moved from sewage during waste-
water treatment. Sludge disposal is 
then handled by Incineration, dump-
Ing or burial, 

smog: Generally used as an equivalent of 
air pollution, particularly associated 
with oxidants. 

smoke: Solid particles generated as a re-
suit of the incomplete combustion of 
materials containing carbon, 

SOx: A symbol meaning oxides of sulfur. 
soft detergents: Biodegradable detergents. 

soil conditionen A biologically stable or-
ganic material such as humus or com. 
post that makes soil more amenable 
to the passage of water and to the 
distribution of fertilizing material, pro. 
'viding a better medium for necessary 
soil bacteria growth. 

solid waste: Useless, unwanted or dis-
carded material with insufficient liquid 
.content to be free flowing. Also see 
waste. fI) agricultural-solid was-
that' results from the raising and 
slaughtering of animnls, and the 
processing of animal products and or-
chard and field crops. .(2) commercial 
-waste generated by stores, offices 
and other activities that do not ac-
tually turn out a product. (3) indus-
trial-waste that results from Indus-
trial processes and manufacturing. 
(4) institutional - waste originaing 
from educational, health care and re-
search facilities. (5) municipal-resi', 

dential a wasteand.commercial solid 
-_,gecneated within> a community. (6) 

residue from the manu. 
. facturing, handling or use of chemi

cnls intcndcd for killing plant and 
animal pests. (7) residential-waste 
that normally originates in a residen
tial environment. Sometimes called do. 
mestic solid waste. 

solid waste disposal: Ile ultimate dispo
sition of refuse that cannotbe sal
vaged or recycled. 

solid waste management: The purposeful, 
systematic control of the generation,
storage, collection, transport, separa
tion, processing, recycling. recovery
and disposal of solid wastes. 

sonic boom: The tremendous booming 
sound produced as a vehicle, usually a 
supersonic jet airplane, exceeds the 
speed of sound, and the shock wave 
reaches the ground. 

soot: Agglomerations of tar-impregnated 
carbon particles that form when 
carbonaceous-material does not under
go complete combustion. 

sorption: A term including both adsorb. 
tion and absorption. Sorption is basic 
to many processes used to remove 
gaseous and particulate pollutants 
from an emission and to clean up oil 
spills. 

spoil: Dirt or rock that has been removed 
from its original location, specifically 
materials that have been dredged from 
the bottoms of waterways. 

stabilization: The process of converting 

active organic matter in sewage 
sludge or solid wastes into inert, 
harmless material. 

stabilization ponds: See lagoon, oxidation 
pona 
pond.

stable air: An air mass that remains In 
the same position rather than moving 
in its normal horizontal and vertical 
directions. Stable air does not disperse 
pollutants and can lead to high build. 
ups of air pollution. 

stack: A smokestack, a vertical pipe or 
flue designed to exhaust ases and 
suspended particulate matter. 
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stack effec The upward movement -of 
hot gases in a stack clue to the ten-
perature differcnce between the gas -s 
and thi.atmosphere. 

stagnation: Lack of wind in an air mass 
or lack of motion in water. Both 
cases tend to entrap and concentrate, 
pollutants. 

A pollution emitter
.tationary source: 

that is fixed rather than moving as 
an automobile.tm, i 

storm-sewer: A conduit that collects and 
transports rain and snow runoff back 
,to the ground water. In a separate 
sewerage system, storm sewers are 
entirely separate from those carrying 
'domestic and commercial waste water. 

siratiflcatlon: Separating into layers. 

strip mining: A process in which rock and 
top soil strata overlying ore or fuel 
deposits are scraped away by me
chanical shovels. Also known as sur
face mining. 

sulfur dioxide (SO.) A heavy, pungent,
 
colorless gas formed primarily by the 

combustion of fossil fuels. SOs dam-

ages the respiratory tract as well as 

vegetation and materials and is con-
sidered a major air pollutant, 

sump: A depression or tank that serves 
as a drain or receptacle for liquids for 
salvage or disposal. 

surfactant: An agent used in detergents 
to cause lathering. Composed of sev-
eral phosphate compounds, surfactants 
are a source of external enrichment 
thought to speed the eutrophication 
of our lakes. 

surveillance system: A monitoring system 
to determine environmental quality, 
Surveillance systems should be estab-
lished to monitor all aspects of prog-
ress toward attainment of environ-
mental standards and to identify po-
tential episodes of high pollutant 
concentrations in time to take pre-
ventive action. 

suspended solids (SS): Small particles of 
solid pollutants in sewage that con
tribute to turbidity and that resist 
separation by conventional means. 
The examination of suspended solids 

and the BOD test, Constitute the two 
main determinations for water qual
itYk-iforhi ed at waste water treat
ment facilities'. 

synergism: The cooperative action of sep
arate substanices so - that :the total 
effect is greater than the sum of the 
effects of the substances acting inde
pendently. 

systemic pesticide: A pesticide chemical 
that is carried to other parts of a 
plant or animal after it is injected or 
taken up from the soil or body sur
face. 

r
 

tailings: Second grade or waste material 
derived when raw material is screened 
or processed. 

tertiary treatment: Waste water treatment 
beyond the secondary, or biological 

stage that includes removal of nutri
ents such as phosphorus and nitrogen, 
and a high percentage of suspended 
solids. Tertiary treatment, also known 
as advanced waste treatment, pro
duces a high quality effluent. 

thermal pollution: Degradatiomi of water 
quality by the introduction of a 
heated elllucnt. Primarily a result of 
the discharge of cooling waters from 
industrial processes, particularly from 
electrical power generation. Even 
small deviations from nurmal water 
temperatures can affect aquatic life. 
Thermal pollution usually can be 
controlled by cooling towers. 

threshold dose: The minimum dose of a 
given substance necessary to produce 
a measurable physiological or psy
chological effect. 

an 
organism to endure an unfavorable 
environmental factor. The amount of 

tolerance: The relative capability of 
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tonogriphy 

a - chcmical ,considered' safe on iny' 
food to be .aentn by man or animals.' 
Also see pesticide tolerance. 

Ltopography: The onfiguration of a sur
face area including its relief, or rela
tive elevations,and the position of its 
natural and m'an-made features. 

toxicants A substance that kills or injures 
an organism through its chemical or 
physicalvironment;action orexample,by altering encyanides,
viromens, p esti or heavy metals,
phenols, pesticidc or ea metals. 
Especially used for Insect control. 

for its 

toxiclty: The quality or degree of being 
poasonus or harmful to plant or 
animal lire. 

trickling filter: A device for the biologi-
cal or secondary treatment of waste 
water consisting of a bed of rocks or 

•stones that support bacterial growth. 
Sewage is tricklcd over thc bed en-
abling the bacteria to break down 
organic wastes. 

troposphere: The layer of the atmosphtere 
extending seven to ten miles above 
the earth. Vital to life on earth,'it 

and thatcontains clouds moisture 
reach earth as rain or snow. 

to measureturbidimeter: A device used 
the amount of suspended solids in a 
liquid. 

turbidity: A thick, hazy condition of air 
due to the presence of particulates or 
other pollutants, or the similar cloudy 
condition in water due to the suspen
sion of silt or finely divided organic 
matter. 

U
 

urban nmoffs Storm. water' from_ city 
streets, and gutters that usually Con-: 
tains a great deil of litter and orianic 
and h::cterial wastes. 

vapor: The gaseous phase of substances 
that normally are either liquids or
solids at atmospheric temperature and 
pressure; for example, steam and phe. 

nolic compounds. 
vapor plume: The stack effluent consist

ing of flue gas made visible by con
densed water droplets or mist. 

vaporization: The change of a substance 
from the liquid to the gaseous state. 
One of three basic contributing fac
tors to air pollution, the others are 
attrition and combustion. 

variance: Sanction granted by a govern
ing body for delay or exception in 
the application of a given law, ordi
nance or regulation. 

vector: Disease vector-a carrier, usually 

an arthropod, that is capable of trans. 
mitting a pathogen from one orga
nism to another. 

volatille: Evaporating readily at a rela
ively low temperature. 

W 

waste: Also see solid waste. (1) bulky 
waste-items whose large size pre
cludes qr complicates their handling
by normal collection, processing or 
disposal methods. (2) construction 
and demolition waste-building ma
terials and rubble resulting from con
struction, remodeling, repair and 
demolition operations. (3) hazardous 
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zooplanton 

-waste' - wastes that require special drinking water, fish and wildlife prop
handling to avoid illness or injury to agatlon, industrial or agricultural) to 
persons or damage to property. be made of the water; criteria to* 
(4) special waste-those wastes that protect those uses; implementation 
require extraordinary management. plans (for needed industrial-municipal 
(5) wood pulp waste - wood or waste treatment improvements) and 
paper fiber residue resulting from a enforcement plans, and an anti-degra
manufacturing process. (6) yard dation statement to protect existing 
waste-plant clippings, prunings and high quality waters.
 
other discarded material from yards
 
and gardens. Also known as yard watershed: The area drained by a given 
rubbish, stream. 

waste water: Water carrying wastes from water supply system: The system for the 

homes, businesses and industries that collection, treatment, storage and dis

is a mixture of water and dissolved tribution of potable water from the 
or suspended solids, sources of supply to the consumer. 

water pollution: The addition of sewage, water table: The upper level of ground 

industrial wastes or other harmful or water. 

objectionable material to water in 
concentrations or in sufficient quan
tities to result in measurable degrada
tion of water quality. . 

water quality criteria: The levels of pol- , 1 
lutants that affect the suitability of I 
water for a given use. Generally,
 
water use classification includes: pub
lic water supply; recreation; propaga
tion of fish and other aquatic life; ",
 
agricultural use and industrial use.
 

water quality standard: A plan for water 
quality management containing four zooplankton: Planktonic animals that 
major elements: the use (recreation, supply food for fish. 
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